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PREFACE 

We are very pleased to introduce the proceedings of the Third National 

Conference on Research and Development in Science, Engineering and 

Technology (NCRDSET ‘17). The Conference provided a setting for discussing 

recent developments in a wide variety of topics. The Conference has been a 

good opportunity for participants coming from various institutions to 

present and discuss topics in their respective research areas.  

This proceeding has been spitted into two volumes one for Branches 

dealing with circuitry and other non- circuitry viz., circuitry will contains 

papers in the field of Electrical, Electronics and communications and Non- 

Circuitry is complied in the area of Computer Science, Mechanical, Civil and 

Applied Sciences. 

This volume of Proceedings for Branches dealing with Non-Circuitry 

will help the readers in various topics of Alternative Fuels, structural 

engineering, optimization techniques, composites, Android advancements, 

Cloud computing and applied sciences. The level of interest in the subject 

matter of the conference was maintained from previous events and over 60 

suitable papers were submitted for presentation at the conference in this 

volume. This required the programme to be organized in two parallel 

sessions, each on a specific theme, to provide each paper with sufficient 

time for presentation and to accommodate all of them within the overall time 

allocated. 

Finally, it is appropriate that we record our thanks to our fellow 

members of the Technical Organizing Committee for their work in securing a 

substantial input of papers in encouraging participation from all over the 

nation. We are also indebted to those who served as Session Chair persons. 

Without their support, the Conference could not have been the success that 

it was. We also acknowledge the authors themselves, without whose expert 

input there would have been no conference. 

                                         V.C. EUGIN MARTIN RAJ 

25th February 2017                   Convenor - NCRDSET’17 
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MESSAGE FROM SECRETARY’S DESK 

 
It gives me immense pleasure that our college St. Anne‟s College of 

Engineering and Technology is organizing the 3rd.National Conference on 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND 

TECHNOLOGY [NCRDSET „17] on 25th February 2017. We hope that this 

small step taken by our college will open up a new horizon. 

 

Engineering and Technology in Research and development is an 

integral part that helps to understand and provide a fruitful interaction 

among dynamic research scholars, faculty members and students to 

disseminate the awareness of the recent developments and latest trends in 

the field of Science, Engineering and Technology. 

 

I appreciate the consistent effort of NCRDSET‟17 to explore new areas 

of research and dissemination of new ideas, knowledge and technologies 

covering varied sectors including the Engineering sector. This conference 

can play an important role to create awareness and will create a platform for 

making interaction with faculty members and students. 

 

I express my sincere gratitude to all the authors, speakers, committee 

members, reviewers, sponsors, advisers and other members whose sincere 

efforts are the key factors for the success of this conference. I appreciate 

feedback from all the participants. I wish all the success of NCRDSET‟17. 

 

Finally, I would like to convey my special thanks to the principal     

Dr. R. Arokiadass and his powerful team of organizing committee.  

 

I wish the conference a great success. 

 

Sr. Victoria, S.A.T. 

Secretary 

St. Anne‟s College of Engineering and Technology 



MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL’S DESK 
 
 

I am very glad that our College is organizing a 3rd National Conference 

on “Research and Development in Science, Engineering and Technology” on 

February 25, 2017.  

I believe the Conference would assuredly support everyone to have the 

latest updates and progress achieved by the technology development. The 

conference will provide a platform for academician, researcher, 

entrepreneur, industrialist and various other professionals to exchange their 

innovative ideas for the development of self, society and nation. 

The gathering will motivate the innovators to enlighten and sharpen 

their skills and competence and enhance human network and relationship. 

My heartfelt wishes to HOD‟s, staff members and students of our 

College for their efforts in organizing and participating in this conference.  

I wish the conference a grand success. 

 

Dr.R. Arokiadass, M.E., Ph.D., 

Principal 

St. Anne‟s College of Engineering and Technology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MESSAGE FROM VICE-PRINCIPAL 
 
 

Necessity is the mother of all Invention. 

From the beginning of time, humans everywhere have been inventing. 

In fact, most of what is around us now was invented by someone in the past. 

An open and curious mind allows an inventor to see beyond what is known. 

Seeing a new possibility, connection, or relationship can spark an invention. 

I believe that, this Third National Conference in Research and Development 

in Science, Engineering & Technology (NCRDSET'17) will explore the 

research dimensions and thought process on a platform of Intellect and 

bring quality in academics as well as research and Development. Also this 

program will be an excellent opportunity for Academicians, Researchers and 

Students to present their research findings and inventions from different 

fields. I welcome all the participants and congratulate them for their 

participation. I also congratulate the organizing committee of this conference 

and wish them all the success.  

 “The Lord bless you and keep you; the Lord make his face to shine 

upon you and be gracious to you.” (Numbers 6:24-25)  

 

Sr. Gnana Jency Salate Mary, S.A.T. 

Vice Principal 

St. Anne‟s College of Engineering and Technology 
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Abstract—In many military network scenarios, connections
of wireless devices carried by soldiers may be temporarily
disconnected by jamming, environmental factors, and mobility
especially when they operate in hostile environments. Disruption-
Tolerant Network (DTN) is a networking architecture that is
designed to provide communications in the most unstable and
stressed environments where the network would normally be
subjected to frequent and long lasting disruptions and high bit
error rates that could severely degrade normal communications.
Technologies used in DTN are becoming successful solutions
that allow nodes to communicate with each other in extreme
networking conditions. The Attribute Based Encryption (ABE)
technique used in DTN leads to the disadvantages like key
escrow and attribute revocation. In order to overcome this, new
technique called Hybrid Attribute Based Encryption (Hb-ABE)
which combines Cipher text Policy- Attribute Based Encryption
(CP-ABE) and Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE).
Index Terms- Disruption Tolerant Network (DTN), Attribute
Based Encryption (ABE), Hybrid Attribute Based Encryption
(Hb-ABE), Cipher text Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-
ABE), Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE).

I. INTRODUCTION

In many military network scenarios, connections of wireless
devices carried by soldiers may be temporarily disconnected
by jamming, environmental factors, and mobility, especially
when they operate in hostile environments. Disruption Tolerant
Networks (DTN) is a type of network that is designed to
provide communications in the most unstable and intermittent
connections, where the network would normally be subject
to frequent and long lasting disruptions that could severely
degrade normal communications. Also Disruption- tolerant
network (DTN) technologies are becoming successful solu-
tions that allow nodes to communicate with each other in these
extreme networking environments. Typically, when there is no
end to-end connection between a source and a destination pair,
the messages from the source node may need to wait in the
intermediate nodes for a substantial amount of time until the
connection would be eventually established. Attribute-based
encryption is a type of public-key encryption in which the
secret key of a user and the cipher text are dependent upon
attributes (e.g. the country in which he lives, or the kind of
subscription he has). In such a system, the decryption of a
cipher text is possible only if the set of attributes of the user
key matches the attributes of the cipher text. A crucial security
aspect of Attribute-Based Encryption is collusion-resistance.
An adversary that holds multiple keys should only be able to
access data if at least one individual key grants access.

A. 1) Attribute Revocation

Attribute revocation is important to the attribute-based
encryption (ABE). The existing ABE schemes supporting
revocation mainly focus on the revocation of the users identity,
which could only revoke the users whole attributes by revoking
the users identity. In some cases, we wish to revoke one
attribute of a user instead of the whole attributes issued to
him without affecting any other users private key, such that
the user still can use his private key to decrypt as long as the
unrevoked attributes of him satisfy the decryption condition.
In this paper, we propose two KP-ABE schemes realizing the
attribute revocation under the direct revocation model. Their
solutions are to append to each attribute an expiration date
(or time) and distribute a new set of keys to valid users after
the expiration .The periodic attribute revocable ABE schemes
have two main problems. The rst problem is the security
degradation in terms of the backward and forward secrecy.
It is a considerable scenario that users such as soldiers may
change their attributes frequently, e.g., position or location
move when considering these as attributes. Then, a user who
newly holds the attribute might be able to access the previous
data encrypted before he obtains the attribute until the data is
re encrypted with the newly updated attribute keys by periodic
rekeying (backward secrecy). For example, assume that at
time, a cipher text is encrypted with a policy that can be
decrypted with a set of attributes (embedded in the users keys)
for users. After time, say, a user newly holds the attribute set.
Even if the new user should be disallowed to decrypt the cipher
text for the time instance, he can still decrypt the previous
cipher text until it is re encrypted with the newly updated
attribute keys. On the other hand, a revoked user would still
be able to access the encrypted data even if he does not hold
the attribute anymore until the next expiration time (forward
secrecy). For example, when a user is disqualied with the
attribute at time ,he can still decrypt the cipher text of the
previous time instance unless the key of the user is expired
and the cipher text is re encrypted with the newly updated
key that the user cannot obtain. We call this uncontrolled
period of time windows of vulnerability. The other is the
scalability problem. The key authority periodically announces
a key update material by unicast at each time-slot so that all of
the non revoked users can update their keys. This results in the
1-affects- problem, which means that the update of a single
attribute affects the whole non revoked users who share the
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attribute. This could be a bottle neck for both the key authority
and all non revoked users. The immediate key revocation can
be done by revoking users using ABE that supports negative
clauses. To do so, one just adds conjunctively the AND of
negation of revoked user identities (where each is considered
as an attribute here). However, this solution still somewhat
lacks efciency performance. This scheme will pose overhead
group elements1 additively to the size of the cipher text and
multiplicatively to the size of private key over the original
CP-ABE scheme of, where is the maximum size of revoked
attributes set. Golleetal also proposed a user revocable KP-
ABE scheme, but the scheme only works when the number of
attributes associated with a cipher text is exactly half of the
universe size.

B. 2) Key Escrow

Most of the existing ABE schemes are constructed on the
architecture where a single trusted authority has the power to
generate the whole private keys of users with its master secret
information. Thus, the key escrow problem is inherent such
that the key authority can decrypt every cipher text addressed
to users in the system by generating their secret keys at any
time. One disadvantage of this fully distributed approach is
the performance degradation. Since there is no centralized
authority with master secret information, all attribute author-
ities should communicate with each other in the system to
generate a users secret key. This results in communication
overhead on the system setup and the rekeying phases and
requires each user to store additional auxiliary key components
besides the attributes keys, where is the number of authorities
in the system. Cipher text-policy ABE (CP-ABE) provides a
scalable way of encrypting data such that the encryptor defines
the attribute set that the decryptor needs to possess in order
to decrypt the cipher text. Thus, different users are allowed
to decrypt different pieces of data per the security policy.
Also in CP-ABE, the cipher text is encrypted with an access
policy chosen by an encryptor, but a key is simply created
with respect to an attribute set. CP-ABE is more appropriate
to DTNs than KP-ABE because it enables encryptor such as
a commander to choose an access policy on attributes and
to encrypt confidential data under the access structure via
encrypting with the corresponding public keys or attributes
policy and enforcing it on its own data by encrypting the data
under the policy before storing it to the storage node. If a user
possesses a set of attributes satisfying the access policy of the
encrypted data defined by the sender, and is not revoked in any
of the attributes, then he will be able to decrypt the cipher text
and obtain the data. Therefore, the best solution for the above
problem is that sender encrypts message with distinct public-
keys, but the user uses private key for decryption so that key
should be sent via a secure channel and kept secret.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS

A. Bilinear Maps:

1. Bilinearity : for all u G1,v G2 and a, b Zp, we have
e(ua,vb) = e(u,v)ab. 2. Non-degeneracy: e(g,h)6= 1. Usually

Let G1, G2, GT be cyclic (multiplicative) groups of order p,
where p is a prime. Let g1 be a generator of G1, and g2 be
a generator of G2. Then e: G1G2 GT is a bilinear map if it
has the following properties: , G1 = G2 = G. G is called a
bilinear group if the group operation and the bilinear map e
are both efciently computable.

B. Key Structure:

In CP-ABE schemes, an encryptor species an access struc-
ture for a cipher text which is referred to as the cipher text
policy. Only users with secret keys whose associated attributes
satisfy the access structure can decrypt the cipher text. In CP-
ABE schemes so far, a users key can logically be thought of as
a set of elements each of which corresponds to an associated
attribute, such that only elements within a single set may be
used to satisfy any given cipher text policy (i.e. collusion
resistance). In our scheme however, we use a recursive set
based key structure where each element of the set is either a
set itself (i.e. a key structure) or an element corresponding to
an attribute. We dene a notion of depth for this key structure,
which is similar to the notion of depth for a tree, that limits this
recursion. That is, for a key structure with depth 2, members
of the set at depth 1 can either be attribute elements or sets but
members of a set at depth 2 may only be attribute elements.
The following is an example of a key structure of depth 2: n
CS-Department, Grad-Student,

Course101, TA, Course525, Grad-Student
The depth of key structures that can be supported by our

scheme is a system parameter that should be decided at the
time of setup. That is, if the system is setup with a depth
parameter of 5, keys of depth 5 or less can be supported.
For ease of exposition, we will describe our scheme for key
structures of depth 2. But we note that our construction is
easily generalized to support keys of any depth d where d is
xed at setup. The key structure denes unique labels for sets
in the key structure. For key structures of depth 2, just an
index (arbitrarily assigned) of the set among sets at depth 2 is

Fig. 1.
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sufcient to uniquely identify the sets. Thus if there are m sets
at depth 2 then an unique index i where 1 i m is (arbitrarily)
assigned to each set. The set at depth 1 is referred to as set
0 or simply the outer set. If represents a key structure then
let i represent the ith set in . Individual attributes inherit the
label of the set they are contained in and are uniquely dened
by the combination of their name and their inherited label.
That is, while a given attribute might appear in multiple sets
it can appear only once in any set. In the above example, the
outer set and Course525, Grad-Student are assigned labels 0
and 2 respectively, and the two instances of the attribute Grad-
Student are distinguished by the unique combination of their
inherited set label and attribute name, (0, Grad-Student) and
(2, Grad-Student), respectively. By default, a user may only
use attribute elements within a set to satisfy a given cipher
text policy. That is, a user with the key structure from the
above example may combine individual attributes either from
the outer set (i.e., CS-Department, Grad-Student) or from the
set Course101, TA or from the set Course525,Grad-Student to
satisfy the policy associated with a given cipher text but may
not combine attributes across the sets. However, an encryptor
may choose to allow combining attributes from multiple sets
to satisfy the access structure by designating translating nodes
in the access structure as explained.

C. 3) Access Structure:

We build on the access structure used in which is a tree
whose non-leaf nodes are threshold gates. Each non-leaf node
of the tree is dened by its children and a threshold value. Let
n cx denote the number of children and kx the threshold value
of node x, then 0 ¡ kx n cx. When kx = 1, the threshold gate is
an OR gate and when kx = ncx it is an AND gate. The access
tree also denes an ordering on the children of a node, i.e.,
they are numbered from 1 to ncx. For node x such a number is
denoted by index(x). Each leaf node y of the tree is associated
with an attribute which is denoted by a t(y). Furthermore, the
encrypting user may designate some nodes in an access tree
as translating nodes. Their function will become clear as we
discuss below the conditions under which a key structure is
said to satisfy an access tree. Let T be an access tree whose
root node is r. Let Tx denote a subtree of T rooted at node x.
Thus Tr is the same as T. Now we will dene the conditions
under which a key structure is said to satisfy a given access
tree T assuming there are node signed translating nodes in the
access tree. We will then extend the denition to consider the
presence of translating nodes. A key structure is said to satisfy
the access tree T if and only if T() returns a non-empty set
S of labels. We evaluate Tx() recursively as follows. If x is a
non-leaf node we evaluate Tx0() for all children x0 of x. Tx()
returns a set Sx containing unique labels such that for every
label lbl Sx there exists at least one set of k kx children such
that for each child x0 of these k children Sx0 contains the label
lbl. If x is a leaf node then the set Sx returned by Tx() contains
a label lbl if and only if att(x) lbl. Thus a key structure is is
said to satisfy an access tree if it contains at least one set that
has all the attributes needed to satisfy the access tree. Note

that attributes belonging to multiple sets in the key structure
cannot be combined to satisfy the access tree. However, if
there are designated translating nodes in the access tree, the
algorithm T() is modied as follows. The algorithm T() is the
same as above when x is a leaf node. When x is a non-leaf
node we evaluate Tx0() for all children x0 of x. Tx() returns
a set Sx containing unique labels such that for every label lbl
Sx there exists at least one set of k kx children such that for
each child x0 of these k children Sx0 either contains the label
lbl or x0 is a translation node and Sx0 . Thus, if node x is a
designated translating node then, even if the attribute elements
used to satisfy the predicate represented by the subtree rooted
at x belong to a different set in the key structure than those
used to satisfy the predicates represented by the siblings of
x the decrypting user is able to combine them to satisfy the
predicate represented by the parent node of x.

D. 4) Syntax of CP-ABE Scheme:

A CP-ABE scheme consists of four algorithms, Setup, Key
Gen, Encrypt and Decrypt. The algorithm Setup produces a
master key and a public key for the scheme. Key Gen takes
as input the master-key, a users identity and an attribute set;
it produces a secret key for the user. Encrypt takes as input
the public key of the scheme, a message and an access tree,
and outputs a cipher text. Finally, decrypt takes a cipher
text and a secret-key (produced by Key Gen), and if the
access tree used to construct the cipher text is satised by the
attribute set for which the secret key was generated, then it
recovers the message from the cipher text. Security of CP-ABE
Scheme Our notion of message in distinguishability for CP-
ABE scheme against chosen plain text attacks is similar to that
for CP-ABE schemes [2]. Setup: The challenger runs the Setup
algorithm and gives public parameters, PK, to the adversary.
Phase 1: The adversary makes repeated queries for private
keys corresponding to attribute sets A1,..., Aq1. Challenge:
The adversary submits two equal length messages M0 and
M1, and a challenge access structure T such that none of the
private keys obtained in Phase 1 corresponding to attribute
sets A1,...,Aq1 satisfy the access structure. The challenger ips
a random coin b, and encrypts Mb under T. The resulting
cipher text CT is given to the adversary. Phase 2: Phase 1
is repeated with the restriction that none of the attribute sets
Aq1+1,...,Aq satisfy the access structure corresponding to the
challenge. Guess: The adversary outputs a guess b0 of b. The
advantage of an adversary A in this game is dened as Pr[b0 =
b] 1 2. This game could easily be extended to include chosen-
cipher text attacks by allowing for decryption queries in Phase
1 and Phase 2. Denition1: A CP-ABE scheme is secure against
chosen plain text attacks if all probabilistic polynomial time
adversaries have at most a negligible advantage in the game
above.

III. PROPOSED WORK

The paradigm of Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) is
generally divided into Cipher-text Policy Attribute Based En-
cryption (CPABE) and Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption
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(KPABE). Intuitively, CPABE allows a secret key with an
attribute set can decrypt a cipher text with an access structure
while KPABE allows a secret key with an access structure can
decrypt a cipher text with an attribute set. Recently, a dual
policy attribute based encryption, conjunctively combining
CPABE and KPABE schemes. Revocation as an indispensable
function in public key encryption. As the development of ABE,
a lot more revocation techniques are invented and applied
into such new primitive. In Cipher text Policy Attribute-
Based Encryption (CPABE), the cipher text is associated with
an access policy over attributes and the user secret key is
associated with a set of attributes. The user can decrypt the
cipher text if and only if the attribute set of his secret key
satisfies the access policy specified in the cipher text. Several
CP-ABE schemes have been intended, however, some practical
problems, such as revocation, still need to be addressed. In
the prevailing system, a users identity must be validated by
the authority, in distributed system; it is a complex task to
manage numerous user identities. Also, all users must trust
the central authority, if the authority is malicious; he can
impersonate any user without being detected. Hence we are
facing a major issue with Key-Escrow problem .The secret
key is generated in a single space. In turn, the system can
be easily attacked by attacking the single space. Keys were
generated randomly and it is decided by the key generation
center and the user doesnt have any control/preferences or
specification of deciding the key based on user centric purpose.
The key generation center (KGC) can decrypt every cipher text
addressed to specific users by generating their attribute keys.
This could be a potential risk to the data confidentiality or
privacy in the data sharing systems. The revocation of any
attribute or any single user in an attribute group would affect
all users in the group. Most of the existing ABE (Attribute-
based encryption) schemes are constructed on the architecture
where a single trusted authority or KGC has the power to
generate the whole private keys of users with its master secret
information. Thus, the key escrow problem is inherent such
that the KGC can decrypt every cipher text addressed to users
in the system by generating their secret keys at any time. The
major drawbacks of the prevailing system is that the data
sharing is not much secure and any other user can easily
access the data in data store. In addition to it, the system wont
distribute the data based on the attributes of the user. Hence in
the proposed system, the key issuing protocol generates and
issues user secret keys by using the multiple attributes obtained
from the user. The major advantage of the proposed system is
that the data is shared between the data owner and the users
based on the attributes.

IV. OUR CP-ABE CONSTRUCTION

A key challenge in designing CP-ABE schemes is pre-
venting users from pooling together their attributes. BSW
CP-ABE achieves this by binding together all the attribute
key components for each user with a random number unique
to the user. Since in a CP-ABE scheme one must prevent
arbitrary combination of attributes belonging to different sets

(even if they belong to the same user), a natural idea would
be to similarly use a unique random number for binding
together attribute key components for each set, in addition
to using a random number for each user. However, a CP-ABE
scheme must also support specic combinations of attributes
from different sets, as specied in an access-tree. The key idea
in our construction is to include judiciously chosen additional
values in the cipher text (and in the key) that will allow a
user to combine attributes from multiple sets all belonging
to the same user. As it turns out, such a modication could
introduce new subtle ways for multiple users to combine their
attributes. Our construction shows how to thwart such attacks,
using appropriate levels of randomization among different
users keys. Let G0 be a bilinear group of prime order p and
let g be a generator of G0. Let e : G0 G0 G1 denote a
bilinear map. Let H : 0,1 G0 be a hash function that maps
any arbitrary string to a random group element. We will use
this function to map attributes described as arbitrary strings to
group elements.

Setup (d = 2) The setup algorithm chooses random expo-
nents ,i Zpi 1,2. The algorithm sets the public key and master
key as:

Note that to support key structures of depth d, i will range
from 1 to d.

KeyGen (MK, A, u) Here u is the identity of a user and A
= A0,A1,...,Amis a key structure. A0 is the set of individual
attributes in the outer set (i.e. set 0) and A1 to Am are sets of
attributes at depth 2 that the user has. Let Ai = ai,1,...,ai,ni.
That is, ai,j denotes the j-th attribute appearing in set Ai, and
ni denotes the number of attributes in the set Ai. (Note that
for different values of (i,j), ai,j can be the same attribute.) The
key generation algorithm chooses a unique random number,
ru Zp, for user u. It then chooses a set of m unique random
numbers, ru i Zp, one for each set Ai A,1 i m. For set A0, ru
0 is set to be the same as ru. It also chooses a set of unique
random numbers, ru i,j Zp, one for each (i,j), 0 i m, 1 j ni.
The issued key is:

Fig. 2.
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Elements Ei enable translation from riu (i.e., set Ai) to ru
(i.e., the outer set A0) at the translating nodes. Elements Ei
and Ei0 can be combined as Ei/Ei0 to enable translation from
ri0u (i.e., set Ai0) to riu (i.e., the set Ai) at the translating
nodes.

Encrypt(PK, M,T) M is the message, T is an access tree. The
algorithm associates a polynomial q with each node (including
the leaves) in the tree T. These polynomials are chosen in the
following way in a top-down manner, starting from the root
node R. For each internal node in the tree, the degree d of the
polynomial q is set to be one less than the threshold value k
of that node, that is, d = k 1. For leaf nodes the the degree is
set to be 0. For the root node R the algorithm picks a random
s Zp and sets qR (0) = s. Then, it chooses dR other points
randomly to dene the polynomial qR completely. For any other
node , it sets q (0) = q parent ()(index()) and chooses d other
points randomly to completely dene q where parent() denotes
the parent node of . Let Y denote the set of leaf nodes in T.
Let X denote the set of translating nodes in the access tree T.
Then the cipher text CT returned is as follows

Translating values C0 xs together with Ei0s in user keys
allow translation between set sat a translating node x as will
be described in the Decrypt function. Note that the element
C is the same as Cr where r is the root node. A variant of the
scheme would be where C is not included in the cipher text
but is only released at the discretion of the encrypting user as
Cr. This would restrict decrypting users to only use individual
attributes in the outer set except when explicitly allowed by
the encrypting user by designating translating nodes.

Decrypt(CT, SKu) Here we describe the most straightfor-
ward decryption algorithm without regard to efciency. The
decryption algorithm is a recursive algorithm similar to the tree
satisfaction algorithm described in Section 4. The decryption
algorithm rst runs the tree satisfaction algorithm on the access
tree with the key structure i.e.,T(A), and stores the results of
each of the recursive calls in the access tree T. That is, each
node t in the tree is associated with a set St of labels that
was returned by Tt(A). If A does not satisfy the tree T then
the decryption algorithm returns Ł. Otherwise the decryption
algorithm picks one of the labels, i, from the set returned by
T(A) and calls the recursive function Decrypt Node(CT, SKu,
t, i) on the root node of the tree. Here CT is the cipher text
CT = (T, C,C,y Y : Cy,C0 y,x X : Cx), SKu is a private
key, which is associated with a key structure denoted byA, t
is a node fromT, and i is a label denoting a set of A. Note
that the ciphertext CT now contains tree information that is
augmented by the results fromT(A). DecryptNode(CT, SKu, t,
i) is dened as follows. If t Y, i.e., node t is a leaf node, then
DecryptNode(CT, SKu, t, i) is dened as follows. If att(t) / Ai
where Ai A then Decrypt Node (CT, SKu, t, i) =Ł. Ifatt (t)
= ai,j Ai where Ai A then:

Note that set from which the satisfying attribute ai,j was
picked is implicit in the result e(g,g)ru i qt(0) (i.e., indicated
by ru i ). When t / Y, i.e., node t is a non-leaf node, then
Decrypt Node (CT,SKu,t,i) proceeds as follows: 1. Compute
Bt which is an arbitrary kt sized set of child nodes z such

that z Bt only if either (1) label i Sz or (2) label i0 Sz
for some i0 6= i and z is a translating node. If no such set
exists then returnŁ.2. For each node z Bt such that label i
Sz call Decrypt Node (CT,SKu,t,i) and store output in Fz. 3.
For each node z Bt such that(1,i0) Sz andi0 6= i call Decrypt
Node(CT,SKu,t,i0) store

Compute Ft using polynomial interpolation as follows:
The output of Decrypt Node (CT, SKu, r, i) function on the

root node r is stored in Fr. If i = 0 we have Fr = e(g,g)ruqr(0)
= e(g,g)rus otherwise we have Fr = e(g,g)rui s. If i 0 then we
compute F

Otherwise F = Fr. The decryption algorithm then computes
following:

Note how two elements Ei and Ei0 together with a translat-
ing value Ct at a node t were used to translate between sets i
and i0 at node t in step 3. Similarly, note how a single element
Ei together with a translating value was used to translate
between set i and the outer set. We note that if 1 = 2 then
the scheme would become insecure as colluding users could
transitively translate from inner set i to outer set and then
from one key to the other by using the D elements from their
keys. Thus we need a unique for every level that we need to
support. We emphasize that while we described our scheme
for key structures of depth 2 it is easily generalized to key
structures of arbitrary depth d which is xed at setup.

V. MODULES

A. Authentication and Key Generation:

In this module the User Interface Design plays an important
role for the user to move login the Application. This module
has created for the security purpose. In this login page we
have to enter user name and password, it will check username
and password, if valid means directly go to home page,
invalid username or password means show the error message
and redirect to registration page. So we are preventing from
unauthorized user entering into the login page to user page

B. Storage Node:

In storage node phase data is stored from senders and
corresponding access is provided to the valid users. Storage
node may be mobile or static. This node stores the secret
confidential information. Store-carry and forward phase owns
confidential messages or data (e.g., a commander) and wishes
to store them into the external data storage node for ease
of sharing or for reliable delivery to users in the extreme
networking environments. A sender is responsible for defining
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(attribute based) access policy and enforcing it on its own data
by encrypting the data under the policy before storing it to the
storage node. If a user possesses a set of attributes satisfying
the access policy of the encrypted data defined by the sender,
and is not revoked in any of the attributes, then user will be
able to decrypt the cipher text obtain data.

C. Store Carry Forward Phase:

Store-carry and forward phase owns confidential messages
or data (e.g., a commander) and wishes to store them into the
external data storage node for ease of sharing or for reliable
delivery to users in the extreme networking environments. A
sender is responsible for defining (attribute based) access.

D. Decentralized User Phase:

In Decentralized user phase, we provide a multi authority
CP-ABE scheme for secure data retrieval in decentralized
DTNs. Each local authority issues partial personalized and
attribute key components to a user by performing secure
2PC protocol with the central authority. Each attribute key
of a user can be updated individually and immediately. Thus,
the scalability and security can be enhanced in the proposed
scheme. Communicate with every user in network.

VI. THREAT MODEL AND SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS

A. Data condentiality:

Unauthorized users who do not have enough credentials
satisfying the access policy should be deterred from accessing
the plain data in the storage node. In addition, unauthorized
access from the storage node or key authorities should be also
prevented

B. Collision-resistance:

If multiple users collude, they may be able to decrypt a
cipher text by combining their attributes even if each of the
users cannot decrypt the cipher text alone [1][3]. For example,
suppose there exist a user with attributes Battalion 1, Region
1 and another user with attributes Battalion2, Region2. They
may succeed in decrypting a cipher encrypted under the access
policy of (Battalion 1 AND Region 2), even if each of them
cannot decrypt it individually .We do not want these colluders
to be able to decrypt the secret information by combining their
attributes. We also consider collision attack among curious
local authorities to derive users keys.

C. Backward and forward Secrecy:

In the context of ABE, backward secrecy means that any
user who comes to hold an attribute (that satises the access
policy) should be prevented from accessing the plaintext of the
previous data exchanged before he holds the attribute. On the
other hand, forward secrecy means that any user who drops
an attribute should be prevented from accessing the plaintext
of the subsequent data exchanged after he drops the attribute,
unless the other valid attributes that he is holding satisfy the
access policy.

VII. EVALUATION
In this section we discuss the efciency of CP-ABE scheme

instantiated with two levels, describe its implementation and
evaluate its performance overhead relative to CP-ABE. Ef-
ciency: It is straightforward to estimate the efciency of our
key generation and encryption algorithms. In terms of com-
putation, our key generation algorithm requires two exponen-
tiations for every attribute in the key issued to the user and
two exponentiations for every set (including recursive sets for
a scheme with levels ¿ 2) in the key. In terms of key size,
the private key contains two group elements per attribute and
one group element per attribute set. Compared to BSW the
additional key generation cost is two exponentiations for every
attribute set in terms of computation and one group element
per attribute set in terms of size. Encryption involves two
exponentiations per leaf node in the tree and one exponentia-
tion per translating node in the tree. The cipher text contains
two group elements per leaf node and one group element per
translating node. Compared to BSW the additional cost is one
exponentiation per translating node in terms of computation
and one group element per translating node in terms of size.
The cost of decrypting a given cipher text however varies
depending on the key used for decryption. Even for a given
key there might be multiple ways to satisfy the associated
access tree. The decrypt algorithm needs, 1) two pairings for
every leaf node used to satisfy the tree, 2) one pairing for every
translating node on the path from the leaf node used to the root
and 3) one exponentiation for every node on the path from the
leaf node to the root. However, by employing the optimization
technique of attening the recursive calls to Decrypt Node, as
described in BSW albeit modied to accommodate translating
nodes, we can reduce the cost to 1) two pairings and one
exponentiation per leaf node used and 2) one pairing and one
exponentiation per translating node on the path from a used
leaf node to the root7. Compared to BSW the additional cost
is one pairing and one exponentiation per translating node on
the path from a used leaf node to the root. In a multi-level
(level ¿ 2) instantiation the overhead will be per translation
rather than per translating node as multiple translations may
be needed at a given translating node for such instantiations.

A. Performance overhead

A two-level CP-ABE scheme provides better functionality
over CP-ABE schemes in terms of, 1) better supporting
compound attributes and 2) supporting multiple numerical
value assignments for a given attribute in a single key. In
order to gauge the cost of this additional functionality we
compared the encryption, decryption and key generation times
using randomly generated policies and associated keys with
those of CP-ABE scheme. The policies used to encrypt data
were randomly generated formulae in the disjunctive normal
form with leaf nodes ranging from 23 to 66. For each policy,
are presentative set of keys that satisfy the policy are generated
and used for decryption. Specically, 1) a key is generated
for each conjunctive clause in the policy such that it satises
the clause and 2) a key is generated for each combination
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of conjunctive clauses in the policy such that the key satises
all the clauses in the combination. The generated keys had
Boolean attributes, ranging from 1 to 422, i.e., including the
bag of bits representation for numbers with 64 bits used to rep-
resent each integer. Decryption time for a policy is the average
of decryption times with all thekeysgeneratedforthatpolicyas-
describedabove.ExperimentswererunonaLinux box with quad
core 3.0Ghz Intel Xeon and 2GB of RAM. Both implemen-
tations used a160-bit elliptic curve group constructed on the
curve y2 = x3+x over a 512-bit eld.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
ENHANCEMENT

In this paper, we proposed an efficient and secure data
retrieval method using CP-ABE for decentralized DTNs where
multiple key authorities manage their attributes independently.
The inherent key escrow problem is resolved such that the
confidentiality of the stored data is guaranteed even under
the hostile environment where key authorities might be com-
promised or not fully trusted. In addition, the fine-grained
key revocation can be done for each attribute group. We
demonstrate how to apply the proposed mechanism to securely
and efficiently manage the confidential data distributed in
the disruption-tolerant military network. In future enhance-
ment the combination of cipher text-policy attribute-based
encryption (CP-ABE) with location-based encryption (LBE)
on the level of symmetric keys can be implemented. It can
efficiently handle dynamic attributes with continuous values,
like location, even in resource-constrained settings.
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Abstract—The high efficiency of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) purely depends on the data collection scheme. By using
the DAMHR Protocol that locates a near-optimal traveling tour
that minimizes the energy consumption. They improve the data
gathering speed of the nodes. Path selection problem is focused
in load balanced clustering. Simultaneously increases the total
amount of data collection speed and reduces the energy con-
sumption. Keywords: WSN, DAMHR Protocol, Data gathering,
Energy consumption, Cluster head.

I. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of the implementation for low-cost,low-
power,multifunctional sensors has made wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs) aprominent data collection paradigm. Several
approaches have been proposed for efficient data collection
in the literature, see, for example: (4), (5), ( 6), (7), (8),
(9). When sensors around the data sink deplete their energy,
network connectivity and coverage maynot be guaranteed. Due
to these constraints, it is crucial to design an energy efficient
data collection scheme that consumes energy uniformly across
the sensing field to achieve long network lifetime (3). Before
monitoring the location, the sensor nodes. Must forms a net-
work and identify their neighbor nodes. Energy consumption
can takes place while uploading the data and sensing the field
to Mobile Collector. Therefore, an efficient, large-scale data
collection scheme should aim at good scalability, long network
lifetime and low data latency. Several approaches have been
proposed for efficient.

A. 1) Attribute Revocation

Attribute revocation is important to the attribute-based
encryption (ABE). The existing ABE schemes supporting
revocation mainly focus on the revocation of the users identity,
which could only revoke the users whole attributes by revoking
the users identity. In some cases, we wish to revoke one
attribute of a user instead of the whole attributes issued to
him without affecting any other users private key, such that
the user still can use his private key to decrypt as long as the
unrevoked attributes of him satisfy the decryption condition.

In this paper, we propose two KP-ABE schemes realizing the
attribute revocation under the direct revocation model. Their
solutions are to append to each attribute an expiration date
(or time) and distribute a new set of keys to valid users after
the expiration .The periodic attribute revocable ABE schemes
have two main problems. The rst problem is the security
degradation in terms of the backward and forward secrecy.
It is a considerable scenario that users such as soldiers may
change their attributes frequently, e.g., position or location
move when considering these as attributes. Then, a user who
newly holds the attribute might be able to access the previous
data encrypted before he obtains the attribute until the data is
re encrypted with the newly updated attribute keys by periodic
rekeying (backward secrecy). For example, assume that at
time, a cipher text is encrypted with a policy that can be
decrypted with a set of attributes (embedded in the users keys)
for users. After time, say, a user newly holds the attribute set.
Even if the new user should be disallowed to decrypt the cipher
text for the time instance, he can still decrypt the previous
cipher text until it is re encrypted with the newly updated
attribute keys. On the other hand, a revoked user would still
be able to access the encrypted data even if he does not hold
the attribute anymore until the next expiration time (forward
secrecy). For example, when a user is disqualied with the
attribute at time ,he can still decrypt the cipher text of the
previous time instance unless the key of the user is expired
and the cipher text is re encrypted with the newly updated
key that the user cannot obtain. We call this uncontrolled
period of time windows of vulnerability. The other is the
scalability problem. The key authority periodically announces
a key update material by unicast at each time-slot so that all of
the non revoked users can update their keys. This results in the
1-affects- problem, which means that the update of a single
attribute affects the whole non revoked users who share the
attribute. This could be a bottle neck for both the key authority
and all non revoked users. The immediate key revocation can
be done by revoking users using ABE that supports negative
clauses. To do so, one just adds conjunctively the AND of
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negation of revoked user identities (where each is considered
as an attribute here). However, this solution still somewhat
lacks efciency performance. This scheme will pose overhead
group elements1 additively to the size of the cipher text and
multiplicatively to the size of private key over the original
CP-ABE scheme of, where is the maximum size of revoked
attributes set. Golleetal also proposed a user revocable KP-
ABE scheme, but the scheme only works when the number of
attributes associated with a cipher text is exactly half of the
universe size.

II. LITERATUREREVIEW

In this chapter, a brief description of different papers about
geographic routing, cluster formation data collection, data
forwarding, energy consumption and transmission of node to
sink is carried out. In modern years, a number of studies
have discussed the problems of data collection techniques to
discover the efficient path. Compared with data collection via
a static sink, introducing mobility for data collection enjoys
the benefits of balancing energy consumptions in the network
and they connecting disconnected regions. Another approach
is no allow nodes to form into clusters to reduce the number
of relays by (10), (11), (12), (13).

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

In data collection sensor network applications, sensors are
normally randomly scattered and densely deployed over a net-
work. Sensing field and left unattended after being organized,
which makes it difficult to replace or recharge their batteries.
The geographic routing protocols for find a ways to data
forwarding. Gathering and aggregating data necessary to save
wireless resources and the energy of sensor nodes. The some
kind of issuse we faced here is, the occurrence of a energy
losingproblem. Take more time to the data clustering process.
Data loss problem cant to be overcome on this method.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

DAMHR is proposed that simultaneously diminishes the
energy consumption and increases the total amount of data.
The DAMHR protocol is stands for Delay Aware-adaptive
MultiHop Routing.An overview of system framework is de-
picted in Fig.1. The major architecture which consists of
three layers: sensor layer. Cluster head layer and SenCer
layer. This proposed system examines an architecture based
on mobility to discourse the problem of energy efficient data
gathering a sensor network (SN).Polling point with very short
communication time might own too many members(data).
Constructing cluster structures contained of member nodes
that route their measured data to their allotted cluster head.
The important new traits are added in this proposed system is,

Reduce the energy consumption problem. Increase the
network lifetime Reduce the routing problems.

Fig. 1.

V. MODULE DESCRIPTION

The proposed protocol can allows five modules in this
system and they described as below.

Network Formation Data Clustering Mechanisms Data Ag-
gregation Communication Performance Evaluation

Network Formation: Create the nodes using ns2 tool and
form the network group. Establish the connection between all
nodes. Allocate the frequency of each nodes and define the
connection range of all network nodes. Date Clustering Mech-
anisms: Select the Cluster Heads node of each groups based on
the energy and capacity. The data cluster node handling, the
data cluster node handing inter-cluster data forwarding and
intra-cluster Aggregation. Data Aggregation: The packets of
each node individually received. A node first aggregates the
received packets of the nodes in communication range. A key
requirement is to describe while the connectivity between a
PP and the MS (SenCar) is obtainable. Communication: The
shortest route that visits each selected polling point exactly
once and then returns to the data sink. Then interconnects the
aggregated information to the PP node in the collection path.
Performance Evaluation: Analyse the network, Packet arrival
rate, Average end-to-end delay, and energy consumption.

VI. CONCLUSION

A. Degree of perfomace measure

The performance of the proposed algorithm is calculated by
the following metrics: i) Packet arrival rate: The ratio between
the total number of data packets and the number of collected
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data packets sent by the source. ii) Average end-to-end delay:
The average time passed for delivering a data packet within
a successful transmission. iii) Communication overhead: The
average number of transmitted control bytes per second with
both the control packets and the data packet header. iv) Energy
consumption: The energy consumption for the entre network
with transmission energy consumption for both the control and
data packets.

B. Future Work

In future the furthermore development are provided by
this project. The new type of clustering mechanisms, energy
efficiency methods, low power systems and so on.

C. Result

Mobile data gathering and energy saving on cluster heads.
The energy overhead also justified and explored the results
with different numbers of cluster heads in the frame work.
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Abstract—While the outsourced storage services bring econ-
omy and convenient, it also brings a lot of security problems,
especially data security. In recent years a lot of research have
done on the protection of data security in outsourcing storage
services, most of them focus on the data privacy and integrity
protection, and pay little attention to the guarantee of data
freshness. The Provable Data Possession (PDP) model has been
defined for ensuring the integrity of files on untrusted storages.
Since cloud storage is practically not only used for storing static
data, the Dynamic Provable Data Possession (DPDP) model has
been put forward, in which model, file content can be updated
while the storage server is still able to prove the integrity and
freshness of the file.The data freshness guarantee means that data
must be kept as the latest version whenever user access it. In
this paper, we develop a batch-update verifiable DPDP mode that
verifies a batch of block updates at once to achieve efficiency. We
construct our scheme by developing a variant authenticated 2-3
tree to enable data dynamics andbatch-update verification. This
mechanism guarantees freshness effectively on the basis of data
privacy and dynamic access control.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of storage, processing, and
communication technologies, more and more outsourced data
storage services have been provided for companies to store
large scale data with low cost. Since the companies outsourced
their data to another parties providing storage services, they
can’t control their data by themselves as before, some security
issues arise .Of the security problems in outsourced data
storage services, data security has concerned people most.
There are some research reports on security of outsourced data
storage services(.Wei Choa et al,2009),(Yao chen et al,2010),(
Cong wang et al,2009),(PRadu et al,2007) focus on the data
privacy protection, Data freshness means that the received
data from outsource data storage service is the latest content
updated by data owner. The Provable Data Possession (PDP)
model was first presented in (Ateniese et al.,2007). In this
model, a client preprocesses its file before sent to the remote
server. The client preserves a small const amount of private
information for integrity checking later on. The remote server
should prove the integrity of the file by a challenge-response
protocol launched by the client. (Juel et al.,2007) presented the
Proofs of Retrievability (POR) model. In the POR model, a file
is not only proved for being possessed by the server but also
retrievable by the client from its interactions with the server.

Data dynamics and public verifiability are two appealing
properties in PDP/POR models. The Dynamic Provable Data
Possession (DPDP) model (Erway et al.,2009) allows a client
to update the file stored in cloud constantly while the server
is still able to prove the possession. The works in (Erway
et al.,2009 )(Q.wang et al,2009) constructed various type
of authenticated structures to realize data dynamics. Public
verifiability allows a third party auditor (TPA) to audit data
integrity on behalf of the data owner. In general PDP/POR
schemes, a data file is considered as sequential blocks of same
size and a MAC or signature is generated for each block. The
MAC/signature is chosen to be homomorphic, in which case,
several blocks and their relevant MACs/signatures can be ag-
gregated into one block and one MAC/signature. If the blocks
and their MACs/signatures are all valid then the aggregated
one must be valid as well. In that way, many blocks can be
verified by verifying a single aggregated block, resulting in an
efficient integrity check of the entire file. In the dynamic cases,
blocks can be modified, inserted or deleted, existing DPDP
schemes verify each single block update immediately after that
operation. In this paper, we propose a batch-update verifiable
DPDP scheme, in which a batch of block update operations
of the same type (modification, insertion or deletion) can
be performed and verified once for all in an efficient way.
Therefore, both communication and computational cost can
be greatly reduced.

II. RELATED WORK

(Ateniese et al.,2007) first defined the Provable Data Pos-
session (PDP) model. This model applies only to static case.
They also introduced a RSA-based homomorphic signature to
provide public verifiability. In their subsequent work (Ateniese
et al.,2008), they proposed a new version of PDP model
with limited dynamic functions. first defined the Proof of
Retrievability (POR) model. This model guaranteed not only
data integrity but also the retrievability of the data, i.e, the
data can be completely retrieved by the client through his
interactions with the server. In their model, sentinels are
randomly injected into the file before sent to the remote server.
This scheme is still a static POR and has a bounded times of
verifications.(Shacham et al,2008) improved the POR model,
named Compact Proofs of Retrievability, which supports un-
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bounded times of challenges and its security is proved. They
also utilize a BLS-based (Bonch et al,2011) homomorphic
signature to enable public verifiability. However,these models
do not support dynamic data operations.The first PDP model
with fully data dynamics (DPDP) was presented by (Erway
et al.,2009). In a DPDP scheme, a file is considered being
composed of sequential blocks with each block indicated by
its index number. Dynamic data operations include modifying,
deleting and inserting after a specified ith block. Tags are
generated for each block, which will be used in integrity
checking. Tags must be maintained to ensure legitimacy,
freshness and corresponding to the right block after each
update operation.In (Erway et al.,2009) constructed a data
structure based on authenticated skip lists (Papmanthou,2007)
called Rank-Based Skip List to cope with tag authentication
in both integrity checking and update verification. They also
mention that the same rank technique can be applied to
the authenticated RSA trees ((Papmanthou,2007). Similarly,
(Zheng et al.,2011) introduce a Range- Based 2-3 Tree in their
dynamic scheme to achieve the same goal. The homomorphic
signatures either based on BLS or RSA, were used for block-
less verification to achieve efficiency.. They utilized a Merkle
HashTree (Merkeley,1980) to authenticate the legitimacy and
freshness of tags.Tags in (Q.Wang et al,2009) are irrelevant
to block indices, but how to prove the link between tags and
blocks was not solved. Again, their scheme also applies to
single block update verification.

III. FRESHNESS GUARANTEE MECHANISM IN
OUTSOURCED DATA STORAGE SERVICE

In (Q.Wang et al,2009), the authors proposed a secure data
protection scheme of outsourced storage, which through the
introduction of PKI, can not only protect the stored data from
unauthorized (including the storage service provider) access,
and does not require the owner of the data always online
to participate in all of the users’ access process. But the
mechanism does not consider data freshness guarantee. In this
paper, based on scheme in (Q.Wang et al,2009 )],we propose a
new mechanism to guarantee data fresheness, the mechanism
is shown in Figure I.

The mechanism has following four participants. (a) Owner:
The data provider who put its data to storage service provider

Fig. 1. Illustration of the freshness guarantee mechanism in outsourced data
storage

. (b) Users: The user of outsourced data storage services,
it query the data and receives it from the storage service
provider, (c) Storage Service Provider (SSP) : Provide storage
services for data owner. (d) Hash server: the trusted third party
services provider or the internal trusted server of enterprise,
responsible for storing the indexes and the digital digests of
files. This mechanism of freshness guarantee is based on the
following assumptions: (1 )The mechanism focuses on owner-
write-users-read scenario.(2) A PKI is established and its CA
has issued certificates to the owner and the users respectively.
(3) Freshness guarantee focuses on files. (4) The digital digests
of files on the Hash Server can only be modified by the
owner. The basic idea of proposed mechanism is: whenever
the data owner changes the files content, their digital digests
are computed to reflect the update of the files, and then the
digital digests of files and the encrypted files are stored in
the hash server and outsourced storage server respectively.
This mechanism includes the following six steps: Step 1: Data
owner generates the ciphertext of files, access control matrix,
files’ digests and their digital signatures respectively. First, the
owner encrypts all the files (FI , F2, F3, ... Fn) with a secret key
K and generates the ciphertext of the files C(F;)’ (C(F;) = Ek
(F;),i = 1,2,.n), here E denotes symmetric encrypting operation,
K is key shared between the owner and all the users. Then the
owner creates the access control matrix ACM (Access Control
Matrix)and generates its digital signature SN = E* Po (A eM).
Here Po is the private key stored locally by data owner, E *
denotes asymmetric encrypting operation, and E* Po denotes
the signature process with Po .This signature is used to avoid
that the owner will not repudiate his any modification to the
ACM. Finally, the owner generates the digests of files and
signs it. The owner computes each file’s digest hi (hi = H(F;),
i = 1,2,. n) with hash function H , and signs the digest with
his private key Po as follows: Sig; = E* Po h ) (i = 1,2, ... n)
. Step 2: The Owner sends the files’ ciphertext, access control
matrix and its signatures to the outsourced data storage server
,and sends the indexes of files and the signed digests of files to
the hash server respectively. In the hash server, the file index
and the signed digest of each file are stored as a tuple with
two attributes Ni,Sigj(1,2,n) 0 If the outsourced files need to
be updated, then the data owner sends the ciphertext of the
updated files to the storage service provider, and at the same
time, updates signed file digests on the hash server. Step 3: The
user U sends his certificate Certu and the indexes of files he
want to access to the storage service provider, where Cert u is a
valid certificate issued by CA in the PKI. Suppose the indexes
are N;(i = 1,2,” m) , where m(l ::; m ::; n) is he number of the
requested files. Step 4: After receiving the request from user
U to access files, the storage service provider authenticates
the user’s certificate Cert u and checks the ACM to determine
whether the user is authorized to access the files. If the user is
granted access to the files, the storage service provider sends
user the encrypted files. If not, the storage service provider will
refuse to offer the ciphertext to the user and the following steps
will not continue. Step 5: The user U decrypts the encrypted
files by the key K shared with owner, and gets the plaintext of
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the requested files(F1*,F2*,F3*,Fm*)’ Then U sends N;(i=1,2,
. . m) ,the indexes of the requested files to the Hash Server to
get their digests for freshness verification. Step 6: The Hash
Server sends the signed digests Sig;(i = 1,2,” m) of the files
back to user according to the indexes provided by the user. The
user U checks the digital signature to confirm that the digests
are signed by the owner. Then he compares the returned digests
with corresponding ones computed from the decrypted files.
If both digests are the same , then the corresponding file is
guaranteed to be the latest file updated by owner, otherwise,
the file is not fresh or the contents of file have been tampered.

IV. MODEL

In this section, we develop a batch-update verifiable DPDP
model with public verifiability. In a batch-update verifiable
DPDP system, there are three parties: a Data Owner (DO),
a Storage Provider (SP) and a Third Party Auditor (TPA).
DO stores its file at SP. DO can constantly perform update
operations on that file and SP is required to prove the success
of update for DO. DO always keeps TPA updated so that TPA
can check the integrity of the file on behalf of DO, even
when DO is off-line. The model consists of the following
procedures: KeyGen(1k) (pk, sk) is a probabilistic algorithm
run by DO. It takes as input a security parameter and returns
a public key pk and a secret key sk. pk is sent to both TPA
and SP, while sk is kept only by DO; PrepareStorage(sk, pk,
F) (Dm,A) is an algorithm run by DO to store a file F at SP.
It takes as input secret key sk, public key pk and the file F.
It outputs some auxiliary data A and metadata DM. F, along
with A, is sent to SP. DM is sent to TPA and also preserved by
DO. DO removes F and A from local storage; Challenge(Dm,
pk) (chal) is an probabilistic algorithm run by TPA to check
the integrity of file F1 stored at SP. It takes as input the
metadata Dm and public key pk, outputs challenge chal. The
challenge chal is sent to SP; Prove(chal, F,A, pk) (Pc) is
an algorithm run by SP as the response to TPAs challenge.
It takes as input the received chal, the file F, the auxiliary
data A and public key pk. It outputs a proof Pc and sends
Pc to TPA; V erify(Pc, chal,Dm, pk) accept, reject is an
algorithm run by TPA as the last step for integrity checking.
Upon the receipt of Pc from SP, it takes the challenge chal,
the metadata Dm and public key pk as additional input to
verify Pc. It returns accept if the verification succeed, and
reject otherwise; PrepareBatchUpdate(sk, pk,Dm, op, Fi1iT
) (Ai1iT ) is an algorithm run by DO when DO is going to
commit a bunch of successive update operations of same type.
It takes as input the private key sk, public key pk, the metadata
Dm, a collection of T updates Fi on file F, the type of these
update operations op, i.e. modify, insert or delete. It outputs
the auxiliary data Ai for each update Fi. Fi1iT , Ai1iT and op
are sent to SP; ExecBatchUpdate(Fi1iT , Ai1iT , op,F, pk)
(Pu) is an algorithm run by SP. It takes as input Fi1iT , Ai1iT
and op received from DO, as well as the file F and public
key pk. It then performs the real updates on F, and returns
a proof Pu for these updates; VerifyBatchUpdate(sk, pk,Dm,
op, Fi1iT , Ai1iT ,Pu) accept, reject is described as a single

block update, so traditional update verification is performed in
terms of a single block. A userlevel update is defined as that
a client modifies, inserts or deletes a part of the file without
knowing the underlying knowledge of blocks. However what
happens at the block level is that the user-level update likely
involves serval blocks since the size of a block is usually set
to be relatively small. If we can verify these blocks together at
a time rather than verify them one by one individually, great
efficiency can be achieved. Note that a single user-level update
must be one of the three types: modify, insert and delete, thus
all block updates in a batch must be the same type. That is
the reason why we restrict the update operations in a batch to
be the same type in our model above.

V. BATCH-UPDATE VERIFIABLE AUTHENTICATED 2-3
TREE

A standard 2-3 Tree (Aho et al,1974) is an efficient data
structure for searching. Each non-leaf node of a 2-3 Tree has
either two or three children. Leaves are all at the bottom
level and ordered from left to right. The tree can be well
balanced after inserting or deleting leaves. Searching and
Updating on 2-3 Tree incur logarithmic complexity. Other
well-balanced search trees such as AVL-Tree and RB-Tree
achieve the same benefit. But the update process on 2-3 Tree is
much easier for implementation. Authenticated data structures
have been constructed based on 2-3 Tree(Naor et al,1998)
for membership query. Leaves denotes all the members and
a hash scheme is introduced to produce a hash value at the
root. Erway et al. introduced a Rank-Based Skip List and
Zheng et al. introduced a Range-Based 2-3 Tree to authenticate
tags. We develop a variant authenticated 2-3 tree also with
rank information, and the most advantage of our authenticated
tree is that it en4ables batch-update verification. We named
our tree as Batch-Update Verifiable Authenticated 2-3 Tree
(BA23Tree). In our BA23Tree, leaves store block tags in
descending order by index number from left to right. Let h
be a cryptographic hash function that can take more than one
argument if we define h(x1, x2, . . . , xk) = h(h(x1) ——h(x2)
—— h(xk)), (1) where —— denotes concatenation. Each
node v has a rank r(v), and a label f(v), where r(v) is defined
by r(v) = 1, if v is a leaf; r(v) equals the number of leaves
can be reached by v, if v is a non-leaf node; and f(v) is defined
by f(v) = h(x(v)), if v is a leaf, where x(v) denotes the value
of v, i.e. the tag stored in v; f(v) = h(f(v1), f(v2), r(v)), if
v has only two children, where v1, v2 denotes the first and
second child node; f(v) = h(f(v1), f(v2), f(v3), r(v)), if v has
three children, where v1, v2, v3 denotes the first, second and
third child node; R = f(R), where R denotes the root.

Update on the BA23Tree can be performed by the following
procedures: - Modify. Once a leaf v is modified, labels and
ranks of the nodes on the path from v to the root have to be
updated one by one. No tree transformation needed; - Insert.
Let p be the parent node of the leaf that the new leaf v is
inserted after. Now if p has no more than three children, no
transformation needed. Otherwise, create a new sibling of p,
denoted by q, and steal ps last two children to make qs children
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(we call this step split p for short). Now look at the number
of children ps parent has and do the same steps above. The
procedure is performed iteratively from bottom up until an
ancestor node has space to hold the new node or reach the
root. If we eventually have to split the root, then a new root
will be created. Note that labels of nodes on the path and nodes
new created should be updated simultaneously. Fig. 2 shows
an example of tree transformation when inserting a leaf; -
Delete. Deleting is simplified in comparison with the standard
procedure. Let p be the parent node of leaf v deleted. Now if p
has more than one child, no transformation needed. Otherwise,
just replace p by its child. Note that labels of nodes on the path
should be updated simultaneously. Fig.3 shows an example of
tree transformation when deleting a leaf.

VI. BATCH-UPDATE VERIFICATION

In general DPDP schemes for a single block update, i.e.
modifying, deleting or inserting after the ith block, the server
returns the proof path for the tag of the i-th block Ti and
a new root hash Rnew. After receiving and Rnew, the client
verifies the update by two main steps: first, the client verifies
that update performed at the right position by its index using
the old root hash R; secondly, the client needs to compute
a new root hash R‘ by constructing a new proof path ‘
based on the old one , and check R‘ ?= Rnew. In the batch-
update scenario, the first step can be performed by batch-tag
authentication described in the previous section. The task left
to construct a new proof path after a batch of block updates.
Our reconstruction process here based onTree.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We compare our batch-update verification scheme with the
traditional individual-update verification one by simulating the
update process between a server and a client. We run a test of
100 random user-level updates on a 1GB file with block size
of 512 bytes, and with batch size (average number of blocks
involved within a user-level operation) ranging from 1 to 20
respectively. Performance was evaluated by the total time cost
for accomplishing all updates and verifications including proof

Fig. 2. Example of tree transformation on deleting

Fig. 3. Example of tree transformation on deleting

Fig. 4. Comparison of performance between our batch-update verification
scheme and the traditional individual-update verification scheme, for a set of
test update operations with different batch size.

generations, update operations, proof verifications and network
transmissions. Evaluation result is illustrated in Fig.4 below.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a batch-update verifiable DPDP
scheme. We proposed to use a batch-update verifiableau-
thenticated 2-3 tree (BA23Tree) to support efficient updates
and batch-update verifications. Our scheme enjoys greater
efficiency due to the BA23Tree-based batch-update.
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Abstract—Internet security problems remain a major challenge
with many security concerns such as Internet worms, spam,
and phishing attacks. Botnets, well-organized distributed network
attacks, consist of a large number of bots that generate huge
volumes of spam or launch Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks on victim hosts. And also Sality is one of the largest
botnets ever identified by researchers. To address these problems,
a practical collaborative network security management system is
proposed with an effective collaborative Unified Threat Manage-
ment (UTM), traffic probers and the use of more sophisticated
stealth scanning strategies by millions of coordinated bots,
targeting critical voice communications infrastructure. Security
functions for the UTM are retrofitted to share security rules. As
a practical example, phishing attack stealth analysis is presented
and the required computing and storage resources are evaluated
based on real trace data. Propose a new measurable botnet
detection system capable of detecting attack P2P botnets. The
cloud-based security centre can instruct each collaborative UTM
and prober to collect events and raw traffic, send them back
for deep analysis, and generate new security rules. By this
type of close-loop control, the collaborative network security
management system can identify and address new distributed
attacks more quickly and effectively.

I. INTRODUCTION
A BOTNET is a collection of compromised hosts that are

remotely controlled by an attacker (the botmaster) through a
command and control (CC) channel. Botnets serve as the in-
frastructures responsible for a variety of cyber-crimes, such as
spamming, distributed denialof-service (DDoS) attacks, iden-
tity theft, click fraud, etc. The CC channel is an essential com-
ponent of a botnet because botmasters rely on the CC channel
to issue commands to their bots and receive information from
the compromised machines. In this paper we discussed about
Peer-to-peer (P2P) because botnets have recently been taken
by bot masters for their attack against take-down efforts.
In addition, the rapidly growing volume of network traffic
calls for high measurable of detection systems. We propose a
new measurable botnet detection system capable of detecting
attack P2P botnets. Botnets may structure their CC channels
in different ways. Botnets are collections of Internet hosts
(bots) that, through malware infection, have fallen under the
control of a single entity. Botnets perform network scanning
for different reasons: propagation, enumeration, penetration.
One common type of scanning, called horizontal scanning,
systematically probes IP addresses. To infect new hosts in
order to recruit them as bots, some botnets, e.g., Conficker

perform a horizontal scan continuously using self-propagating
worm code that exploits known system vulnerability. We focus
on a different type of botnet scan one performed under the
explicit command and control of the botmaster, occurring
over a well-delimited interval. The underground economics
based on Internet scams and frauds is also booming. Attackers
increasingly initiate e-crime attacks and abuses, such as spam,
phishing attacks, and Internet worms. Firewalls, Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS), and Anti-Virus Gateway are now
widely deployed in edge networks to protect end-systems
from attack. When malicious attacks have fixed patterns,
they can be easily identified by matching them to known
threats. However, sophisticated attacks are distributed over
the Internet, have fewer characteristics, and evolve quickly.
DDoS attacks are likely to be launched by a large volume
of bots a botnet controlled by a bot-master. The bots are
commanded to create zombie machines and enlarge the botnet
as well as to disseminate spam or to launch DDoS attacks
on victim hosts. To countermeasure botnets, a secure overlay
is proposed. To prevent distributed attacks, collaboration is
required, Collaborative intrusion detection system.

II. RELATED WORK

We need flow clustering-based analysis approach to identify
hosts that are mostly likely running P2P applications. Ap-
proach does not rely on any transport layer used by which
can be easily violated by P2P applications. It is mainly due to
the fact that the traffic profile of a bot-compromised host might
be completely distorted by the legitimate P2P application
running on it simultaneously. For instance, in our experiments,
when a host is running a Waledac and a Bitorrent application
simultaneously. Fundamental disadvantage of centralized CC
and Servers are that they represent a single point of failure
for this analysis. We constructed an IaaS cloud platform and
used existing cloud platforms such as Amazon EC2 and S3for
comparison. All phishing filtering operations were based on
cloud computing platforms and run in parallel with a divide
and conquer scheme. An IaaS cloud platform was constructed
with Eucalyptus and existing cloud platforms such as Amazon
EC2 and S3 were used for comparison purposes. Phishing
attack stealth analysis as a practical case was presented and
the required computing and storage resource were evaluated
by using real trace data.
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Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is a critical function in net-
work security applications such as Firewalls and Intrusion De-
tection Systems (IDS). Signature based scanners used in DPI
apply multi-pattern matching algorithms to check whether the
packet payload or flow content contains a specified signature
in a signature set. Existing multi-pattern matching algorithms
sacrifice memory space to achieve better performance. In
this paper a novel fast multi-pattern matching algorithm, the
Hash Boyer-Moore (HBM) Algorithm, is presented, which
reduces the memory footprint of the heuristic table using
a hash function and adds another heuristic table to reduce
the false-positive ratio. Analyses and simulations show HBM
offers higher speed and lower memory cost than some existing
algorithms. The HBM algorithm was implemented on the Intel
IXP 2400 Network Processor (NP) platform and experiments
show suitable performance results in a Gigabit Ethernet LAN
environment.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

DDoS attacks are likely to be launched by a large volume
of bots a botnet controlled by a bot-master. The bots are
commanded to create zombie machines and enlarge the botnet
as well as to disseminate spam or to launch DDoS attacks

Fig. 1. Figure: System application-botnet suppression

on victim hosts. To countermeasure botnets, a secure overlay
is proposed. To prevent distributed attacks, collaboration is
required. Collaborative intrusion detection system. A practical
solution to collect data trace and analyze these to use cloud
storage to keep huge volume of traffic data and process
it with a cloud computing platform to find the malicious
attacks.A CNSMS that has a big data output, a practical
example of phishing attack stealth analysis is presented and the
required computing and storage resources are investigated. (1)
Incrementally deployable security elements, (2) can dynam-
ically enable/disable/upgrade security functions, (3) Policy-
instructed collaboration over the Internet. NetSecu node con-
tains Traffic Prober, Traffic Controller, Collaborator Element,
and Reporting Element to fulfill the above design goals.
A collaborator element in NetSecu manages other security
elements based on the security enters command. It unites
individual NetSecu platforms into a secure overlay network.
The communication command between NetSecu nodes and
the security center is transmitted in an SSL channel to ensure
security. We also focus on a different type of botnet scan
one performed under the explicit command and control of
the botmaster, occurring over a well-delimited interval. This
paper offers a detailed dissection of the botnet’s scanning
behavior, including general methods to correlate, visualize, and
extrapolate botnet behavior across the global Internet.

From the Proposed System, it is observed that the Analysis
system consists of five agents: Traffic Prober, Collaborative
UTM, Stealth Analysis, coarse grained peer-to-peer detection,
clustering and eliminating

Fig. 2. Fig:De-Activate Traffic
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A. Traffic Prober

To evaluate a cloud-based solution in the security center for
traffic data stealth analysis. We propose a practical solution
to collect data trace and analyze these data in parallel in a
cloud computing platform. We propose to use cloud storage
to keep huge volume of traffic data and process it with a
cloud computing platform to find the malicious attacks. We
have concluded that this phishing filters functions can be
effectively scaled to analyze a large volume of trace data for
phishing attack detection using cloud computing. The results
also show that this solution is economical for large scale stealth
analysis for other attacks in traffic data. A traffic probe is
the building block for recording the raw Internet traffic at
connection level. . The traffic probe can be designed to focus
on specific traffic occasioned by certain security events when
needed. The key strategy for efficiently recording the contents
of a high volume network traffic stream comes from exploiting
the heavy-tailed nature of network traffic; with a small number
of large connections (the heavy tail) accounting for the bulk
of the total volume. Thus, by recording only the first N bytes
of each connection. We can record most connections in their
entirety, while still greatly reducing the volume of data we
must retain.

Fig. 3. Fig: Coarse Grained Peer-To-Peer Detection

IV. COLLABORATIVE UTM

Collaborative UTM and Probers act as sensors and report
the security events and traffic data to the security center, which
aggregates all the events and investigates the collected traffic
data A NetSecu node consists of the following features: (1) In-
crementally deployable security elements (2) Can dynamically
enable/disable/upgrade security functions (3) Policy-instructed
collaboration over the Internet. NetSecu node contains Traffic
Prober, Traffic, Controller, Collaborator Element, and Report-
ing Element to fulfill the above design goals. A collaborator
can start or stop a security element at runtime and can respond
to security events by, for example, limiting the DDoS traffic
on demand.

A. Stealth Analysis

Phishing is an intriguing practical problem due to the
sensitive nature of stolen information (e.g., bank user account
names and passwords) and is responsible for an estimated of
billions of dollars loss annually. Not only users but the backing
financial institutions such as e-banks and e-pay systems are
impacted by phishing attacks.

B. Coarse Grained Peer-To-Peer Detection

This component is responsible for detecting P2P clients by
analyzing the remaining network flows after the Traffic Filter
component. For each host h within the monitored network
we identify two flow sets, denoted as Stcp(h) and Sudp(h),
which contain the flows related to successful outgoing TCP
and UDP connection, respectively. We consider as successful
those TCP connections with a completed SYN, SYN/ACK,
ACK handshake, and those UDP (virtual) connections for
which there was at least one request packet and a consequent
response packet. Since bots are malicious programs used to
perform profitable malicious activities, they represent valuable
assets for the bot master, who will intuitively try to maximize
utilization of bots. This is particularly true for P2P bots
because in order to have a functional overlay network (the
botnet), a sufficient number of peers needs to be always online.
In other words, the active time of a bot should be comparable
with the active time of the underlying compromised system.

C. Clustering and Eliminating

The distance between two flows is subsequently defined as
the euclidean distance of their two corresponding vectors. We
then apply a clustering algorithm to partition the set of flows
into a number of clusters. Each of the obtained clusters of
flows, Cj (h), represents a group of flows with similar size. For
each Cj (h), we consider the set of destination IP addresses
related to the flows in the clusters, and for each of these IPs
we consider its BGP prefix.

D. CONCLUSION

The proposed work points out the potential severity of DNS
abuse for massive-scale communications and the challenges
associated with its detection. Understanding the capacity of
botnets communication power helps identify and eliminate
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nefarious attacks launched from them. DNS based botnet
CC is stealthier than application based CC (e.g., e-mail or
social network, and such a CC system also benefits from
the decentralization of DNS. Some of our anomaly detection
analysis is useful beyond the specific DNS tunneling problem
studied The proposed system is very useful to countermeasure
distributed network attacks. Its operation resulted in big data
outputs, such as network traffics, security events, etc. In this
paper, we proposed using cloud computing systems to explore
the large volume of collected data to track the attacking events.
Traffic archiving was implemented in collaborative UTMs to
collect all the network trace data and the cloud computing
technology was leveraged to analyze the experimental data
in parallel. An IaaS cloud platform was constructed with
Eucalyptus and existing cloud platforms such as Amazon
EC2 and S3 were used for comparison purposes. Phishing
attack stealth analysis as a practical case was presented and
the required computing and storage resource were evaluated
by using real trace data. All phishing filtering operations
were cloud-based and operated in parallel, and the processing
procedure was evaluated. The results show that the proposed
scheme is practical and can be generalized to stealth analysis
of other network attacks in the future.
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Abstract—The establishment of network all over world has
been emerging very fastly and we are sharing more resources
in online. We are still using the Transfer control protocol for
data transmission over internet. TCP work well but it can able
to support many to one traffic patterns so the major problem
raises here is that of congestion occurs which is mentioned as
Incast congestion. To overcome the incast congestion we adapt a
novel protocol called ICTCP- incast congestion control protocol
which reduces the congestion problem well and also reduces the
packet loss occurred due to congestion. This novel approach is
also defined for increasing the Throughput and performance of
the data center network during Transmission.

Data-center Networks, incast congestion, TCP.

I. INTRODUCTION

The reliable transport-layer protocol, Transport Control Pro-
tocol (TCP) is widely used on the Internet and generally works
well. However, recent studies [1], [2] have shown that TCP
does not work well for many-to-one traffic patterns on high-
bandwidth, low-latency networks. Congestion occurs when
many synchronized servers under the same Gigabit Ethernet
switch simultaneously send data to one receiver in parallel.
Only after all connections have finished the data transmis-
sion can the next round be issued. Thus, these connections
are also called barrier-synchronized. The final performance
is determined by the slowest TCP connection, which may
suffer from timeout due to packet loss. The performance
collapse of these many-to-one TCP connections is called TCP
incast congestion. Data-center networks are well structured
and layered to achieve high bandwidth and low latency, and the
buffer size of top-of-rack (ToR) Ethernet switches is usually
small. Second, a recent measurement study showed that a
barrier-synchronized many-to-one traffic pattern is common in
data-center networks [3], mainly caused by MapReduce and
similar applications in data centers. Third, the transmission
data volume for such traffic patterns is usually small, e.g.,
ranging from several hundred kilobytes to several megabytes
in total. This paper focuses on avoiding packet loss before
incast congestion, which is more appealing than recovery after
loss. Of course, recovery schemes can be complementary to
congestion avoidance. The smaller the change we make to the

existing system, the better. To this end, a solution that modifies
only the TCP receiver is preferred over solutions that require
switch and router support (such as ECN) and modifications on
both the TCP sender and receiver sides. Our idea is to perform
incast congestion avoidance at the receiver side by preventing
incast congestion. The receiver side is a natural choice since it
knows the throughput of all TCP connections and the available
bandwidth. The receiver side can adjust the receive window
size of each TCP connection, so the aggregate burstiness of
all the synchronized senders are kept under control. We call
our design Incast congestion Control for TCP (ICTCP). This
paper addresses the above challenges with a systematically
designed ICTCP. We first perform congestion avoidance at
the system level. We then use the per-flow state to finely
tune the receive window of each connection on the receiver
side. The technical novelties of this work are as follows: 1)
To perform congestion control on the receiver side, we use
the available bandwidth on the network interface as a quota
to coordinate the receive window increase of all incoming
connections. 2) Our per-flow congestion control is performed
independently of the slotted time of the round-trip time (RTT)
of each connection, which is also the control latency in its
feedback loop. 3) Our receive window adjustment is based on
the ratio of the difference between the measured and expected
throughput over the expected. This allows us to estimate the
throughput requirements from the sender side and adapt the
receiver window accordingly. We also find that live RTT is
necessary for throughput estimation as we have observed that
TCP RTT in a high-bandwidth low-latency network increases
with throughput, even if link capacity is not reached.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first briefly introduce the TCP incast
problem, then illustrate our observations for TCP charac-
teristics on high-bandwidth, low-latency networks. Next, we
explore the root cause of packet loss in incast congestion,
and finally, after observing that the TCP receive window is
the right controller to avoid congestion, we seek a general
TCP receive window adjustment algorithm. In distributed file
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systems, the files are deliberately stored in multiple servers.
However, TCP incast congestion occurs when multiple blocks
of a file are fetched from multiple servers at the same time.
Several application-specific solutions have been proposed in
the context of parallel file systems. With recent progress in
data-center networking, TCP incast problems in data-center
networks have become a practical issue.

A. TCP Incast Congestion

In Fig. 1, we show a typical data-center network structure.
There are three layers of switches/routers: the ToR switch, the
Aggregate switch, and the Aggregate router. We also show
a detailed case for a ToR connected to dozens of servers.
In a typical setup, the number of servers under the same
ToR ranges from 44 to 48, and the ToR switch is a 48-
port Gigabit switch with one or multiple 10-Gb uplinks. TCP
throughput is severely degraded by incast congestion since one
or more TCP connections can experience timeouts caused by
packet drops. TCP variants sometimes improve performance,
but cannot prevent incast congestion collapse since most of the
timeouts are caused by full window losses [1] due to Ethernet
switch buffer overflow. The TCP incast scenario is common
for data-center applications. For example, for search indexing
we need to count the frequency of a specific word in multiple
documents. This job is distributed to multiple servers, and
each server is responsible for some documents on its local
disk. Only after all servers return their counts to the receiving
server can the final result be generated.

Fig. 1. Data-center network and a detailed illustration of a ToR switch
connected to multiple rack-mounted servers.

Fig. 2. Scenario of incast congestion in data-center networks, where multiple(
) TCP senders transmit data to the same receiver under the same ToR switch.

B. TCP Good put, Receive Window, and RTT

The TCP receive window is introduced for TCP flow
control, i.e., preventing a faster sender from overflowing a
slow receivers buffer. The receive window size determines the
maximum number of bytes that the sender can transmit without
receiving the receivers ACK. A previous study [7] mentioned
that a small static TCP receive buffer may throttle TCP
throughput and thus prevent TCP incast congestion collapse.
To demonstrate the effect of a capped receive window. We
observe that an optimal receive window exists to achieve high
good put for a given number of senders. As an application-
layer solution, a capped and well-tuned receive window with
a socket buffer may work for a specific application in a static
network (e.g., [6]), but not for a data center with fairly diverse
traffic and application requirements. For example, when there
is a background TCP connection that is not capped by the
receive window, the optimal receive window value for incast
application may totally change. The background connection
can be generated by other applications, or even from other
VMs in the same host server. Thus, a static buffer cannot work
for a changing number of connections and cannot handle the
dynamics of the applications requirements.

C. Reasons for Incast Congestion

Incast congestion happens when the switch buffer overflows
because the network pipe is not large enough to contain all
TCP packets injected into the network. The capacity of the
network pipe is known as bandwidth delay product (BDP).
The network delay consists of three parts: 1) The transmission
delay and propagation delay, which are relatively constant;
2) The system processing delay at the sender and receiver
server, which increases as the window size increases; and 3)
The queuing delay at the Ethernet switch. We define the base
delay as the RTT observed when the receive window size is
one MSS, which covers the first two parts without queuing.
Correspondingly, we have a base BDP, which is the network
pipe without queuing at the switch. For the incast scenario,
the total BDP consists of two parts: the base BDP and the
queue size of the output port on the Ethernet switch. The ToR
switch is usually low-end (compared to high-layer ones), and
thus the queue size is not very large. Taking the Quanta LB4G
48-portGigabit switch as an example, it has 4MB cache so that
it has 85 kB for each port (if equally divided). To constrain
the number of packets on the flight, TCP has two windows: a
congestion window on the sender side and a receive window
on the receiver side. This paper chooses the TCP receive
window adjustment as its solution space. If the TCP receive
window sizes are properly controlled, the total receive window
size of all connections should be no greater than the base
BDP plus the queue size, as we will discuss later in Section
V. Therefore, no packets are dropped, and incast congestion
can be eliminated. In practice, we seek an adaptive scheme to
adjust the TCP receive window to avoid incast congestion.
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III. DESIGN RATIONALE

Our goal is to improve TCP performance for incast con-
gestion without introducing a new transport-layer protocol.
Although we focus on TCP in data-center networks, we do
not require any new TCP options or modifications to the TCP
header. Our transport-layer solution keeps backward compat-
ibility on the protocol and programming interface and makes
our scheme general enough to handle the incast congestion
in future high-bandwidth and low-latency networks. Note that
as a transport-layer solution, we make no assumptions about
the application requirements. Therefore, the TCP connections
could be incast or not, and the coexistence of incast and
non-incast connections is achieved. We observe that the TCP
receive window can be used to throttle the TCP throughput, as
it can be leveraged to handle incast congestion even though the
receive window was originally designed for flow control. In
short, our incast quenching scheme is designed as a window-
based congestion control algorithm on the TCP receiver side,
given the incast scenario we have described and the require-
ments we indicated. The benefit of an incast congestion control
scheme at the receiver side is that the receiver knows how
much throughput it has achieved and how much available
bandwidth remains. The difficulty at the receiver side is that
an overly throttled window may constrain TCP performance,
while an oversized window may not prevent incast congestion.
We summarize the following three observations that form the
base for ICTCP: (1) The available bandwidth at the receiver
side is the signal for the receiver to perform congestion control.
As incast congestion happens at the last hop, the incast receiver
should detect such receiving throughput burstiness and control
the throughput to avoid potential incast congestion. If the TCP
receiver needs to increase the TCP receive window, it should
also predict whether there is enough available bandwidth to
support the increase. Furthermore, the receive-window in-
crease of all connections should be jointly considered. (2)
The frequency of receive-window-based congestion control
should be made according to the per-flow feedback loop delay
independently. In principle, the congestion control dynamics
of one TCP connection can be regarded as a control system,
where the feedback delay is the RTT of that TCP connection.
When the receive window is adjusted, it takes at least one
RTT before the data packets following the newly adjusted
receive window arrive. Thus, the control interval should be
larger than one RTT, which changes dynamically according to
queuing delay and system overhead. (3) A receive-window-
based scheme should adjust the window according to both
link congestion status and the application requirements. The
receive window should not restrict TCP throughput when there
is available bandwidth and should throttle TCP throughput
before incast congestion occurs. Consider a scenario where
a TCP receive window is increased to a large value but is
not decreased after the application requirement is gone. If the
application resumes, congestion may occur with a traffic surge
in such a large receive window. Therefore, the receiver should
differentiate whether a TCP receive window over satisfies the

achieved throughput of a TCP connection and, if so, decrease
its receive window. Based upon these three observations, our
receive-window based in cast congestion control is intended to
set a proper receive window for all TCP connections sharing
the same last hop. Considering that there are many TCP
connections sharing the bottlenecked last hop before incast
congestion, we adjust the TCP receive window to make those
connections share the bandwidth equally. This is because in
a data center, parallel TCP connections may belong to the
same job, where the last one finished determines the final
performance. Note that the fairness controller between TCP
flows is independent of the receive window adjustment for
incast congestion avoidance, so that any other fairness category
such as proportional to weights can be deployed if needed.

IV. ANALYSIS

In this section, we present a simplified flow model for
ICTCP in a steady state. In the steady-state control loop, we
assume that ICTCP has successfully optimized the receive
window of all TCP flows. We are interested in how much
buffer space ICTCP needs in the steady state. We use it
to judge whether the buffer space requirement of ICTCP is
reasonable for existing low-end Ethernet switch buffer space
in practice. We assume that there are infinitely long-lived TCP
flows under the control of ICTCP. We assume the base RTT
for those flows is the same, and denoted by R. As the queue
builds up at the output port of the switch, the RTT of all flows
keeps growing. Correspondingly, the base BDP (BDP without
queuing) is R .C, where C is bottleneck link capacity. For
connection, its base BDP is denoted as bdpi. In the steady
state, we assume that all the connections have occupied the
base BDP, i.e.,

(i = 1)nbdpi = R.C

In this case, the packets on the flight are all data packets,
and there are no ACK packets in the backward direction. For
the worst case under this assumption, all those data packets
are in the forward direction, in transmission, or waiting in
the queue. To ensure there is no packet loss, the queue size
should be large enough to store packets on the flight for all
connections. The synchronization of all connections is likely
in an incast scenario, as the senders are transmitting data to the
receiver almost at the same time. Note that the synchronization
assumption greatly simplifies the receive window adjustment
of ICTCP. In practice, packets arrive at the receiver in order,
making the connections with earlier packet arrivals have a
larger receive window. We then consider the case of low-end
ToR switches, which are also called switches with a shallow
buffer in [5]. The switch in our test bed is a Quanta LB4G
48-port Gigabit Ethernet switch, which has a small buffer of
about 4 MB. Correspondingly, by a reverse calculation, if the
buffer size is 4 MB and the minimal receive window w is
2MSS, then at most 32 senders can be supported. Fortunately,
existing commodity switches use dynamic buffer management
to allocate a buffer pool shared by all ports. That is to say,
if the number of servers is larger than 32, incast congestion
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may happen with some probability, which is determined by
the usage of the shared buffer pool.

V. DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss three issues related to the further
extension of ICTCP. The first issue regards the scalability of
ICTCP, in particular, how to handle incast congestion with an
extremely large number of connections. Reference [5] shows
that the number of concurrent connections to a receiver of
50 ms duration is less than 100 for the 90th percentile in
a real data center. ICTCP can easily handle a case of 100
concurrent connections with 1MSS as the minimum receive
window. In principle, if the number of concurrent connections
becomes extremely large, then we require a much smaller
minimal receive window to prevent buffer overflow. However,
directly using a receive window less than 1 MSS may de-
grade performance greatly. We propose an alternative solution:
switching the receive window between several values to effec-
tively achieve a smaller receive window averaged for multiple
RTTs. For example, a 1MSS window for one RTT and a 0
window for another RTT could achieve a 0.5MSS window on
average for 2RTT. Note that it still needs coordination between
multiplexed flows at the receiver side to prevent concurrent
connections overflow buffers. The second issue we consider is
how to extend ICTCP to handle congestion in general cases
where the sender and the receiver are not under the same
switch and the bottleneck link is not the last hop to the receiver.
ECN can be leveraged to obtain such congestion information.
However, it differs from the original ECN, which only echoes
the congestion signal on the receiver side, because ICTCP
can throttle the receive window considering the aggregation
of multiple connections. The third issue is whether ICTCP
will work for future high bandwidth low-latency networks.
A big challenge for ICTCP is that the bandwidth may reach
100 Gb/s, while the RTT may not decrease by much. In this
case, the BDP is enlarged, and the receive window on incast
connections also becomes larger. While in ICTCP, a 1MSS
reduction is used for window adjustment, requiring a longer
time to converge if the window size is larger. To make ICTCP
work for a 100-Gb/s or even higher bandwidth network, we
consider the following solutions:

1) The switch buffer should be enlarged correspondingly;
2) The MSS should be enlarged so that the window size with
regard to the MSS number does not enlarge greatly. This is
reasonable as a 9-kB MSS is available for Gigabit Ethernet.

VI. RELATED WORK

With the advances in network technologies and the emer-
gence of new scenarios, TCP has improved continuously over
the years. In this section, we first review TCP incast related
work, then we discuss previous work using the TCP receive
window. TCP incast occurs when a client requests multiple
pieces of data blocks from multiple storage servers in parallel.
In several approaches at TCP-level have been discussed, focus-
ing on TCP timeouts that dominate performance degradation.
They show that several techniques, including alternative TCP

implementations like SACK, a reduced duplicate ACK thresh-
old, and disabling TCP slow start, cannot eliminate TCP incast
congestion collapse. The major difference with our work and
theirs is that our goal is to avoid packet loss, while they focus
on how to mitigate the impact of packet loss, with either less
frequent timeouts or faster retransmission on timeouts. This
makes our work complementary to previous work, as ours is
in a different solution space from theirs. To this end, ICTCP
is in a different solution space from previous approaches
addressing incast congestion. Enlarging the switch buffer size
can mitigate incast congestion with a small number of senders,
so it can be regarded as an intermediate switch modification
only approach. To avoid congestion, TCP Vegas [11] has been
proposed. In TCP Vegas, the sender adjusts the congestion
window based on the difference of expected throughput and
actual throughput. However, there are several issues when
applying TCP Vegas directly to a receiver window based
congestion control in a high bandwidth low-latency network:
1) The RTT is only hundreds of microseconds, and RTT
increases before available bandwidth is reached. The window
adjustment in Vegas is based on a stable base RTT, which
means that Vegas may overestimate throughput. 2) In Vegas,
the absolute difference of expected and actual throughput is
used.

Our focus is on congestion avoidance to prevent packet loss
in incast, which has not been considered in previous work.
Meanwhile, ICTCP adjusts the receive window for better
fairness among multiple TCP flows only when available band-
width is small. In ICTCP, we decrease the receive window by
one MSS with an ACK packet to make sure that a TCP receiver
will not shrink the window. At the application layer, socket
buffer auto-sizing (SOBAS) is proposed for improving the
performance of TCP for bulk-data transfer in a grid computing
scenario [17]. SOBAS is designed for a single TCP connection,
and the target is avoiding repetitious switch buffer overflows
introduced by TCPs congestion window maintenance. SOBAS
explicitly uses the TCP throughput degradation phenomena
caused by switch buffer overflow to guild later socket buffer
tuning, while ICTCP uses the available bandwidth to avoid
packet losses in advance. We present the idea of ICTCP for
data-center networks. In this paper, we systematically deduce
the reasons for incast congestion in Section II and also provide
a brief analysis to show that the switch buffer occupation under
ICTCP is reasonable for an existing low-end Ethernet switch.

VII. CONCLUSION

In contrast to previous approaches that used a fine-tuned
timer for faster retransmission, we focus on a receiver-based
congestion control algorithm to prevent packet loss. ICTCP
adaptively adjusts the TCP receive window based on the ratio
of the difference of achieved and expected per-connection
throughputs over expected throughput, as well as the last-
hop available bandwidth to the receiver. We have developed a
lightweight and high-performance Window NDIS filter driver
to implement ICTCP. Compared to directly implementing
ICTCP as part of the TCP stack, our driver implementation
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can directly support virtual machines, which are becoming
prevalent in data centers. We have built a test bed with 47
servers along with a 48-port Ethernet Gigabit switch. Our
experimental results demonstrate that ICTCP is effective in
avoiding congestion by achieving almost zero timeouts for
TCP incast, and it provides high performance and fairness
among competing flows.
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Abstract—Appropriate use of computer technology in the
learning process has been lacking and many web-based and
standalone tutorial systems in todays market-place do not provide
material that teaches students in an enjoyable and effective way.
The Mathematical Tutoring System (MTS) is one which provides
direct customized feedback to students. It also guides and
monitors student progress. Our aim is to design an instructional
planner for an intelligent tutoring system. We use the combined
approach of Fuzzy logic and Multiagent System (MAS). The
fuzzy logic determines the next level (objective) to be presented
to the student based on the current and past performance
of the objectives. The Multiagent system on the other hand
decides the set of activities to be presented in the objective.
The educational objective of the MTS presented in our work is
the number concept and the objectives of Problems in primary
education curriculum. Keywords: Fuzzy Logic, Multi Agent
System, Mathematical Tutorial System, Similarity Calculation

I. INTRODUCTION

Appropriate use of computer technology in the learning
process has been lacking and many web-based and standalone
tutorial systems in todays market-place do not provide material
that teaches students in an enjoyable and effective way. The
Mathematical Tutoring System (MTS) is one which provides
direct customized feedback to students. It also guides and
monitors student progress. Our aim is to design an instruc-
tional planner for an intelligent tutoring system. We use the
combined approach of Fuzzy logic and Multiagent System
(MAS). The fuzzy logic determines the next level (objective)
to be presented to the student based on the current and past
performance of the objectives. The Multiagent system on the
other hand decides the set of activities to be presented in the
objective. The educational objective of the MTS presented
in our work is the number concept and the objectives of
Problems in primary education curriculum. Keywords: Fuzzy
Logic, Multi Agent System, Mathematical Tutorial System,
Similarity Calculation

II. RELATED WORK

Weizenbaums (1966) [3] designed ELIZA which tried to
get the patient to do the talking by asking the patient ques-
tions about the patients verbal contributions to the exchange.
Conversation partners are expected to answer questions, so
a therapists question readily turns the spotlight onto the
patient. ELIZA turned the patients assertions into a therapists
questions by simple syntactic transformational rules. That

is, ELIZA detected keywords and word combinations that
triggered rules, which in turn generated ELIZAS responses.
Arthur C.Graessar et al (2004) [3] discussed the learning
environment that tutors students by holding a conversation in
natural language. Auto Tutor has been developed for Newto-
nian qualitative physics and computer literacy. MTS design
was inspired by explanation-based constructivist theories of
learning, intelligent tutoring systems that adaptively respond
to student knowledge, and empirical research on dialogue
patterns in tutorial discourse. Auto Tutor presents challenging
problems (formulated as questions) from a curriculum script
and then engages in mixed initiative dialogue that guides
the student in building an answer. K.J.Satao et al (2010) [4]
designed a tutorial to enable the students learning the language
via computer-based tutorials to communicate with the tutor
without any need to be fluent in each others language. This
model enables an Indian user to generate computer-based
tutorials without any programming knowledge, serves as a
multiple domain tutor to English monolingual users who are
learning English, and the prototype also incorporates English-
Hindi translation ability. Based on reviews of previous work,
such features are usually incorporated separately in different
systems and applications. Meeta Dewangan et al (2011) [6]
designed a English tutor helps the learner understand and
practice basic conversation skills with vocabulary, how to greet
people, knowing more about them, how to make use of the
language in their daily routine, how to invite people and how
to request or ask for a favour from them. Making the user
aware of the scenarios which the user come across when going
around a place, about basic necessities, making him know
the objects he may come across, things he may need while
planning a journey, skills of describing a place, people the
user have across etc, about the way of answering a telephone
call, basic eti-quettes of talking on phone, extempore questions
and their model answers.

A. ARCHITECTURE OF MTS

The proposed Instructional Planner (IP) for an English
Tutoring System consist of four modules

B. Interface Module

The interface module helps the student to interact with the
MTS, usually through a graphical user interface which helps
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the students for learning and taking the test.

C. Student Module

This module monitors the students performance. The mod-
ule basically is a database. It contains all the data and infor-
mation regarding the student. These data are used to choose
both the appropriate subsequent subject and the educational
methodology or strategies. Basically it can be divided two
fundamental components, such as the profile and the history.
The profile consists of student personal information such as
Name, Password, and Category etc The history covers those
variables related to previous concepts that the student knows,
as well as the progress exhibited (repeated exercises, omitted
tasks, rate of progress between activities, learning style, etc...)

D. Tutor Module

This module identifies the new problem. The module mon-
itors the performance of the students to find the new problem.
This problem will be given as a case into the activity database.

E. Domain Module

This module consists of the activity database. Activity
database consists of various cases with the solution from which
the most relevant case will be retrieved to find the new solution
by using fuzzy logic. This solution can be used to choose
the relevant materials for the students based on the student
knowledge and current performance. It also consists of the
Activity Database. So, it can be called as Expert Module.
This module contains the knowledge about the area of study. It
contains the specific and detailed knowledge of the application
domain as obtained from human experts. Every concept related
to the learning objectives is described. In Mathematics, the
mechanisms for learning concepts are specified. Therefore, for
each student several tasks are specified. These tasks are chosen
based on the learning objectives for this student.

Fig. 1. Fig 1 Architecture of an MTS

III. MATHEMATICAL TUTORIAL SYSTEM

In this section we are going to discuss about the phases
used in the MTS which helps the users to learn Mathematics.
In this system there are two phases namely, learning phase
and testing phase [6]:

A. Learning Phase

In this phase material will be provided to the student for
learning. If the students were in the Kinder Garden then the
material which can teach the numbers will be provided to
them. If the students were in the Primary school then the
material which can teach addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division etc., will be provided to them for learning in an
efficient way. The main purpose of this phase is to familiarize
the student with new material and to absorb the mathematical
problems that your tutor considers most relevant to the topic.

B. Testing Phase

Test is used to evaluate student performance. The test will be
given from the material from which they have learned. We are
not interested in testing how well the students remember rather
we are interested in testing how well the students actually use
the Mathematics in real world entities.

IV. ROLE OF FUZZY LOGIC IN MTS

The Fuzzy Instructional Planner consists of a set of fuzzy
systems that will infer the sequence of objectives to be
performed by the student. This sequence is based on the results
obtained by the student. Since the teaching of the number,
addition concepts entails covering a series of objectives, as
many fuzzy systems must be built.

A. Inputs and Outputs of Fuzzy System

B. Input:

The two inputs to the fuzzy system are 1. Activity Success
Rate (ASR) -percentage of right answers provided by a stu-
dent.ASR is a specific input whose value is between 0 and
1 (for example, if the student correctly answers 752. ST- a
variable to indicate the students progress (i.e. ASR of previous
objective)

Fig. 2. Figure 2 Fuzzy System with input and output
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C. Output:

Next Objective to be presented to the student

D. Fuzzification

Converting the crisp values into the corresponding fuzzy in-
put (VeryLow, Low, Average, High, VeryHigh) ASR= Number
of questions answered correctly

Total Number of questions

E. Fuzzy Proposition

Terms like ASR is Low, ASR is High and ST is Advance
are called as fuzzy proposition.

F. Rule Base

A convenient way of representing the set of rules is by using
a table, where each square represents the linguistic value of
the consequent of a rule, and the column to the left and the
top row contain the linguistic values of the variables of the
antecedent.

G. Fuzzy Inferencing

Combines the facts obtained from the fuzzification with the
rule base and conducts the fuzzy reasoning process.

H. Linguistic Descriptions

The linguistic terms ASR and ST have the following values
ASR VeryLow,Low,Average,High,Very High ST- Go

Back,Stay,Advance

Fig. 3. Table 1 Rule base for a student with a fear of failure

Fig. 4. Table 2 Rule base for a motivated student

Fig. 5. Table 3 Rule base for a hyperactive student

I. Working of Fuzzy Logic

Once the set of activities is presented by the Multiagent
System, the student will perform those activities and the values
are fuzzified (ASR).ST value is obtained from the previous
objective. Based on the values the Fuzzy Inferencing is done
and the output is given to the aggregator. The aggregator
receives input from two fuzzy systems and calculates the next
level of objective to be presented to the student. Fuzzy System
with aggregator is shown in fig 3.

The aggregator receives input from the fuzzy system. This
step takes place before defuzzification. The aggregator work
is to derive a conclusion form the consequent part of fuzzy
rules. The aggregator is the output of the fuzzy system to take
a decision. The functions used are Min, Max and average.

V. MULTIAGENT SYSTEMS
A MultiAgent System (MAS) is a system in which coexist

a set of agents that interact with each other. Each agent has
MTS own objectives and must cooperate with or compete
against other agents in order to carry out these objectives.Since
in a MultiAgent System no agent has direct control over
other agents, a method for coordinating agents and resolving
conflicts is necessary. This implies the introduction of a nego-
tiation concept, which can be defined as a process by means of
which a common decision is made by two or more parties. The
parties involved first enunciate their contradictory demands
and eventually move towards an agreement by means of a
process of concessions or by searching for new alternatives.
Different negotiation mechanisms exist. Different negotiation
mechanisms exist. The instructional planner presented in this
paper uses an auction-based mechanism, which offers a greater
speed in attaining a solutionOnce the Objective is determined
by the fuzzy logic the next task is to choose the type of activity
within that objective that is going to be presented next to the
student. Each objective consists of three types of activities.
In our project there are three activity agents in which each
agent has MTS own set of activities done of type i versus the
number of activities done for that objective.

As shown in the above figure each activity agent will send
the bid value to the Activity Supervisor Agent. The Activity

Fig. 6. Figure 3 Fuzzy System with aggregator
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Fig. 7. Figure 4 Activity Agent Sequence

Supervisor Agent selects two activities for an objective using
the Open-Cry Descending Price Auction which chooses the
lowest bid values. The chosen activities are displayed to the
user. Initially all the three agents have the same bid value
as because the student has not yet performed any activities.
In such conditions the agent must choose two activities to
be presented to the student. The domain module consist of
number of tables in which each table consist of set of activities
(questions).The agent one is responsible for first activities. The
agent two is responsible for next questions. The agent three
is responsible for the next questions. The questions in the
table are arranged in a priority order in which first questions
have higher priority next have lower priority then the first
similarly for the next questions. So initially the agent and
agent are selected and their activities are given to the student.
The performance of the student for each activity is recorded.
When the student gets the same objective next time the student
is presented with activities in which he havent performed well.

VI. RESULT

The qualitative validation relied on a series of cases (ob-
servations) for both the fuzzy and MultiAgent Systems that
allowed for the results obtained from the tutorial simulation
to be compared with what the experts would propose for said
cases. The series of cases complied with the two essential
requirements for the sample to be significant: quantity (that
the number of cases be significant) and representativeness (that
the cases exhibit variety within the application domain). These
cases were validated by a group of experts, which offered
the advantage of having the opinions of several experts (as
opposed to that of a single expert or a consensus opinion).
This results in fewer errors and also allows for the degree of
agreement or similarity between the experts responses to be
compared. One sample case for validating the fuzzy system
is as follows: consider a hyperactive student doing medium-
level activities with a bad record of progressing through said
activities. If, when doing new activities, his correct answer
percentage is what should be the next difficulty level assigned

Fig. 8. Figure 5 Validation for Fuzzy System

to the student? Should he be kept at the same level, dropped
to the low level or raised to the high level? The statistical
measures used for the quantitative validation are measures
of agreement that compare the results of the tutorial with
each experts interpretation for the cases proposed. shows a
summary of the validation results for the fuzzy system that is
used to determine the level of the next activity to be shown
to the student. The percentage of right answers given by the
students for these activities is shown in Every concept resulted
in percentages above though the ordering activities posed the
greatest challenge to the students. The students understanding
of the action to be performed in the MTS was also evaluated
for almost every activity presented, revealing more doubts
regarding the mathematical than the technological concepts
. Also analyzed was the students concentration when working
with the MTS, since the interest and attention shown by the
students when doing the activities has an obvious bearing on
the correctness of their answers. shows the percentages for
those activities during which the students exhibited concentra-
tion and attention throughout the performance of the activity.
The interest and level of attention when engaged in MTS
activities is proof of the significant motivation on the part of
the students, as evidenced by the concentration when doing
the activities and the interest in continuing with the activities
at the conclusion of the work sessions. Phase of the MTS is
currently undergoing validation.

VII. CONCLUSION

This work has presented the Fuzzy System and Multi
Agent System Instructional Planner for an MTS. It has been
modeled to define a difficulty level in the activities to be
carried out by the students. Our experience is that the teaching
the Numbers and Problems are satisfactorily modeled by
using the methodology Fuzzy and MAS. Motivation must
also be considered when working with children. The creation
of attractive interfaces, the use of multimedia resources, the
fact that the activities are shown as a game, and the use of
pedagogical animated agent for social interaction within the
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Fig. 9. Figure 6 Percentage of Right Answers to activities

system are crucial. In future MTS can be extended using
Natural Language Processing.
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Abstract—Social media data are used to reduce road traffic. A
novel platform for providing geographical information are done
by the social media feeds. The content from social media usually
includes references to urban emergency events occurring at, or
affecting specific locations. The detection of urban emergency
events are done using the 5W Model. The spatial and temporal
information from the social media are extracted to detect the
real time event. We point out the advantages of detecting urban
emergency events with more accuracy and efficiency of the
proposed method and with great importance to protect the
security of humans. We also enhance the feature and security of
social network by providing content filtering in user wall chat.
Secondary personalized word prediction in chat.

Keywords:Traffic analysis, content filtering, personalized
word predictor.

I. INTRODUCTION

In current scenario it is difficult to get the event going in
around our area. We propose a system using social media
which enables user to know about event going in and around
our area. Once user try to create the event he gets knowledge
about the event different events occurring at same date and at
same time. Firstly, users of social media are set as the target of
crowd sourcing. Crowdsourcing is also an emerging computing
paradigm that tasks everyday users to form participatory sensor
network. It allows the increasing number of social users
to share local knowledge acquired by their sensor-enhanced
devices, e.g., to monitor pollution level or noise level, traffic
condition, etc. The sensing data from volunteer contributors
such as social network users can be further analyzed and
processed, and leveraged in many areas such as environment
monitoring, urban planning, emergency management, as well
as public healthcare/safety [1][2]. Second Implementation of
personalized word predictor with personalized content filtering
in chat using short text classifier for filtering the filter words.
Word prediction can facilitate everyday communication on
chat in social network by reducing the physical interactions
required to produce dialogue with them[3]. To support person-
alized word prediction, a text prediction system should learn
from the users own data to update the initial learned likeli-
hoods that provide high quality out of the box performance.
Within this lies an inherent trade-off: a larger corpus of initial
training data can yield better default performance, but may also
increase the amount of user data required for personalization
of the system to be effective[4].

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Crowdsourcing is a specific sourcing model in which or-
ganizations use contributions from Internet users to obtain
needed services or ideas. Here, social network users are used
as a sensor. The users share their information based on their
personal interest. Based on the information shared, the event
based detection is done and the events are ranked based on
the crowd. Thereby based on the highest priority, notification
are sent to the particular users in order to reduce traffic if any
emergency events arises or been updated.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. The 5W model

In order to detect and describe the real time urban emer-
gency event, the 5W (What, Where, When, Who, and Why)
model is proposed [5]. What: The most important element
of the proposed 5W model is to detect what happened in the
urban environment. Where: Besides detecting what happened
in the urban environment, it is needed to reveal the location
information of the urban emergency event. When: Temporal
data gives a very good real time feature. Who: Different
person act different roles in an urban emergency event. Why:
An emergency event is a sudden, urgent, usually unexpected
incident or occurrence that requires an immediate reaction or
assistance for emergency situations.

Fig. 1. System Architecture
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B. Classification algorithms

Classification algorithms predict one or more discrete vari-
ables, based on the other attributes in the dataset.

C. Regression algorithms

Regression algorithms predict one or more continuous nu-
meric variables, such as profit or loss, based on other attributes
in the dataset.

D. Segmentation algorithms

Segmentation algorithms divide data into groups, or clusters,
of items that have similar properties.

IV. ASSOCIATION ALGORITHMS

Association algorithms find correlations between different
attributes in a dataset. The most common application of this
kind of algorithm is for creating association rules, which can
be used in a market basket analysis.

A. Sequence analysis algorithms

Sequence analysis algorithms summarize frequent se-
quences or episodes in data, such as a series of clicks in a web
site, or a series of log events preceding machine maintenance.
Attachments area

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Data from social media offer a potential information of
users. The challenge is deciding what social media content to
monitor and what data to analyze. Its typical to feel swamped
by the enormous amount of data flowing from social media
monitoring service.

VI. CONCLUSION

Crowdsourcing technique is used to get data from the social
media and hence it is used to reduce traffic. The content from
social media often includes references to urban emergency
events occurring at, or affecting specific locations. The spatial
and temporal data are extracted and used to detect the event
occurring. Therefore it helps to lead a secured human life.
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Abstract—Keywords: Character recognition, Graphical
captcha, Image pixel selection, image Orientation, Image
comparison, Security. Sensitive data like passwords which is
suspected to be infected with spyware which snoops on the
users activity. Securing data became a major role in todays
technological world. Thereby, different techniques are used
to make the data more secure. To make user authentication
more secure by avoiding alphanumeric string which users
tend to choose passwords either short or meaningful for
easy memorization. To overcome this problem, proposed a
novel authentication system with five different authentication
methodologies: Random Pixel Selection, Image Orientation,
Numeric Password which is password selection using arrow key,
Local Directional Number Pattern and Secret Sequence which is
character recognition. The various implemented authentication
in banking sector proposed system achieves better resistance to
spyware attacks while maintaining usability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Authentication is the act of confirming the truth of an

attribute of a single piece of data claimed true by an entity. In
contrast with identification which refers to the act of stating
or otherwise indicating a claim purportedly attesting to a
person or thing’s identity, authentication is the process of
actually confirming that identity. It might involve confirming
the identity of a person by validating their identity documents,
verifying the authenticity of a website with a digital certificate,
determining the age of an artifact by carbon dating, or ensuring
that a product is what its packaging and labeling claim to
be. In other words, authentication often involves verifying the
validity of at least one form of identification.

Authentication is relevant to multiple fields. In art, antiques
and anthropology, a common problem is verifying that a given
artifact was produced by a certain person or in a certain place
or period of history. In computer science, verifying a person’s
identity is often required to allow access to confidential data
or systems. Textual passwords have been the most widely used
authentication method for decades. Comprised of numbers,
upper- and lower-case letters, textual passwords are considered
strong enough to resist against brute force attacks. However, a
strong textual password is hard to memorize and recollect.
Therefore, users tend to choose passwords that are either
short or from the dictionary, rather than random alphanumeric
strings.

The system is used to make user authentication more secure
by avoiding alphanumeric string because the most of the user

tend to set the password in the easier way which can be hacked
by the hacker easily. To overcome this problem, proposed a
novel authentication system with five different authentication
methodologies: Random Pixel Selection, Image Orientation,
Numeric Authentication (password selection using arrow key),
Local Directional Number Pattern (LDN) and Secret Sequence
(character recognition). This project implemented various au-
thentication in banking sector proposed system achieves better
resistance to spyware attacks while maintaining usability.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The Fig 1 shows System Architecture for Multi-type Graph-
ical Authentication for Organisation. To overcome the secu-
rity weakness of the traditional PIN method, the easiness
of obtaining passwords can be observed in public, and the
compatibility issues to devices arises. The architecture diagram
shows the different mode of authentication for different users
in the bank sector like Admin (Random Pixel Selection and
image comparison using LDN for verification), Branch (Secret
Sequence) and User (Image Orientation and Numeric Au-
thentication as password reset). The Random Pixel Selection
graphical authentication system called Pass Matrix is used
which can be done as one-time login indicator. The server
would generate the passimage in which the user has to select
the randomly generated pass square during the login phase.
The Image Orientation of graphical CAPTCHA consist of
sequence of images, where the images have been modified and
made to appear image transformations for altering the original
images and to change them into different orientations, skews.
The user needs to click on the same images as shown in the
graphical CAPTCHA.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. RANDOM PIXEL SELECTION

Various graphical password authentication schemes were
developed to address the problems and weaknesses associated
with textual passwords. Image-based passwords were proved
to be easier to recollect in several user studies. As a result,
users can set up a complex authentication password and are
capable of recollecting it after a long time even if the memory
is not activated periodically. This type of attack either uses
direct observation, such as watching over someones shoulder
or applies video capturing techniques to get passwords, PINs,
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or other sensitive personal information. To overcome the
security weakness of the traditional PIN method, graphical
authentication system called Pass Matrix is used which can be
done as one-time login indicator. The server would generate
the passimage in which the user has to select the randomly
generated pass square during the login phase. This can be
composed of the following components:

B. Image Discretization Module

This module divides each image into squares, from which
users would choose one as the pass-square. An image is
divided into a 711 grid. The smaller the image is discretized,
the larger the password space is.

C. Login Indicator Generator Module

This module generates a login indicator consisting of several
distinguishable characters (such as alphabets and numbers)
for users during the authentication phase. Both letters and
numbers are generated randomly and therefore a different login
indicator will be provided each time the module is called. The
generated login indicator can be given to users visually.

D. Communication Module

This module is in charge of all the information transmitted
between the client devices and the authentication server. Any
communication is protected by SSL (Secure Socket Layer)
protocol and thus, is safe from being eavesdropped and inter-
cepted.

E. Password Verification Module

This module verifies the user password during the authenti-
cation phase. A pass-square acts similar to a password digit in
the text-based password system. The user is authenticated only
if each pass-square in pass-image is correctly aligned with the
login indicator.

F. Database

The database server contains several tables that store user
accounts, passwords (ID numbers of passimages and the
positions of pass-squares), and the time duration each user
spent on both registration phase and login phase.

Fig. 1. System Architecture

IV. IMAGE ORIENTATION

Present technologies can easily break the text-based
CAPTCHAs with minimum effort and within less time, to
overcome this, a new graphical based CAPTCHAs are used
where user uses an image as CAPTCHA. In case of Text-
Based CAPTCHAs user normally enters disorder strings as
a CAPTCHA, the same is stored in the key loggers which
is easy for spyware to decode it. To overcome this, Click-
Based Graphical CAPTCHA is introduced. Thus, the graphical
CAPTCHA consist of sequence of images, where the images
have been modified and made to appear in different shapes,
sizes and in distinct skew angle. The user needs to click on
the same images as shown in the graphical CAPTCHA. The
system uses image transformations for altering the original
images and to change them into different orientations, skews
and cropping formats, this phase alters the pixels of the
original images and the altered images are showed to the user
in the CAPTCHA grid for selection process. User then has to
identify and click on the original images corresponding to the
oriented images in the CAPTCHA.

A. Image Orientation

An image can be rotated in any direction and any degree,
mirroring of image, flipped horizontally or flopped vertically.
A rotation by several degrees is often adequate to level hori-
zontally, correct verticality, or both. Rotated images generally
need to be cropped afterwards, so as to remove the ensuing
gaps at the image edges.

B. Skew Alteration

Data from social media offer a potential information of
users. The challenge is deciding what social media content to
monitor and what data to analyze. Its typical to feel swamped
by the enormous amount of data flowing from social media
monitoring service.

V. NUMERIC AUTHENTICATION

The user has two secrets for authentication: a PIN as a
fixed secret and an answer indicator as a disposable secret.
The answer indicator is a sequence of n shapes if the PIN
has n digits. At each login session, the FakePointer interface
will present the user an image of a numeric keypad with 10
numbers (similar to the numeric keypad for phones), with each
key (number) on top of a randomly picked shape. The numeric
keys, but not the shapes, can be moved circularly using the
left or right arrow keys.

VI. LOCAL DIRECTIONAL NUMBER PATTERN

The proposed Local Directional Number Pattern (LDN)
is a six bit binary code allotted to each pixel of an input
image that represents the structure of the texture and its
intensity transitions to verify the signature image. Accordingly,
create the pattern by calculating the edge response of the
neighborhood using a compass mask, and by considering
the top directional numbers, which is the most positive and
negative directions of those edge responses. The positive and
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negative responses yield valuable information of the structure
of the neighborhood, as they reveal the gradient direction of
bright and dark areas in the neighborhood. Thereby, this dif-
ferentiation between dark and bright responses, allows LDN to
distinguish between blocks with the positive and the negative
direction exchanged by developing a different code for each
instance, as other methods may mistake the swapped regions
as one.

VII. SECRET SEQUENCE

The user is required to re-draw a pre-defined picture on a
2D grid. Secret sequence is a graphical password input scheme
replaces alphanumeric password strings instead of entering
an alphanumeric password, this authentication method allows
users to use a set of gestures drawn on a grid to authenticate.
The user’s drawing is mapped to a grid on which the order
of coordinate pairs used to draw the password are recorded
in a sequence. New coordinates are inserted to the recorded
password sequence when the user ends one stroke and begins
another on the grid.

VIII. RESULTS DISCUSSION

The collected data from experiments and surveys to evaluate
the effectiveness of the system. The results are presented in
two perspectives: accuracy and usability. The main purpose
of these systems is to validate the user’s right to access the
system and information, and protect against identity theft and
fraud.

IX. CONCLUSION

The Secure Shell protocol contains numerous features to
avoid some the vulnerabilities with password authentication.
Passwords are sent as encrypted over the network, thus making
it impossible to obtain the password by capturing network
traffic. Also, passwords are never stored on the client. Empty
passwords are not permitted by default. On the server side,
the Secure Shell protocol relies on the operating system to
provide confidentiality of the user passwords. SSH Tectia
Server also supports limiting the number of password retries,
thereby making random attacks, brute-force and dictionary
attacks difficult. Thereby, different techniques and the input
of authenticity can help to secure data. Therefore, by using
graphical authentication we can provide a secure system and
to be free from fraud and other malpractice.
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Abstract—At present with increasing popularity of online
shopping Debit or Credit card fraud .Personal information
security are major concerns for customers, merchants and
banks specifically in the case of Card Not Present. Many
web applications provide secondary authentication methods i.e.,
secret questions (or password recovery questions), to reset the
account password when a users login fails. Todays prevalence
of smart phones has granted us new opportunities to observe
and understand how the personal data collected by smart phone
sensors and apps can help create personalized secret questions
without violating the users privacy concerns. We also provide
a secure system for barcode-based visible light communication
for online payment system using image stenography methodology.
We present a Secret-Question based Authentication system, called
Secret-QAthat creates a set of secret questions on the basis of
peoples smartphone usage. We develop a prototype on Android
smartphones, and evaluate the security of the secret questions
by asking the acquaintance/stranger who participate in our user
study to guess the answers with and without the help of online
tools meanwhile we observe the questions reliability by asking
participants to answer their own questions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Online shopping is the retrieval of product information via
the Internet and issue of purchase order through electronic
purchase request, filling of credit or debit card information and
shipping of product by mail order or home delivery by courier.
1. Identity theft is the common danger of online shopping. 2.
Identity theft is the stealing of someones identity in the form
of personal information and misuse of that information for
making purchase. The concept of text based steganography and
visual cryptography using visible light communication, which
minimizes information sharing between consumer and online
merchant but enable successful fund transfer from consumers
account to merchants account thereby safeguarding consumer
information and preventing misuse of information at merchant
side. Secret questions (password recovery questions) have
been widely used by many web applications as the secondary
authentication method for resetting the account password when
the primary credential is lost. When creating an online account,
a user may be required to choose a secret question from a
pre-determined list provided by the server, and set answers
accordingly. The user can reset his account password by
providing the correct answers to the secret questions later.
For the ease of setting and memorizing the answers, most
secret questions are blank-fillings (fill-in-the-blank, or short-

answer questions) and are created based on the long-term
knowledge of a users personal history that may not change
over months/years (e.g., Whats the model of your first car?).
However, existing research has revealed that such blank-
filling questions created upon the users long-term history may
lead to poor security and reliability. The Secret-QA system
consists of two major components, namely the user-event
extractionscheme and the challenge-response protocol.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Todays smartphones are typically equipped with a plethora
of sensors and apps which can capture various events related
to a users daily activities, e.g., the accelerometer can record
the users sports/motion status without consuming excessive
battery. The user-event extraction scheme, Secret-QA selects
a list of sensors and apps for extracting the user activities,
including: the common sensors equipped on the top-ten best-
selling smartphones in the top-ten downloaded Android apps
in the legacy apps (Call, Contact, SMS, etc.).Because these
sensors and apps are already built-in for almost all the smart-
phones, our approach is naturally suitable for smartphone users
without introducing any extra hardware costs. The designated
sensors and apps for building the authentication system, we
develop a Secret-QA client app called EventLog to extract
the features for question generation. The client app schedules
the feature extraction process periodically, and then features
will be recorded in the local databases. For example, we
adopt libSVM on Android to detect motion related user
events, and we set the minimum duration to 10 minutes
for noise removal (details on how to create questions and
algorithms for other types of events extraction. Note that
our extraction of user events are most lazily scheduled using
Android Listener to save battery. Meanwhile, we will pause
the scheduling for some sensors after the screen is locked
(e.g., app usage), because no events can happen during screen-
lock periods. A trusted server is used as the auditor, which
can also provide the user authentication service even if the
phone is not available. As shown in block diagram, when
authentication is needed, users phone can generate questions
with local sanitized data and send the answers/results (e.g.,
how many questions they answered correctly) to auditors via
HTTPS channels. Monitoring our mobile phone data in order
to increase the security. This process was separated into 3
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phases they are Application data, Phone status and battery
status. If user forgets the password question will be raised
phone app like battery status or app status etc. If user gives
right answer he will be allowed to change the password.
Monitoring our mobile phone data in order to increase the
security. This process was separated into 3 phases they are
application data, phone status and battery status. If user forgets
the password question will be raised phone app like battery
status or app status etc. If user gives right answer he will
be allowed to change the password. We create three types of
secret questions: A True/false question is also called a Yes/No
question because it usually expects a binary answer of Yes or
No; a multiple-choice question or a blank-filling question that
typically starts by a letter of W, e.g., Who/Which/When/What.
We have two ways of creating questions in either a Yes/No
or a W format: a frequency based question like Is someone
(Who is) your most-frequent contact in last week? and a
non-frequency based one like Did you (Who did you) call
(Someone) last week?. Traditional online shopping consumer
selects items from online shopping portal and then is directed
to the payment page. Online merchant may have its own
payment system or can take advantage of third party payment
systems such as PayPal, pay online system, Web Money and
others. In the payment portal consumer submit his or her credit
or debit card details such as credit or debit card number, name
on the card, expiry date of the card. Steganography is the art
of hiding of a message within another so that hidden message
is indistinguishable. The key concept behind steganography
is that message to be transmitted is not detectable to casual
eye. VC is a cryptographic technique based on visual secret
sharing used for image encryption. Using k out of n (k, n)
visual secret sharing scheme a secret image is encrypted in
shares which are meaningless images that can be transmitted
or distributed over an untrusted communication channel. Only
combining the k shares or more give the original secret image.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. The User-event Extraction Scheme

Todays smartphones are typically equipped with a plethora
of sensors and apps which can capture various events related
to a users daily activities, e.g., the accelerometer can record
the users sports/motion status without consuming excessive
battery.

B. Selection of sensors and apps

In the user-event extraction scheme, Secret-QA selects a
list of sensors and apps for extracting the user activities,
including: (1) the common sensors equipped on the top-ten
best-selling smartphones in 2013, the top-ten downloaded
Android apps in 2013, and [3] the legacy apps (Call, Contact,
SMS, etc.).Because these sensors and apps are already built-
in for almost all the smartphones, our approach is naturally
suitable for smartphone users without introducing any extra
hardware costs.

C. Secret-QA client app

the designated sensors and apps for building the authen-
tication system, we develop a Secret-QA client app called
EventLog to extract the features for question generation. The
client app schedules the feature extraction process periodically,
and then features will be recorded in the local databases.
For example, we adopt libSVM on Android to detect motion
related user events, and we set the minimum duration to 10
minutes for noise removal (details on how to create questions
and algorithms for other types of events extraction. Note that
our extraction of user events are most lazily scheduled using
Android Listener [1] to save battery. Meanwhile, we will pause
the scheduling for some sensors after the screen is locked (e.g.,
app usage), because no events can happen during screen-lock
periods.

D. Secret-QA server

A trusted server is used as the auditor, which can also
provide the user authentication service even if the phone is
not available. As shown in block diagram, when authentication
is needed, users phone can generate questions with local
sanitized data and send the answers/results (e.g., how many
questions they answered correctly) to auditors via HTTPS
channels.

IV. MONITOR PHONE FOR SECURITY QUESTION

Monitoring our mobile phone data in order o increase the
security. This process was separated into 3 phases they are
Application data, Phone status and battery status. If user
forgets the password question will be raised phone app like
battery status or app status etc. If user gives right answer
he will be allowed to change the password. Monitoring our
mobile phone data in order to increase the security. This
process was separated into 3 phases they are application data,
phone status and battery status. If user forgets the password

Fig. 1. System Architecture
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question will be raised phone app like battery status or app
status etc. If user gives right answer he will be allowed to
change the password.

A. Database

The database server contains several tables that store user
accounts, passwords (ID numbers of passimages and the
positions of pass-squares), and the time duration each user
spent on both registration phase and login phase.

V. TRANSACTION IN ONLINE SHOPPING

In this module traditional online shopping consumer selects
items from online shopping portal and then is directed to the
payment page. Online merchant may have its own payment
system or can take advantage of third party payment systems
such as PayPal, pay online system, Web Money and others. In
the payment portal consumer submit his or her credit or debit
card details such as credit or debit card number, name on the
card, expiry date of the card.

A. IMAGE STENOGRAPHY FOR SECURE TRANSACTION
THROUGH VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION

Stenography is the art of hiding of a message within another
so that hidden message is indistinguishable. The key concept
behind steganography is that message to be transmitted is
not detectable to casual eye. Visual Cryptography (VC) is a
cryptographic technique based on visual secret sharing used
for image encryption. Using k out of n (k, n) visual secret
sharing scheme a secret image is encrypted in shares which
are meaningless images that can be transmitted or distributed
over an untrusted communication channel. Only combining the
k shares or more give the original secret image.

VI. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Mobile security or mobile phone security has become
increasingly important in mobile computing. Of particular
concern is the security of personal and business informa-
tion now stored on smartphones. More and more users and
businesses employ smartphones as communication tools, but
also as a means of planning and organizing their work and
private life. Within companies, these technologies are causing
profound changes in the organization of information systems
and therefore they have become the source of new risks.

Data from social media offer a potential information of
users. The challenge is deciding what social media content to
monitor and what data to analyze. Its typical to feel swamped
by the enormous amount of data flowing from social media
monitoring service.

VII. CONCLUSION

Security questions have reduced information technology
help desk costs. By allowing the use of security questions
online, they are rendered vulnerable to keystroke logging
attacks. The application will be having security question based
on their application data and sensor data which are stored
in the local database. This makes the attacker a difficult
job to crack the security level and reach the application.

Every interaction between the user and an intermediate helping
device is visualized using a QR code. The authentication
key will be send to the smartphone by the intermediator.
Finally, QR code and the key will be verified to complete
the online transaction. By asking secret question, data can
be more secured when sharing highly confidential data like
sharing banking details etc.
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Abstract—In cloud computing online contest faces more fair-
ness challenges and security risks from real to virtual. Malicious
are easier to perform false starts without preventing unfairness.
Eavesdroppers have higher possi-bility to obtain any contest file
without the intended right. However online contest is popular for
the convenience. It performs with diverse forms such as auctions,
games and exams.

I designed framework of Fair-Play Management System
(FPMS) over clouds. Involving cloud as public storage will release
much burden of real-time transmissions in networks, we cannot
guarantee to all competitors the synchronical start of a contest
under inside attacks such as false starts. Facing challenges on
confidentiality, anonymity and fairness simultaneously, we find
that public-key encryption is more effective to support multiple
data owners in a cloud. By using a Randomness-reused Identity-
Based Encryption (RIBE) scheme, FPMS can resist all mentioned
attacks within a cloud-assisted environment, and support security
towards multiple data owners . FPMP performs synchronical
with ignorable delay to deliver the start order.

I. INTRODUCTION

The online contests, such as online competitive games,
e-tests and even eBay bids, are popular for the sake that
they guarantee to host competitions beyond the constraints of
geometry and resources of the real world. However online
contests have more competition rules of security than the real
contest and the additional rules are usually hard to follow [ 1].
For fair-play, each the files to all competitors, the proceedings
to read these files re-spectively by different competitors are
hardly aligned. Especially when the files contain large-scaled
data such as video, the asyn-chrony of reading proceedings
is significant. Since competitors connect with data owners by
heterogeneous networks, then in-evitable different file trans-
mission delays exist in proceedings.

In a former basic framework of online contests, it consists
of three basic components, data owner, competitor and the
Trusted Third Party (TTP), who manages the keys for en-
cryption. For more efficient applications, we involve a strong
assistant. Cloud, a new powerful application, can provide more
conveniences as a data dis-tribution delegate. We observe that
frequent online transmissions cause huge burden to data own-
ers, especially when holding mul-tiple contest simultaneously.
With the assistance of cloud, public data is free to upload and
download as well as other public pa-rameters. When holding
multiple contests, competitors will not be jammed by limited
bandwidth to download the files because they do not connect
with data owners through real-time trans-missions. Data owner

and competitors in this system are hetero-geneous terminals,
which may not be powerful.Cloud is so powerful that can
provide much more resources to most users. However, it is
more crucial to keep the confidence of the files in cloud as a
untrusted third party [ 3].

There are security rules to obey for fair-play management
of on-line contests:

Rule 1 (Confidentiality), the files are invalid to anyone
excepted the corresponding competitors, the TTP and these
files data owner; Rule 2 (Anonymity), the files are invalid to
identify the corre-sponding competitors by anyone excepted
the TTP and the data owner of these files; Rule 3 (Fairness),
the files are invalid to read by anyone ex-pected these files
data owner until their synchronized start.

The assistance from cryptographic methods [ 4, 5] is nec-
essary and convenient to commit Rule 1 and Rule 2. However
the last rule is the hardest one to achieve. We observed that
the starting line of contest is hard to define under the three
rules and conventionally fails the third rule for natural risks

II. THE FRAMEWORK OF FPMS

Our system consists of four parties: Data Owners, Com-
petitors, the Cloud and the TTP (see Fig. 1). As a general
framework, we have a reasonable assumption that any Data
Owner should deliver dif-ferent files to at least two different
Competitors, and synchronizes the time that Competitors read
their intended files. There may ex-ists special cases that
different Competitors are intended with the same file by one
Data Owner. In this section we summarize the main notions
and modules in the system.

A. Notions

We have the following objects in the framework for mutu-
ality:

B. Data Owners:

A Data Owner is an organizer of a contest that hold
all competition files of a contest. FPMS can cover several
Data Owners. They mainly do two things sequentially: firstly
upload data to the Cloud, secondly claim a start to all related
Competitors.
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C. Competitors:

Competitors are persons who register the system that pos-
sibly to attend contests. Each registered Competitor is with
his unique ID, coupled keys and intended files on the cloud.
The things he needs to do are downloading the corresponding
files, receiving the start order and implementing decryption as
to read the files.

D. the Cloud:

Cloud is applied as a public storage for all public data,
including encrypted files, public system parameters.

E. the TTP:

The TTP is a trustable agent that randomly generates
keys for encryption and decryption. When a new Competitor
or Data Owner registers in the system, the TTP randomly
generates new keys and intends to the Competitor.

F. Competition Files:

A competition file that is intended to a Com-petitor contains
all elements to describe the corresponding con-test. We called
it file for short in the following paragraphs. For security, all
the files uploaded to the cloud are ciphertexts. In this system,
we define that each competitor owns a unique competition file
for one contest.

The framework consists of the following modules:

G. Initialization:

The module runs only at the beginning to establish the sys-
tem. In this module the TTP generates the system parameters
to initialize our FPMS.

H. Registration:

The module requests any qualified Competitor or Data
Owner to register with his own ID when logging in for the first
time. After that every new attenders (including Competitors
and Data Owners) will be intended with individual keys to de-
crypt the intended files and the corresponding key for encryp-
tion is known to all Data Owners. In other words, the TTP
grants a new Competitor or Data Owner the right to read (or
to encrypt) the intended file.

I. Call For Competitors (CFC):

Any Data Owner who wants to host a contest will run this
module to call for possible Competitors with the corresponding
contest number and the CFC deadline publishing on the Cloud
platform. A Competitor will secretly up-load his ID number
below the contest number if he want to participant the contest.
When time is up, the Data Owner logs online and collects all
IDs to prepare the competition files.

J. Publication:

This module runs between CFC and SR modules in a
contest. Data Owners generates the ciphertexts of all files for
possible competitors after CFC, and publish all generated com-
petition files to the Cloud. Then Competitors download the in-
tended files before the claimed start of contests. Considering
that it is impractical for a data owner to stay online all the
time, the Cloud is employed to support the system as an eternal
pub-lic storage.

K. Synchronized Reading (SR):

This module runs to synchroni-cally start the contests for
all participants. The module cooper-ates with the first two
modules and corresponds to synchronize the time for a contest
that all competitors start to decrypt the files of the contest.
We define the framework as a general one. It is clear that
the framework also is available if the Data Owner delivers the
same files to some of Competitors as a special case. Even they
own the same file, their encrypted files are different.

Our system applies public-key encryption schemes and will
generate a pair of public and private keys for every Competitor
and Data Owner when they register in the system. The FPMS
has a cloud-based environment. All competition files (includ-
ing multi-media data) are offline data which are stored in the
Cloud. Accord-ingly, FPMS can supports multiple Data Own-
ers to host their own contests in the same system. Frequently
exchanging keys is unre-alistic with numerous Competitors.
Therefore we need public-key encryption schemes to keep
security and practicality.

III. REVIEWING A RIBE SCHEME AND ITS SECURITY

In this section, let us review a RIBE scheme, which will
be uti-lized to initialize our synchronized reading system.
Moreover, we prove the semantic security and anonymity of
the RIBE scheme re-spectively under two kinds of attacks.
One is traditional attacks, and the another one is to formalize
the attacks against fairness of FPMS.

Fig. 1. The cloud-based FPMS for online contests with multiple Data Owners
and multiple Competitors
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Fig. 2. Procedures of FPMS with Competitor IDi and Data owner IDX for
contest T.

The concept of Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) was intro-
duced in [ 9]. It takes an identity information as the public
key to encrypt a plaintext. So it avoids the certificate manage-
ment of the tradi-tional public-key encryption scheme. In the
standard IBE, cipher-texts are generated with distinguishing
random values. However RIBE allows that ciphertexts are gen-
erated with one shared ran-dom value. Beside the advantage to
reduce the cumulative size of ciphertexts, it possesses a shared
secret to hold as the kernel that decrypts all ciphertext. In this
section, we introduce a specific RIBE scheme [ 10], which
is the randomness-reuse version of Boneh and Franklins IBE
scheme [ 11].

A RIBE scheme consists of four algorithms: algorithm
Setup generates system parameters; algorithm Extract gen-
erates the pri-vate keys for users; algorithm Enc generates
randomness-reused ciphertexts for N N users with their
identities (N is a constant number in practice); algorithms Dec
decrypts a ciphertext with a users private key.

The specific RIBE scheme is built by bilinear map. Let G
and GT denote two multiplicative groups of prime order q,
and g be a generator of G. A bilinear map e : G G GT is
an efficiently computable and non-degenerate function, with
the bi-linear property e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab, where a and b are
randomly chosen in Zq and e(g, g) is a generator of GT . Let
BG(1k) be an effi-cient bilinear map generator that takes as
input a security param-eter 1k and randomized outputs (q, G,
GT , g, e), where k N. In addition, let Ł denote to abort an
algorithm.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed the cloud-assisted FPMS that can be conve-
niently applied to online contests responding to the security
requirements of time-critical online contests and against the
burden of online transmissions. The requirements map to
three phases that are con-fidentiality, anonymity and fairness
as we concluded in the secu-rity models. The previous ap-
proaches in literature, mainly in the preloading mode or the
real-time mode, failed to satisfy the secu-rity requirements

simultaneously under attacks from both outside and inside.
The system we presented combines multiple data owners to
hold multiple contests simultaneously Conclusively, FPMS is
a promising and efficient system with security satisfaction for
online contests.

A. Selection of sensors/apps

In the user-event extraction scheme, Secret-QA selects a
list of sensors and apps for extracting the user activities,
including: (1) the common sensors equipped on the top-ten
best-selling smartphones in 2013, the top-ten downloaded
Android apps in 2013, and [3] the legacy apps (Call, Contact,
SMS, etc.).Because these sensors and apps are already built-
in for almost all the smartphones, our approach is naturally
suitable for smartphone users without introducing any extra
hardware costs.
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Abstract—Knowledge of bottleneck capacity of an Internet
path is critical for efficient network design, management, and
usage. With emerging high speed Internet links, most traditional
estimation techniques used for link capacity estimation are
limited in providing fast and accurate capacity estimations.
In general for effective and efficient means of communication
between the nodes, the packet that has been sent from source
node has to reach the destination without any loss. If the packet
inflow of the node is greater than the link capacity of the node
then the packets are to be queued in the buffer. It leads to the
overflow of buffer. The packets that are dropped by the overflow
of the buffer will then be stored in the new buffer. The new
buffer will then be managed and allows the transfer of those
packets to the destination. By using the link estimation technique
named PbProbe, the forward link capacity and the backward link
capacity of the path is estimated. Based on these estimations the
delay sum and dispersion of the packets is calculated. The packets
that are dropped because of the overflow of buffer will then be
managed in the new buffer by an active queue management
technique named CoDel. This CoDel absorbs all the dropped
packets and managed in the new buffer that adapts to changing
link capacities and forwards those packets to other end point.

Keywords: Link capacity, Packet loss, Link Estimation,
PbProbe, Buffer Overflow, Codel

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of end-to-end path capacity is useful for
video/audio stream adaptation, network management and over-
lay design. Capacity estimation in wired and last-hop wireless
networks has been extensively investigated [3], but a thorough
and systematic study in ad hoc, multihop wireless networks
is still lacking. Yet the rate of a wireless link can change
dynamically (and rapidly) due to changes in interference,
distance or energy optimization policy. Knowledge of bot-
tleneck capacity of an Internet path is critical for efficient
network design, management, and usage. With emerging high
speed Internet links, most traditional estimation techniques
are limited in providing fast and accurate capacity estima-
tions Estimating the bottleneck capacity of an Internet path
is a fundamental research problem in computer networking;
knowledge of such capacity is critical for efficient network
design, management and usage. In the past few years, with the
growing popularity of emerging technologies such as overlay,
peer-to-peer (P2P), sensor, grid and mobile networks, it is
becoming increasingly desirable to have a simple, fast and
accurate technique for capacity estimation and monitoring.

To accommodate the diversity in network arrangements, an
ideal capacity estimation technique must also be scalable and
applicable to a variety of network configurations. Network link
quality estimations are essential for the optimal operation of
the various network functions like routing and rate adaptation.
PbProbe [2] is to estimate the capacity of the links. PbProbe
is based on Cap Probe; however, instead of solely relying
on packet pairs, PbProbe employs a packet bulk technique
and adapts the bulk length in order to overcome the well-
known problem with packet pair based approaches, namely
the lack of accurate timer resolution. As a result, PbProbe
not only preserves the simplicity and speed of Cap Probe,
but it also correctly estimates link capacities within a much
larger range. Using analysis, we evaluate PbProbe with various
bulk lengths and network configurations. We then perform
emulation and Internet experiments to verify the accuracy and
speed of PbProbe on high speed links. In network routing,
CoDel [5] for controlled delay is an advanced scheduling
algorithm for the network scheduler. It is designed to overcome
bufferbloat in network links (such as routers) by setting limits
on the delay network packets, passing through the buffer being
managed by CoDel. CoDel aims at improving on the overall
performance of the algorithm by addressing some fundamental
misconceptions and by being easier to manage (since, unlike
RED, CoDel does not require manual configuration). CoDel is
parameter less. One of the weaknesses in the RED algorithm
is that it is too difficult to configure (and too difficult to
configure correctly, especially in an environment with dynamic
link rates). CoDel has no parameters to set at all. CoDel treats
good queue and bad queue differently. Good queue has low
delays by nature, so the management algorithm can ignore it.
Bad queue is susceptible to management intervention in the
form of dropping packets. CoDel works off of a parameter
that is determined completely locally, so it is independent of
round-trip delays, link rates, traffic loads and other factors that
simply cannot be controlled or predicted by the local buffer.
The local minimum delay can only be determined when a
packet leaves the buffer. So no extra delay is needed to run the
queue to collect statistics to manage the queue. CoDel adapts
to dynamically changing link rates with no negative impact
on utilization. CoDel can be implemented relatively simply
and therefore can span the spectrum from low-end home
routers to high-end routing solutions. With the increasing de-
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ployment of wireless devices (e.g. laptops, PDAs, cellphones,
etc.), networking is becoming an increasingly important class
of infrastructure less technology for connecting a group of
wireless devices. Yet, the end- to-end knowledge of resources
such as path capacity is important for network utilization and
management. For instance, in a video conference application
supported by an overlay that spans wired and wireless ad hoc
users, the knowledge of path capacity to different destinations
helps the sources and proxies adapt the audio/video streaming
rates to match user capacities and provide better quality of
services. A simple and accurate end-to-end path capacity
estimation technique is needed. The estimation must be fast
so that it can reflect the path capacity in a timely even when
the actual capacity is varying (for example, because the user
is moving from one media to another or the environment
interference is changing). The estimation must be independent
of cross traffic (as in this case we are interested in evaluating
the equivalent of the bottleneck capacity in the Internet, as
opposed to available bandwidth). The estimation technique
must be applicable to mixed wired and wireless paths, since
several applications (especially the commercial applications)
will include extensions as opportunistic extensions of the
Internet. Finally, the estimation must be non -intrusive so that it
will not disturb the ongoing applications traffic in the network.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY

In [5], the author has described about an active queue
management mechanism regarding the management of buffer
to avoid the packet loss in the network. The CODEL technique
is designed to overcome buffer bloat in network links by
setting limits on delayed network packets. In general packets
are only dropped if buffer is full. The buffers are fairly small
and get filled quickly i.e. buffer has a finite size and it can hold
a maximum number of packets called window size. The flow
of packets slows down while travelling through a network link
between fast and slow network. CoDel adapts to dynamically
change in link rates with non-negative impact on utilization
of the link. The algorithm is computed at each interval of
packets and maintaining a minimum delay below 5ms for
the transmission to happen. The algorithmic technique named
CODEL is being used in related to my implementation of
the project. In [7], Packet loss in general will occur either
due to collision or insufficiently strong signal. Apart from
collision packet loss could also be due to weak signal. This can
happen frequently as aggressive data rate adaption algorithms
like sample rate operate wireless link at highest rate possible.
The author has proposed a mechanism for identifying the
packet loss i.e. COLLIE. This determines the reason for
packet loss by without requiring any addition transmission
from wireless client but by using explicit feedback from the
receiver. The mechanism of how the packets being lost will
be identified. Based on the received signal strength from
the packets received, the error loss will be calculated on
cumulative frequency obtained at the receiver end. In [2], most
traditional techniques are limited in providing fast and accurate
capacity estimation with emerging high speed links. Instead of

solely relying on packet pairs, PbProbe employs a packet bulk
technique and adapts the bulk length in order to overcome well
known accurate problem of timer resolution. Cap probe is a yet
another capacity estimation by round trip estimation technique
that works well only on paths that contains symmetric bottle
neck link. The PbProbe is used for capacity estimation and
monitoring that is scalable and applicable to various network
configurations. PbProbe will be estimated based on UDP
packets, not only preserves the simplicity and speed of Cap
probe it correctly estimates the link capacity within a much
larger range. The packet bulk technique will overcome the
problems of limited system timer resolution and to avoid
additional latency caused by segmentation and reassembly. In
[1], Effective link capacity predicts link capacity by utilizing
information such as packet delivery ration and transmission
count on data packets derives information from transmitting
node. Important functionality in these networks is routing
of information from data source to destination. Adhoc on
demand distance vector routing protocol is used to manage the
routes and routing of data in wireless environments. AODV
establishes a route to destination only on demand. AODV
avoids counting the infinity problem by using the sequence
numbers on route updates. Apart from estimation link capacity,
estimated transmission count and expected transmission time
for better quality of the link is calculated. Estimated link
capacity is based on packet delivery ratio and transmission
count of data packet. In [6], to protect the buffer from overflow
by approximately controlling the advertisement window to
enhance TCP when becomes congested. The sender will slow
down the data sending rate upon the receipt of reduced adver-
tisement window, hence buffer overflow will be alleviated. The
authors had addressed wireless loss tolerant congestion control
mechanism based non dynamic aided theory. The proposed
window will be applied to background traffic such as FTP, than
network congestion because of the applications that experience
delay and jitter.

III. ANALYSIS ON LINK MANAGEMENT

So far the nodes in either wired or wireless networks have
facing the problem of packet loss during transmission between
the source and destination.The problem of estimating the
capacity of an Internet path is one of fundamental importance.
Due to the multitude of potential applications, a large number
of solutions have been proposed and evaluated i.e. Cap Probe,
path rate. Till now the link capacity is estimated [2] by using
the packet pair and the total round trip time of the packets.
Firstly when estimating the capacity of the link from the total
round trip time, the time for calculating the total capacity
will be too high. When transferring the packets in packet
pair the rate of transmission of required data will not be
successful all the time. The proposed solutions so far have
been successful in partially addressing the problem, but have
suffered from being slow, obtrusive or inaccurate. The nodes
experiencing the packet loss has been taken care by calculating
the performance of the link that has been used between
the nodes. The technique called PbProbe is to estimate high
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speed links. Instead of solely relying on packet pairs, PbProbe
employs a packet bulk technique and adapts the bulk length
in order to overcome the issues. The packets that are been
lost will be stored in the buffer and will be dequeued for
forwarding if the congestion at the receiving end will reduced.
The technique in estimating the capacity of the link through the
PbProbe gives the accurate results by measuring the capacity
both in forward path and backward path. Apart from estimating
the capacity of the link, the packets that are lost in transmission
will be addressed by an active queue management technique.
The signal strength which is dynamic in both the networks
is to be calculated. The results demonstrate the efficiency,
scalability, and accurate capacity of the link both in wired
and wireless network.

IV. DESIGN FOR LINK MANAGEMENT

A. Experimental Setup:

The basic description regarding the architecture fig 4.1
considers of how the packets been transferred from source to
destination without having any loss in the packets. Initially the
source sends the packets in the form of packet-bulk or packet-
pair mechanism. The packet-pair mechanism involves with the
transfer of just two packets for one interval of time to the des-
tination. Similar to this the packet-bulk is an advanced mech-
anism in transmission technique which transfers the packets
in the form of bulk length. When transmitting the packets
in bulk, the basic advantage is the successful delivery of the
message to the destination within a specified time. The path
the packets choose to travel to the destination is to be estimated
with a technique called probe technique. The probe technique
transfers the packets in bulk i.e. packet bulk transmission.
PbProbe is inspired by Cap Probe. However, instead of solely
relying on one pair of packets, PbProbe employs the concept of
Packet Bulk to adapt the number of probing packets in each
sample in accordance to the dispersion measurement. More
specifically, when the bottleneck link capacity is expected to
be low, PbProbe uses one pair of packets as usual (i.e. the bulk
length is 1). For paths with high bottleneck capacities, PbProbe
increases the bulk length and sends several packets together,

Fig. 1. structural design architecture

which enlarges the dispersion between the first and last packet,
to overcome the known timer resolution problem. Developing
effective active queue management has been hampered by mis-
conceptions about the cause and meaning of queues. Network
buffers exist to absorb the packet bursts that occur naturally in
statistically multiplexed networks. Queues occur in the buffers
as a result of short-term mismatches in traffic arrival and
departure rates that arise from upstream resource contention,
transport conversation startup transients, and/or changes in the
number of conversations sharing a link. Unfortunately, other
network behavior can cause buffers to fill, with effects that
arent nearly as benign. With the wrong conceptual model for
queues, AQMs have limited operational range, require a lot
of configuration tweaking, and frequently impair rather than
improve performance.

B. Computation of Threshold Technique

The packets that are transmitting will be checking for the
bottleneck threshold prescribed explained below in fig 4.3
at each interval. If the packets having the average less than
the threshold mechanism then the packets will be dequeued
for forwarding from the buffer. When the packets had the
average greater than the threshold then the packets will be
dropped from the queue. If the packets satisfy the threshold
condition then the transfer of packets will be done. Similarly
if the packets had the average in between both the maximum
threshold limit and minimum threshold limit the packets will
calculate the packet dropping probability and then transmits
the packets to the required destination.

C. Performance Analysis

Packet loss due to buffer overflow: Figure 4 shows the
packet loss due to the buffer overflow without the threshold
mechanism. It reveals that the packet loss increases when the
simulation time increases.

Reducing packet loss in buffer due to buffer overflow:

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a threshold mechanism that reduces
the packet loss in a buffer and the link of both wired and
wireless network. The packet loss in the buffer and link is due
to the overflow. Both the buffer overflow and link overflow is
determined and controlled with the help of PbProbe and CoDel

Fig. 2. Working of PbProbe
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Fig. 3. Threshold mechanism of packet inflow

Fig. 4. Time in milliseconds

methodologies. The rate of overflow of packets is reduced as
soon as the overflow occurs i.e. threshold is reached and packet
loss is reduced.
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Abstract—The Popularity and complexity of online social
networks (OSN) continues to grow unabatedly with the most
popular applications featuring hundreds of millions of active
users. Objective: While users enjoy sharing information online,
not all information is meant to be seen by the entire network. So,
the users of these networks expect the system to preserve their
privacy. Privacy violations are one of the major malfunctioning
of the system. These systems have a large number of users, when
multiple users starts distributing the content without a control,
information can reach unintended individuals. This lead to a
security breach. Results: we proposed a detection algorithm that
performs reasoning using the description logic that will manage
users privacy requirements. Managing the privacy of users has
become an important aspect of such online networks. Conclusion:
An important part of this is detecting privacy violations and
notifying the users so that they can take appropriate actions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Privacy means freedom from the unwanted exposure. One
may wish to share certain content with everyone, and prefer
to hide certain content. But this is impractical in online social
networks because information in such networks propogate
easily without expecting a explicit confirmation from the user.
This leads to a tremendous privacy transgressing in social
networks. While various approaches for detecting privacy
violations exist, most of the approaches do not have a running
tool that can exhibit the principles of its underlying approach.
This paper presents PriGuardTool, a Web-based tool that can
detect privacy violations in online social networks. Each user is
represented by a software agent in the system that rst collects
users privacy concerns, explicitly specied as what types of
content are meant to be seen by which audience. The system
represents these privacy constraints as commitments between
the user and the online social network. The user constraints are
converted into commitments automatically by the agent. The
system then monitors which commitments are violated based
on the content shown to users, such that a violated commitment
represents a privacy violation in the system. While checking
for violations, the effects of posts on the system as well as
the semantic relations and rules are considered. We evaluate
PriGuardTool by using various real-life scenarios and real data
that have been collected over Facebook. Our initial results
show that realistic privacy violations can be detected using
PriGuardTool.

II. COMMITMENT BASED APPROACH
In order to represent the privacy agreement between a user

and the online social network, we make use of commitments.
A commitment is a contract made between two parties [2].
A commitment is denoted as a four-place relation: C(debtor,
creditor, antecedent, consequent). The debtor is committed to
the creditor to bring about the consequent if the creditor brings
about the antecedent [4]. Initially, when the commitment is
created, the commitment is in a conditional state. If the
antecedent is achieved, the commitment moves to an active
state. Moreover, if the debtor fails to provide the consequent
of an active commitment then this commitment is violated. For
example, in an online social network, a commitment between
the OSN operator and its user :charlie can be formalized as
follows: C0(:osn, :charlie, isFriendOf (:charlie,X), canSeeMe-
diaOf (X,:charlie)). In C0, the debtor :osn promises to the
creditor :charlie for revealing :charlies media to X if :charlie
declares X to be a friend. For example, if :charlie declares
:patty to be a friend then C0 becomes an active commitment as
the condition isFriendOf (:charlie,:patty) holds. Furthermore,
if :osn fails to bring about canSeeMediaOf (:patty,:charlie)
i.e. :patty cannot see :charlies media, C0 is violated. Each
commitment exists in a specic domain.

III. ANALYSIS ON LINK MANAGEMENT
So far the nodes in either wired or wireless networks have

facing the problem of packet loss during transmission between
the source and destination.The problem of estimating the
capacity of an Internet path is one of fundamental importance.
Due to the multitude of potential applications, a large number
of solutions have been proposed and evaluated i.e. Cap Probe,
path rate. Till now the link capacity is estimated [2] by using
the packet pair and the total round trip time of the packets.
Firstly when estimating the capacity of the link from the total
round trip time, the time for calculating the total capacity
will be too high. When transferring the packets in packet
pair the rate of transmission of required data will not be
successful all the time. The proposed solutions so far have
been successful in partially addressing the problem, but have
suffered from being slow, obtrusive or inaccurate. The nodes
experiencing the packet loss has been taken care by calculating
the performance of the link that has been used between
the nodes. The technique called PbProbe is to estimate high
speed links. Instead of solely relying on packet pairs, PbProbe
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employs a packet bulk technique and adapts the bulk length
in order to overcome the issues. The packets that are been
lost will be stored in the buffer and will be dequeued for
forwarding if the congestion at the receiving end will reduced.
The technique in estimating the capacity of the link through the
PbProbe gives the accurate results by measuring the capacity
both in forward path and backward path. Apart from estimating
the capacity of the link, the packets that are lost in transmission
will be addressed by an active queue management technique.
The signal strength which is dynamic in both the networks
is to be calculated. The results demonstrate the efficiency,
scalability, and accurate capacity of the link both in wired
and wireless network.

IV. PRIGUARD APPROACH

PriGuard is a commitment-based model for privacy-aware
online social networks. Each user in the social network is
represented by an agent. We use commitments [2] to capture
the privacy promises done by the social network operator to
each user, based on the users specied privacy expectations.
Consider the following example where an online social net-
work user Bob has requested his location to be hidden from
his posts. Later, he shares a picture with friends without
knowing that the picture includes a geotag. The geotag in-
cludes geographical information that will give away his loca-
tion. Bobs privacy agreement with the online social network
can be represented with the following commitment: C1(:osn;
:bob; isFriendOf (:bob,X), isAbout(P,:bob), LocationPost(P);
not(canSeePost(X,P))). That is, :osn commits to :bob to not
show his location posts to the user X if :bob declares X
to be a friend. In PriGuard, the social network domain is
formally dened using Description Logics (DL). This domain
consists of concepts (e.g.; Agent), roles (e.g.; isFriendOf )
and individuals names (e.g.; :bob). Hence, the relationships
and the posts can be semantically described by the use of DL
as well. The social network operator operates according to
norms (i.e.; semantic rules). In PriGuard, norms are specied as
Datalog rules. sharesPost(X,P) canSeePost(X,P) is a Datalog
rule, which states that an agent can see the posts that it shares.
While the OSN has its operation rules, the users have privacy
expectations from the system. These privacy expectations are
captured with conditional commitments [2,6]. Informally, con-
ditional commitments represent a contract between two parties,
such that each party commits to realizing certain predicates. In
terms of privacy, this maps to a situation where a user commits
to specifying information about friends, colleagues, and so on
correctly and the OSN commits to ensuring the correct set of
individuals will be shown the content.

A. PRIGUARD TOOL

PriGuard tool is a Web-based tool that implements PriGuard
model. Each component mentioned below is implemented in
PriGuardTool. We use ontologies to capture the domain view,
and norms of the social network.

Domain (A): The social network domain is represented
using PriGuard ontology specied in Web Ontology Language

[1]. PriGuard model is a DL model, which can be completely
dened in an OWL ontology.

View (B): In PriGuard ontology, a view is a set of
class assertions (e.g.; ClassAssertion(Agent :alice)) and object
property assertions (e.g.; ObjectPropertyAssertion (isFriendOf
:dennis :charlie)).

DL Rules (C): In PriGuard, norms are dened as Datalog
rules. OWL is an expressive language to represent some
Datalog rules as DL rules. For example, consider this rule:
Post uhasMedium.hasGeotag.Location v LocationPost. This
rule states that a post that includes a geotagged picture is an
instance of LocationPost class in the ontology.

Commitments (D): Users input their privacy concerns via
PriGuardTool interface. The user can specify her privacy
concerns regarding medium posts, location posts and posts that
the user is tagged in. Moreover, the user can declare who can
access her friendlist in the social network. For each category,
the user declares two groups of people: one group that can
see that category and a group that cannot. If the user species
conicting privacy concerns (e.g.; a user is part of both groups),
the agent adopts a conservative approach to minimize privacy
violations to occur; i.e., it nds conicting users and move them
to the group that cannot see the content.

Violation Statements (E): After all the semantic inferences
are made by the use of PriGuard ontology and DL rules,
the agent should be able to query this knowledge to monitor
privacy violations in the social network.

For this, we use SPARQL for querying RDF-based infor-
mation. Note that ontological axioms can also be seen as
RDF triples. In a SPARQL query, there are query variables to
retrieve the desired results. We only focus on SELECT queries
with lter expressions NOT EXISTS and EXISTS to represent
violation statements. The violation statement of C1 is shown
as a SPARQL query in figure 3.

Fig. 1. structural design architecture
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V. TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK

A. ONTOLOGY

Ontology is the definition of types, properties and interre-
lationships of the entities for a particular domain. We develop
an ontology to describe the OSN domain using Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [5]. An ontology is a conceptualization
of a domain [6], and it consists of three main entities: (1)
concepts (classes) are sets of instances e.g. Agent is a concept
representing OSN users, the ClassAssertion(Agent :charlie)
states that :charlie is an instance of concept Agent, (2) data
properties are used to describe attributes of a concept e.g.
DataProperty Assertion(hasName :charlie Charlie Brown) is a
property assertion stating that :charlies name is Charlie Brown,
(3) object properties (relationships) are used to relate instances
to each other e.g. ObjectPropertyAssertion(isFriendOf :charlie
:patty) is a property assertion stating that :charlie is related
to :patty via isFriendOf object property. Hence, an ontology
describes a domain with a set of class and property assertions.
Moreover, OWL restrictions can be used to add constraints
on concepts and properties; properties can be dened as being
functional, symmetric, inverse or transitive. Such modeling
capabilities are useful to specify semantics, so new information
can be inferred based on the described domain. Using an
ontology, each place of a commitment can be represented
semantically. OWL uses the open world assumption (OWA),
i.e. any statement that is not known cannot be considered
as a false statement. Moreover, ontologies can be augmented
with rules such as Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)
rules for more expressiveness [7].The Prolog interpreter runs

Fig. 2. Detection in PRIGUARD

Fig. 3. Working of PbProbe

queries about the facts and rules represented in its knowledge
base. Given a query (goal), the Prolog interpreter attempts
to prove it using backtracking search. Therefore, alternative
solutions can be found for a given query. In contrast to
ontologies, Prolog obeys the closed world assumption (CWA)
i.e. if a proposition cannot be proved then it is assumed
to be false. In privacy settings, CWA is more appropriate
as we can deal with negations e.g. nding non-friends of a
user. Ontological Logic Programming (OLP) [3] combines
the logic programming and ontological reasoning. OLP uses
two knowledge bases: (1) Prolog Knowledge Base stores non-
ontological facts and rules that are interpreted by the Prolog
interpreter. (2) Semantic Knowledge Base stores ontological
entities (concepts, properties, instances) and SWRL rules that
are used for reasoning. An OLP program can import ontologies
and all ontological entities together with SWRL rules can
be used within the OLP program. OLP can also be used to
modify the Semantic Knowledge Base by adding or removing
ontological entities. We use OLP to detect privacy violations
as we can reason on ontologies with CWA.

B. PRIVACY MANAGEMENT

Our proposed approach is depicted as a ow diagram in
Figure 3. A user of the OSN species her privacy agreement
where she declares her privacy preferences. Then, the system
processes the privacy agreement to generate corresponding
commitments between the users and the OSN. Following this,
the system generates the statements wherein these commit-
ments would be violated. Finally, the system checks whether
these statements hold in the current state, which would mean
a violation of privacy.

C. OSN REPRESENTATION

An OSN consists of various components as described in Fig
4. (i) Users are both providers and consumers of information
in an OSN. (ii) Content is shared by users e.g. a user posts a
video. (iii) OSN manages users access to shared content via
its behavior rules e.g. :osn shows public pictures to everyone.
(iv) Relations are initiated and terminated by users e.g. a user
is connected to another user via the friendship relation. (v)
Inference rules can be used to make further inferences based
on the domain.

D. GENERATION OF VIOLATION STATEMENTS

We provide users with a simple graphical user interface
to input their privacy constraints .Auser can specify her
privacy constraints in terms of post types. To this extent,
PRIGUARDTOOL supports ne-grained specication of privacy
constraints. For managing the privacy settings of a post type,

Fig. 4. Detecting Privacy Violations according to Users Privacy Agreement
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the user sets two different groups of users: a group who
can see that post type (canSeeGroup) and a group who
cannot (cannotSeeGroup). Once the user provides her privacy
constraints, the user agent generates a set of commitments in
the following way: (i) A user species neither canSeeGroup
nor cannotSeeGroup for any post type. In this case, there
is no commitment to generate. (ii) A user species one of
canSeeGroup and cannotSeeGroup for a post type. In such
a case, only one commitment is generated. (iii) A user species
both canSeeGroup and cannotSeeGroup for a post type. In this
case, two commitments are generated. For example, according
to Alices privacy constraints (canSeeGroup=Alice, cannotSee-
Group=everyone except Alice), her agent generates two com-
mitments C1 and C2. However, the generation of commitments
is not always straightforward. A user may unknowingly specify
conicting privacy constraints. For example, a user may want
friends to see her medium posts but not her colleagues. If a
person is both a friend and a colleague, her privacy constraints
will be in conict. To minimize privacy violations to occur, we
adopt a conservative approach and we move users who are
specied in both groups to cannotSeeGroup. The approach is
customizable such that if the user prefers, the conict can be
resolved by moving the individuals to canSeeGroup.

E. DETECTION OF PRIVACY VIOLATIONS

The generation of commitments consists of two steps. First,
we check whether the privacy agreement is consistent in
itself, i.e. there should not be any conicting group declarations
(canSeeGroup and cantSeeGroup) for a specic content. Sec-
ond, the commitments are generated according to a consistent
privacy agreement. If the privacy agreement is inconsistent
then we transform it into a consistent one. This step consists
of detecting overlapping groups as specied in the privacy
agreement. In Example 1, :osn will be in a conicting situation
as it does not know whether to reveal :charlies content to :linus
or not. In such cases, the generation of commitments will cause
:osn to violate one of its commitments. For detection, PriGuard
uses the ontology, the inference rules, the behavior rules,
the state information and the violation statements. PriGuard
detects privacy violations through violation queries. For this,
PriGuard runs the query vcid where cid is the commitment
id and checks to see if the Body of the violation statement
holds. If PriGuard can prove it then corresponding commit-
ment is violated and users are notied about it, otherwise the

Fig. 5. OSN representation with a simple Ontology

commitment is not violated. Now, we consider the detection
of violations with our motivating example. Example : C1 and
C2 are the commitments, v1 and v2 are the corresponding
violation statements. The :osn will apply B2 then :patty and
:linus will see the people that are together with :charlie. We
ask PriGuard whether any of these violation statements occur.
PriGuard cannot prove the query v1 while it can prove the
query v2 with the substitution X/:linus. Hence, C2 is violated
because of B2, which is not compatible with :charlies privacy
agreement. This is a typical case where a system does not act
in compliance with a users privacy agreement.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The current system supports commitments between a user
and the online social network. However, in principle, if the
online social network itself supports a distributed architecture
(e.g., GnuSocial6), then individual users will be responsible
for managing their content and thus the system would have
to support commitments among users. This would lead to
interesting scenarios and could serve as a natural domain to
demonstrate operations on commitments. For example, Bob
could commit to Alice not to share her pictures and then
follow up with his friends to ensure that Alices pictures are
not shared. This could lead to multiple commitments being
merged and manipulated to preserve privacy and give rise to
composition of commitments for representing realistic scenar-
ios.Another major drawback is if the trusted user can save the
content and share it to OSN, then it reveals information to
unintended users. So, it would be better that the description
logic performs reasoning using the commitments made by the
user and get a explicit confirmation from the user whether to
grant permission to save the content or not.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the context of privacy, it is dicult to evaluate approaches
and tools since there are no established data sets. Moreover,
privacy is subjective hence it becomes dicult to talk of a gold
standard that works for all. One way to go about this is to
create synthetic data. However, ensuring that the synthetic data
will adhere to real life properties is also dicult. Instead of
working with synthetic data, it is ideal to work with real users.
For this, we show the applicability of PriGuard approach in a
Web application that is integrated to Facebook.
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Abstract—Cloud computing enables an economically promising
paradigm of computation outsourcing. However, how to protect
customers confidential data processed and generated during
the computation is becoming the major security concern. It
describes a structured approach for implementing from both
service provider end user organizations.. Objective: Our work
investigates on secure outsourcing of widely applicable linear
programming (LP) computations. Our mechanism design ex-
plicitly decomposes LP computation outsourcing into public LP
solvers running on the cloud and private LP parameters owned
by the customer. Results: The resulting flexibility allows us
to explore appropriate security/efficiency tradeoff via higher-
level abstraction of LP computation than the general circuit
representation. Specifically, by formulating private LP problem
as a set of matrices/vectors. Conclusion: we develop efficient
privacy-preserving problem transformation techniques, which
low customers to transform the original LP into some random
one while protecting sensitive input/output information.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing presents well-situated on-demand net-
work access to a shared group of configurable computing
resources that can be quickly organized with great effec-
tiveness and negligible management operating cost [1]. The
benefit of cloud model is computation outsourcing, where
the computational authority of cloud clients is no longer
restricted by their resource-constraint devices. By outsourc-
ing the workloads into the cloud, clients could enjoy the
precisely unrestricted computing resources in a pay-per-use
mode without consigning any large capital expenditures in
the procurement of hardware, software or the operational. In
spite of the tremendous profit, outsourcing computation to the
commercial community cloud is also reluctant clients direct
control over the systems that put away and produce their
data during the computation, which predictably brings in new
security apprehensions and challenges towards this talented
computing replica

The outsourced calculation workloads often surround sen-
sitive data, such as the financial records, research data, or
identifiable health data etc. To battle against illegal infor-
mation leakage, responsive data have to be encrypted before
outsourcing so as to provide end-to-end data confidentiality
guarantee in the cloud and beyond. Nevertheless, ordinary
data encryption methods in essence, Focusing on business
computing and optimization tasks, in this work, the efficient
mechanisms for secure outsourcing of Linear Programming

(LP) computations are studied. LP is an algorithmic and
computational device which detains the first order effects of a
variety of system parameters that should be optimized, and is
vital to engineering optimization. It has been extensively used
in various engineering disciplines that examine and optimize
real-world systems, such as packet routing, flow control, etc.
Because LP computations require a considerable amount of
computational power and usually involve confidential data,
The explicit decomposition of the LP computation outsourcing
into public LP solvers running on the cloud and private LP
parameters owned by the client are proposed

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System and Threat Model

The calculation outsourcing architecture engages two dis-
similar entities, as shown in Figure 1. the cloud client, who
has large amount of costly LP problems to be outsourced
to the cloud; the Cloud Server (CS), which has important
computation resources and provides effectiveness computing
services, such as hosting the public LP solvers in a pay-per-
use manner. The client has a large-scale LP problem to be
solved. However, due to need of computing resources, like
processing power, memory, and storage etc., cant carry out
such classy computation locally. Thus, the client alternatives
to CS for solving the LP computation and influences its
computation capacity in a pay-per-use manner. Instead of
directly sending original problem , the client first uses a
secret key K to map into some encrypted version K and
outsourcers problem K to CS. It uses its public LP solver
to get the answer of K and provides a correctness proof, but
it is supposed to learn nothing or little of the sensitive data
contained in the original problem description. After receiving
the solution of encrypted problem K, the client should be
able to first verify the answer via the affixed proof. If its
right, it uses the secret K to map the output into the desired
reply for the original problem . The security threats faced by
the computation representation primarily come from the cruel
behavior of CS.

The CS may be persistently interested in analyzing the
encrypted input sent by the client and the encrypted output
produced by the computation to learn the sensitive data as
in the semi-honest model. In addition, CS can also behave
faithlessly or intentionally damage the computation, e.g. to lie
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about the result to save the computing resources, while eager
not to be caught at the same time. Finally note that the com-
munication channels between each cloud server and the client
is authenticated and dependable, which can be achieved in
practice with little overhead. These verification handshakes are
absent in the following appearance. An optimization problem
is usually formulated as a mathematical programming problem
that looks for the values for a set of decision variables to
minimize the purpose of function representing the cost subject
to a set of constraints. For LP, the aim of the function is an
affine function of the decision variables, and the restrictions
are a system of linear equations and inequalities. Since a
restriction in the form of a linear inequality can be articulated
as a linear equation by introducing a non-negative floppy
variable, and a free decision variable can be expressed as
the difference of two non-negative auxiliary variables, any
LP problem can be expressed in the following standard form
minimize cT x subject to

Ax = b, x 0. (1) Here x is an N 1 vector of decision
variables, A is an M N matrix, and both c and b are N 1
vectors. It can be assumed further that M N and that A has
full row rank; otherwise, extras rows can always be eliminated
from A.

In this work, a general study indicates minimizing cT x
subject to

Ax = b, Bx 0. (2) In Eq. (2), the non-negative requirements
in Eq. (1) by requiring that each component of Bx to be non-
negative, where B is an N N non-singular matrix, i.e. Eq. (2)
de-generates to Eq. (1) when B is the identity matrix. Thus,
the LP problem can be defined via the tuple = (A, B, b, c)
as input, and the solution x as output are replaced.

III. ANALYSIS ON LINK MANAGEMENT

So far the nodes in either wired or wireless networks have
facing the problem of packet loss during transmission between
the source and destination.The problem of estimating the
capacity of an Internet path is one of fundamental importance.
Due to the multitude of potential applications, a large number
of solutions have been proposed and evaluated i.e. Cap Probe,
path rate. Till now the link capacity is estimated [2] by using
the packet pair and the total round trip time of the packets.
Firstly when estimating the capacity of the link from the total
round trip time, the time for calculating the total capacity
will be too high. When transferring the packets in packet
pair the rate of transmission of required data will not be
successful all the time. The proposed solutions so far have
been successful in partially addressing the problem, but have
suffered from being slow, obtrusive or inaccurate. The nodes
experiencing the packet loss has been taken care by calculating
the performance of the link that has been used between
the nodes. The technique called PbProbe is to estimate high
speed links. Instead of solely relying on packet pairs, PbProbe
employs a packet bulk technique and adapts the bulk length
in order to overcome the issues. The packets that are been
lost will be stored in the buffer and will be dequeued for
forwarding if the congestion at the receiving end will reduced.

The technique in estimating the capacity of the link through the
PbProbe gives the accurate results by measuring the capacity
both in forward path and backward path. Apart from estimating
the capacity of the link, the packets that are lost in transmission
will be addressed by an active queue management technique.
The signal strength which is dynamic in both the networks
is to be calculated. The results demonstrate the efficiency,
scalability, and accurate capacity of the link both in wired
and wireless network.

IV. PROPOSED SCHEMES

This section presents our complete LP outsourcing solution
for not only the privacy protection of problem input/out- put,
but also its efficient result checking. We first give an overview
of our methodology, and systematically justify how we can
leverage the security/efficiency tradeoffs through properly-
chosen problem decomposition. We next present the design
framework for secure LP outsourcing and discuss a few
basic techniques and their demerits. This leads to a stronger
problem transformation design utilizing affine mapping. We
then discuss effective result verification by leveraging the
duality of LP. Finally, we give the full scheme description.

V. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

Secure LP outsourcing in cloud can be represented by
decomposing LP computation in to public LP solvers running
on the cloud and private data owned by the customer. Because
different decompositions of LP usually lead to different trade-
offs among efficiency and security guarantees, how to choose
the right one that is most suitable for our design goal is thus
of critical importance. To systematically study the difference,
we organize the different decompositions into a hierarchy,
as shown in Fig. 2, which ensembles the usual way that a
computation is specified: a computation at a higher abstraction
level is made up from the computations at lower abstraction
levels. At higher abstraction levels, more information about
the computations becomes public so that security guarantees
become weaker. But more structures become available, and

Fig. 1. .Architecture of secure Outsourcing
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the mechanisms become more efficient. At lower abstraction
levels, the structures become generic, but less information is
available to the cloud so that stronger security guarantees could
be achieved at the cost of efficiency.

A. Basic Techniques

We first study in this subsection a few basic techniques
and show that the input encryption based on these techniques
along may result in an unsatisfactory mechanism. However,
the analysis will give insights on how a stronger mechanism
should be designed. To simplify the presentation, we assume
a semi-honest cloud here, and defer the soundness discussion
to a later section.

B. Hiding inequality constraints (B):

The client cannot convert the inequality conditions in the
similar way as used for the equality constraints. This is
be- cause for an random invertible matrix Q, Bx 0 is not
equivalent to QBx 0 in general. To hide B, we can leverage
the fact that a feasible solution to Eq. (2) must satisfy the
equality constraints. To be more specific, the feasible regions
defined by the following two groups of constraints are the
same.

C. Hiding objective functions c and value cT x:

Given the widely application of LP, such as the estimation
of business annual revenues or personal portfolio holdings etc.,
the information contained in objective function c and optimal
objective value cT x might be as sensitive as the constraints of
A, B, b. Thus, they should be protected, too. To achieve this,
we apply constant scaling to the objective function, i.e. a real
positive scalar is generated randomly as part of encryption
key K and c is replaced by c. It is not possible to derive the
original optimal aim value cT x without knowing first, since it
can be mapped to any value with the same sign. While hiding
the objective value well, this method does leak structure-wise
information of objective function c. namely; the number and
position of zero-elements in c are not protected. Besides, the
ratio between the elements in c is also preserved after constant
scaling.

D. Summarization of basic techniques

The basic techniques would choose a secret key K = (Q,
) and encrypt the input tuple into K = (A, B, b, c), which
gives reasonable strength of problem input hiding. Also, these
techniques are clearly correct in the sense that solving K would
give the same optimal solution as solving . How- ever, it also
implies that although input privacy is achieved, there is no
output privacy. Essentially, it shows that although one can
change the constraints to a completely different form, it is
not necessary the feasible region defined by the constraints

will change, and the adversary can leverage such information
to gain knowledge of the original LP problem. Therefore,
any secure LP method must be able to not only encrypt the
constraints but also to encrypt the feasible region defined by
the constraints.

E. Enhanced Techniques via Affine Mapping

To enhance the security strength of LP outsourcing, we must
be able to change the feasible region of original LP and at
the same time hide output vector x during the problem input
encryption. To encrypt the feasible region of by applying
an affine mapping on the decision variables x is proposed.
This design principle is based on the following observation:
ideally, randomly transform the feasible area of problem from
one vector space to another and keep the mapping function as
the secret key, there is no way for cloud server to learn the
original practicable area information. Further, such a linear
mapping also serves the important purpose of output hiding,
as illustrated below.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Theoretic Analysis

B. Customer Side Overhead

For the three customer side algorithms KeyGen, ProbEnc,
and ResultDec, it is straight-forward that the most time-
consuming operations are the matrix-matrix multiplications in
problem encryption algorithm ProbEnc. In our experiment, the
matrix multiplication is implemented via standard cubic-time
method.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now assess the practical efficiency of the proposed
secure and verifiable LP outsourcing scheme with experiments.
We implement the proposed mechanism including both the
customer and the cloud side processes in Matlab and utilize
the MOSEK optimization through its Matlab interface to solve
the original LP problem F and encrypted LP problem FK
. Our randomly generated test benchmark covers the small
and medium sized problems, where m n increased from
50 up to 6,400 and 60 up to 7,680, respectively. The size
of the benchmarks range from 51 KB to 808.5 MB. Both
customer and cloud server computations in our experiment
are conducted on the same workstation with an Intel Xeon
X5650 CPU running at 2.66 Ghz with 16 GB RAM. There
are intentional design considerations that lead us to establish
this experiment setup. But most importantly, it allows us to
focus on the fair evaluation.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, the difficulty of securely outsourcing LP
computations in cloud computing, and provide such a practical
method design which fulfills input/output privacy, cheating
flexibility, and efficiency are formalized. By unambiguously
decomposing LP computation outsourcing into public LP
solvers and private data, our method design is able to explore
appropriate security tradeoffs via higher level LP computation
than the general circuit illustration. The problem conversion
methods that enable clients to secretly transform the original
LP into some random one while protecting sensitive in-
put/output information are developed. Duality inspect theorem
derives a set of necessary and sufficient situation for result
verification. Such a cheating flexibility design can be bundled
in the overall method with close-to-zero additional operating
cost. Both security analysis and experiment results display the
immediate practicality of the proposed method.
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Abstract—Data mining is the domain which has utility in
real world applications. Data sets are prepared from regular
transactional databases for the purpose of data mining. However,
preparing datasets manually is time consuming and tedious
in nature as it involves aggregations, sub queries and joins.
Moreover the traditional SQL Structured Query Language)
aggregations such as MAX, MIN etc. can generate single row
output which is not useful in generating datasets. Therefore it
is essential to build horizontal aggregations that can generate
datasets in horizontal layout. These data sets can be used further
for data mining in the real world applications. This paper focuses
on building user-defined horizontal aggregations such as PIVOT,
SPJ(SELECT PROJECT JOIN) and CASE whose underlying
logic uses SQL queries.

Keywords-Data Mining, Horizontal Aggregations, PIVOT,
SQL, Data

I. INTRODUCTION

Horizontal aggregation is new class of function to return
aggregated columns in a horizontal tabular layout. So many
algorithms are required datasets with horizontal layout as input
with several records and one variable per column. Managed
large data sets without DBMS support can be a more difficult
task. Different subsets of data points and dimensions are more
flexible, easier and faster to do inside a relational database
with SQL queries than outside with alternative tool. Horizontal
aggregations can be performed by using operator; it is easily
implemented inside a query processor, like a select, project and
join operations. PIVOT operator on tabular data that exchange
rows, enable data transformations useful in data modelling,
data analysis, and data presentation. There are many existing
functions and operators for aggregation in SQL.

In our horizontal aggregation provides a interface to gen-
erate SQL code from a data mining tools. This SQL code is
further used to generate SQL queries, optimizing them and
testing them for correctness. This SQL code reduces manual
work in creating data sets for data mining project. Since SQL
code is automatically generated by horizontal aggregation,
it is easy and likely to be more efficient than SQL code
written by human effort. A person who does not know SQL
well or someone who isnot familiar with the database schema
(e.g. a data mining practitioner) can easily generate the SQL

queries. Hence, data sets can be created in less time. The
data set can be created inside the DBMS itself. In modern
database environments, they used to export de -normalized
data sets to cleaned and transformed outside a DBMS by using
external tools (e.g. statistical packages). But sending large
tables outside a DBMS is time taking, creates inconsistent
copies of the same data and it will cause the compromise
of database security. So, we are proposing a more effective,
better migrated and more secure solution than external data
mining tools. A horizontal aggregation needs just small syntax
extension to existing SQL aggregate functions. Alternatively,
horizontal aggregations can be used to generate SQL code
from a data mining tool to build data sets for data mining
analysis.

II. RELATED WORK

SQL is the de facto standard to interact with relational
databases. It is widely used in all kinds of applications where
connectivity to database containing valuable business data is
required. SQL provides commands of various categories such
as DML, DDL, and DCL. Using SELECT query it is possible
to use aggregations, sub queries and joins. The vertical aggre-
gations supported by SQL include COUNT, MIN, AVG, MAX
and SUM. These are known as aggregate functions as they
produce summary of data [5]. The output of these functions is
in the form of single row values. These values cant be directly
used for data mining. Therefore it is essential to use some data
mining procedures in order to generate data sets.

Association rule mining [6] is used in OLAP applications as
they can generate trends in the data [7]. In this paper we extend
the SQL aggregate functions in order to build new constructs
namely PIVOT, SPJ and CASE. SQL queries are used in
clustering algorithms also as explored in [5]. Spreadsheet like
operations as extensions to SQL queries are proposed in [8].
The paper also discussed optimizations for joins and other
operations. However, it is known that CASE and PIVOT can
be used to avoid joins. New class of aggregations can be
generated by using algebra that has been used traditionally [9].
In fact this paper focuses on generating new class of aggrega-
tions known as horizontal aggregations which will optimize
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the joins as presented in[10]. For optimizing queries tree-
based plans are used traditionally [11]. On aggregations also
there is lot of research found in the literature. Literature also
includes cube queries and cross tabulations [12]. Relational
tables can unpivoted as presented din [13]. Transformations
are available that can be used for horizontal aggregations
[14]. Unpivot and TRANSPOSE operators are similar. When
compared with PIVOT transpose can reduce the number of
operations required. They have inverse relationship between
them. They can produce vertical aggregations and decisions
tree required by data mining. Both operations are available in
SQL Server [15]. Horizontal aggregations are also presented
by researchers in [16] and [17] with known limitations. The
limitation is that the resultant data cannot be directly used for
data mining. In this paper we proposed new operators that
are best used for horizontal aggregations. The results of these
operations can be used for data mining purposes further. The
proposed operations include SPJ, PIVOT and CASE

III. DEFINITIONS

Let F be a table having a simple primary key K represented
by an integer, p discrete attributes and one numeric attribute:
F(K;D1;D2;... ..;Dp;A). In OLAP terms, F is a fact table
with one column used as primary key, p represents distinct
columns and one measure column passed to standard SQL
aggregations. F is assumed to have a star schema to simplify
exposition. Column K will not be used to compute aggre-
gations. Dimension lookup tables will be based on simple
foreign keys. That is, one dimension column Dj will be a
foreign key linked to a lookup table that has Dj as primary
key. Input table F size is called N. That is, —F— = N. Table
F represents a temporary table or a view based on a, star
join, query on several tables. Other two main tables used in
our proposed method are Vertical Table (FV) and Horizontal
Table (FH). 3.1 Example Fig. 1 gives an example showing the
input table F, a traditional vertical sum() aggregation stored
in FV , and a horizontal aggregation stored in FH. The basic
SQL aggregation query is: SELECT D1, D2, sum(A) FROM
F GROUP BY D1, D2 ORDER BY D1, D2;

Fig. 1 Example of F, FV, and FH. As seen in fig. 1, sample
data is given in input table.

Vertical aggregation result is presented in (b). In fact the
result generated by SUM function of SQL is presented in (b).
Horizontal aggregation results are presented in (c). .In FV, D2
consist of only two distinct values X and Y and is used to
transpose the table. The aggregate operation is used in this is
sum (). The values within D1 are repeated, 1 appears 3 times,
for row 3, 4 and, and for row 3 4 value of D2 is X Y. So
D2X and D2Y are newly generated columns in FH.

IV. HORIZONTAL AGGREGATIONS

We introduce a new class of aggregations that have similar
behaviour to SQL standard aggregations, but which produce
tables with a horizontal layout. In contrast, we call standard
SQL aggregations vertical aggregations since they produce
tables with a vertical layout. Horizontal aggregations just

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.
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require a small syntax extension to aggregate functions called
in a SELECT statement. Alternatively, horizontal aggregations
can be used to generate SQL code from a data mining tool to
build data sets for data mining analysis.

A. Existing Method

Our main goal is to define a template to generate SQL
code combining aggregation and transposition (pivoting). A
second goal is to extend the SELECT statement with a clause
that combines transposition with aggregation. Consider the
following GROUP BY query in standard SQL that takes a
subset L1, L2,.....Lm from D1, D2,...., Dp: SELECT L1,
L2,......,Lm, sum(A) FROM F GROUP BY L1, L2,,......,Lm;

This aggregation query will produce a wide table with m
+ 1 columns (automatically determined), with one group for
each unique combination of values L1, L2,......, Lm and one
aggregated value per group (sum(A) in this case). In order
to evaluate this query the query optimizer takes three input
parameters:

The input table F,
The list of grouping columns L1, L2,......,Lm; The column

to aggregate (A).

B. Proposed Syntax in SQL

Here we are explaining SQL aggregate functions with a
extension of BY clause followed with a list of columns to
produce horizontal set of numbers. SELECT L1;L2;.......Lm,
H(A BY R1;R2.......;Rk) FROM F GROUP BY L1;L2;.......Lm;

The sub group columns R1;R2;Rk should be a parameter
of aggregation. Here H( ) represents SQL aggregation. It
contains at least one argument represented by A. The result
rows are represented by L1;L2;.......;Lm in group by clause.

Fig. 3.

(L1;L2;.......Lm) (R1;R2; ...Rk) = . We have tried to save
SQL evolution semantics as possible. And also we have to
make efficient evolution mechanisms. So we are proposing
some rules. The GROUP BY clause is optional. If GROUP
clause is present, there should not be a HAVING clause.
The transposing BY clause is optional. When BY clause is
included, horizontal aggregation reduces the vertical aggre-
gation. Horizontal aggregation may combine with vertical
aggregation or other horizontal aggregation on the same query.
Till F does not change, horizontal aggregation can be freely
combined.

C. SQL Code Generation
In this section, we discuss how to automatically generate

efficient SQL code to evaluate horizontal aggregations. We
start by discussing the structure of the result table and then
query optimization methods to populate it. We will prove the
three proposed evaluation methods produce the same result
table FH.

D. Locking and Table Definition
Locking In order to get a consistent query evaluation

it is necessary to use locking [9], [19]. The main reasons
are that any insertion into F during evaluation may cause
inconsistencies: It can create extra columns in FH, for a new
combination of R1;R2; ...;Rk; It may change the number of
rows of FH, for a new combination of L1;L2...;L m; It may
change actual aggregation values in FH.

In other words the SQL statement becomes long transaction.
Horizontal aggregation can operate on static database without
consistency problem.

Result Table Definition Let the result table be FH. As
mentioned FH has d aggregation columns, plus its primary
key. The horizontal aggregation function H( ) returns not a
single value, but a set of values for each group L1;L2;...;Lm.
Therefore, the result table FH must have as primary key,
the set of grouping columns L1;L2;...;Lm and as non key
columns all existing combinations of values R1;R2;...;Rk.
We get the distinct value combinations of R1;R2;...;Rk using
the following statement. SELECT DISTINCT R1;R2;......;Rk
FROM F;

Assume this statement returns a table with d distinct rows.
Then each row is used to define one column to store an
aggregation for one specific combination of dimension values.
Table FH that has L1;L2;...;Lm as primary key and d columns
corresponding to each distinct subgroup. Therefore, FH has d
columns for data mining analysis and j + d columns in total,
where each Xj corresponds to one aggregated value based on
a specific R1;R2;...;Rk values combination.

E. Example
We are using the above some rules and created horizontal

table. Assume we want to summarize sales information with
one store per row for one year sales. In more detail, we need
the sales amount broken down by day of the week, the number
of transactions by store per month, the number of items sold
by department and total sales. The result is shown in table 2.
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V. QUERY EVALUATION METHODS

Horizontal aggregation is evaluated by the following meth-
ods as defined:

A. SPJ Method

It is based on standard relational algebra operators (SPJ
queries). The basic idea is to create one table with a vertical
aggregation for each result column, and then join all those
tables to produce another table. It is necessary to introduce
an additional table F0 that will be outer joined with pro-
jected tables to get a complete result set. The optimized SPJ
method code is follows: INSERT INTO FH SELECT F0.L1,
F0.L2,....,F0.Lm, F1.A, F2 .A,......,Fn . AFROM F0 LEFT
OUTER JOIN F1 ON F0. L1= F1. L1 and. . . and F0. Lm=
F1. Lm LEFT OUTER JOIN F2 ON F0. L1= F2. L1 and. .
. and F0. m= F2. Lm . . . . LEFT OUTER JOIN Fn ON F0.
L1= Fn. L1 and. . . and F0. Lm= Fn. Lm

B. PIVOT Method

The pivot operator is a built-in operator which transforms
row to columns. It internally needs to determine how many
columns are needed to store the transposed table and it can be
combined with the GROUP BY clause. Since this

C. CASE Method

It can be used in any statement or clause that allows a valid
expression. The case statement returns a value selected from
a set of values based on Boolean expression. The Boolean
expression for each case statement has a conjunction of K
equality comparisons. Query evaluation needs to combine the
desired aggregation with case statement for each distinct com-
bination of values of R1;R2..,Rk. The optimized case method
code is as follows: SELECT DISTINCT R1,..,Rk FROM
Fv; INSERT INTO FH SELECT L1,L2,....,Lm ,sum(CASE
WHEN R1=v11 and . . . Rk=vk1 THEN A ELSE null END)
.... , sum(CASE WHEN R1=v1n and . . . Rk=vkn THEN A
ELSE null END) FROM Fv GROUP BY L1,L2,. . .,Lm ;
operator can perform transposition it can help in evaluating
horizontal aggregation. The optimized PIVOT method SQL
is as follows: SELECT DISTINCT R1 FROM F; /*produces
v1,,vd*/ SELECT L1,L2,,Lm v1,v2,.,vd INTO FH FROM (
SELECT L1,L2,..,Lm, R1,A FROM F) Ft PIVOT( V(A) FOR
R1 in (v1,v2,,vd) ) AS P;

Fig. 4.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the context of privacy, it is dicult to evaluate approaches
and tools since there are no established data sets. Moreover,
privacy is subjective hence it becomes dicult to talk of a gold
standard that works for all. One way to go about this is to
create synthetic data. However, ensuring that the synthetic data
will adhere to real life properties is also dicult. Instead of
working with synthetic data, it is ideal to work with real users.
For this, we show the applicability of PriGuard approach in a
Web application that is integrated to Facebook.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years e-learning has grown into a widely accepted
learning model. Recently the research community has believed
that an e-learning ecosystem is the next generation e-learning
[1] [2].

The current models of e-learning ecosystems [3] [2] lack
the support of underlying infrastructures, which dynamically
allocate the required computation and storage capacities for an
e-learning ecosystem. Infrastructure is one of the important
constituents of an e-learning ecosystem and has the direct
impact on the flourish and sustainability of an ecosystem.

Cloud computing is the promising infrastructure which can
provide tremendous values to e-learning ecosystems, due to
its abilities of delivering computation and storage resources
as services. The main contribution of this paper is to in-
troduce Cloud computing into an e-learning ecosystem as
its infrastructure to build a sustainable and flourishing e-
learning ecosystem. This allows for some crucial and amusing
features: (1) to track the situation of resource configuration
and utilization in real time, allocate resources on demand, and
make full use of resources;

(2) to allow workloads to recover from unavoidable hard-
ware/software faults; (3) to promote the extinction of learning
species.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes what
Cloud computing can provide to an e-learning ecosystem and
also it demonstrates the architecture and mechanisms of an e-
learning ecosystem based on Cloud computing infrastructure.

II. CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud computing rushing to define clouds and provide
cloud solutions in various ways. However, there is still no
widely accepted definition for Cloud computing. A cloud is a
type of distributed data center which delivers infrastructures
as services. It consists of massive resources, and provides
some mechanisms to provide, reimage, workload rebalance,
de -provide, and monitor those resources. One of the most
important feature in Cloud computing is scalability, and the
key technology which makes it possible is virtualization [7].
Virtualization breaks down the physical barriers through hy-
pervisor .

Cloud computing allows an e-learning ecosystem with the
infrastructure which is reliable, flexible, cost-efficient, self-
regulated, and QoS-guaranteed. The contribution of Cloud
computing to an e-learning ecosystem mainly contains those
aspects as follows:

1. Cloud provides QoS- guaranteed infrastructures, e.g.,
time, cost, reliability, and hardware performance like CPU
bandwidth and memory size, and sustains SLA-oriented re-
source allocation [5].

2. Cloud provides the support of varies of applications,
making it convenient and rapid to get the required computation
and storage resources.

3. Cloud provides real-time configuration information and
resource utilization information, allocates resources on de-
mand, and improves the usage rate of resources.

4. Through the automatic resource management, emergen-
cies can be solved rapidly, and labor-intensive jobs can be
achieved. Therefore, the cost is cut down.

III. CLOUD COMPUTING INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
E-LEARNING

A. Architecture

An e-learning ecosystem based on Cloud computing in-
frastructure is composed of three layers: Infrastructure layer,
Content layer, and Application layer. It is also with four ad
hoc modules: monitoring module, policy module, arbitration
module, and provision module, as is shown in Figure 1.

Infrastructure layer is the resource pool of an e-learning
ecosystem. The infrastructure is managed by Cloud computing
platform. Hardware and software virtualization technologies
are used to ensure the stability and reliability of the infrastruc-
ture. Supplying computation and storage capacities for higher
layers, it is the energy source of an e-learning ecosystem.

Content layer mainly consists of e -learning contents, such
as Web file systems, database systems, Web Services, and so
on. Except for content storage and maintenance, this layer
exposes the standard interfaces and APIs of contents for higher
layers.

Application layer consists of e-learning services, systems,
tools, and so on. It also provides functions and interaction
interfaces for users or other programs.

Monitoring module is keeping track of the executions of
requests, the real-time configuration information and resource
utilization levels of species, including the health of CPU,
memory, I/O, and so on The data of monitoring module is
the source to adjust the balance of an e-learning ecosystem .

Policy module establishes and maintains the teaching and
learning strategies, the run-time and resource scheduling
strategies. Policy module also decides which species to get
higher priorities on resource scheduling according to some e-
learning policies in order to safeguard the running of critical
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businesses. Policy module is the core of an e-learning ecosys-
tem.

In the arbitration module, some policies are made by ex-
perts manually; requests from users are completed; and some
disputes among species within the e-learning ecosystem are
solved. Arbitration module amends, adjusts, and improves the
resource allocation and management. It also establishes usage
modes for different kinds of users based on the learning styles,
learning preferences, and cognitive levels. Arbitration module
is an efficient complement to the policy module, while the
privilege of its policy is higher than the one in the policy
module.

Provision module starts the execution of resource allocation
solutions set by the policy module and arbitration module, and
deploys resources referred to users or species automatically
in a short time. If the request comes from a user, some
related information such as IP, user name and password will
be supplied.

B. Mechanisms

Here four mechanisms are presented, which are mainly
introduced by Cloud computing infrastructure to guarantee the
running of an e-learning ecosystem.

Pre-scheduling mechanism The contents and applications
in the e-learning domain have some rules , the accesses are
focusing on only 20

Early warning mechanism
Although benefiting from the pre -scheduling mechanism,

health of some species may be unpredictably exacerbated
sometime. The specific performances are that the average
response time (from the monitoring module) is turning long
or otherwise. Once the monitoring data reaches its threshold,
policy module will regard it as in crisis. It establishes the
corresponding scheduling solution, and then triggers the provi-
sion module to assign resources (the standby resources or idle
ones currently belonging to some other species) to the target
species to ease the crisis. The scheduling process occurs within
the e -learning ecosystem, and does not affect the normal
use of users. Through the early warning mechanism, an e-
learning ecosystem can deal with bursts in resource demands
and optimize the allocations of resources.

Self-recovering mechanism

Fig. 1. Architecture of an e-learning ecosystem based on Cloud computing
infrastructure

The infrastructure of an e-learning ecosystem consists of
a large number of physical machines, and hardware/software
faults would be unavoidable. Due to those failures, the quality
of services of the e-learning ecosystem would be degraded;
some species would even suffer a disaster. The self-recovering
mechanism makes it quick enough to recover from unavoidable
hardware/software failures. Once machines are found in fault
by the monitoring module, species depending on it perempto-
rily generates the candidate resources for substitution in high
priority.

Evolutionary mechanism
An e-learning ecosystem promotes the evolvement or extinc-

tion of a species to ensure its metabolism and proper usage of
resources through the evolutionary mechanism. The visits of
users from the monitoring module are a key condition to judge
its evolutionary line. If the visits towards some species are
lower, resources belonging to it will be decreased. When the
configuration and resource consumption of a species approach
their bottom thresholds, policy module asks arbitration module
for a revocation of support for the species and marking it
as extinct. Through the evolutionary mechanism, the overall
quality of species and the efficient use of resources are ensured
in an e-learning ecosystem.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the traditional e-learning ecosystem, physical machines
are usually simply and exclusively stacked, and most resources
are deployed and assigned for some specific tasks. Moreover,
the utilization of those resources becomes urgent problem.

In this paper, an e-learning ecosystem based on Cloud com-
puting infrastructure is presented. Cloud computing realizes an
e-learning ecosystem with the infrastructure which is reliable,
flexible, cost-efficient, self-regulated, and QoS-guaranteed. It
has some mechanisms to guarantee the teaching and learning
activities, the quality and the running of the ecosystem.
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Abstract—In this project we are going to describe our new
concept about super market billing system. Super market is the
place where customer come to purchase they are daily using
product and pay for that. There is a need to calculate how many
products are sold and to generate the bill for the customer. In
super market, we use trolley to purchase many items. Inside
the trolley we going to fix touch sensitive monitor and bar code
reader(BR)at the starting of purchases the customer should enter
the total fixed amount in touch sensitive monitor( TSM).If the
amount exceed more than the total fixed amount, the monitor will
blink automatically,by using this system customer can remove the
items from the trolley. The main advantage of this project it used
to reduce the time in billing system and also easy for the customer
to purchase within their fixed budget amount. Although there are
many advanced super marketing billing system are available,
but this project is very much useful and suitable for both ruler
and cities sides. KEYWORDS: Touch sensitive monitor(TSM),
Barcode reader(BR)

I. INTRODUCTION

A supermarket, a large form of the traditional grocery stores,
is a self service shop offering a wide variety of food and
household products, organized into aisles. It is larger and
has a wider selection than a traditional grocery store, but
is smaller and more limited in the range of merchandise
than a hypermarket or big-box market. The supermarket
typically comprises meat, fresh produce, dairy and baked
goods aisles, along with shelf space reserved for canned
and packaged goods as well as for various non-food items
such as kitchenware, household cleaners, pharmacy products
and pet supplies. Some supermarkets also sell a variety of
other household products that are consumed regularly, such
as new condoms (where permitted),medicine and clothes, and
some stores sell a much wider range of non-food products:
DVDs, sporting equipment, board games, and seasonal items
(e.g., Christmas wrapping paper in December). The traditional
supermarket occupies a large amount of floor space, usually
on a single level. It is usually situated near a residential area
in order to be convenient to consumers. The basic appeal is
the availability of a broad selection of goods under a single
roof, at relatively low prices. Other advantages include ease of
parking and frequently the convenience of shopping hours that
extend into the evening or even 24 hours of day. Supermarkets
usually allocate large budgets to advertising, typically through
newspapers. They also present elaborate in-shop displays of
products. The shops are usually part of corporate chains

that own or controlother supermarkets located nearbyeven
transnationallythus increasing opportunities foreconomics of
scale.

II. WORK FLOW
A. Work in the super market will be done in the following
ways

The products will come in the store. Data entry operator
will enter the information of the products in data base. The
administrator will enter the taxes and commissions for each
products. The customer will come and take the trolley with
him/her and choose the products . Inside the trolley there will
be a touch sensitive monitor for the user to enter the total fixed
price. If the price exceed more than our total fixed price then
the touch sensitive monitor will automatically blink. So the
customer can understand our purchase have been completed.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM
In existing system the customer will enter into the super

market and purchase the items in trolley. After the purchase
of the customer, the purchased items will be connected to the
database(DB) and pay the bill in online transaction. Or else
customer will stan

Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.

A. DISADVANTAGES

Transaction failure may occur. Its take more time to pay
the bill. It wont suitable for all people.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM:

In this project we going to implement touch sensitive
monitor with bar code reader. The touch sensitive monitor
is used for entering the customer total fixed amount. Once
the items is added in to the trolley, the work of the touch
sensitive monitor is used add the item price with the help
of bar code reader. If the price exceeds more than the
customer total fixed price, the touch sensitive device will start
to blink automatically. So the customer can understand that
the purchase has come to end. By using this system it is easy
for the customer to pay the bill.

The main advantages of this project,time consumption is
very less in billing section. So customer not necessary to
stand in the queue and we can avoid the rush. Although
there are many advanced super marketing billing system are
available,but thisproject is very much useful and suitable for
both ruler and cities sides. Freedom of selection. Shopping
is very easy and quick.

V. CONCLUSION

Although there are many advanced super marketing billing
system are available but it is difficult for the people to use
in their day today life,so our project is very much useful
and suitable for both ruler and cities sides. This project not
only useful for educated people, but also much more useful
for common people. This project is more suitable for Indian
society and this technique will be implemented in near future.
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Abstract—In this paper proposed new routing algorithm name
Hidden Cluster Head (HCH) selection for enhance route stability
in Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANET). These algorithm con-
structed with three phases, first phase is Primary Cluster Head
(PCH) selection is based on the combination of high potential
score node. Each node calculated its potential score is calculated
based on the combination of node mobility, node bandwidth,
node energy, and node link quality. Second phase is route node
selection process; these route node selections is based on the
combination of forward capacity node with in a transmission
range and have sufficient transmission power to forward the
packet from source to destination. Third phase is select hidden
cluster head selection node (another high potential score node)
before the primary cluster head go for threshold. First threshold
is warning for search the hidden cluster head selection at the
time of less than 20

Keywords: Primary Cluster Head (PCH), Hidden Cluster
Head (HCH), Node Link Quality, Remaining Residual Energy,
Throughput, MANET.

I. INTRODUCTION

A routing protocol in Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANET)
are metrics how the routers to communicate with one another
and information that enables to select routes between any two
nodes on a wireless adhoc networks. Routing algorithms in
MANET for determine the specific choice of route. Each route
only has prior information of networks attached to directly
it. Routing protocol shares this information first among im-
mediate neighbours, and then throughout the wireless adhoc
network. Routing protocols are created for routers. These
routing protocols were designed to allow the exchange of
routing tables among routers. This router learns about dynamic
networks from neighbour routers or from an administrator
and builds a routing table. If the adhoc networks are directly
connected to the router already knows how to get in to the
network. If the networks are not attached, the router must learn
how to get to the remote network with either static or dynamic
routing which administrator manually enters the routes in the
router’s table or non-static routing which happens automati-
cally using routing protocols. Hence, to conserve the power
consumption, route relaying load, battery life, and reduction
in the frequency of sending control messages, optimization of
the size of control headers, an efficient route reconfiguration
should be considered when developing a routing protocol.
The networks topology changes rapidly and unpredictably,
due to the limited transmission range of wireless network

nodes, multiple network hops may be needed for one node
to exchange data with another across the network. Clustering
in mobile adhoc networks has become a most crucial research
issue in modern research years, cause clustering can improve
the system performance of MANET. Clustering has evolved
as an important research topic in mobile adhoc network as it
improves the system performance of large MANET. Clustering
is one of the approaches for regulation of the routing process
that divides the network into smaller groups called clusters.
Each and every cluster has a Cluster Head (CH) as coordinator
within the small structure that divided the network into number
of interconnected substructures is non-static and unstable
nature of the nodes makes it difficult for the cluster formation
and constrained resources restrict the determination of cluster
heads for every one cluster. In fig.1 clustering scheme nodes in
a MANET are classified into number of groups are allocated
geographically adjacent into the same cluster according to
predefined rules with different behaviors for nodes included in
a cluster. That cluster structure can be seen as the nodes are
divided into a number of virtual groups based on certain rules
under a cluster structure; nodes may be assigned a different
function, such as cluster head, and cluster gateway or a cluster
member. The distance between cluster head and members of
the cluster will not be greater than one hop. Thus resource
allocation like channel, bandwidth within the cluster is fulfilled
by the cluster head. Cluster structure facilitates the spatial
reuse of resources to increase the system capacity.

Fig. 1. Cluster Formations
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Based on the literature review one can understand the cluster

based routing protocol for the route stability in mobile adhoc
networks. Route length based analyzed link stability for path
constrained to improved routability non-static in MANET
from Amine Abid, M., and Abdelfettah Belghith. (2011).
Comparison of various cluster based self stabilizing algorithms
in message passing model were analysed and discussed from
Ba, M. and Flauzac, O. et al. (2013). Cluster density based
distributed cluster algorithm for mobile adhoc networks were
discussed from Christian Bettstetter, (2004). Various weighted
based clustering algorithm for mobile adhoc networks were
analysed from Chatterjee, M. et al. (2002). A performance
analysis of novel networks improving stability and low main-
tenance based clustering in MANET were discussed from
Conceic, L. et al, (2010). Route stability aware based multi
metric clustering for mobile adhoc networks in group mobility
were discussed and analysed from Hui Cheng, et al. (2008).
A clustering service based route discovery protocol for mobile
adhoc networks were analysed from Karunakaran, S. and
Thangaraj, P. (2011). Non-static clustering algorithm based
in mobile adhoc networks for modifying weighted based
clustering algorithm with dynamic movement predictions were
discussed from Muthuramalingam, S. et al. (2010). Perfor-
mance analysis of new strategies and extension based weighted
cluster algorithm for mobile adhoc networks were discussed
from Mohamed Aissa, et al. (2013). Performance analysis of
node quality based weighted clustering algorithm for mobile
adhoc networks were discussed from Mohamed Aissa, and
Abdelfettah Belghith, (2014). Distributed based weighted clus-
ter routing protocol for MANET were studied from Naveen
Chauhan et al. (2011). Stable and flexible based weighted
clustering algorithm for mobile adhoc networks were studied
from Pandi Selvam, P. et al. (2011). Performance analysis
of various routing protocol for mobile adhoc networks were
studied from Prabu, K. et al. (2012). Performance analysis of
energy efficient based routing protocol for MANET through
edge node selection using energy saver path routing algorithm
were analyzed and discussed from Prabu, K. et al (2014).
Novel weighted cluster based routing algorithm for mobile
adhoc network were discussed from Sunil Pathak, et al. (2015).

III. PROPOSED WORK
The main objective of this research work is to improve the

route stability to find the path from source to destination by
during the transmission and also increased throughput above
90

The Hidden Cluster Head (HCH) algorithm is the follow-
ing phases: Phase 1: Primary Cluster Head (PCH) selection
process Primary Cluster Head (PCH) Selection Algorithm
// Primary Cluster Head (PCH) Selection (Same Procedure
follow all clusters region) // (PCH) Mobility is less than
compare the other nodes is preferable // (PCH) is select
based on the priority (Top priority, Medium priority, Low
priority) // Top Priority is (High Link Quality, High Energy,
High Bandwidth, and Low Mobility) // Medium Priority is

(High Link Quality, High Energy, High Bandwidth, and High
Mobility) // Low Priority is (High Link Quality, Low Energy,
High Bandwidth, and High Mobility)

Step 1: Send beacon signal to all neighbour nodes with in
a transmission range at time t. Step 2: All nodes calculate the
potential score (NPS) and send it back to all neighbour nodes
within the same cluster. Step 3: Each Node Potential score
compare with other neighbour node potential score. Which
node have high potential score (PS) and also have forward
node capacity, that node declare the primary cluster head
(PCH) to all other neighbour nodes with in the transmission
range.

The steps are execute select the primary cluster head node
based on the high potential score node. This high potential
score node select based on the combination of node mobility,
node bandwidth, node energy, and node link quality. Which
nodes have high potential score within a range (or) same
cluster compare to all other its neighbour node and also
maximum distance from the source node?

Where, NPS = Node Potential Score, NM = Node Mobility,
NB =Node Bandwidth, NE=Node Energy, NL =Node Link
quality, ND= Node Degree, NR=Node Range, NFC=Node
Forward Capacity, PS=Potential Score, PCH=Primary Cluster
Head, and Pi=Priority of that node

Node Potential Score (NPS): Calculation: Each node calcu-
lates its potential score (combination of node mobility, node
band width, node energy and node link quality) mathematically
as follows. Node Mobility (NM): Each node calculate its
mobility of the node at time T using the mathematical formula
as follows, Where, X = X Co-ordinate, Y = Y Co-ordinate, T
= Time interval

Node Bandwidth (NB): Each node calculates its bandwidth
using the mathematical formula as follows, Where, CC =
Channel Capacity, UB = Utilized Bandwidth

Node Energy (NE): Each node calculates its energy as
mathematically follows, Where, NE = Node Energy, IE =
Initial Energy, CE = Consumed Energy

Node Link Quality (NL): Each link between the two nodes
calculates its link quality using the mathematical formula
follows,

Where, MD = Mean Distance between a Node, t = time
Phase 2: Route Node Selection (RNS) Process Routing Node
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Selection (RNS) Algorithm: // Node have Forward Capacity
and present within Range or same cluster // (Node move
towards destination is more preferable). // Node present
Maximum distance from Source node and have Sufficient
Transmission // Power of that transmission alone, and that
node is already participate in election at any one // cluster
range (to avoid malicious node) BEGIN if node Ni have FC
then if Ni within Range —— Same cluster then if Ni Present
Max distance from Source S then if Ni have Sufficient TP
then if Ni already participate in cluster election in any one
cluster Add FN (Ni) else Reject Ni STOP

Where FN=Forward Node, S=Source Node, Ni=Node I,
FC=Forward Capacity, Max = Maximum Transmission Range,
TP=Transmission Power

Forward Capacity Node (FC):
When a sender broadcasts a packet, then based on the

greedy approach, it selects a subset of 1-hopneighbors as its
forwarding nodes to forward the packets. Node N1 assigns a
weight to each of its neighbor which represents the combi-
nation of neighbors battery lifetime and its distance to N1.
For a neighbor h1 of N1, the weight can be determined by
the following equation: Where, FC = Forward Capacity Node,
BLh1= is the battery lifetime of h1, Dh1= is the distance of
h1 (neigh) from node N1.

Transmission Range (TR):
Transmission range is thus calculated mathematically by

using the following formula: Where, TR = is Transmission
Range, ndd = is the desired node degree, ndc = is the current
node degree, Coverage area = equals the area covered by the
environment.

Transmission Power (TP):
Transmission power for transfer the packet from source to

destination node at time interval t to mathematically calculated
as follows:

Where TP = is Transmission Power, Tx = is transmission
Energy, Tt = is time taken to transmit data packet.

In the above methodology diagram process for route node
selection based on the forward node capacity within the trans-
mission range and also maximum distance from the source
node have sufficient transmission power for find the path from
source to destination until reach the destination. Other node
will be rejected. The same procedure for route node selection

to find the path from source to destination for hop1, hop2, and
so on until reaches the destination.

Phase 3: Hidden Cluster Head (HCH) Selection Process: //
PCH Need to sleep due to low energy, have very low batter
backup, and also need to select supporting node to further
transmission. // PCH act as an Election Coordinator. // Top
Priority is (Low Mobility, High Energy, High Bandwidth,
High Link Quality, High Degree) // Medium Priority is (High
Mobility, High Energy, High Bandwidth, High Link Quality,
Low Degree) // Low Priority is (Low Mobility, High Energy,
High Bandwidth, High Link Quality, High Degree) Step 1:
Check PCH Threshold (TH1) is less than 20then PCH Send
beacon signal to all other nodes present their range at time
t. to calculate potential score PS Step 2: All nodes calculate
potential score PS. and send it back to PCH based on the
priority. Step 3: Check PCH Threshold TH2 is less than 15Step
4: PCH Go to sleep state. Step 5: HCH Activated with PCH
backup info. Step 6: Stop

A. Pseudo code for Hidden Cluster Head (HCH) Selection

Start // Check PCH Remaining Energy at time t if ( PCHE ¡
TH1 ) then send beacon signal to all nodes in the transmission
range. Node calculate NPS Each node return (NPS) to PCH. //
PCH set priority for all nodes with using priority rules (High,
High, High, High, Low) if ( PCHE ¡ TH2 ) // PCH E check
remaining energy at dt time. Then PCH arrange the remaining
node present in the same cluster in descending order using
NPS NPA [Top] Max NPS Node HCH NPA [Top] Announce
(HCH) to all Neighbour nodes in same cluster Active (HCH).
PCH go to sleep mode (or) energy saver mode. end if. Call
FNA (Forward Node Algorithm). end if. Stop.

Where TH1=Threshold 1, TH2=Threshold 2, HCH=Hidden
Cluster Head, ND=Node Degree, PCH E=PCH Energy

In the above pseudo code will execute based on the thresh-
old value, first check the remaining energy at time interval t.
If primary cluster head value is less than first threshold (below
20

IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS

The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated
using Network Simulator version 2 (NS2). Some of the basic
assumptions made for the simulations are the mobile adhoc
networks works in a secure environment and thus not prone to
any sort of attack, each of the mobile nodes has a maximum
battery power that a mobile node in a MANET could offer
since it has to be used in the military battlefield which may
require a high backup to sustain for a longer duration of
each and every node has enough memory to store a copy
of the token being circulated. Since any node can become a
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Fig. 2. Simulation Parameter

primary or secondary cluster head has to recover the token and
circulate it under situations of token loss. With the assumption
of the following parameters are chosen for the simulation
environment.

The following performance metrics to evaluate through
networks simulation (NS2):

Fig. 3. Throughput (Kbps) Vs. Mobility (m/s)

Fig. 4. Throughput (Kbps) Vs. Transmission Range (Meters)

A. Throughput:

Throughput is the number of bytes or bits per seconds
arriving at the time interval t. It is generally measured by
(kbps) or (mbps). In Fig. 2 the proposed HCH algorithm
provides better performance compare to existing algorithm and
also increased throughput with mobility is increased. In Fig.
3 the proposed HCH algorithm provides better performance
compare to existing algorithm and also increased throughput
with transmission range is increased. In Fig. 4 the proposed
HCH algorithm provides better performance compare to exist-
ing algorithm and also increased throughput with number of
nodes increased.

B. End-to-End Delay

delay is number of bytes or bits per seconds at time interval
t. In Fig. 5 the proposed HCH algorithm provides better
performance compare to existing algorithm and also reduced
end-to-end delay with mobility is increased. In Fig. 6 the pro-
posed HCH algorithm provides better performance compare
to existing algorithm and also reduced end-to-end delay with
transmission range is increased. In Fig. 8 the proposed HCH
algorithm provides better performance compare to existing
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Fig. 5. Throughput (Kbps) Vs. Number of Nodes

Fig. 6. End-to-End Delay (ms) Vs. Mobility (m/s)

Fig. 7. End-to-End Delay (ms) Vs. Transmission Range (Meters)

algorithm and also reduced end-to-end delay with number of
nodes increased.

Fig. 8. End-to-End Delay (ms) Vs. Number of Nodes

Fig. 9. Remaining Residual Energy (Kbps) Vs. Mobility (m/s)

C. Remaining Residual Energy:

Remaining energy will be calculates at the time interval
t. In Fig. 9 the proposed HCH algorithm provides better
performance compare to existing algorithm and also increased
remaining residual energy with mobility is increased. In Fig.
10 the proposed HCH algorithm provides better performance
compare to existing algorithm and also increased remaining
residual energy with transmission range is increased. In Fig.
11 the proposed HCH algorithm provides better performance
compare to existing algorithm and also increased remaining
residual energy with number of nodes increased.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper proposed new routing algorithm named Hidden
Cluster Head (HCH) selection to enhance the route stability
for MANET. This HCH construction is based on the three
phase. First phase is select the Primary Cluster Head (PCH)
is based on the combination of node mobility, node bandwidth,
node energy, and node link quality. Second phase is route node
selection is based on the forward capacity node within the
transmission range and has maximum transmission power for
each and every hop until reach the destination. Third phase is
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Fig. 10. Remaining Residual Energy (Kbps) Vs. Transmission Range (Meters)

Fig. 11. Remaining Residual Energy (Kbps) Vs. Number of Nodes

select HCH node, another high potential score node compare
to its neighbour node before primary cluster head go for
threshold. This HCH is set two thresholds, first threshold is
warning for search HCH node at the time of less than 20
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Abstract—The Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is a self
organized infrastructure less networks than wired networks. The
main challenge is to provide secure network services. Certificate
revocation process provides secure network communications. The
Certificate Authority (CA) issue certificates to all nodes. The cer-
tificates can be revoked from attackers and cut off from further
network activities. The proposed cluster based certificate revo-
cation with vindication capability (CCRVC) scheme can be used
for quick and accurate certificate revocation. The falsely accused
nodes are revoked to improve the reliability of the scheme. The
threshold based mechanism is proposed to enhance the accuracy.
This certificate revocation scheme is more effective and efficient
to provide secure communications. Keywords Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks (MANET), Cluster, Certificate Revocation,Warning list,
Black list.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) is dynamic in nature
consisting of cell phones, laptops, this can freely move in
the network. MANET is used in various applications such
as military, emergency communications and other real time
applications by forward packets in limited transmission range.
Security is an important requirement for network services.
Implementing security [1], [2] is to protect networks against
malicious nodes, the attacker can network so nodes can move
freely it may join and leave the network. Therefore, the
MANETs having more security attacks than wired networks.
The certificate management can be used for secure applica-
tion which gives trusted public key infrastructure [3], [4]. It
encompasses three components they are prevention, detection
and revocation. Certificate Revocation [11], [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17] plays an important role in MANETs. The
misbehaved nodes certificates should be removed and stop to
access the network immediately.

II. RELATED WORK

MANETs is difficult to secure ad hoc networks because
of limited protection, vulnerable attacks and dynamically
changing networks. A different type of techniques has been
proposed to improve network security. This section introduces
existing approaches of certificate revocation they are voting-
based mechanism and non-voting based mechanism.

A. Voting-Based Mechanism

Voting-based mechanism means revoking certificates from
malicious nodes with the help of neighboring nodes. The new

nodes are getting certificates from neighbors. The attacker
node certificates can be revoked basis on the neighbors nodes
votes. In URSA [14], every node performs one hop monitoring
and exchanges that information with other neighbor nodes.
When the number of negative of negative votes exceeds,
the certificates can be revoked from accused node and it
cannot participate in network activities. The main thing is
the node cannot communicate with others without having
valid certificates. If the degree, it cannot be revoked that
attack nodes and it freely communicate with others. Another
drawback is it does not address false accusation from attacker
nodes. In URSA, there is no certificate authority (CA) exists
in the network, instead of that each node monitor the behavior
of its neighbor nodes. The proposed Arboit et al. [15] allows
all nodes to vote together. The main difference from URSA is
that nodes vote with variable weights in terms of reliability and
trustworthiness. Based upon the neighbors vote the certificate
can be revoked from accused node. Therefore, the accuracy
can be improved and exchanging voting information is also
high.

B. Non-Voting Based Mechanism

In non-voting based mechanism, Park et al [17] proposed
a cluster based certificate revocation scheme. Here the nodes
are coordinate and form the clusters. This scheme maintains
the Warning list and Black list which contains accuser and
accused node. The certificate authority (CA) is maintaining the
control messages. It is responsible for issuing certificates to
all nodes and revoking the certificates from accusation nodes.
It removed the falsely accused nodes from the black list by
its cluster head (CH). Therefore it takes minimum time for
certificate revocation.

III. CLUSTER-BASED SCHEME

In this section introduce the proposed cluster-based revoca-
tion scheme, which can quickly revoking attacker nodes from
neighboring node. This scheme maintains warning list and
black list, in order to protect legitimate nodes from malicious
nodes. Using cluster head, falsely accused nodes are revoked.
This scheme address only the issue of certificate revocation
not certificate distribution [5], [6].
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A. Cluster Construction

To construct the topology, the cluster based [20] architecture
is implemented. Here the nodes are combined to form a cluster.
Each cluster consist cluster head (CH) with cluster members
(CM). They are located in certain transmission range of CH.
The certificate authority issues certificates to all nodes. After
getting the certificate the nodes can join the network. The
certificate authority is responsible for both distributing and
managing certificates so the nodes can communicate with
each other. The neighboring nodes often check the availability
of the nodes using neighbor sensing protocols. It broadcast
the hello message then it assumes new link is added to the
network. If it is not received hello message in certain period
of time, it assumes that node is disconnected from the network.
The cluster head (CH) distributes CH Hello Packet (CHP) to
neighboring nodes periodically. The CHP packet is reached
to all cluster members (CM) within their transmission range.
If new cluster member wants to join in that cluster means, it
accepts the CHP packets from the CH. Then the CM replies
to the CH by sending CM Hello Packet (CMP). Afterward the
cluster head will accept the CMP and it will join the cluster.
The CH and CM make ensure the communication by sending
CHP and CMP.

B. Certification Authority

A trusted third party is said to be certification authority,
which can be used to provide the certificates for new node
and revoking the certificates from attacker node. The CA
is responsible for maintaining WL and BL, which are hold
accusing and accused node respectively. The BL hold the
accused nodes as an attacker and WL hold the corresponding
accused node. The CA updates the two lists and it broadcast
that list to the whole network. After that malicious nodes can
be identified easily and isolate them from further network
activities.

IV. THRESHOLDBASED MECHANISM

Conventional voting mechanisms set the threshold value K
as a constant. This mechanism is mainly proposed to find the
warned nodes are legitimate nodes or not. We have to set the
constant value K. if the threshold value is set too big, it will
take a long time to find that the warned node as a legitimate
node because the method has to wait for more accusations
to reach the verdict. If the threshold value is set too small,
revoked malicious nodes can be released by other malicious
nodes from the WL. To overcome these problems, we propose
to determine the optimum threshold value K based on the
neighboring nodes.

V. NODE CLASSIFICATION

Based on their behavior, the nodes can be classified as legit-
imate node, malicious node and attacker node. A node having
valid certificates and it does not launch any attacks that is said
to be legitimate node and it have secure communications. A
node not having valid certificates and it access the network
with the help of any legitimate node then it is said to be

malicious node. A node which can launch attack and disrupt
network communications then it is attacker node. Further, the
nodes can be categorized as normal node, warned node and
revoked node. The normal node does not launch any attacks
and it has high reliability, also it has the ability to accuse
other nodes. The low reliability nodes are warned nodes that
are placed in the warning list. The warning list contains a
mixture of legitimate nodes and malicious nodes. The warned
nodes cannot accuse any neighbor node. The accused nodes
are placed in the BL that is said to be revoked nodes.

A. Certificate Revocation

In certificate revocation process, three stages are imple-
mented they are accusing, verifying and notifying to revoke
a malicious attackers certificate. The nodes can be identified
by neighboring nodes. The CA is responsible for maintaining
the BL and WL and broadcast that list to all cluster members.
The CM updates that two lists and check malicious nodes
availability. It checks the local BL to match with any node. If
it detects any detect any attacker node, its send an Accusation
Packet (AP) to CA. The CA verifies the certificate validation
of the accusing node. If it confirms then it put that node in to
BL and revoked that node successfully. In between time, that
malicious node is put in to WL. The CA updates the WL and
BL and propagates that list to whole network. In certificate
revocation process, three stages are implemented they are ac-
cusing, verifying and notifying to revoke a malicious attackers
certificate. The nodes can be identified by neighboring nodes.

Fig. 1. Nodes in Warn List

Fig. 2. Nodes in Black List

Fig. 3. Certificate Revocation
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The CA is responsible for maintaining the BL and WL and
broadcast that list to all cluster members. The CM updates that
two lists and check malicious nodes availability. It checks the
local BL to match with any node. If it detects any detect any
attacker node, its send an Accusation Packet (AP) to CA. The
CA verifies the certificate validation of the accusing node. If
it confirms then it put that node in to BL and revoked that
node successfully. In between time, that malicious node is put
in to WL. The CA updates the WL and BL and propagates
that list to whole network.

B. Recovering false accusation

Sometimes the legitimate node may address as malicious
node and the CA put that node in to BL and disseminates
to all CH and CM. The CH is responsible for detecting false
accusation node against legitimate node and restores that node
within its cluster. CH can detect attacks from CM then and
revoked it. If the legitimate node is identified as malicious
node that will be added to the BL and propagates to all nodes.
The CH updates and detects any node as falsely accused, it
send a Recovery Packet (RP) to the CA. The CA validates
that recovery packet and restores that node in to cluster and
updates the BL.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we discuss the simulation results using
Qualnet4.0 network simulator. The purpose of our simulations
is to improve the performance of the scheme in terms of
efficiency. In particular, we simulate our proposed scheme to
verify its efficiency in revoking attacker nodes.

A. Simulation Setup

We can use many devices (mobile phones, laptops, PDA)
to construct a MANET in particular area. These devices are
randomly moved and communicate with neighboring nodes.

We simulate a MANET with 50-100 normal nodes in Qual-
net 4.0 simulator and use ad hoc on-demand distance vector

Fig. 4. Certificate Recovery

Fig. 5. Normal Nodes

(AODV) as an IP routing protocol. The node movements
followed by random way-point mobility pattern [23], [24], in
which each node moves to a randomly selected location at
different velocities from 1 to 10m/s. The simulation parameters
are shown in Table 1. The transmission range is set to be 250m.
An attacker node periodically launches attacks every 5 seconds
that can be detected by other nodes.

B. Simulation Results

C. The detection performance

Here, we analyze the detection performance to verify the
efficiency of our method. Fig. 3 shows comparative results
of previous method versus our method. For simulation, we
consider 60 normal nodes and malicious nodes are changes as
15,30,45,60. As numbers of malicious nodes are increases de-
tection time varies between previous method and our method.
The detection time is reduced fast compared with previous
method. Also falsely accused nodes are released from WL
after certificate revocation.

D. Impact of mobility

To evaluate the detection performance of the scheme, we
study the impact of mobility on the detection. Fig. 4 shows
the detection time as the node mobility changes. Here the
threshold value is equal to 2 and mobility is set to be 1m/s,
2m/s, 5m/s, 10m/s. The results show that the detection time
decreases as the node mobility increases.

E. Security analysis

In the proposed scheme, a CH can recover the falsely
accused node certificate from BL and revoking the malicious
node certificate by certificate revocation process so the mobile
network allowing only authenticated nodes and get secured.
To enhance the security, threshold-based mechanism is used.
Here the threshold value is considered as 5, 10, and 15
having constant movement in mobile network. When threshold

Fig. 6. Simulation Parameters
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Fig. 7. Previous method versus our method

Fig. 8. Impact of mobility

Fig. 9. Impact of security

becomes large, the detection time increases. Fig. 5 shows that
all users having full security in mobile network.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the context of privacy, it is dicult to evaluate approaches
and tools since there are no established data sets. Moreover,
privacy is subjective hence it becomes dicult to talk of a gold
standard that works for all. One way to go about this is to
create synthetic data. However, ensuring that the synthetic data

will adhere to real life properties is also dicult. Instead of
working with synthetic data, it is ideal to work with real users.
For this, we show the applicability of PriGuard approach in a
Web application that is integrated to Facebook.
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Abstract—The increased growth in the railway sector has
resulted in an increase in the train traffic density across the world.
This has resulted in the increase in the number of accidents
involving trains. In this paper we concentrated on forecasting the
foremost source of railway accidents that is same track collision.
The key objective of this anti-collision system is to find collision
points and a lso to report to main control room, nearby station as
well as grid control stations. If any collision probable to occurs
then this system will help to avoid such conditions by giving
an alarm to concern units. In this paper, proposed the Zig-Bee
based Train Anti-Collision for railways is being. A safe distance
of 1Km has been maintained between two trains after applying
the emergency brake in case of collision detection. The system is
implemented widely; train collisions and accidents can be evaded.

I. INTRODUCTION

In these days train accidents are most common and the
damage due to these accidents are more severe and takes many
lives of passengers hence to reduce the accident rate due to
collision and breakage of rails can be reduced to maximum by
the means of designing a system that makes use of network
to a limited area (using a Zig-Bee module), microcontroller]
for monitoring the Zig-Bee module, train motor, LCD display,
sensors, and a part of internal memory for dumping the
required program (in Keil). The design cost is low and the
use of the designed system reduces collision between opposite
trains on the same train and even when the train is switching
between two tracks. Each train contains a single system or a
spare one. The Zig-Bee module is described below:

Zig-Bee is a specification for a suite of high level commu-
nication protocols used to create personal area networks built
from small, low-power digital radios. Zig-Bee is based on an
IEEE 802.15 standard. Though low-powered, Zig-Bee devices
often transmit data over longer distances by passing data
through intermediate devices to reach more distant, creating
a mesh network; i.e.,

a network with no centralized control high-power transmit-
ter / receiver able to reach all of the networked devices. The
decentralized nature of such wireless adhoc networks make
them suitable for applications where a central node can’t be
relied upon.

Zig-Bee is used in applications that require a low data rate,
long battery life, and secure networking. Zig-Bee has a defined
rate of 250 kbit/s, best suited for periodic or intermittent
data or a single signal transmission from a sensor or input
device. Applications include wireless light switches, electrical

meters with in-home-displays, traffic management systems,
and other consumer and industrial equipment that requires
short-range wireless transfer of data at relatively low rates. The
technology defined by the Zig-Bee specification is intended
to be simpler and lessexpensive than other WPANs, such as
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Zig-Bee networks are secured by 128 bit
symmetric encryption keys. In home automation applications,
transmission distances range from 10 to 100 meters line-of-
sight, depending on power output and environmental charac-
teristics. Zig-Bee uses the direct-sequence spread spectrum
(DSSS) is a modulation technique. As with other spread
spectrum technologies, the transmitted signal takes up more
bandwidth than the information signal that modulates the
carrier or broadcast frequency. The name ’spread spectrum’
comes from the fact that the carrier signals occur over the
full bandwidth (spectrum) of a device’s transmitting frequency.
Direct-sequence spread-spectrum transmissions multiply the
data being transmitted by a ”noise” signal. The resulting signal
resembles white noise, like an audio recording of ”static”.
However, this noise-like signal can be used to exactly recon-
struct the original data at the receiving end, by multiplying it
by the same pseudorandom sequence (because 1 1 = 1, and 1
1 = 1). This process, known as ”de-spreading”, mathematically
constitutes a correlation of the transmitted PN sequence with
the PN sequence that the receiver believes the transmitter is
using. The resulting effect of enhancing signal to noise ratio
on the channel is called process gain. This effect can be made
larger by employing a longer PN sequence and more chips per
bit, but physical devices used to generate the PN sequence
impose practical limits on attainable processing gain. If an
undesired transmitter transmits on the same channel but with a
different PN sequence (or no sequence at all), the de-spreading
process results in no processing gain for that signal.

II. RELATED WORKS
A. Present Perspective Indian

Railways are the world’s second-largest railway, with 6,853
stations, 63,028 kilometers of track, 37,840 passenger coaches
and 222,147 freight cars. Annually it carries some 4.83 billion
passengers and 492 million tons of freight cars.Of the 11
million passengers who climb aboard one of 8,520 trains
each day, about 550,000 have reserve d accommodations.
Safe transportation of passengers is the key business objective
of any transportation system. Railways are recognized as
the safest mode of mass transportation and Safety has been
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recognized as the key issue for the railways and one of its
special attributes. All business strategies emanate from this
theme and strive to achieve Accident Free System.

B. Collisions

Collisions are the most dreaded accidents. It is very difficult
to stop such collisions because of speed of moving trains,
which need a lead distance to stop. Collisions happen due to
human errors and/or faulty equipment.

C. Head-On & Rear-End-Collisions

A head-on collision is one where the front ends of two ships,
trains, planes or vehicles hit each other, as opposed to aside-
collision or rear-end collision.. With rail, a head-on collision
often implies a collision on a single line railway.

D. Current Technologies used

The Anti-Collision Device (ACD) is a self- acting
microprocessor-based data communication device designed
and developed by Kankan Railway [5].The system consists of
Loco ACD with a console (message display) for the driver (in
each Loco Engine), Guard ACD with remote (fitted in Guard
Van), Station ACD with console (fitted in Station Masters’

Fig. 1. Head- on- Collision

Fig. 2. Rear-end-Collision

Cabin), Manned and Unmanned Gates ACD with hooters
and flashers (in each location) and Repeater ACDs (fitted at
locations having obstructions in radio communication such as
hilly areas) which work in concert to prevent the following
kinds of collisions and accidents like-Head on collisions ,Rear
end collisions ,Collisions due to derailment, Collisions at the
level crossing gates

III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed Train Anti Collision System consists of a self-
acting micro-controller [6] and two way Zig-Bee [5] based
data communication system which works round-the-clock to
avert train collisions. Thus enhances safety in train operations
by providing a NON-SIGNAL additional safety overlay over
the existing signaling system.

The system operates without replacing any of the existing
signaling and nowhere affects the vital functioning of the
present safety systems deployed for train operations. The
proposed system gets data from the

moving Trains, Control-Centers/Stations, signaling Posts.
The efficiency of the system is expected to be considerably
increased as the proposed system takes inputs from the signal
posts. As more relevant data are included, it is expected that
the present system may assist loco drivers in averting accidents
efficiently. As no change is necessary to be made to the

infrastructure of the existing system, the cost of implemen-
tation of this system is also less. The system has been designed
and simulated using proteus real time simulation software.
Models of the rail traffic systems has also been made and
tested. Various sub modules communicate with each other
and with a central monitoring station where entire data is
stored and monitored. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Sections 2 deal with the proposed system detailing
the schematic diagram for various sub Modules [2]. Figure-3
shows overview of the proposed system.

The proposed Train Anti Collision of a microcontroller and
full duplex Zig- Bee-based data communication system. The
entire Network consists of mobile sub modules (on Locomo-
tives and Guards Brake Vans), sub module in stations, sub
module in and the sub module in railway signal posts. Loco
subsystem communicates to other locos within a radius of
3000 meters using radio frequency. The system communicates
with the nearest signal posts, control stations to continuously
monitor various signals arriving in the control center and
taking decisions based on the received information. Zig-Bee
modem [10] communicates with other subsystems providing
a mesh interconnection between all subsystems. The control
station controls and monitors the all sub modules in the entire
network. Whenever a collision-like situation is detected by
instinct, the device will automatically taking care and prevents
the collision .The whole system is likely to prevent head-on
and rear-end collisions in mid- sections, collisions at high
speed in station area, Train Approach warning, alarm and
detection of Gate Open. Train sub modules also give Station
Approach warning to loco pilots. Moreover, using manual
switches on the train sub module, Drivers, Guards and Station
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Masters can also stop trains when any unusual is detected.
Different sub modules when installed on Locomotives (along
with their Auto-Braking Units), Guard Vans, and Railway
signal posts, Stations, form an intelligent full-fledged even-
tuality detection and prevention. The proposed model makes
use of Zig-Bee protocol [8] as a medium of transferring
information.In the transmitter section first the serial commu-
nication is initialized and the lcd display is initialized with
the system name. then after it transmits the track number if
any train searching for the same track number and for any rail
breakages of the train if everything is correctthen the motor
starts running.

In the receiver module the same process takes place as
that in the transmitter section up to the lcd initialization.
Here this module receives if any train searching for the
same track number if everything is correct then the engine
starts running.Whenever any connection failure between the
bogie occurs, an intimation to train is given .The connection
failure between any twocorresponding bogies is sent to the
microcontroller,which in turn gives the information to the
LCD.The LCD displays the number of the corresponding bogie
which is failed.

IV. SIMULATION AND MODELING

Traditionally circuit simulation has been
a non interactive affair. In the early days net list were

prepared by hand,and output considered of reams of numbers.

A. Proteus Simulation Software

Proteus Virtual System Modeling (VSM) combines mixed
mode SPICE circuit simulation, animated components and
microprocessor models to facilitate co- simulation of complete
micro-controller based designs. For the first time ever, it is
possible to develop and test such designs before a physical
prototype is constructed. This is possible because one can
interact with the design using on screen indicators such as
LED and LCD displays and actuators such as switches and
buttons. The simulation takes place in real time (or near
enough to it): a 300 MHz Pentium II can simulate a basic

Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed System Flow chart of the proposed system

8051 system clocking at over 12MHz. Proteus VSM also
provides extensive debugging facilities including breakpoints,
single stepping and variable display for both assembly code
and high level language source.

B. Microcontroller Model functionality

The core of any embedded system design is the micro-
controller and the completeness of the model as well as its
accuracy are therefore of primary importance. It should always
be ensured that simulation models for micro-controllers not
only support a peripheral that one wants to use but support
the mode in which one wants to use the peripheral and to a
satisfactory level of detail

C. View of the system

V. RESULTS

This project realizes an efficient Train Anti- Collision and
Gate Protection System based on the emerging wireless com-
munication technology, and has implemented both hardware

Fig. 4. ezone1andzone2atthesametime

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. TwoTrainsrunningondifferenttracks.
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Fig. 7. TwoTrainscomingonsametrack(zone1zone2)atsametime.

and software of Train sub Module, Station sub Module, Signal
Post Sub Module, and Control Center. Decisions are arrived
at based on train to train communication and also with the
existing railway signaling system which is made possible
by the four independent sub modules. Results of testing
the fabricated circuit are discussed. In this model we have
considered 8 km track separated by 1km zones because we
have assumed that 1 km is a minimum safest distance to
avoid collision between two trains. Here each of the 1 km
zones contains pressure sensors placed under the track. In
our system we use compression type pressure sensors. The
minimum pressure to be sensed by a load cell or pressure
sensor is 6 tones, because 6 tones is the minimum carriage
weight of an empty carriage of goods and passenger trains as
per Indian Railway norms. The minimum voltage sensed by
pressure sensor is as high as 0.8 volt. The different conditions
under which the two trains run on the track with different
relative position with respect to each other are considered in
this work. Then each different

condition has been simulated in software.Results of these
cases are displayed below.

So that immediately an alarming signal has been generated
to the railway control room, station, substation and grid control
station to prevent this massive accident. In the figure below,
it is clear that the two trains running on same track. So at the
output there is no possibility of collision, because the distance
between two trains are running on track alternate zones. That’s
why the symbolic representation of engine as motor is stopped
running.

The simulation model result show that whenever there is
a chance of collision the system gives an output signal and
applies the penalty air brake to stop the loco engine. This helps
in avoiding collision by appropriate steps to be undertaken by
the respective railway station. Whenever there is a no chance
of collision due to the train being on different track. There is
no output from the simulated system model.

VI. FUTURESCOPE

By using zigbee it covers up to 1km, whereas by using
Wi-Fi we can cover over long distances. so that we can

Fig. 8.

easily avoid the accidents and can have the safest mode of
transportation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a design for automatically averting train
collisions have been designed and simulated. The simulation
has been done using proteus and testing has been carried out
using the developed prototype. It has been estimated that, a
train travelling at a speed of 140 Km/h can be stopped at
400 meters under normal conditions .As this proposed system
has the capability of identifying trains in the same track at
a distance of 3000 meters, it can be seen that even if the
two trains travel at a speed of 140 Km/h that can be halted
with a safe distance of 900+meters between them providing
a tolerance of 600 meters for barking. Also this system gets
active inputs from the signal posts and level crossings, the
reliability and efficiency of this system if implemented are
expected to be high. While rail continues to be one of the
safest modes of transportation, the overall safety has not
significantly improved since the Railway Safety .Continuous
improvement is important to achieving a better safety record.
Certain accident categories have seen little improvement in
accident rates over time, while others are worsening and have
the potential to negatively affect public confidence in the
railway system. Nonetheless, we also observed stronger safety
records in certain areas and believe they are the result of
sustained efforts to improve safety. Through this innovative
technique of early sensing of any possible collision scenario
and avoiding it thereof, we demonstrate that it is possible to
improve the overall safety of the railway system in India. We
believe that success depends on both the railway industry and
the regulator working together to achieve that common goal.
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Abstract—In Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET), there is no
fixed infrastructure to observe or assign the resources used by
the mobile nodes. They connect or disconnect from the active
network any time and transfer packets in a single or a multicast
mode. Nodes are connected by way of wireless links and form
a random topology. This research paper focuses on, a new
Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Secure-Enhanced Adaptive
3 Acknowledgement (S-EA3ACK), using EAACK with hybrid
cryptography specially designed for MANET. Furthermore, all
the above mentioned protocols are compared based on several
important performance metrics which are Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR), end-to-end delay and average energy via Network Simu-
lator 2 (NS2) is used to implement and test the suggested system
under various size of topology with different sets of nodes as well
as comparing the results with the results of some closely existing
IDS mechanism.

Keywords: MANET, Watchdog, EAACK, S-EA3ACK, MRA,
MARS4, PDR, DELAY, ENERGY.

I. INTRODUCTION

A MANET is a collection of all independent mobile nodes
that communicate with each other via radio waves. The mobile
nodes that are in the radio range of each other communicate
directly. These networks are fully dynamically distributed, and
work at any place without the help of any fixed infrastructure
as base stations. MANET suffers from a great efficiency loss
due to the misbehaving nodes which may be constrained by
the resources like battery power and bandwidth of topology
as shown in Fig 1. Different approaches have already been
proposed to detect and prevent the misbehaviour in MANET.

A. Routing Protocol

A routing protocol specifies how routers communicate with
each other, disseminating information that enables them to
select routes between any two active nodes on a computer
network. The two main types of routing are static routing and
dynamic routing. The router learns how to get to the remote
network either through static or dynamic routing. Generally,
there are two different stages in routing-they are route dis-
covery and forwarding data packets. In route discovery, the
route to a destination is discovered by broadcasting the query.
Then, once the unbreakable route has been established, data
forwarding is initiated and sent through the routes that have
been determined. The power consumption, route relaying load,
battery life, and reduction in the frequency and bandwidth

of transmitting control messages, optimization of the size of
headers and efficient active route reconfiguration are consid-
ered when developing a routing protocol (Fig 2). The attacks
in MANET are divided into two major types, internal and
external.

Internal Attacks: Internal attacks directly lead to the attacks
on nodes present in network and link interface between them.
This type of attacks may broadcast a wrong type of routing
information to the other nodes. Internal attacks are sometimes

Fig. 1. Mobile Adhoc Network

Fig. 2. MANET Routing Protocols
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more difficult to handle compared to external attacks because
internal attacks occur due to more number of trusted nodes.
The wrong routing information generated by compromised
nodes or malicious nodes are difficult to identify. This is due
to the compromised nodes that are able to generate the valid
signature using their private keys.

External attacks: This type of attacks tries to cause traffic
in the network, denial of services, and advertising incorrect
routing information etc. External attacks prevent the network
from normal communication and produces additional overhead
to the network.

B. Watch dog

A monitoring method used for ad-hoc and sensor networks,
is the basis of many misbehaviour detection algorithms and
trust or reputation systems. If a watchdog identifies that a
packet is not delivered within a definite period or is forwarded
but altered by its neighbour, it deems the neighbour as mis-
behaving. When the misbehaviour rate of a node surpasses
certain threshold, the source is notified and subsequent packets
are forwarded along the routes which exclude that node.
Infrastructure less networks, attack detection and reaction are
the key issues to the whole network. The suggested approach
S-EA3ACK is designed to tackle proved authors four of the six
weaknesses of watchdog scheme, namely, receiver collision,
limited transmission power, false misbehaviour, and partial
dropping.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The quality of service in ad-hoc on-demand distance vector
routing was done by C.E. Perkins et al. (2001). The dynamic
source routing protocol for mobile ad-hoc networks was taken
up by Johnson et al. (2002). The malicious node detection
in AODV- based mobile ad-hoc networks was analyzed by
Jongoh Choi et al. (2005). A novel fast hybrid cryptographic
system was designed by Sheena Mathew et al (2006). An
acknowledgment based approach for the detection of rout-
ing misbehaviour in MANET was highlighted by K. Liu et
al. (2007). The detection of packet dropping attack using
improved acknowledgement based scheme in MANET was
discussed by Aishwarya Sagar et al (2010). Secure routing
for wireless mesh networks was analyzed by Celia Li et
al. (2011). Secure routing protocol in MANET survey was
displayed by K.Thamizhmaran et al. (2012). EAACK - A
secure intrusion detection system for MANET was analyzed
by Shakshuki et al. (2013). The implementation of A3ACKs
intrusion detection system under various mobility speeds was
discussed by Abdulsalam et al. (2014). Energy efficient routing
in mobile adhoc network via edge node selection using ESPR
algorithm was highlighted by Prabu, K. and Subramani, A.
(2014).

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Network wide routing in MANET is a vital task of trans-
ferring data from a source to the destination. The A3ACKs

improve network performance in the presence of consecu-
tive collaborative misbehaving nodes in a route of active
and passive path. So it also becomes essential to monitor
the constraints in the intermediate nodes. Consequently, an
efficient routing scheme may generate route failures. The
simplest scheme routing in MANET is the one to find a route
without malicious nodes. Further, there is need to reduces the
energy consumption through the period of key exchange. In
this technical research paper aims to provide an unbreakable
route for secured transmission. So a new routing algorithm
named S-EA3ACK using EAACK with hybrid cryptography
is suggested. This S-EA3ACK provides better performance
compared to the existing EAACK without any misbehavior
at intermediate nodes.

IV. EXISTING METHOD

A. RSA

Choose two higher prime numbers P and Q, and find N
= P*Q. Select the encryption (public key) E Select the
decryption (private key) D. The following equation is true.
(D*E) mod (P-1) * (Q-1) = 1 Encrypt the PT to CT = PTE
mod N Send CT to the receiver.

B. MAJE4

Encryption for a long period. Uses only primitive compu-
tational operations. Suitable for handheld type devices with
restricted memory. Use of more than one arithmetic and /
or Boolean operator complicates cryptanalysis. The secured
choice is with the key sizes of 128 or 256 bits.

C. MARS4

A encrypts the plain text (PT) with the help of MAJE4
and the symmetric key (K1) and forms the cipher text (CT).
Encrypt K1 (CT) to (K2) of B using RSA. B now uses the
RSA algorithm and its private key (K3) to decrypt K1. Then
B uses K1 and the MAJE4 algorithm to decrypt the CT for
the plain text (PT).

V. METHODOLOGY

A. Hybrid cryptography

The symmetric ciphers are significantly faster than the
asymmetric ciphers, but require all parties to somehow share
a secret key. The asymmetric algorithms allow public key
infrastructures and key exchange systems, but at the cost
of speed. The message itself is then encrypted using the
symmetric cipher and the secret key. Both the encrypted secret
key and the encrypted message are then sent to the recipient.
The receiver diffusion the secret key first, uses his/her personal
private key, and then uses that key to decrypt the message. The
both cryptographic designs algorithms are used with a view
to obtain the merits of the systems. The method is completely
secure. The encryption / decryption process does not take a
longer time. The generated cipher text is compact in size. The
key exchange problem is solved by MAJE4.
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B. Simulation methodology

This research better investigates the performance of S-
EA3ACK under different topology size with different set of
malicious nodes. In this section, the suggested S-EA3ACK
scheme is described in detail. The approach described in
this technical research paper is based on the previous work
(10) where the backbone of S-EA3ACK was developed and
evaluated through implementation. It is extended with the
introduction of MARS4 Hybrid cryptography to prevent the
attacker from forging acknowledgment packets. EA3ACK con-
sists of four major parts, namely, ACK, S-ACK, 3-ACK and
MRA. In order to distinguish various packet types in different
schemes in S-EA3ACK, 3 b of the different types of packets
is used. The details are listed in Table 1 and Fig 3 and a
flowchart describing the S-EA3ACK scheme is also presented.
Unless specified, all acknowledgment packets described in this
research require public key and private key, one key for the
transmitter and the other verified key for the receiver.

C. Experimental set up

In this section, the performance of routing protocol of
MANET in an open environment is evaluated. The simulations
are carried out using network simulator (NS 2.34). The mobile
ad-hoc routing protocols are simulated using this simulator by
varying the number of nodes. The IEEE 802.11 distributed
coordination function (DCF) is used as the medium access
control protocol. The traffic sources are UDP. Initially, nodes

Fig. 3. Flow chart for S-EA3ACK

Fig. 4. Packet Type Indicators

are placed at certain specific locations. The simulation param-
eters are specified below.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSES

In this work, the malicious nodes are provided with the
ability to forge acknowledgement packets. By this way, the
malicious nodes simply loss all the packets that they receive
and send back forged positive acknowledgement packets to
their previous node whenever necessary. This is a common
method for attackers to degrade network performance while
still maintaining their reputation. To better investigate the
performance of S-EA3ACK under two different types of
topology size, two different set of nodes and two different set
of malicious nodes are taken to simulate via network simulator
2. The suggested method S-EA3ACK is designed to tackle four
defect of watchdog scheme, namely, receiver collision, limited
transmission power, false misbehaviour, and partial dropping.

shows the graph of PDR when the topology size is 1km,
the number of malicious nodes 10 and the number of nodes
is increased from 10 to 50, Fig 4 and Table 3, it is clear that

Fig. 5. Simulation parameters

Fig. 6. Results of Parameter Values - 1 Topology Size = 1000M, Number of
nodes = 50, Malicious nodes = 10

Fig. 7. PDR Vs. NNs, EndtoEnd delay Vs. NNs, Remaining energy Vs. NNs.
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in all acknowledgements based IDS, the suggested scheme S-
EA3ACK surpasses the performance of EAACK (DSA) which
increases PDR by 1.2It is observed from Fig 5 and Table 3 that
when compared with EAACK (DSA) algorithm, S-EA3ACK
decreases the delay by 22.4The impact of the number of nodes
on the average energy is analysed using the two algorithms
and the simulation results are shown in, Fig 6 and Table
3 describe the increase in the average energy obtained by
the proposed S-EA3ACK when there are 10 to 50 nodes. S-
EA3ACK algorithm reduces the energy by 8.4

Table 4 Fig 7 shows the graph of the PDR when the
topology size is 1000m, the number of malicious nodes 20
and the number of nodes. The malicious node is varied from
1 to 20 and simulation is carried out to It is clear from
the simulation results that the S-EA3ACK has the highest
delivery ratio in comparison with EAACK (DSA), when there
are 10 to 100 nodes. When the number of nodes increases,
the connectivity among the nodes also increases; this enables
the proposed method to identify efficient paths which in turn
increase the PDR using EAACK (DSA) S-EA3ACK methods.
It is observed from Fig 8 and Table 4 that when compared with
EAACK (DSA) algorithm, S-EA3ACK decreases the delay by
22.4

Proposed S-EA3ACK increases the remaining energy with
the increasing number of malicious nodes from 1 to 20
compared to EAACK algorithms. Fig 9 and Table 4 describe
the increase in the average energy obtained by the proposed
S-EA3ACK when there are 10 to 100 nodes. S-EA3ACK
algorithm reduces the energy by 8.4 It is observed from Fig
10 and Table 4 that when compared with EAACK (DSA)
algorithm, S-EA3ACK increases the delivery ratio by 1.6

S-EA3ACK has the lowest delay in comparison with
EAACK (DSA), when there are 1 meter to 2000 meters of
transmission ranges. When the transmission range increases,

Fig. 8. Results of Parameter Values - 2 Topology Size = 1000M, Number of
nodes = 100, Malicious nodes = 20

Fig. 9. PDR Vs. NNs,EndtoEnd delay Vs. NNs,Remaining energy Vs. NNs.

the connectivity among the nodes also increases, which en-
ables the proposed method to identify more number of al-
ternate secondary paths which in turn reduces the delay. Fig
11 and Table 4 describe the decrease in delay obtained by
the proposed S-EA3ACK when there are 10 to 50 nodes. S-
EA3ACK algorithm reduces the delay by 22.4

Fig 12 shows the graph of the remaining energy when the
topology is size 2km, the number of malicious nodes 20 and
the number of nodes increased from 10 to 50. The proposed S-
EA3ACK increases the remaining energy with the increasing
topology size compared to EAACK. S-EA3ACK the proposed
algorithm to increases no of connections and this system is
capable of reduce route failed between source and destination.

Fig. 10. Results of Parameter Values - 3 Transmission topology = 2000M,
Number of nodes = 50, Malicious nodes = 10

Fig. 11. PDR Vs. NNs, EndtoEnd delay Vs. NNs,Remaining energy Vs. NNs

Fig. 12. Results of Parameter Values - 4 Topology Size = 2000M, Number
of nodes = 100, Malicious nodes = 20

Fig. 13. PDR Vs. NNs,EndtoEnd delay Vs. NNs,Remaining energy Vs. NNs.
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shows the graph of the PDR when the topology size is
2000m, the number of malicious nodes 20 and the number of
nodes increased from 10 to 100. It is observed from Fig 13 and
Table 5 that when compared with EAACK (DSA) algorithm,
S-EA3ACK increases the delivery ratio by 1.6

The impact of the number of nodes on endtoend delay is
analysed using the two algorithms and the simulation results
are shown in Fig 14 and Table 5. S-EA3ACK has the lowest
delay in comparison with EAACK (DSA), when there are 1
meter to 2000 meters of transmission ranges with 20 malicious
nodes out of 100 nodes. As the proposed algorithm finds
the primary and secondary unbreakable maximum forward
capacity secure link failed route, it is possible to reduce delay.

The topology size is varied from 1km to 2000m and
simulation is carried out to calculate the average energy
using EAACK (DSA) S-EA3ACK methods. Fig 15 and
Table 5 picture the achieved simulation results. In all
acknowledgment-based IDS, the proposed scheme S-EA3ACK
surpasses EAACK performance by 8.4

From all the above figures and tables, it is clear that the
comparison of the S-EA3ACK illustrates that the proposed
algorithm outperforms the EAACK (DSA) by providing the
highest packet delivery ratio, the lowest end-to-end delay,
and the average energy with the increase in the number of
malicious nodes.

VII. CONCLUSION

Malicious nodes and loss attack have always been a major
threat to security in MANET. In this technical research paper,
a novel IDS scheme named S-EA3ACK protocol specially
designed for MANET is suggested in comparison with the
other popular techniques through simulations. The results
demonstrate the positive performance of the packet loss and
quality of network S-EA3ACK when compared with that of
EAACK (DSA) in the cases of receiver collision, limited
transmission power, false misbehaviour report and collabora-
tive attacks. This paper presents the performance of vary the
number of nodes from 50 and 100 in a fixed topography of
1000m and 2000 meters with different set of malicious nodes
in 10 and 20. S-EA3ACK Improve secure transmission packet
delivery ratio with quality output and reduce delay ratio with
maximum average energy compared to the existing EAACK
(DSA) routing protocol. MARS4 cryptography schemes were
implementing via network simulator 2. To increase the merits
of this research work, there is a plan to investigate the
following issues in our future research.

1. The same concept can be applied in satellite to increase
delivery ratio and reduce delay in the route and also to save
more energy. 2. The performance of S-EA3ACK can be tested
in real time network environment.
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Abstract—online sequential regression with nonlinearity and
time varying statistical distribution when the repressors lie in a
high dimensional space. Then escape the curse of dimensionality
by tracking the subspace of the underlying manifold using a
hierarchical tree structure. use the projections of the original high
dimensional regress or space into the underlying manifold as the
modified regress or vectors for modeling of the nonlinear system.
By using the proposed algorithm, reduce the computational
complexity to the order of the depth of the tree and the memory
requirement to only linear in the intrinsic dimension of the
manifold. The proposed techniques are specifically applicable
to high dimensional streaming data analysis in a time varying
environment. Demonstrate the significant performance gains in
terms of mean square error over the other state of the art
techniques through simulated as well as real data.

Index Terms Big data, regression on high dimensional manifol
ds, online learning, tree based methods

I. INTRODUTION

Data mining, the extraction of hidden predictive information
from large databases, is a powerful new technology with
great potential to help companies focus on the most impor-
tant information in their data warehouses. Data mining tools
predict future trends and behaviors, allowing businesses to
make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions. The automated,
prospective analyses offered by data mining move beyond the
analyses of past events provided by retrospective tools typical
of decision support systems.

Data mining tools can answer business questions that tra-
ditionally were too time consuming to resolve. They scour
databases for hidden patterns, finding predictive information
that experts may miss because it lies outside their expectations.
There are several major data ..

A. DECISION TREES

A decision tree is one of the most common used data mining
techniques because its model is easy to understand for users.
In decision tree technique, the root of the decision tree is a
simple question or condition that has multiple answers. Each
answer then leads to a set of questions or conditions that help
us determine the data so that can make the final decision based
on it. For example, use the following decision tree to determine
whether or not to play tennis:

Starting at the root node, if the outlook is overcast then
should definitely play tennis. If it is rainy, only play tennis if

the wind is the week. And if it is sunny then play tennis in case
the humidity is normal.Then often combine two or more of
those data mining techniques together to form an appropriate
process that meets the Bioinformatics needs.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A literature review is an account of what has been published
on a topic by accredited scholars and researchers. Occasionally
you will be asked to write one as a separate assignment,
but more often it is part of the introduction to an essay,
research report, or thesis. In writing the literature review, your
purpose is to convey your reader what knowledge and ideas
have been established on a topic, and what their strengths and
weaknesses are. As a piece of writing, the literature review
must be defined by a guiding concept (e.g., your research
objective, the problem or issue you are discussing or your
argumentative thesis). It is not just a descriptive list of the
material available, or a set of summaries. Besides enlarging
your knowledge about the topic, writing a literature review
lets you gain and demonstrate.

Fig. 1. Decision Tree
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A. MULTISCALE ONLINE TRACKING OF MANIFOLDS

Y. Xie, J. Huang, and R. Willett, Multiscale online tracking
of manifolds, IEEE Statistical Signal Processing Workshop
(SSP), 2012. This paper describes a Multiscale Online Union
of SubSpaces Estimation (MOUSSE) algorithm for online
tracking of a time-varying manifold. MOUSSE uses linear
subsets of low dimensional hyperplanes to approximate a
manifold embedded in a high-dimensional space. Each subset
corresponds to the leaf node in a binary tree which encap-
sulates the multiresolution analysis underlying the proposed
algorithm.

The tree structure and parameters of the subsets are es-
timated and sequentially updated using a stream of noisy
samples. For each update, MOUSSE requires only simple
linear computations.

The update of each hyperplane in the estimate is computed
via gradient descent on the Grassmannian manifold. Numerical
simulations demonstrate.

The strong performance of MOUSSE in tracking a time-
varying manifold.

B. ONLINE LOGISTIC REGRESSION ON MANIFOLDS

Y. Xie and R. Willett, Online logistic regression on man-
ifolds, IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech
and Signal Processing (ICASSP),2013 Describes a new
method for online logistic regression when the feature vectors
lie close to a low-dimensional manifold and when observations
of the feature vectors may be noisy or have missing elements.
The new method exploits the low dimensional structure of
the feature vector, finds a multi-scale union of linear subsets
that approximates the manifold, and performs online logistic
regression separately on each subset. The union of subsets
enables better performance in the face of noisy and missing
data, and offsets challenges associated with the curse of
dimensionality. The effectiveness of the proposed method in
predicting correct labels of the data and in adapting to slowly
time-varying manifolds are demonstrated using numerical ex-
amples and real data.

C. A TREE-BASED REGRESSOR THAT ADAPTS TO IN-
TRINSIC DIMENSION

S. Kpotufe and S. Dasgupta, A tree-based regressor that
adapts to intrinsic dimension, Journal of Computer and System
Sciences, vol. 78, no. 5, pp. 14961515, 2011.

The problem of nonparametric regression, consisting of
learning an arbitrary mapping f: X Y from a data set of
(x, y) pairs in which the y values are corrupted by noise of
mean zero. This statistical task is known to to be subject to a
severe curse of dimensionality: if X Ł RD, and if the only
smoothness assumption on f is that it satisfies a Lipschitz
condition, it is known that any estimator based on n data
points will have an error rate (risk) of n 2/(2+D). Here
present a tree-based regressor whose risk depends only on the
doubling dimension of X, not on D. This notion of dimension
generalizes two cases of contemporary interest: when X is a
low-dimensional manifold, and when X is sparse. The tree is

built using random hyperplanes as splitting criteria, building
upon recent work of Dasgupta and Freund [DF08]; and show
that axis-parallel splits cannot achieve the same finite-sample
rate of convergence.

NORMALIZATION ]DISTANCE METRICS FOR HIGH
DIMENSIONAL NEAREST NEIGHBORHOOD RECOV-
ERY:COMPRESSION AND

NORMALIZATION
S. L. France, J. Douglas Carroll, and H. Xiong, Distance

metrics for high dimensional nearest neighborhood recovery:
Compression and normalization, Information Sciences, vol.
184, no. 1, pp. 92 110, Feb. 2012.

Previous work has shown that the Minkowski-p distance
metrics are unsuitable for clustering very high dimensional
document data. Then extend this work. The frame statistical
theory on the relationships between the Euclidean, cosine, and
correlation distance metrics in terms of item neighborhoods.
Discuss the differences between the cosine and correlation
distance metrics and illustrate our discussion with an example
from collaborative filtering. introduce a family of normalized
Minkowski metrics and test their use on both document data
and synthetic data generated from the uniform distribution.
describe a range of criteria for testing neighborhood homo-
geneity relative to underlying latent classes. discuss how these
criteria are explicitly and implicitly linked to classification
performance. By testing both normalized and non-normalized
Minkowski-p metrics for multiple values of p, separate out
distance compression effects from normalization effects. For
multi-class classification problems,and believe that distance
compression on high dimensional data aids classification and
data analysis.

For document data, find that the cosine (and normalized Eu-
clidean), correlation, and proportioned city block metrics give
strong neighborhood recovery. The proportioned city block
metric gives particularly good results for nearest neighbors
recovery and should be used when utilizing document data
analysis techniques for which nearest neighborhood recovery
is important. For data generated from the uniform distribution,
neighborhood recovery improves as the value of p increases

D. PETRELS: PARALLEL SUBSPACE ESTIMATION AND
TRACKING BY RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARES FROM PAR-
TIAL OBSERVATIONS

Y. Chi, Y. C. Eldar, and R. Calderbank, PETReLS: Subspace
estimation and tracking from partial observations, Int. Conf.
On Acoustic, Speech, and Sig. Processing, March 2012.

Many real world datasets exhibit an embedding of low-
dimensional structures in a high-dimensional manifold. Ex-
amples include images, videos and internet traffic data. It
is of great significance to reduce the storage requirements
and computational complexity when the data dimension is
high. Therefore, consider the problem of reconstructing a data
stream from a small subset of its entries, where the data is
assumed to lie in a low-dimensional linear subspace, possibly
corrupted by noise. Our setting can be viewed as a sequential
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low-rank matrix completion problem in which the subspace is
learned in an online fashion. The proposed algorithm, dubbed
Parallel Estimation and Tracking by REcursive Least Squares
(PETRELS), first identifies the underlying low-dimensional
subspace, and then reconstructs the missing entries via least-
squares estimation if required. Subspace identification is per-
fermed via a recursive procedure for each row of the subspace
matrix in parallel with discounting for previous observations.
Numerical examples are provided for direction-of arrival es-
timation and matrix completion, comparing PETRELS with
state of the art batch algorithms.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. 1. Integrated Development Environment (IDE)

NetBeans is a Java-based integrated development environ-
ment (IDE). The term also refers to the IDEs underlying
application platform framework. The IDE is designed to limit
coding errors and facilitate error correction with tools such as
the NetBeans Find Bugs to locate and fix common Java coding
problems and Debugger to manage complex code with field
watches, breakpoints and execution monitoring. Although the
NetBeans IDE is designed specifically for Java developers, it
also supports C/C++, PHP, Groovy, and HTML5 in addition
to Java, JavaScript and JavaFX.

Tools and capabilities of the NetBeans IDE include a
feature-rich text editor with refactoring tools and code tem-
plates, high level and granular views of applications, a drag
and drop GUI design, and versioning using out-of-the-box
integration with tools such as Git. The NetBeans IDE can
run on any operating system that supports a compatible
JVM including Linux, Windows and OS X. The underlying
NetBeans platform supports creation of new applications and
further development of existing applications using modular
software components.

As an application running on the NetBeans Platform, the
NetBeans IDE itself is extensible and can be extended to
support new languages.

The IDE and Platform were converted to open source by
Sun Microsystems in 2000. Oracle continues to sponsor the
NetBeans project since acquiring Sun in 2010.

NetBeans platform supports creation of new applications
and further development of existing applications using modu-
lar software components.

The context tree algorthims achieves the performance of the
best partitions among the doubly exponential class of partitions
with a complexity linear in the depth of the tree.

B. Node performance measure

In this method, instead of using fixed partitions for the
piecewise linear regression and manifold learning, use a tree
structure that dynamically partitions the regressor space on
each level of the tree. then use the context tree weighting
method to linearly combine the estimates of each node. The
weights assigned to each node in equation are determined by
the node performance in the previous iterations. Then assign
C to each node as a measure of performance, which is an

exponential function of the regret.These C are used to calculate
the weight or portion of each node regress or in the mixture
of equation.

C. Context Tree Algorithm for Piecewise Linear Regression

However, if the input regress or vectors are high dimen-
sional. the regress or process can be challenging due to the
curse of dimensionality.

Hence, dynamically map the high dimensional input vectors
to lower dimension for the regression.

introduce an algorithm that performs piecewise linear re-
gression in the high dimensional setting while inherently
exploiting underlying manifold structure. Furthermore, in con-
trast to the context tree algorithm, where regions of each
partition.

D. Manifold learning and regression using adaptive hierar-
chical trees

To escape the curse of dimensionality, perform regression
on high dimensional data by mapping the regressor vectors
to low dimensional projections. assume that the observed data
x[n] IRD lies on time varying submanifolds Sm[n]. I can
solve the problem of non-linear regression by using piecewise
linear modeling as explained in Section 2.1,where the regressor
space, i.e., IRD can be partitioned into several regions.

However, in the new setting, since the data lies on sub-
manifolds with a lower intrinsic dimension, use the lower
dimensional projections instead of the original IRD regressor
space.

Fig. 2. Overview diagram
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define the piecewise regions in Ird for each node that
correspond to the low dimensional submanifolds. However,
since the submanifolds are time varying, the regions are not
fixed.define these regions by the subsets.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM WORK FLOW

In this first introduce an algorithm that is guaranteed to
asymptotically achieve the performance of the best combi-
nation of a doubly exponential number of different models
that can be represented by a Depth-K tree with computa-
tional complexity only linear in the depth of the tree. use a
tree structure to hierarchically partition the high dimensional
regress or space. then incorporate an approximate Mahalanobis
distance as in to adapt the regressor space to its intrinsic lower
dimension.

Fig. 3. A doubly exponential number of partitions defining the piecewise
models on time varying submanifold, each leaf node represents asubset defined
by equation

Fig. 4. Proposed overflow diagram

Algorithm 1: Main Algorithm
Initialization:

V. CONCLUSION

The problem of piecewise linear regression on high dimen-
sional data from a competitive algorithm perspective. The data
is lying on a time varying submanifold and use a hierarchi-
cal tree structure to track the submanifold and escape the
curse of dimensionality. Using the adaptive hierarchical tree
structure together with the subspace tracking algorithms based
on sequential performance measure, introduce a regression
algorithm whose total squared prediction error is within O(dJ
ln(n/J)) + O(C(Pi)) of that of the best batch piecewise model,
where J is the number of regions in the best piecewise model.
introduce a method using the context tree notion for the
piecewise modeling that competes well against a doubly ex-
ponential class of possible partitioning of the regressor space.
The algorithm is shown to instantly adapt to the variations in
the data and hence, is effective for high dimensional data with
short data lengths in an online setting. The resulting algorithms
are suitable for rather complex datasets since they have time
complexity only linear in the depth of the tree and perform

Fig. 5. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig. 6. BLOCK DIAGRAM
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well for a variety of real and synthetic data. Our algorithm
can be efficiently used in high performance computing due to
the low computational complexity and faster learning.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In future, propose a new application of multilayer neural
networks to the modeling of high dimensional distributions
in particular for discrete data. Such a model could be used
in data mining applications where the number of variables is
large like the polynomial expansions
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Abstract—The paper proposes an artificial intelligent personal
assistant system named as XIU which can be implemented in
4 wheelers where the driver of the vehicle can interact with it.
The driver can interact with the vehicle regarding anything for
which XIU can respond using its voice recognition process. GPS
routing can also be integrated with the system so that XIU helps
in safety assistance for the driver with its navigation features.
Also voice commands can also be carried with XIU so that driver
can control indicators, lights and AC vents in the vehicle

Keywords XIU, vehicular artificial intelligent system, Voice
recognition, GPS , Voice commands

I. INTRODUCTION

The current era is the era of communications and infor-
mation revolution . The advancement of technology in the
design of current generation vehicles has been enhanced in
an innovative way ,day to day. But this leads to several
disadvantages too. Road accidents has been increasing due to
carelessness of drivers. If a person fell asleep while driving,
It will lead to a accident which destroys others lives or the
persons itself. Thus there is a need for a technology that will
make the driver active all the time and also that technology
should provide safety assistance for the driver too. Such
kind of technology has been designed and proposed in this
paper which is about developing an artificial intelligence in
4 wheelers . This is named as XIU which means elegant in
Chinese. This elegant technology not only assists driver but
it also can control indicators, vipers and some parts of the
vehicle using voice commands of the user. The driver (user)
of the vehicle can interact with this artificial intelligence by
asking any questions for which XIU can respond. For example,
the user can ask the time or he/she can ask the system to
select a particular song which is stored in the vehicle or any
details the user wants to know can be asked for which XIU
can respond by searching the questions with internet using
cloud server. Thus XIU can interact with the driver so that the
driver wont fell asleep during driving. GPS navigation system
can be integrated with this artificial intelligence system so that
it will guide the driver with its commands. Some controls of
the vehicle such as indicator control, viper control and musical
controls can also be managed by XIU. If the user commands
XIU to turn ON the indicator, then it will turn it ON. This is
similar to that of iphones application SIRI in which the user

of the mobile can interact with it for scheduling appointments
and for many other access in the mobile like SMS, call, music,
radio using voice commands.

II. RELATED WORKS

The voice recognition system is already implemented in
Iphones SIRI software which it uses a Digital Signal Process-
ing(DSP) called Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). It first uses
a discretization algorithm to turn your voice into digital data.
Then it applies DTW to the digital voice to find phonemes.
With the phonemes, it can figure out what words are being
said. It probably also use grammar and other context clues to
reduce the errors. After it turns voice to text, it looks for key
words and another run of context clues to figure out which of
the commands you are trying to activate. It it activate those
commands with the most likely parameters. Voice assistant
intelligent system is also implemented in some of the android
which is fun to use for the user and thus the same concept
can be applied in the vehicle too to keep the driver active.
Thus this is the first paper to propose such a voice assistant
artificial intelligent system in vehicles.

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM

The operation of XIU can be explained using the block
diagram as shown below :

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of XIUs Voice recognition
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1 - Conversion of Speech to compact digital form 2 -
Wireless transmission of the signal through a nearby cell tower
to cloud server 3 - Speech signal is understood as a series of
vowels and consonants is then run through a language model,
which estimates the words that the speech is comprised of. 4
- Sending of respond information related to the queries of the
user

A. VOICE RECOGNITION

The basic block diagram of the voice recognition is shown
:

Most speech recognition now makes use of some variant
of the Viterbi algorithm The sounds of our speech were im-
mediately encoded into a compact digital form that preserves
its information. The signal from our vehicle was relayed
wirelessly through a nearby cell tower and through a series of
land lines back to our Internet Service Provider where it then
communicated with a server in the cloud, loaded with a series
of models honed to comprehend language. Simultaneously, our
speech was evaluated locally, on our vehicle. A recognizer
installed on our vehicle communicates with that server in the
cloud to gauge whether the command can be best handled
locally – such as if you had asked it to play a song on our
vehicle – or if it must connect to the network for further
assistance. (If the local recognizer deems its model sufficient
to process our speech, it tells the server in the cloud that it
is no longer needed) The server compares our speech against
a statistical model to estimate, based on the sounds we spoke
and the order in which we spoke them, what letters might
constitute it. (At the same time, the local recognizer compares
our speech to an abridged version of that statistical model.)
For both, the highest-probability estimates get the go-ahead.
Based on these opinions, our speech – now understood as
a series of vowels and consonants – is then run through a
language model, which estimates the words that our speech
is comprised of. Given a sufficient level of confidence, the
computer then creates a candidate list of interpretations for
what the sequence of words in your speech might mean.

B. THE VITERBI ALGORITHM

The Viterbi algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm
for finding the most likely sequence of hidden states called

Fig. 2.

the Viterbi path that results in a sequence of observed events,
especially in the context of Markov information sources and
hidden Markov models. The algorithm has found universal
application in decoding the convolutional codes used in both
CDMA and GSM digital cellular, dial-up modems, satellite,
deep-space communications, and 802.11 wireless LANs. It
is now also commonly used in speech recognition, speech
synthesis, diarization,[1] keyword spotting, computational lin-
guistics, and bioinformatics. For example, in speech-to-text
(speech recognition), the acoustic signal is treated as the
observed sequence of events, and a string of text is considered
to be the ”hidden cause” of the acoustic signal. The Viterbi
algorithm finds the most likely string of text given the acoustic
signal

IV. HOW SPEECH RECOGNITION WORKS

A speech recognition engine (or speech recognizer) takes
an audio stream as input and turns it into a text transcription.
The speech recognition process can be thought of as having a
front end and a back end.

A. Converting Audio Input

The front end processes the audio stream, isolating segments
of sound that are probably speech and converting them into a
series of numeric values that characterize the vocal sounds in
the signal.

B. Match Input to Speech Models

The back end is a specialized search engine that takes
the output produced by the front end and searches across
three databases: an acoustic model, a lexicon, and a language
model. The acoustic model represents the acoustic sounds of a
language, and can be trained to recognize the characteristics of
a particular user’s speech patterns and acoustic environments.
The lexicon lists a large number of the words in the language,
and provides information on how to pronounce each word.
The language model represents the ways in which the words
of a language are combined. For any given segment of sound,
there are many things the speaker could potentially be saying.
The quality of a recognizer is determined by how good it
is at refining its search, eliminating the poor matches, and
selecting the more likely matches. This depends in large part
on the quality of its language and acoustic models and the
effectiveness of its algorithms, both for processing sound and
for searching across the models.

C. Grammars

While the built-in language model of a recognizer is in-
tended to represent a comprehensive language domain (such
as everyday spoken English), a speech application will often
need to process only certain utterances that have particular
semantic meaning to that application. Rather than using the
general purpose language model, an application should use
a grammar that constrains the recognizer to listen only for
speech that is meaningful to the application. This provides the
following benefits:
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Increases the accuracy of recognition Guarantees that all
recognition results are meaningful to the application Enables
the recognition engine to specify the semantic values inherent
in the recognized text.

V. CLOUD SERVER

A cloud server is a logical server that is built, hosted
and delivered through a cloud computing platform over the
Internet. Cloud servers possess and exhibit similar capabilities
and functionality to a typical server but are accessed remotely
from a cloud service provider. A cloud server may also be
called a virtual server or virtual private sever.

A cloud server is primarily an Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) based cloud service model. There are two types of cloud
server: logical and physical. A cloud server is considered to
be logical when it is delivered through server virtualization. In
this delivery model, the physical server is logically distributed
into two or more logical servers, each of which has a separate
OS, user interface and apps, although they share physical
components from the underlying physical server. Whereas the
physical cloud server is also accessed through the Internet
remotely, it isnt shared or distributed. This is commonly known
as a dedicated cloud server.In some respects cloud servers
work in the same way as physical servers but the functions
they provide can be very different. When opting for cloud
hosting, clients are renting virtual server space rather than
renting or purchasing physical servers. They are often paid
for by the hour depending on the capacity required at any
particular time. Traditionally there are two main options for
hosting: shared hosting and dedicated hosting. Shared hosting
is the cheaper option whereby servers are shared between the
hosting providers clients. One clients website will be hosted
on the same server as websites belonging to other clients.
This has several disadvantages including the fact that the setup
is inflexible and cannot cope with a large amount of traffic.
Dedicated hosting is a much more advanced form of hosting,
whereby clients purchase whole physical servers. This means
that the entire server is dedicated to them with no other clients
sharing it. In some instances the client may utilize multiple
servers which are all dedicated to their use. Dedicated servers
allow for full control over hosting. The downside is that the
required capacity needs to be predicted, with enough resource

Fig. 3.

and processing power to cope with expected traffic levels. If
this is underestimated then it can lead to a lack of necessary
resource during busy periods, while overestimating it will
mean paying for unnecessary capacity. With cloud hosting
clients get the best of both worlds. Resource can be scaled
up or scaled down accordingly, making it more flexible and,
therefore, more cost-effective. When there is more demand
placed on the servers, capacity can be automatically increased
to match that demand without this needing to be paid for on
a permanent basis. This is akin to a heating bill; you access
what you need, when you need it, and then only pay for what
youve used afterwards. Unlike dedicated servers, cloud servers
can be run on a hypervisor. The role of a hypervisor is to
control the capacity of operating systems so it is allocated
where needed. With cloud hosting there are multiple cloud
servers which are available to each particular client. This
allows computing resource to be dedicated to a particular
client if and when it is necessary. Where there is a spike in
traffic, additional capacity will be temporarily accessed by a
website, for example, until it is no longer required. Cloud
servers also offer more redundancy. If one server fails, others
will take its place. Below are the key benefits of cloud servers:
Flexibility and scalability; extra resource can be accessed as
and when required Cost-effectiveness; whilst being available
when needed, clients only pay for what they are using at a
particular time Ease of set up; Cloud servers do not require
much initial setup Reliability; due to the number of available
servers, if there are problems with some, the resource will be
shifted so that clients are unaffected.

VI. GPS SAFETY ASSISTANCE

Since the system uses a active Internet connection , GPS
implementation can be added to enhance the smart interaction
between the driver and the user. If the user chooses a route
to drive with the assistance of GPS, then XIU can guide the
driver or user with its voice interaction. Thus , XIU can be
added further with the help of GPS which provides road safety
assistance.

VII. VOICE COMMANDS

Voice commands had already been implemented in many
4 wheelers in which the user can control the media player
sounds , lighting of indicators and speed of vipers as well.
Thus, voice commands can be integrated with XIU , and in
turn XIU can access and control some parts of the vehicle
where the user no need to use his/her hands for access .

VIII. CONCLUSION

This work proposes a smart interaction between the user or
driver and the vehicle. Due to the advancement in technology
and increase in number of 4 wheelers across the world this
technology can be implemented in vehicles to avoid accidents
which prevent drivers from feeling sleepy. This also helps in
road assistance and has voice commands, thus additional fea-
tures can also be integrated with this concept which promises
an innovative scheme for next generation.
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Abstract—Many business cases exploiting big data have been
realised in recent years; Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook are
examples of companies in the social networking domain. Other
big data use cases have focused on capturing of value from
streaming of movies (Netflix), monitoring of network traffic,
or improvement of processes in the manufacturing industry.
Also, implementation architectures of the use cases have been
published. However, conceptual work integrating the approaches
into one coherent reference architecture has been limited. The
contribution of this paper is technology independent reference
architecture for big data systems, which is based on analysis of
published implementation architectures of big data use cases. An
additional contribution is classification of related implementation
technologies and products/services, which is based on analysis
of the published use cases and survey of related work. The
reference architecture and associated classification are aimed for
facilitating architecture design and selection of technologies or
commercial solutions, when constructing big data systems.

Keywords: Big-data, multitasking workload, Big data analytics

I. INTRODUCTION

Big data refers to enormous quantity of data in digital
representation, gathered by companies and government sector.
Data of 2.5 quintillion bytes generated for a day by all over
population. It states that 90

A. Big Data Analytics

Big Data analytics is to explore and to sketch out Big Data,
which can construct operational and business knowledge at an
exceptional extent and specificity. The necessary to examine
and influence movement of data composed by businesses is
one of the major drivers for Big Data analysis tools. The
methodological advances in storage, processing, and analysis
of Big Data include the swiftly diminishing expenditure of
storage and CPU power in latest years; the elasticity and
cost-effectiveness of datacenters and cloud computing for
elastic computation and storage; and the progress of novel
frameworks such as Hadoop, which permit users to acquire
benefits of these distributed computing systems storing out-
sized quantities of data in the course of stretchy parallel
processing. These advances have produced several differences
between traditional analytics and Big Data analytics. Storage
outlay has vividly decreased in the preceding few years. Con-
sequently, while traditional data warehouse operations retained
data for a definite time interval, Big Data applications retain
data for the foreseeable future to comprehend long historical

trends. Hadoop ecosystem and NoSQL databases afford the
tools to raise the processing speed of complex queries and
analytics. Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) in traditional
data warehouses is inflexible as users have to identify schemas
in front of time. As an effect, subsequent to a data warehouse
has been deployed, incorporating a novel schema might be
tricky. With Big Data tools, users do not have to utilize
predefined formats. They can stack structured and unstructured
data in a multiplicity of formats and can prefer how finest to
use the data.

B. Challenges in Big data analytics

Following emphasizes top ten big data definite security and
privacy challenges. Information from Cloud Security Alliance
members and security practitioner-oriented trade journals to
draft an initial list of high-priority security and privacy prob-
lems, studied published research, and arrived at the following
top ten challenges: 1. Distributed programming frameworks
secure computations 2. Finest security practices for non-
relational data stores 3. Secure data storage and transac-
tions logs 4. End-point input validation/filtering 5. Real-time
security/compliance monitoring 6. Scalable and composable
privacy-preserving data mining and analytics 7. Cryptograph-
ically enforced access control and secure communication 8.
Granular access control 9. Granular audits 10. Data prove-
nance.

Scalable and Composable Privacy-Preserving Data Min-
ing and Analytics Big data can be seen as a disquieting

Fig. 1. Decreasing cost of storage
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demonstration of Big Brother by potentially enabling invasions
of privacy, persistent marketing, diminished civil freedoms,
and boost state and corporate control. A modern scrutiny of
how companies are leveraging data analytics for marketing
principles branded a pattern of how a vendor was capable to
classify that a teenager was pregnant before her father knew.
Similarly, data for analytics is not adequate to preserve user
privacy. For instance, AOL released anonymized search logs
for academic functions, but users were simply recognized by
their searchers. Netflix looked an alike problem when users
of their anonymized data set were recognized by correlating
their Netflix movie scores with IMDB scores. Thus, to foil
inadvertent privacy disclosures is significant to be establishing
guidelines and recommendations

Use Cases Analyses the user data which is composed
by companies and government agencies. Data Analyst and
also external contractors or business partners do analyzing
task. A insider or untrusted partner may be malevolent, can
exploit the dataset and extort confidential customer data. In the
same way, immense data is required by intelligence agencies.
Various data sources exist like chat-rooms, personal blogs and
network routers. The majority of data collected is innocent
and ambiguity to be conserved. User safety is increased by
gathering pertinent information, in turns it amplified privacy
preserving mining algorithms.

Big data tools Two divisions are there in Big Data technolo-
gies: batch processing and stream processing. Batch processing
are analytics on data at rest, and stream processing are
analytics on data in motion. Real-time processing does not
constantly require to exist in in memory, and novel interactive
analyses of large- scale data sets through new technologies like
Drill and Dremel provide new paradigms for data analysis;
however, Figure 1 still represents the general trend of these
technologies.

Fig. 2. Flexibility and cost-effeciveness of data centers and cloud computing

Batch processing has one admired technology called
Hadoop. To accumulate enormous amount of files Hadoop
Distributed File System offered by Hadoop framework. Large
scale data problems would ensue often, that can be adapted
by MapReduce programming model.

Beehive Beehive is a prototype APT detection system .Used
at RSA Lab. Beehive specifies that several weak components
employed jointly to accomplish the objective that is APT
detection. At first, Beehive is capable of categorizing policy
violations and infectivity made by malware. Additional appli-
cations like IT management and behavior-based authentication
are maintained by behavior profiling. Beehive grants deep
analyses on security of an organization.

Batch processing and Stream processing It is the execution
of a series of jobs in a program on a computer without
manual intervention (non-interactive). Strictly speaking, it is a
processing mode: the execution of a series of programs each
on a set or ”batch” of inputs, rather than a single input (which
would instead be a custom job). Storm is a distributed real-
time computation system that claims to do forstreaming what
Hadoop did for batch processing.

II. BIG DATA ANALYTICS FOR SECURITY

Here enlighten the analytics evolution in big data. Situa-
tional awareness and information security get better by big
data analytics. Distrustful actions and abnormalities can be
spotted by big data analytics. It scrutinizes financial trans-
actions, log files, and network traffic. Also correlate many
sources of data into a consistent view. Data driven secure
system engage on bank fraud detection and also anomaly-
based intrusion detection systems. One of the noticeable uti-
lization big data analytics is Fraud detection. Fraud detection is
carried out by many Credit card companies. The custom-built
infrastructure to extract Big data is not seems to be reasonable.
Fraud detection system in Bid data was not cost-effective to

Fig. 3. Batch and stream processing
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acclimatize other uses. Fraud detection in many domains like
healthcare, insurance requires major consideration.

Data analytics fraud detection progress is estimated as
follows: 1st generation: Intrusion detection systems 2nd gen-
eration: Security information and event management (SIEM
3rd generation: Big Data analytics in security (2nd generation
SIEM)

Major problems are analyzing logs, network packets, and
system events for forensics and fraud detection .Traditional
systems fall short to endow with the tools to overcome these
issues. Reasons as follows:

1. Large volume of data storage and retrieving was not cost-
effective. Due to this, the large part logs and recorded actions
were removed when certain time limits reached. 2. Complex
queries analytics and execution on huge data was not well
organized as conventional tools are not effective on Bid data. 3.
Unstructured data cannot be evaluated and supervised by con-
ventional tools as traditional tools had strictly defined schemas.
But Big data tools, Piglatin scripts and regular expressions can
query Big data. 4. Cluster computing infrastructures used in
Big data analysis. These systems are consistent, accessible and
offer stability to the systems.

III. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY

In the proposed work, three models assembled together by
the classifier. Data streams classified as existing class and
proposed class. L1,L2,L3..Ln) said to be ensemble models,
novel approach follows certain definition. They are:

Training phase Data is separated into same size chunks.
To treat the chunks effectively, a limit can be set. Various
numbers of classes would be there in each chunk. It uses
K-Medoid clustering method Data with outliers chooses K-
medoid technique. Each chunk has separate model to perform
training. The method appropriate for outlier is K-medoid.
Each chunk has individual model for training phase. Many
clusters formed and accumulated in the model and there is
word set which defines the cluster. Rule used by ensemble
for classifying as follows: Instance x is accessed, then handed
over to created models. This is to verify the outliers model.
On verification, outliers identified by the models belong to
concluding outlier model. Otherwise it put in to one of its
existing class.

Outlier detection Totally three models are produced by
training phases, they were retained in the form of many
clusters and word sets defined clusters. Outliers sensed by the
models as necessary for test instances. Each modal classify
the test instance, it follows series of steps to classify it.
First words in the test instances are gathered. Then it ensures
whether the word present in the test instance. When verified
the instances put into belonging classes. If not it is stated as
outliers model. Secondly, concluding outliers are found out.
Outliers output of previous steps kept in a separate vector.
Each output vector verified for a familiar instance in the output
vector. If it is found then it will be declared in separate
vector. It has Handling concept drift and Detecting concept
drift which defines the above processes. Three types of outliers

are produced by concept drift, concept evolution and noise.
Based on the occasion outliers are isolated. Concept-drift could
be gripped by word set of an instance and various clusters
evaluated with models. Intersection operations finds common
values from the sets, if those values exceeds 50 percent then
it is confirmed as concept-drift.

Handling concept drift Result of concept-drift has instances
of the previous operations. To hold this clusters instance or
classs instance belongs to the word set is found. Difference
between the two sets are calculated and retained in new vector.
A new matrix is created for the unique classs model, which
consists of all 0s.Matrix will be searched for all novel classes
belong to drift word set. Index value will raised by 1 for
every novel drift class. Common threshold limit will be set
for relating each new word. If the matrix value compared with
the threshold limit, true case would be added to novel classs
model. New words have to be altered when comparing the
threshold value.

Concept evolution detection By using the concept drift
criteria concept evolution is detected. If the criteria of concept
drift is not fulfilled by the instance, then it is stated as concept
evolution. If half of the words in word set not confirmed with
concept drift condition then it is concept evolution, defined in
algorithm2.

Handling concept evolution Novel class is produced by
this evolution concept which will be based on the outcome.
Clustering algorithm is useful to create novel class which will
be applied on evolution vector. Evolution vectors number are
same as the clusters. Clusters are joined along with the existing
models.

Data Sharing and Provenance Passwords and controlled
access via permissions remain the most common technological
approaches to protect against unauthorized access to data.
Passwords have been used throughout history to authenticate
personal identity. In the digital world, they consist of a string
of typographical characters used for authentication to approve
access to a computer system or other type of digital resource.
While passwords can improve data security, they are not
without limitations. Those limitations include the fact that
passwords can be easily transferred from one person to another
without permission of the owner of the data. People are also
notoriously bad at password management and continue to
rely on passwords that can be easily hacked (e.g., password
rotation involving simple changes to an underlying password,
the use of family names or birthdates) (Nair, 2012). Traditional
approaches to password resets and the use of temporary
passwords introduce vulnerabilities. Indeed, customer service
staff members at Apple and Amazon inadvertently assisted
in the hacking of Matt Honans digital files through password
security vulnerabilities (i.e., answers to password reset security
questions that an outsider could easily discover or find and
the default password reset solution of sending a temporary
password to a persons email) (Honan, 2012a,b; Nair, 2012).
More secure solutions to reset passwords (e.g., blocked access,
postal mail requests to reset passwords) are considered too
cumbersome on the user and thus unlikely to be adopted.
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Two-factor (or multi-factor) authentication represents an im-
provement over the simple password. While not restricted
to the digital world, two-factor authentication historically
requires that a user submits two of three authentication factors
before gaining access to data or another resource. Those
factors generally include: (1) something a user knows (a
password); (2) something a user has (a physical bank card);
and (3) something a user is (a biometric characteristic such
as a fingerprint). The most common example of this security
approach is the ATM machine, which requires a bank card
and a Personal Identification Number (typically four digits).
Digital application typically requires the use of two passwords.
While better than password-only (one-factor) authentication,
two-factor authentication is vulnerable to the same limitations
as passwords.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we try to propose a strategy based on
string or pattern matching to handle data streams. The pre-
sented strategy can handle infinite-length, concept-evolution
and concept-drift. It can also detect multiple novel classes
occurring simultaneously. The presented strategy is based on
string matching parameter instead of distance to handle the
four challenges of data streams. The false alarm rate in the
developed algorithm is quite low and can be considered as
negligible. The presented strategy does not classify the novel
class instance as existing class, but is not able to handle feature
evolution effectively. The future scope of research work is to
handle feature evolution effectively. All the experiments were
carried out on fixed size chunks, a future scope of the research
is to check the results on dynamic size chunks.
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Abstract—3D CNN for automatic detection of CMBs from
volumetric brain SWI images. The 3D CNN sufficiently encodes
the spatial contextual information and hierarchically extracts
high-level features in a data driven way. It demonstrates better
performance than previous methods based on low-level 3D
features or 2D CNNs. To our best knowledge, we are one of
the pioneers to employ 3D CNN for automatic detection of
key biomarkers from volumetric medical data. To efficiently
leverage 3D CNN, we propose a novel 3D FCN strategy to
successfully avoid redundant computations in the traditional
sliding window strategy. The 3D FCN is capable of inputting
a whole volumetric data and directly outputting a 3D prediction
score volume within a single forward propagation. In this way,
the detection speed is dramatically accelerated. To propose a two-
stage cascaded framework to efficiently and accurately detect
CMBs. The screening stage with the 3D FCN rapidly retrieves
potential candidates, and the discrimination stage with the 3D
CNN focuses on these candidates to further accurately single
out the true CMBs from challenging mimics. In addition, this
proposed framework is general and can be easily adapted to
other biomarker detection tasks.

Keywords- cerebralmicro bleeds, 3D convolutional neural net-
works, susceptibility-weighted imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

CEREBRAL micro bleeds (CMBs) refer to small foci
ofchronic blood products in normal (or near normal) brain-
tissues. They are histopathologically considered to be com-
posedof hemosiderin deposits that leak through pathological-
blood vessels [1]. CMBs are prevalent in patients withcere-

Fig. 1. Illustration of a CMB and a CMB mimic denoted with Green and red
rectangles, respectively. In each of the big rectangle, from top to down, the
rows demonstrate adjacent slices in axial, sagittal and coronal planes. Best
viewed in color.

brovascular and cognitive diseases (such as stroke andde-
mentia), as well as present in healthy aging individuals.The
existence of CMBs and their distribution patterns havebeen
recognized as important diagnostic biomarkers of cerebrovas-
culardiseases. For example, the lobar distribution of CMBs
suggests probable cerebral amyloid angiopathy [2] andthe deep
hemispheric or infratentorial CMBs imply probablehyperten-
sive vasculopathy [3]. More importantly, the presenceof CMBs
could dramatically increase the risk of symptomaticintrac-
erebral hemorrhage and recurrent ischemic stroke [4].Apart
from indicating these vascular diseases, CMBs couldalso struc-
turally damage their nearby brain tissues, and furthercause
neurologic dysfunction, cognitive impairment anddementia
[5]. In this regard, reliable detection of the presenceand
number of CMBs is crucial for cerebral diagnosis andmay
guide physicians in determining which drugs to use fornec-
essary treatment, such as stroke prevention [6].Modern ad-
vances in magnetic resonance (MR) imagingtechnologies, e.g.,
susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI) [7],make paramagnetic
blood products sensitive to screening,and hence facilitate the
recognition of CMBs [8], which suffers from limited repro-
ducibilityamong different observers and could be laborious and
timeconsuming,especially within the context of large numbers
ofsubjects. Alternatively,detection methods can help relieve the
workload on radiologists as well as improve theefficiency and
reliability of the radiologic assessment. However,the detection
of CMBs faces several challenges.First, there is a large varia-
tion regarding the size of CMBswith a diameter ranging from 2
mm to 10 mm [1]. Second,the widespread distributed locations
of CMBs make completeand accurate detection even harder
[2], [3]. Third, there exista lot of hard CMB mimics, e.g., flow
voids, calcification and cavernous malformationswhich would
resemble the appearance of CMBs in SWI scansand heavily
impede the detection process [9].Previous automatic CMB de-
tection methods mainly employedhand-crafted features based
on shape, size and intensityinformation. For example, Fazlol-
lahiet al. [10] utilized the Radon transform to describe the
shape information of CMBs. [11] applied the radial symmetry
transform(RST) to identify spherical regions as CMBs. To im-
provethe capability of discrimination,.[12] proposed tomeasure
the geometric features after performing a 2D fastRST. [13]
further designed more comprehensivefeatures that integrated
the geometry, intensity, scaleand local image structures. To
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improve the detection speed,some researchers proposed to first
quickly remove the apparentnon-CMB background regions and
retrieve a small number ofpromising candidates for further
classification based on these features [14], [15]. However,
the design of these hand-craftedfeatures heavily depends on
the domain knowledge of CMBs.In addition, these low-level
features are usually insufficient tocapture the complicated
characteristics of CMBs.Recently, some investigations have
been dedicated to learningfeatures in a data driven way in
order to more accuratelydetect CMBs [17], [18]. Among
them, convolutional neuralnetwork (CNN) is one of the most
promising solutions tomeet the challenges of CMB detection
by virtue of its highcapability in extracting powerful high-
level features. Actually,CNNs have achieved a great success
with hierarchical featurerepresentations in challenging natural
image recognition tasksincluding object detection [19], se-
mantic segmentation [20]and image classification [21], [22].
Lately, CNNs have alsopresented outstanding effectiveness
on 2D medical imagecomputing problems such as standard
plane localization fromultrasound images [23] and mitosis
detection from histologyimages [24].Our objective in this
work is to detect biomarkers which aresparsely distributed
in a 3D medical volume. However, how toeffectively employ
CNNs on 3D volumetric data still remainsan open problem
in medical image computing community. Onestraightforward
way is to employ conventional 2D CNNs basedon a single
slice and process the slices sequentially [25][27].Apparently,
this solution disregards the contextual informationalong the
third dimension, so its performance would be heavilydegraded.
Alternatively, some researches aggregate adjacentslices [18]
or orthogonal planes [28], [29] to enhance complementary
spatial information.Nevertheless, this solution is still unable
to make full use ofthe volumetric spatial information, because
the input slicesare independently treated and the convolution
kernels arenot shared along the third dimension. Note that the
spatialinformation of all three dimensions is quite important
for ourCMB detection task. To the end, a 3D version of
CNN, which utilizes3D convolution kernels, is a more reliable
solution to take fulladvantage of spatial contextual information
in volumetric datafor more accurate detection of CMBs.To
our best knowledge, the effectiveness of the 3D CNNon
volumetric medical data has not been extensively explored.The
main obstacles lie in the expensive computational cost,memory
requirement and time consumption [30], [31]. Consider,if we
detect lesions from a volume (as is thecase in this work) using
the traditional sliding window strategy[24], [32], [33], over 39
millions of 3D patches are sampled ina voxel-wise manner.
Even with a larger sampling stride suchas 4, we would still ob-
tain over half a million of 3D patches.This brings about a large
amount of computational workload,which is impractical in
clinical practice. Fortunately, by takinga closer look at the slid-
ing window strategy, we can findthat convolutional operations
are redundantly conducted due tooverlapped sampling. In this
case, if we can elegantly removethe massive redundant compu-
tations, the detection process canbe dramatically speeded up.In
order to accurately and efficiently detect CMBs fromvolumet-

ric brain SWI data, we propose a robust and efficientmethod by
leveraging 3D CNNs. Specifically, our methodconsists of two
stages that are designed in a cascaded manner.The first stage
is the screening stage, in which a small numberof candidates
are retrieved using a novel 3D fully convolutionalnetwork
(3D FCN) model. The screening strategywith the 3D FCN
model can achieve significant accelerationcompared with the
conventional sliding window strategy underthe same setting
of the sampling stride. The second stage isthe discrimination
stage, where the candidates obtained fromthe screening stage
are carefully distinguished with a 3D CNNdiscrimination
model. This stage removes a large number offalse positive
candidates and yields the final detection results.To validate
the effectiveness of the proposed method, we builta large
dataset of cerebral SWI images including strokesubjects and
normal aging subjects. Extensive experimentsconducted on the
large dataset corroborate that our methodcan achieve better
results than the state-of-the-art methods interms of sensitivity,
precision and false positive rate. The maincontributions of
this work are summarized as follows:1) We, for the first
time, exploit the 3D CNN for automaticdetection of CMBs
from volumetric brain SWI images.The 3D CNN sufficiently
encodes the spatial contextual Information and hierarchically
extracts high-level featuresin a data driven way. It demon-
strates better performancethan previous methods based on low-
level 3D featuresor 2D CNNs. 3D score volume2) to efficiently
leverage 3D CNN, we propose a novel 3DFCN strategy to
successfully avoid redundant computationsin the traditional
sliding window strategy. The 3DFCN is capable of inputting a
whole volumetric data and Directly outputting a 3D prediction
score.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

Due to the increasing of medical data flow, the accurate de-
tection of tumors in the MRI slices becomes a fastidious task to
perform. Different kinds of tumors lead to aninhomogeneity of
their sizes, shapes, textures, locations andintensities, whence
the automatic detection of abnormal tissuesis a challenging
task. An automatic brain tumor detection technique which
incorporates the methods of modified texturebased region
growing and cellular automata edge detection. However, the
use of the texture by itself is not sufficient because some real
data do not have enough texture featuresleading to unsatisfying
results. The variety of tumor texturecan generate confusion
with other tissues if considered alone. The Fuzzy C means
algorithm is used for classifyingbrain tumor images and it
works well for tumor detection. Like the mean-shift, this
method has a high computationcomplexity; however it is
suitable when the number of clustersis unknown a priori. In
brain symmetry was used for tumor segmentationand detection
by using the texture and intensity. The application of this
kindof feature is limited on axial and coronal planes because
thereare no symmetric structures in the sagittal plane.
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

1. Image Preprocessing Image pre-processing can signifi-
cantly increase the reliability of an optical inspection. Several
filter operations which intensify or reduce certain image details
enable an easier or faster evaluation. This includes correcting
any intensity or shade irregularities in the image. This corrects
the inherent problems associated with the scanning technology
used, making the image a true replica of the actual features of
the board. The Image Enhancement which includes the proce-
dure of preprocessing the images. Two procedures which are
used to enhance the image quality (a) Image Sharpening and
(b) Contrast enhancement along with the following modules
Blocking o Blocking is the process of dividing the RGB image
into four blocks, each 250x250 pixels RGB to Gray o RGB to
gray is the process of converting each block RGB image into
gray image. Image Blocks (Gray) and Denoising. o Image
blocks is the images converted from RGB images into gray
image, which consists of the full image (500x500), top left
block (250x250), the top right block (250x250), bottom left
block (250x250), and the bottom right block (250x250).

2. Image Screening In order to accurately and efficiently
detect CMBs from volumetric brain SWI data, we propose a
robust and efficient method by leveraging 3D CNNs. Specifi-
cally, our method consists of two stages that are designed in
a cascaded manner. The first stage is the screening stage, in
which a small number of candidates are retrieved using a novel
3D full convolution network (3D FCN) model. The screening
strategy with the 3D FCN model can achieve significant
acceleration compared with the conventional sliding window
strategy under the same setting of the sampling stride. During
the training phase, the positive samples are extracted from
CMB regions and augmented by translation, rotation and mir-
roring to expand the training database. In practice, the network
is trained with three sub-steps. We start from training an initial
3D CNN with randomly selected non-CMB regions throughout
the brain negative samples. Next, we add false positive samples
acquired by applying the initial model on the training set. 3.
Candidate Generation During the testing phase, the 3D FCN
model takes the whole volume as input and generates the
corresponding coarse 3D score volume. Considering that the
produced score volume could be noisy, we utilize the local
non-max suppression in a 3D fashion as the post-processing.
Locations in the 3D score volume are then sparsely traced
back to coordinates in the original input space, according to
the index mapping process presented. Finally, regions with
high prediction probabilities are selected as the potential
candidates. The fewer false positives produced the more pow-
erful discrimination capability a screening method has. The
proposed 3D FCN model achieves the highest sensitivity with
least average number of false positives, which highlights the
efficacy of the proposed method. 4. Image discrimination The
second stage is the discrimination stage, where the candidates
obtained from the screening stage are carefully distinguished
with a 3D CNN discrimination model. This stage removes
a large number of false positive candidates and yields the

final detection results. In this stage, 3D small blocks are
cropped centered on the screened candidate positions. The
size of these blocks was carefully validated. We first found
that a number of false positives were produced in the first
stage with a training block size of 16 By enlarging the block
size, richer contextual information within larger surrounding
neighborhood can provide additional clues to better distinguish
CMBs from their mimics. However, due to the small size of
CMB, the cropped block size cannot be too large. Otherwise,
redundant contextual information would be introduced amay
degrade the performance.

IV. ARCHITECTURE

V. METHODOLOGY

It is composed of two stages: screening stage anddiscrimi-
nation stage. In the screening stage, the 3D FCNmodel takes
a whole volumetric data as input and directlyoutputs a 3D
score volume. Each value on the 3D score volumerepresents
the probability of CMB at a corresponding voxel ofthe input
volume. Subsequently, in the discrimination stage,we further
remove false positive candidates by applying a 3DCNN dis-
crimination model to distinguish true CMBs fromchallenging
mimics with high-level feature representations.A. 3D Convo-
lutional Neural NetworkTypically, a CNN alternatively stacks
convolutional Sub-sampling, e.g., max-pooling , layers. In a C
layer,small feature extractors (kernels) sweep over the topol-
ogy andtransform the input into feature maps. 2D convolution
kernel ,Comparison of using 2D and 3D convolution kernels
given volumetricimage with size of in terms of network input,
kernel behavior andgenerated feature map. Red lines represent
the moving direction of kernels,i.e., sweeping over the 2D
and 3D topologies, respectively. With the 2Dconvolution , the
volume is first split into Z isolatedslices along the third direc-
tion and these slices are input to the network. Eachgenerated
feature map is a 2D patch. With the 3D convolution , the
entire volume is input to the network. Each generatedfeature
map is a 3D volume.Within a neighborhood are abstracted
to acquire invariance tolocal translations. After several C and
M layers, feature mapsare flattened into a feature vector,

Fig. 2. Architecture diagram for Detection of micro bleeds in brain CT images
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followed by fully-connected(FC) layers. Finally, a softmax
classification layer yields theprediction probability. Readers
can refer to ]for moredetails about typical CNN constructions.
Although CNNs haveachieved remarkable successes in 2D
medical image analysis, they have been seldom extended to 3D
volumetricimage processing tasks. Convolutional Layers: In a
typical C layer, a featuremap is produced by convolving the
input with convolutionkernels, adding a bias term, and finally
applying a non-linearactivation function. In 2D natural image
processing, the input of CNN usuallyconsists of three color
channels (i.e., RGB). Inspired by this,the most straightforward
way to adapt 2D CNN to supportvolumetric data processing
is replacing the color channels withslices of the volume. 2D
kernels are formed, with each single slice swept over by
uniquekernel ,However, this scheme cannotsufficiently lever-
age the spatial information, since the Z 2Dkernels are different
from each other. In other words, due tothe absence of kernel
sharing across the third dimension, theencoded volumetric
spatial information is inevitably deficient.Learning feature
representations from all three dimensionsis vitally important
for biomarker detection tasks from volumetricmedical data,
e.g., CMB detection from SWI images. Inthis regard, we
propose to employ the 3D convolution kernel,in the pursuance
of encoding richer spatial information of thevolumetric data.
In this case, the feature maps are 3D blocksinstead of 2D
patches (we call them feature volumes hereafter, given the
same volumetric image of when we employ a 3D convolution
kernel togenerate a 3D feature volume, the input to the
network is theentire volumetric data. Consequently, a 3D
kernel is formedand it sweeps over the whole 3D topology.
By Leveraging the kernel sharing across all three dimensions,
thenetwork can take full advantage of the volumetric contex-
tualinformation.Generally, the following equation formulates
the exploited3D convolution operation in an element-wise
manner:2) 3D CNN Hierarchical: the 3D convolutional layers,
we can hierarchically constructa deep 3D CNN model by
stacking the C, M and FC layers. Specifically, in the C
layer, multiple 3Dfeature volumes are produced. In the M
layer, the max-poolingoperation is also performed in a 3D
fashion, i.e., the feature Volumes are sub-sampled based on
a cubic neighborhood. Inthe following FC layer, 3D feature
volumes are flattened into afeature vector as its input. The
ultimate output layer employsthe softmax activation to yield
the prediction probabilities.In our 3D CNN implementation,
the rectifier linear unit[35] is utilized for the non-linear acti-
vation functionin the C and FC layers. The 3D convolution
kernels are randomlyInitialized from the Gaussian distribution
and trainableparameters in the network are tuned using the
standard back propagationwith stochastic gradient descent by
minimizingthe cross entropy loss. Meanwhile, dropout strategy
[36] is Utilized to reduce the co-adaption of intermediate
features andimprove the generalization capability.B. 3D Fully
Convolutional NetworkOne of the main concerns about ex-
ploiting CNN in medical Imaging domain lies in the time
performance, as many medicalFC2applications require prompt
responses for further diagnosisand treatment. The situation is

more rigorous when processingvolumetric medical data. Di-
rectly applying 3D CNNs to detectlesions using the traditional
sliding window strategy is usuallyimpracticable, especially
when the input images are acquiredwith high resolutions,
because thousands or even millions of3D block samples need
to be analyzed. In most biomarkerdetection applications, the
targets are usually sparsely distributed Throughout the volume,
such as the CMBs in the 3Dbrain MR data. To this end,
one promising solution is to firstobtain the candidates with
a high sensitivity and then performfine-grained discrimination
only on these candidates, so thatthe computational cost can
be greatly reduced. Previous workproposed to retrieve CMB
candidates also called regions-of interest(ROI) in some papers)
in a MR volume by employinglocal statistical information,
including size, intensity, shapeand other geometric features
However, due to the large variations of CMBs in different
patients, only relyingon these statistic values, it is difficult to
precisely describe thecharacteristics of CMBs and detach them
from the backgroundregions. The results either neglect true
CMBs or include a largenumber of false positives, which can
complicate the followingdiscrimination procedure.We propose
to use 3D CNN to robustly screen candidates byleveraging
high-level spatial representations of CMBs learnedfrom a large
number of 3D training samples. However, we stillface the
challenge of time performance when employing 3DCNN to
retrieve candidates with the traditional sliding windowstrategy.
To this end, inspired by the 2D fully convolutionalnetworks
[20], [37], we propose to extend the strategy into a 3D format
for efficient retrieval of CMB candidates from MRvolumetric
data. The proposed 3D FCN can take an arbitrary sizedvolume
as input and produce a 3D score volume withina single
forward propagation, and hence greatly speed up thecandidate
retrieval procedure without damaging the sensitivity.1) Fully
Convolutional Transformation: In the 3D CNNarchitecture,
both the M and C layers can process arbitrary sizedinput,
where convolution or max-pooling kernels sweepover the
input and generate the corresponding-sized output.However,
the traditional FC layers flatten the feature volumesinto vectors
thus dismissing the spatial relationships. As a result, a network
with traditional FC layers requires that the initial inputs
have a fixed size. For example, when the network is trained
based on 3D samples of size ,errors will arise if we input a
test sample of size ,due to the shape mismatch in the first
dimension. . In this way, the vector-matrix multiplications are
formulated as convolutionoperations with kernels. With the FC
layers convertedinto convolutional layers, the network could
therefore support arbitrary-sized input. 2) 3D Score Volume
Generation: During the training phase,a traditional 3D CNN
model is learned. Once training is done,to acquire the 3D
FCN model, the FC layers in the traditional3D CNN are
transformed into the convolutional fashion. Morespecifically,
the multiplication matrix is reshapedinto a D tensor Wl2 (the
dimensionsare ordered for the ease of implementation), and
hence theweight matrix is converted into a series of convo-
lution kernels.During the testing phase, the 3D FCN model
directly inputs avolume and outputsa 3D score volume (with
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reduced resolution compared with theoriginal input size). The
value at each location of score volumeindicates the probability
of CMB. Some technical issues need to be handled when
developingthe 3D FCN model. Specifically, when converting
the traditionalFC layers into the convolutional fashion by cast-
ingthe 2D multiplication matrix into the 5D tensor, we should
precisely maintain the spatialcorrelations. In addition, during
the whole volume testing Phase, we need to ensure the di-
mension consistency in thelogistic regression layer, where the
feature volumes are first Flattened into vectors, then applied
to the softmax function andfinally reshaped back to form the
3D score volume.Compared with the sliding window strategy
which repeatedlycrops overlapping samples, the FCN strategy
producesa 3D score volume within a single forward propaga-
tion. Asa result, the 3D FCN successfully eliminates a large
numberof redundant convolutional computations, which dra-
maticallyspeeds up the prediction process. For example, when
employingthe number of convolution operations to roughlyes-
timate the computational cost of a testing volume with size3D
score volume Original input spaceMapping Receptive field3)
Score Volume Index Mapping: Due to successive layersof
convolution and max-sampling operations, the size of the
Generated 3D score volume is reduced compared with the
original input. Actually, the 3D score volume is a coarse
version of the voxel-wise predictions which are produced
bythe sliding window strategy. Meanwhile, the locations on
thiscoarse score volume can be traced back to the coordinates
onthe original input space.Since all three dimensions follow
the same index mappingmechanism, we demonstrate the map-
ping process with onedimension. In our formulation, indices
are numbered fromzero. Generally, for each C or M layer
(supposing non-paddingconvolution and non-overlap pooling)
in the model, the indexmapping procedure with convolution or
max-pooling operation.Equivalently,if the cubic patch centered
on the traced position is input to thetraditional 3D CNN, the
prediction probability is indeed thevalue at the location on the
coarse score volume. Consequently,the prediction scores are
sparsely mapped back onto the inputvolume, and regions with
high probabilities are retrieved aspotential candidates.C. Two-
stage Cascaded FrameworkIn order to detect CMBs from MR
images, we employ 3DCNN based models to tap potentials of
spatial information inall three dimensions and represent them
as high-level features.We construct a 3D FCN model and a
3D CNN model tailoredfor two different stages and integrate
them into an efficientand robust detection framework. In this
cascaded frameworkfor CMB detection, each stage serves its
own mission. Thescreening stage with the 3D FCN aims to
accurately rejectthe background regions and rapidly retrieve a
small numberof potential candidates. The discrimination stage
with the 3DCNN focuses only on the screened set of can-
didates to furthersingle out the true CMBs from challenging
mimics.1) Screening Stage: In this stage, the 3D FCN model
withthe architecture shown in Table I is exploited. Note that
theFC layers are converted into the convolutional fashion, thus
wepresent kernel sizes for them. We analyzed the bounding
boxsizes of CMB regions, which were measured in the number

ofvoxels along the three axes. The sagittal and frontal axes
takesimilar sizes and the longitudinal axis has a relatively
lowresolution due to the parameter settings of data acquisition
.

VI. CONCLUSION

An efficient and robust method to detect CMBs from CT
volumes leveraging 3D CNNs. With the continuous accumu-
lation of medical data, 3D CNN is a promising solution for
many detection depends upon the size and segmentation tasks
from 3D volumetric data, as it is capable of representing high
level features with rich spatial information of targets in a
data driven way. However, the expensive computational cost
of 3DCNN prohibits its use in clinical practice. We propose
a twostage framework to reduce its computational cost and
improve the detection performance. The first stage retrieves a
numberof candidates with high probabilities of being CMBs by
leveraginga novel 3D FCN strategy. Compared with traditional
slidingwindow strategy, the 3D FCN strategy eliminates a
largenumber of redundant convolutional computations, and
hence dramatically speeds up the detection procedure. In
the secondstage, a well-trained model is performed on the
candidates todiscriminate CMBs from hard mimics.
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Abstract—Mobile devices are the half of our daily life from
previous few years. Consequently, providing facilities and security
are changing into progressively distinguished options on mobile
devices. In this paper, we have to developed a home automation
system that interfaces with automaton mobile devices. The mobile
device and system can communicate with everyalternative from
long-range via Wi-Fi. The mobile application can be loaded and
interfaces with system from any compatible device. Commands
to ON/OFF electrical equipment like lights, fans, air conditioners
etc at home or any organization is sent easily and quickly
from the mobile devices via a straightforwardand comfyinterface
application, which is simple to use for the any traditional users.
The system then acts and respond to these commands by taking
actions per commands and offers the result to the user. The user
can conjointly see the result on automaton mobile application
from anyplace. Therefore, it’s a sensible choiceto style a home
automation for luxurious life. Automation is the use of control
systems and information technologies to reduce the need for
human work in the production of goods and services. Keywords:
Android Mobile Phone, Wi-Fi, AVR Atmega8 Microcontroller.

I. INTRODUTION

In now a day’s, development and changes of technologies is
happens daily as well as continuous improvement of people’s
living standards are increasing. The mobile phones are the
inspirable half of human lives these days. The mobile phone
is that themost significanta part of human lives today. With
the help of this good gadgets human will do several works
with or while notnet like here we are able tocreate our home
still as organization smarter or a lot of luxurious. The phone
based on robot system is quickly developed, so at it’s I/O
developers conference, Google showed a sneak preview of it’s
Android Home Project, which can extend the robot platform
into familyobjects.Here we projected a new technology, so that
mobile phones may bewont to communicate with and manage-
ment electrical switches like Fans, A.C.Lights etc using robot
App Wi-Fi module. The transmitter of Wi-Fi transmits the data
given by the applyingexploitation radio waves technology. The
Wi-Fi works on radio waves technology, as the data to be saw
Wi-Fi is regenerate into the magnetic attraction signal that is
then sent exploitation the antenna. This signal is passed to the
Arduino controller. The Arduino further operates the received
data and performs operations. This controller can be connected
to the Relays of various switches to pass the presentonce
generating the flux. In future, we will use router for a goodvary
access like for the goodtowncomes. New appliances can be

accessorial anytime to the system, which provides for the
reliableness of the system.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

Home automation can be defined as a system implemented
at a residential place whereby the intention is to make the
place intelligent so that energy is conserved and security is
maintained. Most systems would exchange data or would
communicate with the help of Bluetooth, ZigBee and GSM.
After test, this system works to monitor the home appliances
very well at the low cost. The literature associated with the
analysis topic has been reviewed for last twenty years so as to
seek out work carried out by varied researchers A. Wireless
observance mistreatment Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Zigbee and RF.
B. Applications have varied wide like Home Automation,
Security Systems, Bio-medical applications,Agriculture, sur-
roundings, Reservoir, Bridge health observance, etc.

Fig. 1. ARCHITECTUREDIAGRAM
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

This paper proposes a Home Automation system that em-
ploys the integration of multi-touch mobile devices, cloud
networking, wireless communication,and power-line commu-
nication.The proposed system is a distributed home automation
system, consists of android application via wifi.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Software design

Android is a software stack for mobile devices that include
and operating system, middleware and key applications. The
Android SDK provides the tools and APIs necessary to begin
developing applications on the Android platform using the Java
programming language. By providing an open development
framework, Android offers developers the ability to build
extremely rich and innovative applications. Developers have
full access to the same framework APIs used by the core
applications. Android includes a set of C/C++ libraries used by
various components of the Android system. They include Sys-
tem C library, Media library, Surface Manager, LibWebCore,
SGL, SQLite, FreeType and3D libraries. Android applications
are written in Java programming language. The Android SDK
compiles the code along with any data and resource files
into an Android package, an archive file with an .apk file
extension. All the code in a single .apk file is considered

Fig. 2. BLOCK DIAGRAM

to be one application and is the file that Android powered
devices use to install the application. Once installed on a
device, each Android application lives in its own security
sandbox. Some important application fundamentals are: The
Android operating system is a multi-user Linux system where
each application is a different user. By default, the system
assigns each application a unique user ID. The system sets
permission for all the files in an application so that only the
user ID assigned to that application can access them. Each
process has its own virtual machine, so an applications code
runs in isolation from other application. Every application runs
its own Linux process.

B. Hardware Design

The Microcontroller includes the Harvard architecture that
works rapidly with the RISC. The features of this Micro-
controller include different features compared with other like
sleep modes-6, inbuilt ADC (analog to digital converter),
internal oscillator and serial data communication, performs the
instructions in a single execution cycle. These Microcontroller
were very fast and they utilize low power to work in different
power saving modes. There are different configurations of
AVR microcontrollers are available to perform various opera-
tions like 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit.

C. Wi-Fi Module

The module relies on the Institute of Electrical and physics
Engineers 802.11 standards. It supports clear transmission
mode and multiple network protocols. The Wi-Fi module is
embedded supported the universal port, Ethernet, wireless net-
work interface between the conversions. The modules integrate
all of the RF parts needed, removing, the requirement to
perform high-ticket RF style and take a look at. It merely
connecting sensors and switches to the module I/O pins or
UART interface.

D. Relays

A relay is associate electrically operated switch. several
relays use associate magnet to automatically operate a switch.

Fig. 3.
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Relays square measure used wherever it’s necessary to manage
a circuit by a low-power signal. Relays management power
circuits with no moving components, instead employing a
semiconductor unit to perform change defend electrical cir-
cuits from overload or faults in trendy electrical power systems
.

V. MODULES

A. App creation

The first stage is creating an android application.A smart
home app is used to send commands to the controller device.
The app used to send the command into wifi module .

B. Connectivity module

The process of connecting devices is performed in this mod-
ule.The wifi option is enabled in the mobile phone, it searches
for the devices in the particular region for connectivity.Once

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

the connectivity is obtained, the devices can easily send the
commands to the controller.connecting module working with
based on ip address. The wifi module consist of ip address
pair ip address in our android app.

C. Controller module

The commands generated from the mobile phone are con-
trolled through this module.The ATMEGA 8 microcontroller
is used to control the devices in smart home system.

D. Home appliances

After processing the commands from the controller, the
home appliances such as light, fan etc are controlled.Thus
by using android application the smart home devices are
controlled easily through wifi.

VI. APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

Followings are the applications of electrical switch ON/OFF
victimization automaton App via WI-FI

A. operational door

To operate doors from the smart phone via automaton
Application. It provide facility to unlock door while not
carrying keys thus it conjointly increase the security.

Fig. 6. login
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B. operational water Motors

This system helps to automatically flip the water motor from
your sensible phone device victimization automaton app via
Wi-Fi. It also helps to flip ON/OFF water cipher.

VII. FEATURES AND BENEFITS

In recent years, wireless systems like Wi-Fi have become
more and more common in home networking. Also in home
and building automation systems, the use of wireless tech-
nologies give several advantages that could not be achieved
using a wired network only. 1.) Reduced installation costs:
First and foremost, installation costs are significantly reduced
since no cabling is necessary.Wired solutions require cabling,
where material as well as the professional laying of cables (e.g.
into walls) is expensive. 2.) System scalability and easy exten-
sion: Deploying a wireless network is especially advantageous
when, due to new or changed requirements, extension of the
network is necessary.Incontrast to wired installations, in which
cabling extension is tedious. 3.) Aesthetical benefits: Apart
from covering a larger area,this attribute helps to full aes-
thetical requirements as well. Examples include representative
buildings with all-glass architecture and historical buildings

Fig. 7. overview

where design or conservatory reasons do not allow laying of
cables.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Thus a brand new system is supposed pattern automaton
application via Wi-Fi to manage the electronic switch like
Lights, Fans, A.C.Anyone will operate this method because

Fig. 8. working

Fig. 9. working
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of its user friendly programme from anywhere in remote
access area network reception or organizations.As per the
securities purpose of browse, we have a tendency to provide
access code for the Wi-Fi. that the system helps user to
chop back efforts and making home or organization lots of
intelligent and life luxurious. It is evident from this project
that a personal management home automation system are
often cheaply created from low price domestically obtainable
elements and might be accustomed management multifaceted
home appliances move from the safety lamps, the tv to the
air con system and even the whole house lighting system.And
higher still, the elements needed are thus tiny and few that they
will be packaged into a little conspicuous instrumentation.
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Abstract—In this Project we are going to reduce the overall
participant of 5G data access and will increase the overall speed
and throughput of the system.Usually the for accessing the 5G
data plans there are number of users was high.This will produce
the overall network resource availability into unavalabilty.We are
applying the new technology called as crowd sensing, in which we
aremaking the primary user as the relay section for distributing
the data oversecondary user which will reduce the overall delay of
the systemSave the participants smartphone energy consumption
and mobile data

I. INTRODUTION
Nowadays mobile crowd sensing (MCS) is becoming an

effectiveand practical way to carry out various sensing tasks,
as rich-sensorequipped smartphones are getting more and
more popular, some obstacles severely stop users from par-
ticipatingMCS tasks.For example, participating in MCS tasks
will incur additional 5Gdata usage for a user, which might
lead to more fees paid to thetelecom operators.This issue,
which we will refer to as 5G data cost, is one of themajor
concerns for MCS participantsenterprise. Thus, the cloud users
should in the first place to make sure that their data are
confidential to restricted parties, including the cloud provider
and their potential competitors etc. This is the first security
requirementdata confidentialityData confidentiality is not the
only security requirement. When enterprise users outsource
confidential data for sharing on cloud servers, fine-grained,
data integrity, flexible and scalable access control is also
strongly desired.

II. RELATED WORKS
Recent years have witnessed an increasing interest in MCS

research [1], [2], leading to many applications, such as ur-
ban noise monitoring [9], everyday point-of-interest tracking
[10], and social sed by Sinteraction sensing [11]. Generic
MCS platformsfirst addresahai and Waters [17]. In a KP-ABE
scheme, the ciphertext is associated with a set of attributes
and users decryption key is associated with a policy over
those attributes. In a CPABE scheme, the situation is reversed.
Since the users key is associated with a set of attributes,

CP-ABE is conceptually closer to traditional access control
methods such as Role-based Access Control (RBAC) . To
improve the flexibility of representing user attributes in keys,
Bobba,et al. [8] introduced Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Set-
Based Encryption (CPASBE),which is a new form of CP-ABE
and organizes user attributes into a recursive set structure.
CP-ASBE can support compound attributes efficiently as well
as multiple value assignments. Therefore, CP-ASBE is more
versatile and flexible and supports many practical scenarios
more naturally and efficiently. To achieve flexible and fine-
grained access control in cloud computing, some schemes
[8,9] have been proposed recently. Yu et al.s scheme [4]
adopts the so-called Key-Policy Attribute-based Encryption
(KP-ABE), and Wang et al.s scheme [9] base on Hierarchical
Identity-Based Encryption (HIBE) and CPABE. Although both
two schemes achieve fine-grained access control in cloud
computing, there are still some problems. Since CP-ABE is
conceptually closer to traditional access control methods, it
is more natural to apply CP-ABE to enforce access control
instead of KP-ABE. Compared to CP-ASBE, CP-ABE cannot
support compound attributes so efficiently and doesnt support
multiple value assignments. We realize the advantage of CP-
ASBE. A new scheme, called Hierarchical Attribute-Set-Based
Encryption (HASBE)[1], by extending the CP-ASBE algo-
rithm with a hierarchical structure. We apply HASBE with
third party auditor (TPA), to verify the integrity of the dynamic
data stored in the cloud. Ourflexibility and existing schemes.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

Mobility Prediction module predicts participants mobility
patterns in the next month.With mobility prediction results,
we can forecast how often a participant might meet another
participant, a Bluetooth gateway, or a WiFi access point, etc.
The main advantages of proposed system was it improvethe
overall QOS of the 5G data services It can minimize the delay
produced by the slow speedconnections.User can act as the re-
lay station which leads touninterrupted 5G service.The overall
complexity faced by the 5G base station also minimized.
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A. System Models

Uploading Decision Making Participant Partition Mobility
Prediction module Sensed Data Size Estimation module This
component runs on every crowd sensing participantssmart-
phone.It is triggered to decide whether to upload/relay or keep
data when a participant encounters a cost-free event,such as
meeting another participant or discovering a Bluetooth/WiFi
gateway. This component runs on the crowd sensing orga-
nizersserver to assign the participants to either the UnDP
orPAYG group.It relies on two modules - mobility prediction
and sensedMobility Prediction module predicts participants
mobilitypatterns in the next month.With mobility prediction
results, we can forecast how oftena participant might meet
another participant, a Bluetoothgateway, or a WiFi access
point, etc.data size estimation. Mobility Prediction module
predicts participants mobilitypatterns in the next month.

With mobility prediction results, we can forecast how often
a participant might meet another participant, a Bluetooth
gateway, or a WiFi access point, etc.

B. System Architecture Design

As depicted in Fig. 2, the cloud computing system under
HASBE consists of five types of parties: a cloud service
provider, data owners, data consumers, a number of domain
authorities, and a trusted authority. The cloud service provider
manages a cloud to provide data storage service. Data owners
encrypt their data files and store them in the cloud for sharing
with data consumers. To access the shared data files, data
consumers download encrypted data files of their interest from
the cloud and then decrypt them. Each data owner/consumer
is administrated by a domain authority. A domain authority
is managed by its parent domain authority or the trusted
authority. Data owners, data consumers, domain authorities,
and the trusted authority are organized in a hierarchical man-
ner. Here we introduce Third Party authenticator in between

Fig. 1. Overview diagram

data owner and cloud service provider as depict in fig.3.The
third party auditor (TPA),who has expertise and capabilities
that cloud users do not have and is trusted to assess the
cloud storage service reliability on behalf of the user upon
request. To save the computation resource as well as the
online burden, cloud users may resort to TPA for ensuring
the storage integrity of their outsourced data, while hoping
to keep their data private from TPA. To enable privacy-
preserving public auditing for cloud data storage under the
aforementioned model, our protocol design should achieve
the following security and performance guarantees. 1) Public
auditability: to allow TPA to verify the correctness of the cloud
data on demand without retrieving a copy of the whole data
or introducing additional online burden to the cloud users. 2)
Storage correctness: to ensure that there exists no cheating
cloud server that can pass the TPAs audit without indeed
storing users data intact. 3) Privacy-preserving: to ensure that
the TPA cannot derive users data content from the information
collected during the auditing process. 4) Batch auditing: to
enable TPA with secure and efficient auditing capability to
cope with multiple auditing delegations from possibly large
number of different users simultaneously. 5) Lightweight: to
allow TPA to perform auditing with minimum communication
and computation overhead.

C. Scheme Description

The main operations of HASBE with TPA: Data Integrity.
Data integrity being one of the most important feature in the

Fig. 2. System architecture with TPA

Fig. 3. System architecture with TPA
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cloud computing. Hash based message authentication code is
cryptographic hash function which is all about the concate-
nation of message and the key and hash them together. It is
the method of calculating message authentication code with
cryptographic hash function by using secret cryptographic key.
The hash algorithm used to generate the authentication code is
SHA. The authentication code used to verify the data integrity
and authentication of the message using the security key which
is necessary for producing the code. So as to ensure the data
integrity message authentication code is used along with the
hash function like Secured Hash Algorithm(SHA). HMAC
supports hash algorithms like MD5, SHA 1, SHA 256 and
etc.

To compute a MAC over the data text using the HMAC
function,the following opereation is Performed; MAC (text)t =
HMAC(K,text)t = H((Ko opad)——H((Ko ipad) —— text))t
Step by step process in the HMAC algorithm,which is depicted
in

Step 1- If the length of K = B: set K0 = K. Go to step 4.
Step 2- If the length of K ¿ B: hash K to obtain an L byte
string, then append (B-L) zeros to create a B-byte string K0
(i.e., K0 = H(K) —— 0000). Go to step 4. Step 3- If the length

Fig. 4. Refund budget proportions for varying price settings. Overview of
participant partition framework.

Fig. 5.

of K ¡ B: append zeros to end of K create a B-byte string K0
(e.g., if K is 20 bytes in length and B = 64, then K will be
appended with be appended with 44 zero bytes 0x00). Step
4- Exclusive-Or K0 with ipad to produce a B-byte string: K0
ipad . Step 5 -Append the stream of data text to to the string
resulting from step 4:(ko ipad)—— Text. Step 6 -Apply H to
the stream generated in step 5:H((koipad)——text). Step 7 -
exclusive-or Ko with opad :ko opad. Step 8- Append the result
from step 6 to step 7: (ko opad) —— H((KO ipad) —— text).
Step 9- Apply H to the result from step 8: H((ko opad)——
H((ko ipad) —— text)). Step 10- Select the leftmost t bytes
of the result of step 9 as the MAC.

The Fig-4 depict HMAC Which implement the function:
HMACk = Hash [(K+ XOR opad)] — — Hash [(K+ XOR
ipad) — — M)] K+ is K padded with zeros on the left so
that the result is b bits in length ipad is a pad value of 36 hex
repeated to fill block opad is a pad value of 5C hex repeated
to fill block M is the message given as input to HMAC.

IV. SHARED RESOURCES AND TRUSTED
AUTHORITY

The trusted authority acts as the root of trust and authorizes
the top-level domain authorities. A domain authority is trusted
by its subordinate domain authorities or users that it admin-
istrates, but may try to get the private keys of users outside
its domain. Users may try to access data files either within or
outside the scope of their access privileges, so malicious users
may collude with each other to get sensitive files beyond their
privileges. The trusted authority is responsible for generating
and distributing system parameters and root master keys as

Fig. 6. HMAC Function
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well as authorizing the top-level domain authorities. A domain
authority is responsible for delegating keys to subordinate
domain authorities at the next level or users in its domain.
Each user in the system is assigned a key structure which
specifies the attributes associated with the users decryption
key.

A. ONLINE LOGISTIC REGRESSION ON MANIFOLDS

Y. Xie and R. Willett, Online logistic regression on man-
ifolds, IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech
and Signal Processing (ICASSP),2013 Describes a new
method for online logistic regression when the feature vectors
lie close to a low-dimensional manifold and when observations
of the feature vectors may be noisy or have missing elements.
The new method exploits the low dimensional structure of
the feature vector, finds a multi-scale union of linear subsets
that approximates the manifold, and performs online logistic
regression separately on each subset. The union of subsets
enables better performance in the face of noisy and missing
data, and offsets challenges associated with the curse of
dimensionality. The effectiveness of the proposed method in
predicting correct labels of the data and in adapting to slowly
time-varying manifolds are demonstrated using numerical ex-
amples and real data.

V. CONCLUSION

By introducing delay-tolerant data uploading mecha-
nisms,Unlimited participants could relay PAYG participants
senseddata to the server without additional 5G cost.PAYG
participants could also upload their sensed data viafree-charge
Bluetooth/WiFi gateways to reduce 5G cost. Based on these
observations,we propose the data uploading strategies for both
PAYG and UnDP participants and design a participant partition
algorithm to determine whether a participant should
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Abstract—Credit and debit card data theft is one of the
earliest forms of cybercrime. Still, it is one of the most common
nowadays. Attackers often aim at stealing such customer data
by targeting the Point of Sale (for short, PoS) system, i.e. the
point at which a retailer first acquires customer data. Modern
PoS systems are powerful computers equipped with a card
reader and running specialized software. Increasingly often, user
devices are leveraged as input to the PoS. In these scenarios,
malware that can steal card data as soon as they are read
by the device has flourished. As such, in cases where customer
and vendor are persistently or intermittently disconnected from
the network, no secure on-line payment is possible. This paper
describes FRoDO, a secure off-line micro-payment solution that
is resilient to PoS data breaches. Our solution improves over
up to date approaches in terms of flexibility and security. To
the best of our knowledge, FRoDO is the first solution that can
provide secure fully off-line payments while being resilient to all
currently known PoS breaches. In particular, we detail FRoDO
architecture, components, and protocols. Further, a thorough
analysis of FRoDO functional and security properties is provided,
showing its effectiveness and viability

I. INTRODUTION

Mark analysts have predicted that mobile payments will
overtake the traditional marketplace, thus providing greater
convenience to consumers and new source of revenue to
many companies . This scenario produces a shift in pur-
chase methods from classic credit cards to new approaches
such as mobile-based payments, giving new market entrants
novel business chances. Widely supported by recent hardware,
mobile payment technology is still at its early stages of
evolution but it is expected to rise in the near future as demon-
strated by the growing interest in crypto-currencies. The first
pioneeringmicro-payment scheme, was proposed by Rivest
(seePayword ) back in 1996. Nowadays, crypto-currencies and
decentralized payment systems (e.g., Bitcoin ) are increasingly
popular, fostering a shift from physical to digital currencies.
However, such payment techniques are not yet commonplace,
due to several unresolved issues, including a lack of widely-
accepted standards, limited interoperability among systems
and, most importantly, security.

II. RELATED WORKS

Mobile payment solutions proposed so far can be classified
as fully on-line semi off-line weak off-line or fully off-line.

The main issue with a fully off-line approach is the difficulty of
checking the trustworthiness of a transaction without a trusted
third party. In fact, keeping track of past transacttions with no
available connection to external parties or shared databases can
be quite difficult, as it is difficult for a vendor to check if some
digital coins have already been spent. This is the main reason
why during last few years, many different approaches have
been proposed to provide a reliable off-line payment scheme.
Although many works have been published, they all focused on
transaction anonymity and coin unforgeability. However, pre-
vious solutions lack a thorough security analysis. While they
focus on theoretical attacks, discussion on real world attacks
such as skimmers, scrapers and data vulnerabilities is missing.
As regards physical unclonable functions componentofourso-
lution,otherapplicationsonbankingscenarios have already been
proposed in the past. However such strong functions are
generally used for authentication purposes only. As such, they
only guarantee that data has been computed on the right device
but they cannot provide anyproofaboutthetrustworthinessoft-
hedata itself. It is worth mentioning here our previous work
calledFORCE that, similarly to FRoDO, was built using a
PUF-based architecture. FORCE provided a weak prevention
strategy based on data obfuscation and did not address the
most relevant attacks aimed at threatening customer sensitive
data, thus being vulnerable to manyadvanced attack tech-
niques. The solution proposed in this work overcomes the
limitations introduced above and brings further improvements:

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this paper, FRoDO is the first solution that neither
requires trusted third parties, nor bank accounts, nor trusted
devices to provide resiliency against frauds based on data
breaches in a fully off-line electronic payment systems. Fur-
thermore, by allowing FRoDO customers to be free from
having a bank account, makes it also particularly interesting as
regards to privacy. In fact, digital coins used in FRoDO are just
a digital version of real cash and, as such, they are not linked to
anybody else than the holder of both the identity and the coin
element. Differently from other payment solutions based on
tamper-proof hardware, FRoDO assumes that only the chips
built upon PUFs can take advantage from the tamper evidence
feature. As a consequence, our assumptions are much less
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restrictive than other approaches. This paper introduces and
discusses FRoDO, a secure off-line micro-payment approach
using multiple physical unclonable functions (PUFs). FRoDO
features an identity element to authenticate the customer,
and a coin element where coins are not locally stored, but
are computed on-the fly when needed. The communication
protocol used for the payment transaction does not directly
read customer coins. Instead, the vendor only communicates
with the identity element in order to identify the user. This
simplification alleviates the communication burden with the
coin element that affected previous approach. The main benefit
is a simpler, faster, and more secure interaction between the
involved actors/entities. Among other properties, this two-steps
protocol allows the bank or the coin element issuer to design
digital coins to be read only by a certain identity element, i.e.,
by a specific user. Furthermore, the identity element used to
improve the security of the users can also be used to thwart
malicious users. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
solution that can provide secure fully off-line payments while
being resilient to all currently known PoS breaches

IV. MODULE LIST

1. Client Module 2. Key Generator 3. Secure Payment
4.Transaction at coin Element 5. Security Analysis

A. CLIENT MODULE

This module used to client is going to online website. And-
View Product and select to product models and view product
details. Select and purchase their product .and transaction from
their account All details are encrypted by using Private Key
and public key, Keys are generated during user to purchase
the product.

B. KEY GENERATOR

This module is using cryptographic algorithm, this al-
gorithm used for symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic
algorithms applied to received the data input and sent as
output by the identity element. Key Generator is by PUFs,
which have been used to implement strong challenge-response

Fig. 1.

authentication. Also, multiple physical unclonable functions
are used to authenticate both the identity element and the coin
element

C. SECURE PAYMENT
This module is used to Users are view products, and select

products and their details and to be wish to purchase product
and give all sensitive data like account details, payment details.
All user information is encrypted because hackers do not
hacking user information. All Encrypted data are separated
by symmetric and Asymmetric cryptographic algorithms this
is used to separate private and public keys. Private Key is
send to user mail. User is used this key to view their purchase
product and transaction their account.

D. TRANSACTION AT COIN ELEMENT
This module is used to admin to work their website and

add products like product name, description, warranty period,
etc.,and admin view all users purchase products but cannot
view user account details. and to view which product is
delivered or not.

E. AUTHENTICITY
It is guaranteed in FRODO by the on-the-fly computation

of private keys. In fact, both the identity and the coin element
use the key generator to compute their private key needed
to encrypt and decrypt all the messages exchanged in the
protocol. Furthermore, each public key used by both the
vendor and the identity/coin element is signed by the bank.
As such, its authenticity can always be verified by the vendor.

F. AVAILABILITY
The availability of the proposed solution is guaranteed

mainly by the fully off-line scenario that completely removes
any type of external communication requirement and makes it
possible to use off-line digital coins also in extreme situations
with no network coverage. Furthermore, the lack of any
registration or withdrawal phase, makes FRoDO able to be
used by different devices.

G. CONFIDENTIALITY
Both the communications between the customer and the

vendor and those between the identity element and the coin
element leverage asymmetric encryption primitives to achieve
message confidentiality.

V. CONCLUSION
Our proposal has been thoroughly discussed and compared

against the state of the art. Finally, some open issues have
beenidentified that are left as future work. In particular, we are
investigating the possibility to allow digital change to be spent
over multiple off-line transactions while maintaining the same
level of security and usability.We have introduced FRODO that
is, to the best of our knowledge, the first data-breach-resilient
fully off-line micropayment approaches.. Further, RODO is
also the first solution in the literature where no customer
device data attacks can be exploited to compromise the system.
Furthermore,
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Abstract—Biometrics refers to the identification of humans by
their characteristics or traits. It is the science and technology of
measuring and analyzing biological data. Biometric identifiers are
often categorized as physiological or behavioral characteristics;
among the features measured akin to face, fingerprints, hand
geometry, handwriting, palm vein, iris, retinal, and voice etc. This
paper discusses about palm vein biometric systems.. Palm vein
authentication has a high level of authentication accuracy due to
the uniqueness and complexity of vein patterns of the palm.The
vein patterns are not easily spoofed, observed, damaged, obscured
or changed Vein pattern is used as biometric feature in recent
years.

I. INTRODUTION

Nowadays, security has been important for privacy pro-
tection and country in many situations, and the biometric
technology is becoming the base approach to solve the in-
creasing crime. A reliable biometric system, which is essen-
tially a pattern-recognition that recognizes a person based on
physiological or behavioral characteristic , is an indispensable
element in several areas, including ecommerce(e.g. online
banking). The Vein pattern lies underneath the skin of the
palm dorsum and can only be altered by surgical intervention.

II. RELATED WORKS

Near infrared wavelength is between about 700 nm to
1400 nm, and we can use the same observing methods as
that used for visible light, except for observation by eye.
The NIR light is not thermal. NIR scanning device cannot
penetrate very deep under the skin therefore the device will
recognize the superficial veins and rarely the deep veins.
In the NIR way, the light of specific wavelength is almost
completely absorbed by the deoxidized hemoglobin in vein
while almost penetrated the oxidized hemoglobin in the arter-
ies. Oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin absorb light
equally at 800 nm, whereas at 760 nm absorption is primarily
from deoxygenated hemoglobin [10]. Then the veins appear as
dark areas in an image taken by a CCD camera. Near-infrared
(NIR) spectroscopy is a noninvasive technique that uses the
differential absorption skeletal muscle oxygenation. One ofthe
most distinguished advantages of using PDSVPas a biometric
feature is its inherent high degree of immu-nity to forgery by
impostors. The vein pattern lies underneath the skin of the
palm dorsum and can only be altered by surgical intervention.

Moreover, quite a few research works have analyzed and
concluded that PDSVP remains stable and unchanged over a
long tenure of ones lifetime. However,a prominent challenge
corresponding to PDSVP being used as a biometric feature is
that of an automatic data acquisition system. This remains a
challenging, relevant research problem in developing.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

Implementing PDSVP as a Biometric Feature One of the
most distinguished advantages of using PDSVP as a biometric
feature is its inherent high degree of immunity to forgery by
impostors. The vein pattern lies underneath the skin of the
palm dorsum and can only be altered by surgical tervention.
Moreover, quite a few research works have analyzed and
concluded that PDSVP remains stable and unchanged over a
long tenure of ones lifetime. However, a prominent challenge
corresponding to PDSVP being used as a biometric feature is
that of an automatic data acquisition system. This remains a
challenging, relevant research prob-lem in developing PDSVP
based biometric systems for real life applications.

A. Data Acquisition

There have been several research works in recent times
that have utilized PDSVP as a biometric feature but most of
them implemented a manual fixed-setup based data acquisition
method. However, in this article we propose an automatic data
acquisition procedure wherein a Near-Infrared (NIR) Pan-Tilt
camera (FOSCAM FI8918W [9]) is used to automatically
locate the palm dorsum of the subject and, subsequently
acquire the NIR images of the PDSVP. The entire procedure
is described in Algorithm 1, and the flow diagram of data
acquisition is represented

B. Database Creation

For the last few years, the Electrical Instrumentation and
Measurement Laboratory of Department of Electrical Engi-
neering, To make such a system really useful in real life
situations, each image acquired by the NIR camera FOSCAM
8918Wundergoes a few steps of image processing before it
is incorporated into the JU-NIR-V2: NIR Vein Database, as
show
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C. Biometric Identification Algorithm

In the last few years, sparse representation based classifica-
tion (SRC) [13][15] has emerged as one of the most successful
strategies of pattern recognition using compressive sensing
techniques. SRC requires the linear representation of the test
sample as a sparse combination of the training samples. A
training dictionary is formed where each column vector is a
training atom (training image reshaped into a column vector),
and the local dictionary for class

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

IV. SYSTEM MODELS

In this section, we elaborately discuss the results and
inferences drawn from a series of extensive experimenta-
tion performed on the JU-NIR-V2: NIR Vein Database. The
database has been created with sample images, each of size
450 350. The creation of the training and testing dataset has
already been discussed. In total, the SSPP based biometric
identification system was executed for 35 experimental trials,
and then the average recognition rate of 98.42 0.42

V. CONCLUSION

This article is an elaborate discussion, with extensive ex-
emplification, of the development of a novel real-time bio-
metric identification system utilizing NIR imaging of PDSVP
as a physiological biometric feature. This system can locate
the palm dorsum without any manual intervention required in
most of the existing PDSVP based biometric identification sys-
tems proposed so far, to the best of our knowledge and belief.
The automatic data acquisition system developed greatly en-
hances convenience for the subject whose PDSVP NIR image
is being acquired, and it greatly helps in maintaining easy por-
tability of the data acquisition setup. The results obtained from
extensive xperimentation show that the accuracy, robustness,
and stability of the proposed al- gorithm is extremely high.
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Abstract—Sclera blood veins have been investigated recently as
a biometric trait which can be used in a recognition system. The
sclera is the white and opaque outer protective part of the eye.
This part of the eye has visible blood veins which are randomly
distributed. This feature makes these blood veins a promising
factor for eye recognition. The sclera has an advantage in that
it can be captured using a visible-wavelength camera. Therefore,
applications which may involve the sclera are wide ranging.sclera
pattern, it can be used as identification in place of code,
fingerprint, face recognition and voice recognition. To distinguish
different patterns, some tonal and illumination corrections are
performed to get a clear sclera area without disturbing the
vessel pattern structure. This paper aims at developing a new
method for sclera segmentation which works for both color
as well as grayscale images. These recognition technologies do
provide a good method of authentication to replace the current
methods of passwords.We also propose an efficient method
for vessel enhancement, extraction, and binarization. In the
feature extraction and matching process stages, we additionally
develop an efficient method, orientation,scale,illumination, and
deformation invariant. The obtained results usingUBIRIS.v1 and
UTIRIS databases show an advantage in terms of segmentation
accuracy and computational complexity .

I. INTRODUTION

RECENT research on biometrics has shown an increased
interest in new human traits rather than the typical biometrics
. Human recognition systems using blood vessel patterns
for instance have been investigated using the retina , palms,
fingers, conjunctival vasculature , and sclera . The sclera can
be defined as the white and opaque outer protective part of
the eye.

Biometrics are used in a wide array of applications, which
makes a precise definition difficult to establish. The most
general definition of a biometric is: A physiological or behav-
ioral characteristic, which can be used to identify and verify
the identity of an individual There are numerous biometric
measures which can be used to help derive an individuals

Fig. 1.

identity. It consists of four tissue layers: 1) the episclera; 2)
stroma; 3) lamina fusca; and 4) endothelium which surround
the iris. The iris is the colored tissue around the pupil. This
is shown in Fig. 1. The sclera has visible blood veins which
are randomly distributed in different orientations and layers
making them a promising factor for the improvement of
an eye recognition system They can be classified into two
distinct categories: Physiological these are biometrics which
are derived from a direct measurement of a part of a human
body. The most prominent and successful of these types of
measures to date are fingerprints, face recognition, irisscans
and hand scans. Behavioral extract characteristics based on an
action performed by an individual, they are an indirect measure
of the characteristic of the human form. The main feature of a
behavioral biometric is the use of time as a metric. Established
measures include keystroke-scan and speech patterns.

II. RELATED WORKS

A.Iris Segmentation There is a significant amount of litera-
ture on iris segmentation for which the iris region is modeled
as circular boundaries and it is not our focus area to improve
these methods rather than to extract the iris center and radius.

B. Occluded Eye Detection For Sclera Validation One major
challenge in the sclera segmentation processis the sclera val-
idation where the segmented sclera is auto-matically verified
without any supervision from the human.There are some
factors such as an occluded eye image and small sclera area

Fig. 2.
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which will affect the automation process and increase error
rate. Many researchers have discarded these images manually
or applied sclera validation after the sclera segmentation step.

C. Sclera Segmentation Having presented the sclera valida-
tion methodology, we next describe the proposed fullprocedure
for sclera segmen-tation.

1) Seed-Base Initialization of Contours: For a frontal-
looking iris, two initial seeds for the left and right contours are
initialized depending on the iris radius and center coordinates
(r,x 0 ,y 0 ).

III. PROPOSED SCHEME
A literature review is an account of what has been published

on a topic by accredited scholars and A. Sclera Feature Ex-
traction The feature extraction process in the sclera recognition
sys-tem involves producing a reliable mathematical model in
order to identify individuals. We propose a new method for
the sclera pattern feature extraction based on Harris corner
and edge detection. This algorithm detects the interest points
(IPs)represented by the corner response R. include Y, T, L,
and X vessel corner formations which supply a significant 2-
D texture for pattern recognition.

A. Sclera Feature Template Registration

The investigation of nonlinear blood vein movement in the
sclera carried out by Zhou et al. has shown that these vessels

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

move slightly as the eye moves. To overcome this limi-tation
and produce an invariant-blood movement user template, we
propose a new method for user template registration. This
method is initiated with the alignment of user sclera templates
to a reference point

B. SCLERA MATCHING AND DECISION PROCESS

The matching and decision process between two sclera tem-
plates is the final stage where the St f of an enrolled user is
compared in terms of local orientation and local phase with
St t of any test template. First, the putative feature sets p m
are extracted from St f and St t . Then these pair sets are
compared in terms of the location and the angle to iris center.

IV. SYSTEM MODELS

A. Experimental Methodology B. Experimental Results
Using the UBIRIS Database C. Experimental Results Using
the UTIRIS Database D. Computational Load of the Proposed
System E. Empirical Parameters Tuning Analysis

A. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

The evaluation of a biometric system basically includes
calculating the false acceptance rate (FAR), the false rejection
rate (FRR), and the equal error rate (EER)

FAR and FRR are defined as FAR =FPFP + TN 100% FRR
=FNFN + TP 100% GAR = 1 FRR. ‘

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.
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B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE UBIRIS
DATABASE

We utilized the UBIRIS.v1 database to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed method. This database is composed

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9. Decision Tree

of 1877 eye RGB images collected from 241 individuals
in two sessions. In the first session which consists of 1214
images from 241 users, noise factors such as reflections,
luminosity, and contrast were minimized as the images were
captured inside a dark room. While in the second session
which is composed of 663 images and involved only 135
from the 241 users, capturing location was changed in or-
der to introducea natural luminosity factor which introduced
more reflections contrast, luminosity, and focus problems.
The UBIRIS.v1database includes the images captured by a
vision system with or without minimizing the collaboration
of the subjects.Some images have a poor quality condition
such as irritated sclera, closed eye, severe blurring, uncentered
uncropped eye-area, and poor lighting. Examples are shown
in Fig. 10. The evaluation process has been achieved in
single session and multisession contexts. For the single-session
context, we used three images for training and two for testing
per user whereas the multisession scenario uses session 1
images for training and session 2 images for testing and vice
versa.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE UTIRIS
DATABASE

We used the UTIRIS database to evaluate our proposed
segmentation method accuracy. The UTIRIS database consists
of two distinct sessions of visible-wavelength and near infrared
images for 79 individuals with five images from both left and
right eyes

D. COMPUTATIONAL LOAD OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

This section provides the computational load of the pro-
posed system in each step as shown in Table VII. Theproper-
ties of simulation program and PC are mentioned in is calcu-
lated by running the simulation program 20 timesusing both
UBIRIS.v1 and UTIRIS databases and the average processing
time is recorded.

E. EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS TUNING ANALYSIS

To analyze the tuning criteria for the system controlling
parameters, we summarized these variables according to their
location as follows.

Occluded Eye Detection for Sclera Validation: This section
has three controlling parameters which are ?, per nsk up , and
per nsk down . For ?, increasing the angle width provides more
accurate results at the expense of processing time. While for
per nsk up and per nsk down , the higher the values, the more
sclera samples are rejected.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel occluded eye detectionmethod has
been proposed to discard the noisy images. Sclera segmen-
tation has been achieved through an adaptive active contours
without edges method. In addition, a new method for blood
vein extraction and mapping have been suggested based on
IUWT. For the nonlinear movement of the blood veins, a
new user template registration is proposed to overcome this
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effect and create a robust sclera feature template. The results
using the UBIRIS.v1 and UTIRIS databases showed that our
proposed method has a lower pro- cessing time with high
segmentation accuracy. In addition, the proposed method min-
imizes the human supervision during the recognition process
introducing more robustness. This paper has not evaluated the
use of off-angle sclera images which need to be considered
as future work. In addition,considering different versions of
the RANSAC algorithm to select the homogeneous feature
sets and comparing the efficiency and processing time of each
version is recommended.
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Abstract—Now a days people are using the credit card, debit
card, mobile banking and internet banking for their busi-
ness transactions, online shopping, bill payments like electricity
charges, insurance payments and also booking a railway tickets,
etc. The E-banking will do a vital role on this online transaction,
increase of these online transactions many fraudulent activities
are also increased in our account information. In existing system
of fraud detection using the technique called as GLT and TRGSM
in this fraudulent transaction can be identified once the fraud
has happened. It is difficult to find out fraudulent transaction
once it has done. The main objective of my proposed work is
to prevent the fraudulent activity done in customer accounts. To
do this work I have proposed the technique called as forward
algorithm, the purpose is to prevent the customer from fraudulent
transaction by using specific technique i.e. increasing number
accessing questionnaire based on the users usage behavior. The
forward algorithm will increase security more compare than
the K-mean algorithm in existing system. If any fraudulent
activity observed means then SIM and SPC will be generated
and the entering pattern will be known by only the genuine
users so the unauthorized used cannot access the authorized
user accounts. The objective is to identify the customer behavior
by using forward algorithm able to stop the fraudulent activity
before accessing to the transactions. (i.e) can stop them from the
authentication itself.

Keywords SIM, SPC, Usage Behavior,Fraud Detec-
tion,Secure Transaction,Conformity,Non-conformity

I. INTRODUCTION

Big data is a term for any collection of data sets which are
large, complex and unstructured so that it becomes difficult
to process using traditional data processing applications. It
usually includes data sets with size beyond the ability of
commonly used software tools to analyze, capture, curate,
manage and process data within a tolerable elapsed time. In big
data size is a constantly moving target, as of 2012 ranging from
a few dozen terabytes to many petabytes of data. There are
various kind of challenges in big data such as analyse, capture,
data curation, search, sharing, storage, transfer, visualization,
querying, updating and information privacy.

In 2001 research report and related lectures, META GROUP
analyst DOOG LANEY defined data growthchallenges and
opportunities as being in three dimension (i.e)increasing vol-
ume(amount of data),velocity(speed of data) and variety(range
of data types and sources). Additionally a new V Veracity is
added by some organizations expanded to other complemen-
tary characteristics of big data. There are three kind of data

used in big data such as structured, un-structured and semi-
structured. The term big data often refers simply to the use of
predictive analytics, user behaviour analytics or certain other
advanced data analytic methods that extract value from data
and seldom to particular size of data sets. Accuracy in big data
may lead to more confident decision making and better deci-
sion can result in greater operational efficiency, cost reduction
and reduced risk. We are using big data for many purposes like
social media analysis, web display advertising, science and
research, call centre optimization sensor analysis, fraud risk
management, finance, internet search and many other things.
Most of these analytical solution were not possible previously
because data technology were unable to store such huge size of
data or processing technologies were not capable of handling
large volume of workload or it was too costly to implement the
solution in timely manner. In 2000, seisint Inc., developed C++
based distributed file sharing framework for data storage and
querying. Data are stored in multiple servers and querying is
done by C++ called ECL. In 2004 LexisNexis acquired seisint
Inc., and 2008 acquired ChoicePoint, Inc and their high speed
parallel processing platform. These two platforms merged into
HPCC systems and in 2011 was open sourced under Apache
V2.0 License. In 2004, google published a paper on a process
called MapReduce that used such an architecture and it provide
parallel processing model and associated implementation to
process huge amount of data. Data can be processed in Map
step and results delivered and gathered in Reduce step. Based
on online transaction eBay uses two data warehoused at 7.5PB
and 40PB hadoop cluster for search, consumer recommenda-
tions and merchandising. Amazon handles million of back-end
operations every day as well as queries from more than half-a
million third party sellers. walmart and retail banking handles
more than one million customer transaction every hour, which
are imported into database estimated to contain more than
2.5PB of data. Clemons etal (2014) identify different ways
to characterize privacy and online invasion of privacy one of
the way is an uninvited intrusion into a users personal space.
This includes online marketing, spam advertising, pop-ups and
sponsored sites around the edges of a web page. The most
serious threats are fraudulent e-commerce transactions and
identify theft. The credit card ownership and usage behaviour
significantly depends on demographic characteristics of user
such as sex, age, profession, religious believe, education
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level, income marital status, culture and attitudes toward
debt. According to the planned behaviour theory the credit
card consumption behaviour depends on earning capabilities,
toward risk tolerance attitude and the planning horizon. The
user habits are classified as logit models, associations were
discovered between personal characteristics and credit card
habits that involve financially risky behaviour. The usage
behaviour can be classified as following, 1. Always paying
a credit card balance fall. 2. Carrying over a credit card
balance and being charged interest. 3. Making only minimum
payment on a credit card balance. 4. Being charged a fee
for a late payment. 5. Being charged a fee for exceeding a
credit card limit. Specifically credit derived from cards has
been studied in terms of ones attitude toward credit as well as
the correlation between ones attitude toward credit card and
their usage of credit. Kim and Devanely liked various factors
such as education, credit card interest rates, credit limits and
attitudes as positively correlated to having outstanding balance
on credit cards.

A. Methods to steal personal information: Hacking Phish-
ing Spoofing Spyware Shoulder Surfing Dumpster Div-
ing B. Some security mechanism to prevent from fraud:
AVS(Address Verification System) Fraud Rates Relocation
Chip and PIN 3D Secure Bio-tech OTP

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

An outlier is defined as a data point which is very different
from the rest of the data based on some measure. Such a
point often contains useful information on abnormal behavior
of the system described by the data. Outliers are a well-
known problem in all experimental scientific and industrial
fields. Outlier detection can usually be considered as a pre-
processing step for locating, in a data set, those objects that
do not conform to well-defined notions of expected behavior.
To detect the outlier data points we are using the logistic
sigmoid functions related to hyperbolic tangent will be used
weightage function for find outlier data.[1] Competitiveness in
the retail industry is continuing and it is becoming increasingly
aggressive as revealed by recent events in the sector and
specialist studies. One of the leading businesses in this sphere
is hire purchase and one of the main commercial strategies
is the emission of department store credit cards to clients. In
order to extract knowledge so that normal behavior patterns
may be obtained in unlawful transactions from transactional
credit card databases in order to detect and prevent fraud.
To prevent this fraud in this proposed work we are using
the association rules and fuzzy association rule techniques.
Another possibility is to give the values a certain degree
of imprecision and to extract fuzzy association rules.[2] In
the last few years, there has been a rapid increase in the
number of card issuers, card users and online merchants,
giving very little time for technology to catch-up and prevent
online fraud completely. This has made it easier for fraudsters
to indulge in new and abstruse ways of committing credit
card fraud over the Internet. This paper focuses on real-time
fraud detection and presents a new and innovative approach

in understanding spending patterns to decipher potential fraud
cases. It makes use of self-organization map to decipher,
filter and analyze customer behavior for detection of fraud.
Fraud detection techniques involving sophisticated screening
of transactions to tracking customer behaviour and spending
patterns are now being developed and employed by both
merchants as well as card issuer banks. Some of the recently
employed techniques include transaction screening through
Address Verification Systems (AVS), Card Verification Method
(CVM), Personal Identification Number (PIN) and Biomet-
rics.[3] The most substantial field of data mining is discovery
of frequent objects like sequential pattern and item sets. It is
well known that it requires less number of database scanning,
reduced number of rules, time and space efficiency. To do
this the efficient transaction reduction approach named TR-
BC(transaction reduction and bitmap class lables) which is
used to reduces the rule generation by counting the item
support and class support instead of only item support. The
rules are reduced by horizontal and vertical transaction and
then finally combined rules are generated by eliminating the
redundancy. The existing algorithm is CCARM (combined and
composite association rule mining) produces high number of
rules and multiple database scans that negatively affect the
mining performance by consuming more system resources.
The TR-BC is used to mine the frequent pattern based on
bitmap and class lables.[4] Performance measured in banking
industry is normally involved with various qualitative as well
as quantitative criteria, which leads to the implementation of
multiple criteria decision making techniques. This proposed
method presents a hybrid grey relational analysis and k-means
to cluster and measure the performance of banking system.
Performance measurement plays essential role on improving
business units performance and their efficiencies. Today, the
ability to detect the profitable customers, building a long-term
loyalty in them and expanding the existing relationships is the
primary key and competitive factors for a customer oriented
organization. The prerequisite for having such competitive fac-
tors is the existence of a very powerful customer relationship
management (CRM). RFM is a technique which scrutinizes
three properties namely recency, frequency and monetary for
each customer and scores based on these properties presented a
method, which obtains the behavioural traits of customer using
the extended RFM approach. It then classifies the customer
based on k-means algorithm and finally scores the customer
in terms of their loyalty in each cluster.[5] E-Commerce
has become a dynamic force, changing all kinds of business
operations world-wide, new forms of fraud based on Inter-
net has been invented. In comparison with traditional fraud,
online-fraud poses more challenges in terms of prevention
and detection. The algorithms focus only on very specific
types of their applications, and do not try to implement an
extensible approach to the prevention of different kinds of
online fraud. This paper proposes an improved approach of
E-fraud detection by using logging data sets which can help
e-commerce better understand the issues and plan the activities
involved in a systemic approach to E-fraud and it is focused on
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logging data since many systems have logging for accounting
purposes. In order to obtain sufficient quality data for fraud
detection system, a Video-On-Demand system is used for
this purpose. This paper proposes a new hybrid model for
online fraud detection of the Video-on-Demand System, which
is aimed to improve the current Risk Management Pipeline
(RMP) by adding Artificial Immune System (AIS) based fraud
detection for logging data. The AIS based model combines
two artificial immune system algorithms with behavior based
intrusion detection using Classification and Regression trees
(CART).[6] We develop a method which improves a credit
card fraud detection solution currently being used in a bank.
With this solution each transaction is scored and based on
these scores the transactions are classified as fraudulent or
legitimate. The proposed method is used to improve a credit
card fraud detection solution currently being used in banks.
With this solution each transaction is scored and based on
these score the transaction are classified as fraudulent or
legitimate. Fraud detection has been usually seen as a data
mining problem where the objective is to correctly classify
the transaction as legitimate or fraudulent. After analyze the
main characteristics of popular meta-heuristic algorithms, for
our problem we decided to use the Genetic Algorithm and
Scatter Search in combined manner called hybrid solution as
GASS.[7] The new target of database marketing in banking
and financial service is to provide the right product to the right
customer at right time. Data mining improve decision making
by searching for relationship and patterns from extensive data
collected by organization, it also reduce information overload
and it is often applied to extract and uncover the hidden truths
being very large quantities of data. The RFM is one of the most
important elements in clustering it is a 3-dimensional way of
ranking customer to determine top 20% or best customer. It
is based on 80/20 principle where 20% of customer brings
80% of revenues. It uses 3 features like Recency, Frequency,
Monetary. It is also uses the two clusters traditional statistical
method and neural network approach. In this approach we need
to find the customer behavior.[8] Fraud detection is generally
viewed as a data mining classification problem, where the
objective is to correctly classify the credit card transactions as
legitimate or fraudulent. Fraud detection involves monitoring
the behavior of users in order to estimate, detect, or avoid
undesirable behavior. Due to the rise and rapid growth of
E-Commerce, use of credit cards for online purchases has
dramatically increased and it caused an explosion in the
credit card fraud. In an era of digitalization, credit card
fraud detection is of great importance to financial institutions.
In this paper, we analyze credit card fraud detection using
different techniques: Bayesian Learning, BLAST-SSAHA Hy-
bridization, Hidden Markov Model, Fuzzy Darwinian detec-
tion, Neural Networks, SVM, K-Nearest Neighbour and Nave
Bayes. After analyzing through each technique, our aim is
to compare all the techniques based on some parameters.[9]
With the developments in the information technology, fraud is
spreading all over the world, resulting in huge financial losses.
Though fraud prevention mechanisms such as CHIPPIN are

developed for credit card systems, these mechanisms do not
prevent the most common fraud types such as fraudulent credit
card usages over virtual POS (Point Of Sale) terminals or
mail orders so called online credit card fraud. a new cost-
sensitive decision tree approach which minimizes the sum of
misclassification costs while selecting the splitting attribute
at each non-terminal node is developed and the performance
of this approach is compared with the well-known traditional
classification models on a real world credit card data set. We
have developed and implemented a number of cost-sensitive
decision tree approaches to be used in credit card fraud
detection and show that it outperforms the models built using
the traditional data mining methods such as decision trees,
ANN and SVM.[10]

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

In existing Fraud detection system(FDS) to prevent the
customer from the online transaction fraudulent activities uses
the geographical location technique(GLT) based on the data
mining concept and in this method risk score(RS) is calcu-
lated by using Bayesian learning approach. In geographical
location based method the current location is compared with
the previous geographical location. Based on this comparison
the risk score is calculated if the risk score is less than
0.5 then it is genuine transaction otherwise it is fraudulent
transaction. In this technique the shipping address is compared
with the delivery address if the address is mismatched then risk
score is generated. For example if any customers perform the
transaction in India at 9am and the same time user perform the
transaction in London at 11am then it is treated as fraudulent
transaction. By using k-mean algorithm first find the machine
address and trace the IP address to find the geographical
location then compare the current location with the previous
location. Then calculate the distance between two location find
actual distances of user if the calculated distance is greater
than the actual distance then the transaction is fraudulent
transaction.

IV. INSTALLED CAPACITY

In this geographical location based technique it is easy to
made fraudulent transaction because the frauduster easily hake
the customer information. Then in this method sometimes the
genuine users is also treated as a fraudulent user and we need
to continuously update the users activities. In this the malicious
activities are found once it will happened.

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM

To make the online transaction more secure compare than
the previous method I have proposed a new technology by
using the forward algorithm. In this proposed method we need
analyze the users usage behaviour(UUB) to find fraudulent
activities. The main objective of my work is to prevent the
fraudulent activities done in a customer account by increasing
the number of questionnaries based on timing. The users
usage behaviour is continuously monitored and stored in a
bank database. While online transaction any non-conformity
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of users usage behaviour is found then first the Security
Information Module(SIM) will be generated it have number
of security questions and each will be filled with time based
manner. After that the Security Pattern Code(SPC) will be send
to the customer mobile and the entering pattern of the code will
be known by the authenticated customer only so the frauduster
cant access the customer account and dont make transaction.
By using these two ways the forward algorithm can able to
stop the fraudulent activities before the transaction done. (i . e)
can stop them in authentication itself. If the forward algorithm
confirms the transaction is fake, it detects the intrusion and
issuing bank declines the transaction then the customer alerted
by the bank administrator.

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM

1. It is more secure compare than the geographical location
method. 2. Number of states observation increases security
level more accurate. 3. Stop fraudulent activities authentication
itself. 4. More efficient compare than GLT. 5. Bank itself
decline transaction.

VII. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The architecture diagram is shown in the given figure. In
that the customers make online transaction means then they
need to login after that login the customers usage behavior
will be stored on banks database. Continuously the customer
behavior will be stored for minimum 10 transactions. If any
non-conformity of that usage behavior will be found means
then the SIM module will be generated in that it will have
set of security questions we need to answer those questions
if any wrong answer given means the transaction will be
failed. Otherwise the SPC module will be generated in the
5digit code will be send to customers mobile the entering
pattern(i.e) addition of those numbers, subtraction of those
numbers, reverse order of those numbers,etc., only known
by genuine customer. The correct pattern entered means the
transaction is done otherwise failed

VIII. VI.ALGORITHM

this proposed work I use a forward algorithm it have
following steps, We use the forward algorithm to find the
probability of an observed sequence of user spending behavior.
It exploits recursion in the calculations to avoid the necessity
for exhaustive calculation of all paths through the execution
trellis. Given this algorithm, it is straightforward to deter-
mine which of a number of HMMs best describes a given
observation sequence - the forward algorithm is evaluated for
each, and that giving the highest probability selected. We
use the forward algorithm to calculate the probability of a T
long observation sequence; where each of the y is one of the
observable set. Intermediate probabilities ( ’s) are calculated
recursively by first calculating for all states at t=1. STEPS: To
use the example follow these steps : Enter a number of valid
observed states in the input field. Press ’Set’ to initialise the
matrix. Use either ’Run’ or ’Step’ to make the calculations.
’Run’ will calculate the ’s for each and every node and return

Fig. 1.

the probability of the HMM. ’Step’ will calculate the value
for the next node only. Its value is displayed in the output
window. When you have finished with the current settings
you may press ’Set’ to reinitialise with the current settings, or
you may enter a new set of observed states, followed by ’Set’.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper the purpose is to propose a security mechanism
using forward algorithm that can detect online fraud and give
more secure transaction. To give this security I analyze the
customers usage behaviour with minimum 10 transaction and
if any non-conformity of those transaction is found while on-
line transaction then it is concluded as fraudulent transaction.
In this the proposed method have two kind of modules in that
first is the SIM and second is SPC after completion of these
modules only the transaction will be allowed otherwise it is
denied and the customer is alerted by the bank that is your
card will be stolen or misused. This proposed method is more
secure compare than the existing technique. In future work
many kind of activities related to the customer behaviour and
actions will be added to give secure transaction.
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Abstract—Disasters management and emergency services used
to protect a person or society from the cost of disasters such as
tsunami warning , landslide monitoring, earthquake rescue oper-
ation, volcano monitoring, and fire protection.These incidents of
mass destruction irrespective of the whether natural calamities or
man-made catastrophes cause a huge loss of money, property and
lives due to non-planning on the part of the governments and the
management agencies. Therefore required steps are to be taken
towards the prevention of these situations by pre-determining the
causes of these disasters and providing quick rescue measures
once the disaster occurs. Wireless Sensor networks (WSNs)
typically consist of routers and clients with each node having the
capability of operating not only as a host but also as a router.
Based on the functionality of the nodes, routers are used to form
a multi-hop and multi-path wireless relay backbone capable of
communicating with gateways and clients, this communication
can be done using IoTs. The IoT allows nodes to be sensed and/or
controlled remotely across existing network infrastructure. When
IoT is augmented with sensors and actuators, the technology
becomes an instance of the more general class of cyber-physical
systems. Most of the present routing protocols for WSNs are not
designed to adapt congestion , fast transmission, optimal link
quality. This paper proposes a routing metric known as Disaster
management on Cut Falcon Routing (CFR) for wireless sensor
networks. The proposed disaster management scheme performs
better with regard to throughput when more data is transmitted
through network.

Keywords IOT, WSN, Disaster management, CFR,Routing
algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of things is the internet working of physical
devices, vehicles (also referred to as ”connected devices”
and ”smart devices”), buildings and other itemsembedded
with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and network
connectivity that enable these objects to collect and exchange
data. In 2013 the Global Standards Initiative on Internet
of Things (IoT-GSI) defined the IoT as ”the infrastructure
of the information society.” The IoT allows objects to be
sensed and/or controlled remotely across existing network
infrastructure, creating opportunities for more direct inte-
gration of the physical world into computer-based systems,
and resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy and economic
benefit. When IoT is augmented with sensors and actuators, the
technology becomes an instance of the more general class of
cyber-physical systems, which also encompasses technologies
such as smart grids, smart homes, intelligent transportation

and smart cities. Each thing is uniquely identifiable through
its embedded computing system but is able to interoperate
within the existing Internet infrastructure.. Typically, IoT is
expected to offer advanced connectivity of devices, systems,
and services that goes beyond machine-to-machine (M2M)
communications and covers a variety of protocols, domains,
and applications. The interconnection of these embedded
devices (including smart objects), is expected to usher in
automation in nearly all fields, while also enabling advanced
applications like a smart grid, and expanding to the areas
such as smart cities. ”Things,” in the IoT sense, can refer
to a wide variety of devices such as heart monitoring im-
plants, biochip transponders on farm animals, electric clams
in coastal waters, automobiles with built-in sensors, DNA
analysis devices for environmental/food/pathogen monitoring
or field operation devices that assist firefighters in search and
rescue operations. Legal scholars suggest to look at ”Things”
as an ”inextricable mixture of hardware, software, data and
service”. These devices collect useful data with the help of
various existing technologies and then autonomously flow the
data between other devices. Current market examples include
home automation (also known as smart home devices) such
as the control and automation of lighting, heating (like smart
thermostat), ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) systems,
and appliances such as washer/dryers, robotic vacuums, air
purifiers, ovens or refrigerators/freezers that use Wi-Fi for
remote monitoring. As well as the expansion of Internet-
connected automation into a plethora of new application areas,
IoT is also expected to generate large amounts of data from
diverse locations, with the consequent necessity for quick
aggregation of the data, and an increase in the need to index,
store, and process such data more effectively. IoT is one
of the platforms of today’s Smart City, and Smart Energy
Management Systems.

II. APPLICATION

A. Environmental monitoring

Environmental monitoring applications of the IoT typically
use sensors to assist in environmental protection by monitoring
air or water quality, atmospheric or soil conditions, and can
even include areas like monitoring the movements of wildlife
and their habitats. Development of resource constrained de-
vices connected to the Internet also means that other appli-
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cations like earthquake or tsunami early-warning systems can
also be used by emergency services to provide more effective
aid. IoT devices in this application typically span a large
geographic area and can also be mobile. It has been argued
that the standardization IoT brings to wireless sensing will
revolutionize this area.

B. Infrastructure management

Monitoring and controlling operations of urban and rural
infrastructures like bridges, railway tracks, on- and offshore-
wind-farms is a key application of the IoT. The IoT infras-
tructure can be used for monitoring any events or changes in
structural conditions that can compromise safety and increase
risk. It can also be used for scheduling repair and maintenance
activities in an efficient manner, by coordinating tasks between
different service providers and users of these facilities. IoT
devices can also be used to control critical infrastructure like
bridges to provide access to ships. Usage of IoT devices for
monitoring and operating infrastructure is likely to improve
incident management and emergency response coordination,
and quality of service, up-times and reduce costs of operation
in all infrastructure related areas. Even areas such as waste
management can benefit from automation and optimization
that could be brought in by the IoT.

C. Manufacturing

Network control and management of manufacturing equip-
ment, asset and situation management, or manufacturing pro-
cess control bring the IoT within the realm on industrial appli-
cations and smart manufacturing as well. The IoT intelligent
systems enable rapid manufacturing of new products, dynamic
response to product demands, and real-time optimization of
manufacturing production and supply chain networks, by
networking machinery, sensors and control systems together.
Digital control systems to automate process controls, operator
tools and service information systems to optimize plant safety
and security are within the purview of the IoT. But it also
extends itself to asset management via predictive maintenance,
statistical evaluation, and measurements to maximize reliabil-
ity. Smart industrial management systems can also be inte-
grated with the Smart Grid, thereby enabling real-time energy
optimization. Measurements, automated controls, plant opti-
mization, health and safety management, and other functions
are provided by a large number of networked sensors. The term
IIOT (Industrial Internet of Things) is often encountered in
the manufacturing industries, referring to the industrial subset
of the IoT. IIoT in manufacturing would probably generate
so much business value that it will eventually lead to the
fourth industrial revolution, so the so-called Industry 4.0. It
is estimated that in the future, successful companies will
be able to increase their revenue through Internet of things
by creating new business models and improve productivity,
exploit analytics for innovation, and transform workforce. The
potential of growth by implementing IIoT will generate

III. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

Wireless sensor networks (WSN), sometimes called wire-
less sensor and actuator networks (WSAN), are spatially
distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environ-
mental conditions, such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc.
and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a
main location. The more modern networks are bi-directional,
also enabling control of sensor activity. The development of
wireless sensor networks was motivated by military appli-
cations such as battlefield surveillance; today such networks
are used in many industrial and consumer applications, such
as industrial process monitoring and control, machine health
monitoring, and so on. The WSN is built of ”nodes” from
a few to several hundreds or even thousands, where each
node is connected to one (or sometimes several) sensors.
Each such sensor network node has typically several parts:
a radio transceiver with an internal antenna or connection to
an external antenna, a microcontroller, an electronic circuit for
interfacing with the sensors and an energy source, usually a
battery or an embedded form of energy harvesting

IV. APPLICATION

Area monitoring is a common application of WSNs. In area
monitoring, the WSN is deployed over a region where some
phenomenon is to be monitored. A military example is the
use of sensors detect enemy intrusion; a civilian example is
the geo-fencing of gas or oil pipelines.

A. Environmental/Earth sensing

There are many applications in monitoring environmental
parameters, examples of which are given below. They share
the extra challenges of harsh environments and reduced power
supply.

B. Air pollution monitoring

Wireless sensor networks have been deployed in several
cities (Stockholm, London, and Brisbane) to monitor the
concentration of dangerous gases for citizens. These can take
advantage of the ad hoc wireless links rather than wired
installations, which also make them more mobile for testing
readings in different areas.

C. Forest fire detection

A network of Sensor Nodes can be installed in a forest to
detect when a fire has started. The nodes can be equipped with
sensors to measure temperature, humidity and gases which are
produced by fire in the trees or vegetation. The early detection
is crucial for a successful action of the firefighters; thanks to
Wireless Sensor Networks, the fire brigade will be able to
know when a fire is started and how it is spreading.

D. Landslide detection

A landslide detection system makes use of a wireless sensor
network to detect the slight movements of soil and changes in
various parameters that may occur before or during a landslide.
Through the data gathered it may be possible to know the
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impending occurrence of landslides long before it actually
happens.

E. Natural disaster prevention

Wireless sensor networks can effectively act to prevent the
consequences of natural disasters, like floods. Wireless nodes
have successfully been deployed in rivers where changes of
the water levels have to be monitored in real time.

V. LITERATURE SURVEY

The aim of this paper is to examine the present disaster
information transmission system in Japan, especially focusing
on the Tsunami Warnings issued by the JMA and the Evacua-
tion Instructions issued by municipalities from a pragmatic
perspective. Examination of the reports of the JMA and
the Fire and Disaster Management Agency (FDMA), legal
documents, and live recordings (YouTube) of outside speakers
when the great tsunamis attacked the Tohoku area should
clarify the problems of disaster information transmission and
indicate some proposed improvements for the whole trans-
mission system. This article also suggests that pragmatics
can be a useful framework for constructing the literacy of
disaster prevention communication. One problem that may
occur is due to the multiple sources of warning information.
Local residents receive information from a number of different
media, so they could easily be confused by the Tsunami
Warnings and the Evacuation Instructions. In addition, un-
reliable information reaches local residents via Twitter and
SNS (simple notification service) through PCs, cell phones,
and tablets. Information is also sent through many different
media, and many residents who answered the JMAs survey
said, They are sent to the people over a broad area and we
didnt know whom the warnings were meant for. So after a
while we stopped paying attention to them.[1] This paper
proposes and studies a WSN based system for generic target
(animal) tracking in the surrounding area of wildlife passages
built to establish safe ways for animals to cross transporta-
tion infrastructures. In addition, it allows target identification
through the use of video sensors connected to strategically
deployed nodes. This deployment is designed on the basis of
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, but it increases the lifetime of the
nodes through an appropriate scheduling. The system has been
evaluated for the particular scenario of wildlife monitoring in
passages across roads. For this purpose, different schemes have
been simulated in order to find the most appropriate network
operational parameters. Moreover, a novel prototype, provided
with motion detector sensors, has also been developed and
its design feasibility demonstrated. Original software modules
providing new functionalities have been implemented and in-
cluded in this prototype.[2] This paper discusses how wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) can increase the spatial and temporal
resolution of operational data from pipeline infrastructures
and thus addresses the challenge of near real-time monitoring
and eventually control. It focuses on the use of WSNs for
monitoring large diameter bulk-water transmission pipelines.

It outline a system, PipeNet, we have been developing for col-
lecting hydraulic and acoustic/vibration data at high sampling
rates as well as algorithms for analyzing this data to detect
and locate leaks. Challenges include sampling at high data
rates, maintaining aggressive duty cycles, and ensuring tightly
time synchronized data collection, all under a strict power
budget. We have carried out an extensive field trial with Boston
Water and Sewer Commission in order to evaluate some of the
critical components of PipeNet [3] This paper reports about an
extensive experimental study on the behavior and performance
of WSNs in tunnels. The analyzed the behavior of the physical
layer in real road tunnels, and its impact on the operation of
commonly-employed MAC and routing protocols. We showed
that some popular networking techniques are ill-suited to the
tunnel environment, and provided guidelines to support the
design of more efficient solutions. [4] This paper proposes a
minimum energy scheduling (MES) algorithm for multi-hop
wireless networks with stochastic traffic arrivals and time-
varying channel conditions. It showed that our algorithm is en-
ergy optimal in the sense that the proposed MES algorithm can
achieve an energy consumption which is arbitrarily close to the
global minimum solution. Moreover, the energy efficiency of
the MES algorithm is achieved without losing the throughput-
optimality. In other words, the proposed MES algorithm is
still throughput optimal whereas the average consumed energy
in the network is significantly reduced, as compared to the
traditional MaxWeight algorithm. The theoretical results are
substantiated via simulations.[5] This paper proposes the Inter-
laced Extended Information Filter (IEIF) for self-localization
in Sensor Network has been introduced. The centralized for-
mulation has been distributed by neglecting any coupling fac-
tor in the system and assuming an independent reduced-order
filter running on-board each node. The original formulation
has been successively extended by an interlacement technique
which aims to alleviate the error introduced by neglecting
the cross-correlation terms by suitably increasing the noise
covariance matrices.[6] This paper proposes DistressNet. It is
a WSN architecture for disaster response, advantages of this
work include1)An extensible, scalable, heterogeneous network
addressing the challenges of disaster response by providing
area-wide situational awareness through large-scale integration
of static and mobile elements with common protocols and
a robust support infrastructure2)Novel network management
and configuration strategies that handle arrival and departure
of elements, minimize congestion through the use of multi-
channel communications, maximize message delivery with
opportunistic and delay-tolerant protocols, and offer guaran-
teed levels of service for safety-critical messages3)Distributed
collaborative sensing and robust, adaptive localization and
location-based services that provide accurate, detailed data that
enhances decision support, situational awareness, and general
C2 activities.Its accuracy rate is very low. So It can increase
the falls alarm rate.[7] In this paper EASINET protocol
is proposed. This protocol is intended for use by wireless
sensor networks. It offers quick adaptation to dynamic link
conditions, low processing and memory overhead, low network
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utilization, and determines unicast routes to destinations within
the network. It uses destination sequence numbers to ensure
loop freedom at all times (even in the face of anomalous
delivery of routing control messages), avoiding problems (such
as ”counting to infinity”) associated with classical protocols.
Its system complexity is high which slows the overall process.
Since it uses more energy for processing, it can drain the nodes
very quickly.[8]

VI. EXISING SYSTEM

The Media access control (MAC) is an important technique
that enables the successful operation of the network. One
fundamental task of the MAC protocol is to avoid collisions
so that two interfering nodes do not transmit at the same time.
There are many MAC protocols that have been developed
for wireless voice and data communication networks. Typical
examples include the time division multiple access (TDMA),
code division multiple access (CDMA), and contention-based
protocols like IEEE 802.11.It follow the steps below to choose
MAC schedule and establish its schedule table, 1)The node
first listens for a certain amount of time. If it does not hear a
schedule from another node, it randomly chooses a time to go
to sleep and immediately broadcasts its schedule in a SYNC
message, indicating that it will go to sleep after t seconds. We
call such a node a synchronizer, since it chooses its schedule
independently and other nodes will synchronize with it 2)If the
node receives a schedule from a neighbor before choosing its
own schedule, it follows that schedule by setting its schedule
to be the same. We call such a node a follower. It then
waits for a random delay td and rebroadcasts this schedule,
indicating that it will sleep in t td seconds. The random delay
is for collision avoidance, so that multiple followers triggered
from the same synchronizer do not systematically collide when
rebroadcasting the schedule. 3)If a node receives a different
schedule after it selects and broadcasts its own schedule, it
adopts both schedules (i.e., it schedules itself to wake up
at the times of both is neighbor and itself). It broadcasts it
own schedule before going to sleep. It is expected that nodes
only rarely adopt multiple schedules, since every node tries
to follow existing schedules before choosing an independent
one. On the other hand, it is possible that some neighboring
nodes fail to discover each other at beginning due to collisions
when broadcasting schedules. They may still find each other
later in their subsequent periodic listening. To illustrate this
algorithm, consider a network where all nodes can hear each
other. The timer of one node will fire first and its broadcast
will synchronize all of its peers on its schedule. If instead
two nodes independently assign schedules (either because they
cannot hear each other, or because they happen to transmit at
nearly the same time), those nodes on the border between
the two schedules will adopt both. In this way, a node only
needs to send once for a broadcast packet. The disadvantage
is that these border nodes have less time to sleep and consume
more energy than others. Another option is to let the nodes
on the border adopt only one schedule, which is the one
it receives first. Since it knows another schedule that some

other neighbors follow, it can still talk to them. However, for
broadcast packets, it needs to send twice to the two different
schedules. The advantage is that the border nodes have the
same simple pattern of period listen and sleep as other nodes.

VII. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed CFR is used for fast data transmission under
critical situation. It increases the data rate and accuracy of
network. Since it consists distributed energy efficient routing,
it also reduces the overall energy consumption.CFR employs
three control packets, RREQ, RREP and RERR, in addition to
data packets. RREQ is a broadcast and RREP, RERR and data
are unicast packets. For each of these unicast packets, CFR
uses the following overhearing mechanism. Randomized over-
hearing for RREP packets: A RREP includes the discovered
route and is sent from the destination to the originator of the
corresponding RREQ packet. Node D sends a RREP to node S.
Intermediate nodes as well as node D will Rcast this message
to allow randomized overhearing.Unconditional overhearing
of RREP is not a good idea because CFR generates a large
number of RREP packets. Randomized overhearing for data
packets: In CFR, every data packet includes the entire route
from the source to the destination. Each intermediate node as
well as the source node will demand randomized overhearing
for these packets so that neighboring nodes can overhear
them randomly. Unconditional overhearing for RERR packets:
When a broken link is detected, an upstream node transmits
a RERR to the source. Nodes will overhear this message
unconditionally because the stale route information must be
invalidated as soon as possible from nodes route caches.

VIII. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM

In this architecture diagram ,if any disaster occur in build-
ings then the sensor sense the information then it pass the data
to rescue team as well as people lives in building through
the IOT by using cut falcon algorithm(CFR).This algorithm
is used to fast transmission of data. It increases the data
rate and accuracy of network. Since it consists distributed
energy efficient routing, it also reduces the overall energy
consumption.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this work I have discussed the system architecture and
the evaluation of the information for an emergency scenario
monitoring using energy efficient wireless sensor nodes using
CFR protocol. The development of specific soft and hardware
components were also presented. A collision-free transmission
of the data was possible with the help of a unidirectional
communication protocol. Sensors calibration was done in a
shock tube for a concrete block which is similar to concrete
used in the test hall. The recorded data of the shock strength
from the sensors was used to assess the degree of damage in
three stages, i.e., no damage in concrete, cracks in concrete and
critical damage in concrete (broken). In the field test, I have
demonstrated the functionality of the monitoring system and
the wireless sensor nodes. After an explosion, the emergency
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Fig. 1.

event data was collected in a system server and a damage
report was made available for the decisions of the fire fighters
and related staff about infrastructure images and the possibility
of building collapse.
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Abstract—:The intelligent road transport system for automatic
vehicle are integrate with wireless sensor network. The main
objective of this work are vehicle crossing an intersection for
safe driving without occur an accident ,no congestion ,to avoid
collision and waiting time to be reduce at an intersection. The
infrastructure to infrastructure are communication is implement
to exchange the information between a mobile phone and
intersection manager. The intelligent road transport system are
used to implement Doppler estimation or Doppler frequency is
change of frequency and wavelength of a wave for an observer
moving relative to its source. Doppler effect are measure speed,
distance, sound to calculate and it take decision automatically
and it send information to intersection manager and GPS to find
geographical location. The different platform or os are connect
through an heterogeneous network by using mobile phone

Keywords : Autonomous vehicle; Self-driving car; Intel-
ligent transportation system (ITS); Vehicle-to-infrastructure
communication (V2I); Autonomous intersection management
(AIM);Node reservation algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSN), sometimes called wire-
less sensor and actuator networks (WSAN), are spatially
distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environ-
mental conditions, such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc.
and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a
main location. The more modern networks are bi-directional,
also enabling control of sensor activity. The development of
wireless sensor networks was motivated by military appli-
cations such as battlefield surveillance; today such networks
are used in many industrial and consumer applications, such
as industrial process monitoring and control, machine health
monitoring, and so on The vehicle technology has grown
rapidly in the past decade. Several systems have been installed
into com- mercial vehicles to assist the driver to provide a
more comfortable drive, including improving of the safety of
the driver, passenger, and the pedestrian or cyclist. Re-

cently, there has been a highly increased activity in the
development of the autonomous vehicle research, which was
initiated in 2005 by the first competition of autono- mous
vehicles. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) Grand Challenge was organized. In 2007, the
DARPA Urban Challenge showed the pro- gression of the
autonomous vehicle. Several teams suc- cessfully developed
a vehicle that has the ability to drive itself and achieve the

assigned task. As a result, the self-driving car or autonomous
vehicle is now suc- cessfully developed by many research
groups either in universities or more recently by private
companies [1-3]. They proved the performance of driving in a
real-traffic environment, autonomously with the capability of
safety

II. AUTONOMOUS INTERSECTION MANAGEMENT

Technically, autonomous intersection management relies on
the communication between vehicles and intersection manager
to intersection manager. The responsibility of the intersection
manager is that it will prioritize the timing index, correspond-
ing to the occupied space and tell a vehicle when it can pass
through the intersection, based on the incoming, requested
message from vehicles. In the same way, an autonomous vehi-
cle will follow the policy from the intersection manager strictly
and accurately. Every vehicle will get the personal timing
index from the intersection manager and drive according to
the received policy. The V2I communication is the tool in
which the requested message from vehicle to the intersection
manager is delivered and vice versa.

III. CROSSING INTERSECTION PROBLEM

That is, the method to manage several vehicles to use the
intersection area at different points of time. For the sample
scenario, there are two vehicles on the different streets. The
red vehicle (no. 1.) drives on the West Street and plans to go
to the North Street. On the other side, the green vehicle (no.
2.) drives on the East street and the destination is the West
street. The trajectory of both vehicles is clearly crossed over.

IV. NODE RESSERVATION

The node reservation method is able to provide the safe tra-
jectory of vehicles while crossing an intersection. The pseudo
algorithm of node reservation for intersection management is
calculated by using dynamic programming which is provided
in the Algorithm The management mechanism relies on the
communication between vehicles and the intersection manager.
To prevent the message crashing, the principle of FCFS is
implemented for ordering the message queue. The intersection
manager will make a service based on the sequence of the
received message from vehicle The discretization of distance
and time combined with the node reservation allows the
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possession time of required nodes to be calculated and then
reserved. The state of intersection updated and wait for next
iteration and the vehicle allowed to reserve the node after the
possession time of the predecessor vehicle has expired. For
this reason, both vehicles are at different places or nodes at
the same time

V. LITERATURE SURVEY

A key exchange information between network for a high-
speed communication environment is not suitable for vehicles.
The first communication from the RSU passes only group
keys. Then it updates the key value in the communication with
the vehicle using Bloom filters to verify the proposed method.
In the proposed scheme in VANET, dispersed operations are
carried out in the RSU. By reducing to a minimum the number
of keys exchanged, more secure group communication can be
realized. A message batch verification scheme using Bloom
Filter that can verify multiple messages and handover au-
thentication efficiently even for multiple communications with
many vehicles. The process for issuing secret disposable group
keys for a vehicle by a group administrator [1] The promising
emerging application within VANET is a cooperative aware-
ness system such as the automatic identification system for
the ships, where the vehicles will exchange location messages

Fig. 1.

with each other to build up a map of its surrounding and
use this for different traffic safety efficiency application.The
new emerging applications for enhancing traffic safety found
within the vehicular ad-hoc network environments which can
be classified as real-time system the extremely low delays
required by traffic safety applications, the need for ad-hoc
network architectures support direct vehicle-to-vehicle com-
munication. The IEEE 802.11p standard intended for vehicle-
to-vehicle ad-hoc communication in high speed vehicular
network environments.[2] A self-organized way from local
interactions and mutual adaptation between the robots of two
heterogeneous swarms.t he performed a simulation based on
robot models derived from the footbot and eyebot robots
Interaction and cooperation among the robots are based on a
fully distributed approach, on minimal information exchange,
and purely broadcast-based local communications relying on
short-range radio signals and simple visual cues. Eyebots serve
as discrete, mobile stigmergic markers for footbot navigation,
with a role that is similar to the one of pheromone in ant
navigation.[3]

Vehicle-to-vehicle communication system and validate the
feasibility of the system GPS-related information (such as
ground speed and location) was obtained through field test on
To utilize the temporal visibility information to improve the
performance of moving obstacle tracking It utilize temporal
visibility information todetermine the presence of occlusions
a suburban road,V2I(vehicle-to-infrastructure communication)
and V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle communication). V2I pattern can
be used in the situation of information exchange between vehi-
cle and roadside. Information is exchanged between vehicles
which mainly focuses on providing information for safety-
related applications and driving assistance. The WSU was
synchronized to UTC time by implementing an estimator, and
GPS had been used as a UTC time input to the estimator
that changed the GPS time .The DENSO WSU (Wireless
Safety Unit) was chosen as it supports the WAVE protocol
with low latency and high reliability[4] It support low-latency,
reliable and efficient data dissemination It accurate sending
and receiving time according to the accurate timing based on
GPS technology was also collectedIt is guarantee fast reliable
message exchange and switching among channels effectively;
Navigation functions are practical tools introduced in robotics
for solving collision avoidance problems such as formation
, rendezvous and consensus scenario and vehicles can share
information about their inertia and their intention at the
intersection the vehicles use this information to coordinate and
pass the intersection without collision .A navigation function
is practically a smooth mapping which should be analytic in
the workspace of every vehicle and its gradient would be
attractive to its destination and repulsive from other vehicles.
So, an appropriate navigation function could be combined
with a proper control law in order to obtain a trajectory
for every vehicle leading to the destination and avoiding
collisions vehicle needs its position, velocity and the path.
This information could be easily derived from onboard or
GPS instruments. To increase reliability and robustness and to
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decrease communication costs by reducing complexities.The
system to put more communication reliability measures in
place. There is a trade off between sharing the intention of
vehicles thus optimizing energy consumption and minimizing
communication costs The four performance indexes including
average speed of vehicles, number of stops, maximum flow
of intersection and fuel consumption, [5] The robotic vehicle
must comply with trafc rules and needs to know when and
where to look, in order to effectively deal with traffics .
Information are necessary to autonomously accomplish inter-
section driving road network information and moving obstacle
information It consists of two components: a dynamic sensor
planning algorithm and a method for modeling occlusions. Our
dynamic sensor planning method is designed to cover relevant
regions. To utilize the temporal visibility information to im-
prove the performance of movingobstacle tracking It utilize
temporal visibility information todetermine the presence of
occlusions;[6] Post-Accident Investigation Accident Investiga-
tor Node (AIN) are used a standard laptop with a tinyPEDS
client to retrieve past data from the WSN. In the experiment
we let the AIN query the WSN about past monitored values,
which was successfully able to retrieve and decrypt the data.
The goal of the indoor tests was to observe the capability of
every vehicle inside the Geobroadcast range to receive warning
signals initiated by the WSN. Three VANET nodes run a
application that displays hazard warnings to drivers via a visual
HMI and the integrated communication system for VANET
and WSN, as well as a security middle-ware secure distributed
storage in sensor nodes. setting is benecial with respect to
a straightforward storage of monitored data, but also paves
the way to an optional WSN and/or VANET communication
over the Internet. It has more efcient and secure storage of
sensor dataVANET nodes are also highly mobile, resulting in
frequent topology changes of the network,The sensor nodes
are assumed to be staticThe security is to ensure the reliability
and the trustworthiness of the data being communicated from
the WSN to the vehicles;[7]

VI. EXISING SYSTEM

In existing autonomous vehicle or self-driving car integrates
with the wireless communication technology which would
be a forward step for road transportation. The fundamental
objectives of this work are to manage autonomous vehicles
crossing an intersection with no collisions, maintaining that a
vehicle drives continuously, and to decrease the waiting time at
an intersection highly increased activity in the development of
the autonomous vehicle research , This problem is expressed
with the discrete time event, where the space and time can be
solved deterministically The management mechanism relies
on the communication between vehicles and the intersection
manager. To prevent the message crashing, the principle of
FCFS is implemented for ordering the message queue. The in-
tersection manager will make a service based on the sequence
of the received message from vehicle.The discretization of
distance and time combined with the node reservation allows

the possession time of re quired nodes to be calculated and
then reserved

A. Problem identified:

The autonomous vehicle are crossing an intersection are
vehicle to infrastructure communication ,It message passing
information to an intersection manager and it can be using
node reservation algorithm. intersection manager waiting for
vehicle communication Internet protocol has been used for
communicating between vehicle and infrastructure. The wire-
less local area network with UDP protocol is implemented.
In general, a computer is set as the vehicle server in order to
generate the requested messages and send to the intersection
manager over the WiFi, IP address ,so the vehicle waiting time
is happen

VII. PROPOSED SYSTEM

This method based on the current technology uses Global
to measure the high-speed terminal, the distance between the
high-speed terminal and the base station and an included angle
between the reaching direction of carrier and the moving
direction of high-speed terminal. And then, when the high-
speed terminal is far away from the base station, it uses
measured values directly calculate Doppler frequency. When
the distance from the high-speed terminal to the base station
is relative close, it uses the approximating function method to
estimate Doppler frequency. In this case, it can eliminate the
ICI brought by the Doppler frequency under the high-speed
circumstances according to the estimated value of Doppler
frequency to conduct Doppler frequency compensation. To
achieve the above objectives, this method is organized as
follows: the first section outlines the research status of the
Doppler frequency estimation in the systems and analyses the
difficult-point of the Doppler frequency estimation under the
high-speed environment; the second section proposes an ap-
proximating function to estimate the Doppler frequency, when
the distance from the high-speed terminal to the base station
is relative close; the third section gives the implementation
process based on the fitting line segments to the Doppler
frequency estimation; The fourth section gives comparing
results to the Doppler frequency estimating error through a
simple application example used the traditional methods and
the approximating function method, when the distance from
the high-speed terminal to the base station is relative close.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The fully autonomous intersection management system is
not widely implemented due to several factors. It focuses
on increasing the performance of the traffic light system by
adapting the timing of light signal. The period of red and green
light timing is adapted based on the current traffic. Another ap-
proach has been working on the improvement for traffic safety,
collision avoidance system. The primary objective of this work
is to build a system that guarantees the collision-free crossing
of an intersection and, as a secondary purpose, alleviates the
traffic congestion. The standard of wireless communication for
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a vehicle has been recently introduced [8]. We implemented
the methodology for an autonomous intersection management
through the use of V2I communication. The communication
protocol is designed, and the node reservation algorithm is
implemented. It can be expressed that the waiting time at
an intersection is decreased compared to the traditional traffic
light. The limitation of this work is that the simulation is able
to simulate only a multiple intersection
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Abstract—In the present study the mechanical properties and
wear behavior of aluminium alloy 6063 reinforced with SiC
particulate and further addition of fly-ash particulate fabricated
by stir casting process is investigated. The results of the Brinell
hardness test shows that, the hardness of the composite material
are improved on increasing weight fraction of the reinforcement
.The wear resistance and frictional properties of hybrid metal
matrix composite are studied by performing dry sliding wear
test using a pin on disk wear tester. The experiments to be
conducted at a constant sliding velocity of 0.314m/s and sliding
distance of 188.4mm over a various load of 3,4,5kg for addition
of particulate weight fraction of SiC 5% and increase in weight
fraction by 4% ,9% 14% fly-ash. Keywords Dry sliding wear;
Aluminium alloy-6063 hybrid composite; Brinell hardness, wear
mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Composite Materials in general are well established engi-
neering materials with most of them possessing the advan-
tages of higher specific weight and specific modulus [1,2]
and also better thermal stability, fatigue properties and wear
resistance [3,4] compared to many of the metals and alloys.
Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are the forerunners amongst
different classes of composites. Over the past two decades
metal matrix composites (MMCs) have been transformed from
a topic of scientific and intellectual interest to a material of
broad technological and commercial significance [5]. MMCs
offer a unique balance of physical and mechanical properties.
Aluminium based MMCs have received increasing attention
in recent decades as engineering materials with most of them
possessing the advantages of high strength, hardness and wear
resistance. The stir casting method is widely used among the
different processing techniques available. Stir casting usually
involves prolonged liquid-reinforcement contact, which can
cause substantial interface reaction [6]. Charles et al. [7]
reported that the wear and hardness of aluminium alloy
hybrid (Al alloy/Silicon carbide (SiC)/fly-ash) composites
were enhanced on increasing the volume fraction of SiC.
Basavarajappa et al. [8] revealed that the mechanical prop-
erties of aluminum alloy (Al2024) reinforced with SiC and
graphite particles increased predominantly with the increase
in volume fraction of reinforcement. Mahendra et al. [9]

reported that the properties of Al-4.5% Cu alloy composite
with fly ash as reinforcement increase with increase in the
fly ash content.Sudarshan et al.[10] studied characterization
of A356 Al - fly ash particle composites with fly ash particles
of narrow range (53- 106m) and wide size range (0.5-400
m) and reported that addition of fly ash lead to increase in
hardness, elastic modulus and 0.2% proof stress. They also
concluded that composites with narrow size range fly ash
particle exhibit superior mechanical properties compared to
composites with wide size range fly ash particles. Hayrettin
Ahlatci et al. [11] investigated the mechanical properties of
Aluminium Silicon with 60 volume % SiC composites and
concluded that as amount of Si increased up to 1%, the
strength of composites increased without significant loss in
toughness after which the strength showed a decline with
further in crease in Si content. S. Q. Wu et al. [12] studied
the mechanical properties of monolithic Alluminium with 12
weight % of silicon and found that ultimate tensile strength is
improved considerably by the addition of low volume fraction
(3-7%) of aluminosilicate short fibres. Veereshkumar G. B.,
et al. [13, 14] reported that the mechanical properties of
Al6061-Al2O3 and Al7075-SiC composites were found to be
increased with increase in filler content in the composites and
the dispersion of Al2O3 in Al6061 and SiC in Al7075 alloy
confirmed enhancement of the mechanical properties. M. N.
Wahab et al. [15] studied the characterization of aluminum
metal matrix composites reinforced with aluminum nitride
and found that hardness was 44 Hv for Al-Si matrix and
increased to 89 Hv for an Al-Si composite reinforced with
5% wt.% AlN powder. M.Ramachandra and K.Radhakrishna
[16] revealed that the wear resistance of the fly ash reinforced
aluminium matrix composite increased with increase in flyash
content, but decreases with increase in normal load, and
track velocity. T. Miyajima, and Y. Iwai [17] concluded that
particles reinforcement (volume fractions of SiC whiskers, 5-
29%, Al2O3 fibers, 3-26% and SiC particles, 2-10%) with
matrix materials Al-2024 and ADC12 aluminum alloys were
the most effective in improving the wear resistance of MMC.
From the above literature review, it can be concluded that in
order to study the influence of the particle size of fly ash as
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reinforcement on the aluminium alloy (Al6061) composite and
to study its effect on mechanical and tribological properties
different sizes of fly ash have been selected in the present
study. Even though some of earlier investigations showed that
the mechanical properties will be enhanced with increase in
particle size, but a systematic study has not been carried out.
Hence an attempt is made to the influence of these parameters
on the various properties so as to explore it as an interesting
and useful engineering material.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials

The matrix material used in the present investigation was
pure aluminium. Aluminium was purchased from Perfect
Metal Works, Bangaluru, Karnataka, India. Silicon carbide,
fly ash and magnesium were commercially available.

B. Specimen Preparation

Fly ash reinforced Aluminium alloy (Al6063) composites,
processed by stir casting route was used in this work. The three
types of stir cast composites had a reinforcement particle size
of 4-25, 45-50 and 75-100 m each. The required quantities of
fly ash (4, 9 and 14 Wt. %) were taken in powder containers.
Then the fly ash was heated to 450oC and maintained at that
temperature for about 20 min. then weighed quantity of Al
(6063) alloy was melted in a crucible at 800oC which is
more than 100oC above liquidus temperature of the matrix
alloy. The molten metal was stirred to create a vortex and the
weighed quantity of preheated fly ash particles were slowly
added to the molten alloy. A small amount of Mg (0.5 wt. %)
was added to ensure good wettability of particles with molten
metal. After mixing the melt was poured into a prepared mould
for the preparation of specimen. Table 1 shows the chemical
composition of the Al (6061) and Table 2 shows the major
chemical composition of the Fly ash particle.

C. Experimental Work

The Stir casting method (also called liquid state method) is
used for the hybrid composite materials fabrication, in which
a dispersed phase is mixed with a molten matrix metal by
means of mechanical stirring. The liquid composite material
is then cast by conventional casting methods and may also
be processed by conventional metal forming technologies. In
this study, the aluminium-SiC, aluminum- fly ash, aluminium-
SiC-fly ash and aluminium-fly ash-SiC metal matrix hybrid
composite was prepared by stir casting route ( Fig. 1). For this

Fig. 1. chemical composition

we have chosen 100gm of commercially pure aluminum and
desired amount of SiC, fly ash, SiC-fly ash mixtures in powder
form. The fly ash and SiC and their mixture were preheated
to 300C for three hours to remove moisture. Pure aluminum
was melted in a resistance furnace. The melt temperature was
raised up to 720C and then the melt was stirred with the help
of a mild steel turbine stirrer. The stirring was maintained
between 5 to 7 min at an impeller speed of 200 rpm. To
increase the wettability, 1.5% of pure Mg was added with
all composites. The melt temperature was maintained 700C
during addition of Mg, SiC, fly ash, SiC-fly ash mixture
particles. The dispersion of fly ash and other particles were
achieved by the vortex method. The melt with reinforced
particulates were poured into the preheated permanent metallic
mold. The pouring temperature was maintained at 680C. The
melt was then allowed to solidify in the mould ( Fig. 2). The
metal matrix hybrid composites that we obtained are shown
in the Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Stir casting unit
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D. Microstructural Characterization

The composites produced were examined by optical micro-
scope to analyze the microstructure. A section was cut from
the castings, which is first belt grinded followed by polishing
with different grade of emery papers. After that they were
washed and again cloth polishing of the sample was done.
After etching they were examined for microstructure under

Fig. 3. Samples in the mould

Fig. 4. Samples

optical microscope at different magnifications.

E. X-Ray Diffraction Analysis

The composites prepared were analyzed with the help of
x-ray diffraction technique to check the presence of different
compounds in the composites.

III. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OBSERVATION

A. Density

Density of the composite specimens was obtained exper-
imentally by the Archimedes principle. Theoretical density
was calculated applying the rule of mixtures according to the
weight fraction of reinforcement.

B. Tensile Behavior

The tensile testing was done using a computerized UTM
testing machine as per the ASTM E-8 standards. The sample
rate was 9.103 pts/sec and crosshead speed 5.0 mm/min.
Standard specimens ( Fig. 4) with 36 mm gauge length were
used to evaluate ultimate tensile strength, yield strength and
percent elongation. Samples used for the tensile behavior tests
are shown in Fig. 5.

C. Hardness

Bulk hardness measurements were carried out on the base
metal and composite samples by using standard Brinell hard-
ness test machine. Brinell hardness measurements were carried
out in order to investigate the influence of particulate weight
fraction on the matrix hardness. Load applied was 10 kg and
indenter used was square based diamond pyramid. Samples
used for the hardness tests are shown in Fig. 6

Fig. 5. Standard tensile specimen

Fig. 6. Samples for the tensile tests
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IV. MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A. Tensile Strength

The reinforcing phase in the metal matrix composites bears
a significant fraction of stress, as it is generally much stiffer
than the matrix. Microplasticity in MMCs that takes place at
fairly low stress has been attributed to stress concentrations in
the matrix at the poles of the reinforcement and/or at sharp
corners of the reinforcing particles (Corbin and Wilkinson,
1994). The increase in volume fraction of reinforcing particles
initially decreases the microyielding stress due to increase
in number of stress concentration points (Chawla, 2006).
Mechanical behavior of Al-SiC and Al-fly ash particles were
already reported (Hashim et al ., 1999; Quin et al ., 1999; Kok,
2005; Doel et al ., 1993; Pathak et al ., 2006; Sudarshan and
Surappa, 2008). The graph of the experimental tensile strength
of the composites according to the SiC, fly ash and their
mixtures. Results show that the tensile strength of composites
is higher than that obtained for the unreinforced Al. Tensile
strength of unreinforced Al is 236 N/mm 2 and this value
increases to 265 N/mm 2 for Al/(5%SiC), 263 N/mm 2 for
Al/(9%fly ash) and 293 N/mm 2 for Al/(5%SiC+9%fly ash)
composite, which is about 57% improvement over that of the
unreinforced Al matrix.

B. Hardness

The graph of the experimental hardness of the composites
according to the SiC, fly ash and their mixtures is shown
in Fig. 21 . As seen from the Fig. 21 , an increasing trend
of hardness was observed with increase in weight fraction
of SiC, fly ash and their mixtures. It is observed that the
maximum hardness is observed at Al/(10%SiC+10%fly ash),
which might leads to the deformation when subjected to
strain. Incorporation of fly ash particles with this significantly
improves the hardness and also the deformation of the Al
matrix. It is observed that the fact that the combination of
SiC with fly ash particles possess higher hardness than the

Fig. 7. Samples for the hardness tests

aluminium. Thus, it can be concluded that the mechanical
properties such as density, tensile strength, yield strength and
hardness of the composites increases by increasing SiC, fly
ash and their mixtures. Contradictory, elongation of the hybrid
metal matrix composite is very much decreased as that of the
unreinforced aluminium. Addition of magnesium improves the
wettability between the reinforcement particles and enhances
the mechanical properties of the composites by solid solution
strengthening. In addition, mechanical stirring in the semi solid
state enhances the uniform distribution between them.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Al-SiC-flyash composite is casted and test for which results
are From results it is observed that Hardness strength of
composite has enchanced and At 4%,9%, and 14% fly ash
it is maximum when compared with Al6063 table and figur 1
shows the result. fatigue strength of the composite with 5%
SiC and 14s% fly ash reinforcement is having good fatigue
performance compared to the monolithic AL6063 alloy.

A. Wear test details

The wear test results of the Al6063+5%Sic+4% fly ash,
Al6063+5%Sic+9% fly ash and Al6063+5%Sic+14% fly ash
are tested in wear test machine, the values are given below.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

1. The fabrication of the three various combinations of
composite specimens are fabricated through stir casting are
completed. 2. The hardness of composite specimens is in-
creased with increasing volume content of the reinforcement.
3. From that as the percentage of reinforcement SiC and Fly-
ash increases there is reduction in the percentage of weight
loss of the composite material in pin on disk wear tester.
4. The wear rate of the composite specimen decreases with
the increasing weight percentage of particulate reinforcement.

Fig. 8. Wear test value tabulation

Fig. 9. Hardness test graph
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Fig. 10. Wear test value tabulation

Fig. 11. Wear rate graph for 14%

5. The particle pull out is due to the poor particle ,matrix
bonding. This indicates the abrasive wear mechanism of the
composite material while resisting the delaminating process.
6. Abrasive wear mechanism which has essentially as a
result hard particles and resist delamination process. 7. The
delamination is mainly due to the cracks formed on the surface
by high plastic strain on the surface during sliding
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Abstract—The paper presented describes the development of
beach cleaning machine. Beach area cleaning machine is a vehicle
that drags a raking or sifting device over beach sand to remove
rubbish and other foreign matter. They are manually self-pulled
vehicles on tracks or wheels or pulled by quad-bike or tractor.
A chief task in beach cleaning strategies is finding the best way
to handle waste matter on the beaches, taking into changing
terrain. Similar applications include lake beaches, sand fields for
beach volleyball and kindergarten and playing field sandpits. The
cleaner has movable sand shovels which are sieve shaped and a
receiving area is connected to these on the side remote from the
pick-up side which takes the waste matter left in the sieve. The
cleaner has a rotating body with a horizontal swivel axis and the
cover of the rotation body consists essentially of the sand shovels
which are curved spirally on it. The sand shovels engage directly
into the sand, and have a frame-like reinforcement on the pickup
edge. The machine is power driven, and a seat is provided at the
back for the operator.

Keywords:Waste materials, Cleaning, Automation, Solar
powered

I. INTRODUCTION

Clean beaches are a priority for all coastal municipalities.
This cleaning happens mostly by using a mechanical beach
cleaner. In places like India this device is very useful. By using
such a device it is indeed possible to achieve an acceptable
result in a quick and efficient way. However, a mechanical
beach cleaner not only removes most of the man-produced
waste, but unfortunately also takes away organic material.
The organic material in the drift-line has numerous natural
functions in the coastal ecosystem, in terms of coastal defense,
as feeding ground, as a biotope for pioneer plants, etc. It
is also a rich exploring ground and provides educational
material for tourists and children. On the other hand, manual
cleaning undoubtedly has several positive effects: less waste
is produced, less cost for the treatment of the waste, less fuel
cost as the cleaner is used less, bigger chance for the beach
visitor to explore the natural material, and, moreover, the profit
the natural ecosystem will take of it. In close collaboration
with the coastal municipalities, an initiative sustainable beach
management has to be set up by the government. Workshops
with the technicians, a brochure and yearly spring clean-up

actions were the first outputs of this was the first municipality
collaborating in a pilot project on manual beach cleaning. In
order to know the beach visitors perception of beach cleanness
and on the acceptability of organic material remaining on the
beach. The results are presented in this paper. The information
thus assembled is of capital importance to evaluate the feasi-
bility of ecological beach cleaning in Belgium. A different
way of managing the beach, more manual cleaning and less
mechanical, can lead to a win-win situation, for nature and for
the local authorities. When it comes to challenges, one of the
biggest that, the municipality faces is of cigarette butts. Most
people who come to the beach to relax, throw their finished
cigarette butts into the sand these butts mixed with sand harm
the environment; the toxins in the filter contaminate the water,
and birds and sea animals consume them thinking they are
food. This is the case despite us placing ash trays along with
the garbage bins at the beaches. Municipality has in place
a proactive engagement initiative regarding the entire beach
cleaning operation. And, this involves seeking public opinion
about its performance which is then used as an input to craft
the next years policy and for increasing operational efficiency.
In 2013, the people were happy with the cleanliness of the
beaches. A lot of our strategies and planning for the next year
are based on the survey results.

II. RELATED WORK

There are lots of common practices that are being imposed
by the people for cleaning the area some of them are mention
as follows.

A. Raking method

Raking technology can be used on dry or wet sand. When
using this method, a rotating conveyor belt containing hun-
dreds of tines combs through the sand and removes surface
and buried debris while leaving the sand on the beach. Raking
machines can remove materials ranging in size from small
pebbles, shards of glass, and cigarette butts to larger debris,
like seaweed and driftwood. By keeping the sand on the beach
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and only lifting the debris, raking machines can travel at high
speeds.

B. Shifting technology

Sifting technology is practiced on dry sand and soft surfaces.
The sand and waste are collected via the pick-up blade of the
vehicle onto a vibrating screening belt, which leaves the sand
behind. The waste is gathered in a collecting tray which is
often situated at the back of the vehicle. Because sand and
waste are lifted onto the screening belt, sifters must allow
time for the sand to sift through the screen and back onto the
beach. The size of the materials removed is governed by the
size of the holes in the installed screen.

C. Combined raking and shifting

Combined raking and sifting technology differs from pure
sifters in that it uses rotating tines to scoop sand and debris
onto a vibrating screen instead of relying simply on the pick-
blade. The tines’ position can be adjusted to more effectively
guide different-sized materials onto the screen. Once on the
screen, combined raking and sifting machines use the same
technology as normal sifters to remove unwanted debris from
the sand.

D. Sand shifting by hand

This is used for smaller areas or sensitive habitat. Sand
and debris is collected into a windrow or pile and manually
shoveled onto screened sifting trays to separate the debris from
the sand. While effective, it requires the movement of sand
to the site of the tray, and then redistribution of the sand
after sifting. A more efficient method is the use of a screened
fork at the place where the debris is located. The effort to
manually agitate the sand can become tiresome, however a
recent development of a battery powered sand rake combines
the spot cleaning effectiveness of manual screening with the
ease of an auto-sifting hand tool.

E. Area of operation

Sand cleaning machines are used all over the world to
ensure the safety and happiness of beach-goers. By removing
litter, unwanted seaweed, and other debris from the beach,
municipalities and resorts are able to maintain their beaches
with fewer invested hours. In addition to their regular litter-
removing uses, beach and sand cleaners have been used to
clean up after natural disasters. That can be illustrated with an
example: In Galveston, Texas, low oxygen levels in the water
resulted in thousands of dead fish washing ashore. Raking sand
cleaners were then used to remove the rotting fish off the beach
before they released excessive toxins into the air, sand, and
water. The Olympic Games 2008 saw the first remote control
Sandbanks for the beach volleyball fields in Beijing Park.
The cleanup after the Deepwater Horizon oil spill saw large
applications of sand cleaners to the area. Similarly, the Rena
oil spill in New Zealand also saw beach cleaners deployed in
an effort to remove the affected sand.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Design of beach cleaner

Sand cleaning machines are used all over the world to
ensure the safety and happiness of beach-goers. By removing
litter, unwanted seaweed, and other debris from the beach,
municipalities and resorts are able to maintain their beaches
with fewer invested hours. The design is mainly based on the
fabricated dimensions which are being noted for the process
and there may lead with the specific terms follows identically
into the carrier system. Some of the software has been used
to make the ultimate sketch of the design and determine
the sequence relatively. The design includes various related
changes that measure the medium which ensure in the higher
level.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The software is used mainly for the accurate and the clearly
determined specification all around the project. The design
of the roller and the conveyors may leads with the higher
order measures that are being related with the all capacity
of the design in the project .The sequencing value ranges in
the different while using the software CREO, AUTOCAD,
ANSYS. AutoCAD is a commercial computer-aided design
(CAD) and drafting software application. Developed and mar-
keted by Autodesk. This software is used for making the rough
layout of the devices used in the machine. The components are
made with the proper dimensions calculated and are made to
be compatible with the other softwares. This layout is drafted
and is used as a reference while making the 3D part of the
component. This is done by using 3D parametric software.

A. CREO PARAMETRIC VERSION 2.0

Creo is a family or suite of design software supporting
product design for discrete manufacturers and is developed
by PTC. The suite consists of apps, each delivering a distinct
set of capabilities for a user role within product development.
Creo runs on Microsoft Windows and provides apps for 3D
CAD parametric feature solid modeling, 3D direct modeling,
2D orthographic views, Finite Element Analysis and simula-
tion, schematic design, technical illustrations, and viewing and

Fig. 1. Beach guiding part
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visualization. Creo Elements/Pro and Creo Parametric compete
directly with CATIA, Siemens NX/Solid edge, and Solid
works. The Creo suite of apps replaces and supersedes PTCs
products formerly known as Pro/ENGINEER, Co Create, and
Product View. Creo has many different software package
solutions and features. This software is used by getting the
reference data from the 2D design the design made is made
into a 3D model by using the creo commands and the required
components are assembled in the end for obtaining the proper
figure.

B. ANSYS WORKBENCH

ANSYS Mechanical is a finite element analysis tool for
structural analysis, including linear, nonlinear and dynamic
studies. This computer simulation product provides finite
elements to model behavior, and supports material models and
equation solvers for a wide range of mechanical design prob-
lems. ANSYS Mechanical also includes thermal analysis and
coupled-physics capabilities involving acoustics, piezoelectric,
thermalstructural and thermo-electric analysis. The software is
utilized for analysis after the part is made into a 3D model
the parts are analyzed for the stress effect on it tolerance of

Fig. 2. Design of rollers

Fig. 3. Spokes

the component is calculated and is kept as constrain for the
design. Conveyor belts are a continuous loop of material that
are driven by a system of pulleys or drives to carry goods. They
are used in a variety of material handing applications, Con-
veyors keep the products and ingredients moving swiftly and
efficiently down the line. Many conveyors utilize stainless steel
sheets as belts on their lines. Stainless steel conveyor belts can
be perforated for drainage or to increase the transfer of heat
or cold onto a product. Metal belts can also be sanitized using
high pressure washes, steam or chemical sprays. Elevator belts
are designed for vertical applications and have attachments
such as buckets or trays. High-temperature conveyor belts are
made of materials that are suitable for use at high ambient
temperatures, or that are designed to handle high-temperature
materials. Often, these products are used in oven conveyor
belting and the conveyance of heat-treated parts. The design
is made with proper dimensions as required.

V. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

1 is a side plan view of beach-cleaning equipment and a
litter collection station loaded on a beach-cleaning trailer ac-
cording to an illustrative embodiment of the present Invention.

Fig. 4. Design of perforated mat

Fig. 5. Perforated mat
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2 is a top plan view of the litter collection station, in an
assembled state thereof. 3 is a side plan view of the litter
collection station, in an assembled state thereof. 4 is a side
plan view a secondary beach cleaner in a state towed by a
vehicle during litter collecting operation. 5 is a partial top
plan view of the secondary beach cleaner. 6 is a side plan
view of sieve unit is attached to a trailer. 7 is a top plan view
of a driving mechanism Shown in fig (the sieve unit is not
shown). 8 is a side plan view of a trailer provided With no
driving mechanism, according to a modeled embodiment of
the present invention.

A. Machine modeling

As a modular robot, a requirement for the project was
to develop it with a higher degree of structural robustness.
To achieve this goal, the designed body of the robot was
made of a 3mm thick aluminum plate. Its construction and
design, together with the materials used, grant the desired
durability and endurance for a wide range of possible working
environments.

B. Main Unit

The main unit is the body of the robot and continues the
idea of a modular system, allowing the attachment of external
actuators. Firstly, the wheel configuration had to be chosen.
Concerning the desired tasks that the robot should perform,
a differential drive configuration was adopted due to its
superior performance for some sorts of jobs and its mechanical
simplicity. The chosen wheel configuration is based on a four-
wheel differential drive. Each pair of wheels is driven by an
independent motor linked with a belt and pulley system, as
depicted in .Collecting System .A frontal claw was designed
and attached to the robot enabling it to collect cans from the
ground. Its design was made in the shape of an excavator
dumper, a well-known configuration used in dump trucks to
collect trash. There are plenty of good gripper configurations
for the specific task of can-collecting, as evidenced by Batch.
The chosen design is a power hungry configuration, but as the
environment where the robot will operate has some challenges
for can collecting (as semi-buried cans in the sand) and the
battery used has plenty of useful energy, the choice was the
most interesting one to be by two different parts: the upper
and lower one. They were designed separately, turning the
assembly and disassembly of the claw an easier task. These
two parts are connected by a servomotor, responsible for the
claws opening and closing movements. Making the claw with
striped pieces of metal allows the robot to collect cans in
an environment composed by sandy or clayey soil, reducing
the drag force and granting that not much sand is collected
together with the cans. The rising and lowering of the claw is
granted by a pair of AX-12 servomotors. The chosen material
for the claw manufacturing was a 2mm in diameter spikes

C. Storage Compartment

The last mechanical module of the robot is the storage
compartment. This module is positioned on top of the main

unit allowing the claw to unload the collected cans inside of
it. It has a pair of servomotors responsible for turning out the
collected material into an appropriate depot. It can be seen
at the top of the robot in, which shows an isometric view
of robot. The chosen material for the storage compartment
manufacturing was a 2mm thick plate. Its dimensions are made
as the requirement.

D. Motor Driver

The motor driver was designed for individual DC motor
control. For the power stage, a MOSFET-based H-Bridge, an
usual circuit for DC motor control, was developed. The project
foresees a board capable of holding 50A of continuous current,
making it capable to support high power motors and increas-
ing the versatility of the circuit. An embedded Atmega328
microcontroller is responsible for the motors velocity control
and uses its PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) outputs to do
so. The board also supports dual-channel encoder reading.
An important aspect of the boards layout design was the
decoupling of the power and control planes. Considering that
the circuit is able to hold high current levels, such decoupling
avoids that current peaks from the motors damage some
sensible components. To grant the electrical decoupling, two
physically isolated planes were designed, and opto-couplers
were used to keep the planes in isolation, switching the H-
Bridge transistors without an electrical contact. An ACS709
current sensor module, a Hall-effect sensor, is integrated in the
board and connected to the embedded microcontroller allowing
the motor current measurement. It holds over 2100VRMS at
the input, isolating the output pin from the power plane and
assuring the desired decoupling. The output pin gives a voltage
proportional to the current that passes through the current
sense input. This measurement grants a safe operation, because
the microcontroller can disable the H-bridge if the current
exceeds a safe value. Another benefit is that the torque of
the motor can be estimated through the current measure, so a
torque controller could be implemented. The communication
between the CPU and the local drivers is established through
an UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) pro-
tocol.

E. Current and Voltage Measurement

Board monitoring the battery state of charge (SOC) is vital
for preventing a sudden stop from the robot if the battery
is completely discharged. The SOC is a linear function of
the open circuit voltage, but this method is not applicable to
on line, continuous measurement because it requires a long
stabilization period to an accurate indication The developed
solution is based on combining current flux integration and
open circuit voltage method, so that a more precise estimative
of the SOC can be performed. The circuit has a current sense
module, which consists in two ACS709 boards in parallel.
The designed printed circuit board layout is shown in. The
voltage measurement is implemented using a circuit based on
a voltage divider. The battery voltage is divided to 1/3, and
then a TL-072 operational amplifier is used for impedance
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compatibility. An embedded Attiny45 microcontroller is re-
sponsible to read the voltage from each ACS709 module and
from the TL-072 output, allowing it to calculate the current
drained from the battery and the battery voltage. An UART
communication between the Attiny45 and the CPU allows the
data transfer. MOTOR SPEED CONTROL concerning that
the designed robot has a modular construction and a wide
range of applications, its speed control can be useful in almost
every possible use of the robot. To design the controller it is
necessary to identify the dynamics of the motors. A well-
known method is to model the system through a transfer
function, a mathematical model that relates the input and the
output of a linear time invariant system.

F. Remote control systems

Radio remote control (RF remote control) is used to control
distant objects using a variety of radio signals transmitted
by the remote control device. As a complementary method
to infrared remote controls, the radio remote control is used
with electric garage door or gate openers, automatic barrier
systems, burglar alarms and industrial automation systems.
Standards used for RF remotes are: Bluetooth AVRCP, ZigBee
(RF4CE), Z-Wave. Most remote controls use their own coding,
transmitting from 8 to 100 or more pulses, fixed or rolling

Fig. 6. Motor current and speed characteristics

Fig. 7. Main required materials for design and efficiency Calculation

code, using OOK or FSK modulation. Also, transmitters or
receivers can be universal, meaning they are able to work
with many different coding. In this case, the transmitter is
normally called Universal remote control duplicator because
it’s able to copy existing remote controls, while the receiver
is called Universal receiver because it works with almost any
remote control in the market. A radio remote control system
commonly has two parts: transmit and receive. The transmitter
part is divided into two types, namely, RF remote control and
transmitter module, by the way of using, the rf remote control
can be used independently as a whole while the transmitter
module is used as a component in the circuit, the advantage
of using transmitter model is it can be seamlessly connected
with application circuit, and its size is small, but users must
have a knowledge of circuit to use the transmitter module,
the rf remote control is much more easy to use at this point.
The receiver part is generally divided into two types: the
super-regenerative receiver and the super heterodyne receiver.
The super-regenerative receiver is actually working like the
regeneration of under intermittent oscillation detection circuit.
The super heterodyne type is working like the one in a radio
receiver. The super heterodyne receiver is used because of
its stability, high sensitivity and it has relatively good anti-
interference ability, a small package and the price is also
cheaper.

VI. DISCUSSION

The beach-cleaning trailer according to the present invention
includes the pair of rail members provided on the upper edges
of the respective side Wall portions forming the box shape,
respectively, in such a manner so as to face each other With
the opening in between; and the sieve unit being capable of
moving along the rail members and being detachably attached
onto the rail members. Accordingly, sieving can be performed
by placing litter along With sand on the sieve unit using a
scoop or the like, and by moving the sieve unit in a back-and-
forth direction along the rail members. Therefore, the litter and
the sand can easily be separated from each other, and only the
litter can be collected. Thus, even on an area Where litter
collection is impossible using a beach cleaner, the litter can
be separated and collected mechanically Without collecting
the litter through manual separation. Moreover, the beach-
cleaning trailer includes the driving mechanism that transmits
rotary power of the Wheels to the sieve unit to move the
sieve unit in a back-and-forth direction along the rail members
in accordance With the rotary power. Accordingly, When the
Wheels rotate during operation of the trailer, the sieve unit can
move in a back-and forth direction along the rail members.
Such movement of the sieve unit allows the sieving to be
performed mechanically by the sieve unit, and also makes it
unnecessary to collect the litter through manual separation.
Furthermore, the driving mechanism is a crank mechanism to
which the sieve unit is connected, by the connecting rod, to
one of the drive Wheel provided on the axle of the Wheels
and the driven Wheel that rotates in accordance with the drive
Wheel. Accordingly, rotary power of the drive Wheel or the
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driven Wheel can easily be converted to power moving the
sieve unit a back-and-forth direction, allowing the sieving to
be performed by the sieve unit with a simple struck true. For
a more complete understanding of the present invention, the
reader is referred to the following detailed description section,
which should be read in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings. Throughout the following detailed description and
in the drawings, like numbers refer to like parts.

VII. CONCLUSION

The desired structural robustness was achieved, with the
robot being able to withstand a number of environmental
adversities. With easy maintenance, considering that students
could perform repairs on the robot without a guide manual,
it is possible to affirm that the robot can outlast the time-
span of some students graduations. Although the robustness
can be seen as a hard-to-measure concept, some facts allow
the presented conclusion: the robot, built on 2012, is still
fully operational after a great number of beach operations
(and recklessly done tests by freshmen students, that, among
other conclusions, determined that the robot is stronger and
sturdier than a standing adult and is even capable of knocking
him down).Preliminary tests proved that the claw was able
to lift objects like soda and beer cans, empty or not. Even
full 2 liters PET bottles were lifted by the robots claw and
its high-torque motors, but the storage compartment was not
prepared for accommodating them. For further developments,
other control techniques could give even more quality to the
systems operation. The electronics and the system, as a whole,
have characteristics that make implementing new solutions
possible. To validate the systems beach cleaning setup, some
tests were made at a proper environment (at a beach with good
illumination and not very thin sand).
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Abstract—The objective of this invention is to provide a simple
and inexpensive fertilizer spreader, in a form of a one wheeled
pushing device which may be easily and quickly pushed by the
farmers for spreading solid fertilizers like urea and pesticides.
Moreover, the conventional spreading of fertilizers by hand in a
farm is more time-consuming method and requires more human
effort. This is a type of spreader which can be operated manually
for spreading granular materials in farms especially for solid
fertilizers like urea. The spreader has hopper with at least
one orifice in it. At the bottom of hopper, a rotating disc is
provided for spreading granular materials. The spreading device
normally has a bladed centrifugal spreader comprising disc which
is rotated about vertical axes and onto which the product to be
spread on the ground is dropped in a suitable manner. Keywords:
Fertilizer, Pesticide spreader, granular materials

I. INTRODUCTION

Agriculture is said to be Indias largest private-sector enter-
prise, engaging nearly 119 million farmers (cultivators) and
another 144 million landless LABORERS, as per the 2011
Census and Indian agriculture growth is ranked in 54 places.
Agriculture machinery and technology is used in India is
2.65machines per 1000 people. The term pesticide covers
a wide range of compounds including insecticides, fungi-
cides, herbicides, rodenticides, molluscicides, nematicides,
plant growth regulators and others. Among these, organochlo-
rine (OC) insecticides, used successfully in controlling a
number of diseases, such as malaria and typhus, were banned
or restricted after the 1960s in most of the technologically
advanced countries. The introduction of other synthetic in-
secticides organophosphate (OP) insecticides in the 1960s,
carbamates in 1970s and pyrethroids in 1980s and the in-
troduction of herbicides and fungicides in the 1970s1980s
contributed greatly to pest control and agricultural output.
Ideally a pesticide must be lethal to the targeted pests, but
not to non-target species, including man. Unfortunately, this is
not the case, so the controversy of use and abuse of pesticides
has surfaced. The rampant use of these chemicals, under the
adage, if little is good, a lot more will be better has played
havoc with human and other life forms. Fertilizers, when
used in agricultural facilities and commercial greenhouses,
can significantly boost output and appeal. Fertilizers work
by providing plants and crops with nutrients they need to
grow to their fullest and at a faster rate than achieved through
natural processes alone. Chemical-based fertilizers, according

to Edu blogs, can also help protect plants and vegetation
from pests and may prevent the spread of weeds as well.
Fertilizers may also be more cost effective and time efficient
for gardeners and commercial farmers as well. Many fertilizers
are inexpensive to produce, and purchasing them to encourage
plant growth instead of buying high-quality soil may save
significant amounts of money. However, fertilizers have dis-
advantages as well. One of the main concerns over fertilizers
is that they require frequent reapplication. Furthermore, they
contain synthetic (and often harmful) chemicals that pollute
streams, lakes and the atmosphere when released. Fertilizers
may cause cumulative harmful effects on humans, animals
and environments, such as contaminated water supplies and
spread of illness. The above graph represents the statistics
of growth and yield of the agriculture sector in the world
whereas, In India the wheat production shown 3kg/m2, the
rice production shown as 2 kg/m2, the coarse grain has shown
as 1.5 kg/m2, and where oilseed as shown as 1.2kg/m2 . when
compare to other countries like US, China. wheat is less than
the US country. In US, the statistics of agriculture in wheat
is 3 kg/m2, the rice shown as 7.5kg/m2 is high compared
to other countries. Whereas in coarse grain as shown as 9
kg/m2.the oilseed as shown as 2.8 kg/m2. The statistics of US
in agriculture is greater in rice coarse grain. In china, the
statistics of agriculture, the wheat as shown as 4.8 kg/m2, the
rice as shown as 6.8 kg/m2, the coarse grain as shown as 9

Fig. 1. Comparative yield in India when comparative to the world
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kg/m2 is same as US, the oilseed as shown as 2 kg/m2. Other
countries are not producing oilseed.

II. BACK GROUND OF INVENTION

Ground preparation, lawn care and landscaping are fairly
common activities, being essential to the upkeep and main
tenancy of home lawns, parks, stadiums, highways, berms and
farms. Although there are some prior art devices designed
to assist in lawn care, such as mowers, there are relatively
few devices designed to augment the application of fertilizer
mixes agriculture seed and related compositions. Moreover,
the devices available are cumbersome and time consuming to
use. As evidenced by the lawn care aids presently available,
it can be seen that in general, lawn care is still a labour
intensive activity. There are few machines designed to aid in
the laying a cover of agriculture seed or fertilizer mix over
the surface of a lawn, such as the broadcast type spreader.
One such fertilizer or seed spreader is comprised generally of
a bucket or basin to place the fertilizer in, the basin being
mounted on a pair of Wheels and having a number of small
openings at the bottom. A number of blades rotate about an
axis running across the lower end of the basin, forcing the
fertilizer or seed out of the openings in the bottom of the basin.
A handle extends upwardly from the basin so that the operator
can grasp the handle and push the device to make it operate.
The operator of the device then walks back and forth over the
entire surface to be covered in order to apply the fertilizer.
On a larger scale, the device may be operated by mounting
it to the back of a vehicle, and pulling it over the surface of
the ground. In India, Agriculture is said to be Indias largest
private sector enterprise, engaging nearly 119 million farmers
(cultivators) and another 144 million landless labourers, as per
the 2011 census and agriculture growth is ranked in 54 places.
Many Inventions are done for agriculture sector by engines,
the common disadvantage was that engine runs down easily
and the cost of production was high for an average individual
to purchase. Rotary movers were not developed until engines
were small enough and powerful enough to run blades at high
speed. Many people experimented with rotary blades in the late
1920s and early 1930s, and power specialties Ltd. The power
for this experimental mower was an electric motor. Sprayers
are used in this experiment for better result for agriculture
land.

III. BACKPACK SPRAYER

One type of backpack sprayer is a compressed air sprayer
with a harness that allows it to be carried on the operators
back, another type of backpack sprayer has a hand-operated
hydraulic pump that forces liquid pesticide through a hose and
one or more nozzles. The pump is usually activated by moving
a lever. A mechanical agitator plate may be attached to the
pump plunger. Some of these sprayers can generate pressures
of 100 pounds per square inch or more. Capacity of both
these types of backpack sprayers is usually 5 gallons or less
hydraulic sprayers consists of a tank, pump, a lance (for single
nozzles) or boom, and a nozzle. Sprayers convert of a pesticide

formulation, often containing a mixture of water (or another
liquid chemical carrier, such as fertilizer) and chemical. Into
droplets, this can be large rain-type drops or tiny almost-
invisible particles. This conversion is accomplished by forcing
the spay mixture through a spray nozzle under pressure in
order to increase the rate of spraying with permeable time.

IV. UNIFORMITY OF FERTILIZER WITH
CENTRIFUGAL SPREADERS

The evaluations were carried out in farms located in the
Southwest region of the State of Goes, Brazil, in the cities
of Rio Verde, Jata, Mineiros and Monti vi diu. The sample
used in the diagnosis was made by non-probabilistic method.
The use of non-probabilistic method was due to the fact that
the population was not available to be randomly selected and
the selection of the sample elements depended on the inves-
tigator’s judgment. The initial stage of the research was the
identification of producers that used variable rate application.
This identification was made through contacts with technical
assistance, rural extension companies, cooperatives and indica-
tions of the interviewed producers. The working speed during
the evaluations varied according to the equipment used: 1.39 m
s-1, in the case of drag distributors, up to 5.14 m s-1, when the
self-propelled equipment was used .At least a 10 m path before
the collector was used to stabilize the linear velocity and
the angular speed of the power take-off. The working height
was in accordance with the recommendation of the equipment
manufacturer and the dose of fertilizers and correctives to be
applied were obtained from the adjustment by the operator,
before the implementation, using the methodology and tables
recommended by the manufacturer. The distribution range also
varied depending on the distributed product and on the equip-
ment used, always paying attention to the settings used for
each property, which means that we adopted the working width
informed by the operator. The dosages used in the tests were
set for the plot in question in order to permit the evaluation of
the distribution uniformity. We used the dose indicated by each
operator as the one that the machine was set. The uniformity
of broadcast distribution is affected by the grain size of the
applied products. Since the distribution distance of the granule
in the broadcast distribution depends on the mass, we hope
that materials with larger granules reach longer distances in
the distribution. According to Table 2, the superphosphate had
smaller size particles between the granules, as KCl, MAP and
02-20-20 mostly had particles between 2 and 4 mm. As the
applied doses of each product were different, it is important
to analyse the profile of the curve and not the point values.
The distribution may be influenced by characteristics of the
equipment, such as the rotation of the discs and the position
of the fins, as by external factors to the distributor assembly,
such as climatic conditions, vegetation on soil, land slope and
especially the features of the used product (MOLIN et al.,
2010).In the case of granular products, the wind effect is less
due to the granules mass. Comparing the profile obtained for
the 02-20-20 formulated fertilizer with the obtained profiles by
MOLIN et al (2009) also working with formulated fertilizer
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in centrifugal distributors, we can see many similarities. The
authors showed the occurrence of the profile in a ”W” shape,
with peaks of larger amount of fertilizer applied at the sides
and rising in the centre. The transverse distribution of gypsum
showed an irregular manner.The gypsum, even with very
fine grain when dry, usually comes from industry with high
moisture and so it is applied. The wet gypsum tends to form
clumps, manifesting as if it had larger granules.We note that

Fig. 2. Speed, distribution range and doses used during the evaluation of the
product distribution quality

Fig. 3. Percentage of size fractions of granular products used in broadcast
distribution

Fig. 4. Transverse distribution patterns of KCl at 180 kg ha-1, andMAP at
250 kg ha-1, and using broadcast fertilizer spreader

Fig. 5. Transverse distribution of SS at 280 kg ha-1, and 02-20-20 at 300 kg
ha-1, using broadcast spreader

there was a greater heterogeneity in the distribution of gypsum
1with failures in the centre of the deposition. From Table 3,
it is clear that in this case the moisture of the product was
about 38% when compared to 18% for gypsum 2. Higher
moisture results in formation of lumps that are distributed,
by centrifugal force, out of the distribution centre range. This
finding corroborates with the results of LUZ et al. (2010), who
found suitable transverse profile for the distribution of gypsum
with 15% humidity. The authors state that moisture hampers
the flowability of the product in the spreader mechanism of
the equipment. The coefficient of variation of transverse and
longitudinal distribution of fertilizers promoted by centrifugal
distributor, in the field situation, ranged from 13% to 88% and
6% to 52%, respectively, showing a large variation. Therefore,
application tests, in addition to adequate regulation, should
be performed frequently for each type of product, even on
machines with application capacity in variable rate.

V. INVENTION METHODOLOGY

Agriculture sector is facing problems with capacity is-
sues, shrinking revenues, and labour shortages and increasing
consumer demands. The prevalence of traditional agriculture
equipment intensifies these issues. In addition, most formers
are desperately seeking different ways to improve the equip-
ment quality while reducing the direct overhead costs (labour)
and capital. Thus, a significant opportunity rests with under-
standing the impact of pesticide sprayers in an agriculture
field. In order to overcome these difficulties, we have proposed
a one wheel driven sprayer, it is a portable device and no need
of any fuel to operate, which is easy to move and sprays the
pesticide by moving the wheel. The mechanism involved in
this sprayer is orifice which is connected to the bottom of
hopper, and then orifice rotates by the motors through the
movement of wheel. The wheel which will rotate when the
device is pushed in farming lands the wheel rotation is used to
rotate the ac generator, formation these generators will produce
220v with one rotation this 220 v is then sent to rectifier which
contain 4 semiconductors that are connected in the form of
bridge rectifier and then connected to resistor and to the load.
The power from rectifier is used to store in the battery for
this the charging circuit is made which has pulse generator

Fig. 6. Transverse distribution of patterns of two gypsum samples
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and mosfet diodes this charges the battery without any heat.
The pulse generating circuit which has four 1 k resistors and
four 10k resistors and one pulse generators, two capacitors the
battery which have used is 12v 4.5 AH battery.

Fig. 7. Catia design of the fertilizer and pesticide sprayer

Fig. 8. Top view of the model made in Catia

Fig. 9. side view of model in Catia

Fig. 10. Circuit diagram for charging battery

VI. WORKING PROCEDURE

A. HANDLE

In this project the handle is made up of polyvinylchlo-
ride(pvc) pipes which is used to push and to support the whole
frame. Here we are using a 40cm pvc pipes to withstand and
support the hopper and for the movement of wheel

B. HOPPER

A container for a loose bulk material such as pesticides,
fertilizers typically one that tapers downward and is able to
discharge its contents at the bottom .Hopper consists of two
types one in conical shape and other is in wedge shape. Here
we use conical shaped hopper in the project

C. ORIFICE BLADE

Orifice blade is any opening or a vent which lies behind the
hopper and is used to spread the fertilizers in the cultivating
land and the orifice blades are rotated by using a compressor
motor

D. GENERATOR

It is a device which converts the mechanical energy into the
electrical energy. This generator box consists of a 12v battery,
pulse generator, rectifier. The generator power will be used
as a optional when the required power is not enough from
the dynamos the generator power will be used to spread the
fertilizer

E. WHEEL

In this project, we are using a 17inch bike wheel to move
freely in a cultivating land

F. FRAME

Frame made of mild steel, which supports all the entire
components which are mentioned above rigidly

G. SUPPORTS

Supports are used by making with a rectangular bar to
support the entire device in stable position.

In Agriculture, many inventions are takes place to make easy
for cultivation by using tractors, threshing machines, and chain
pump. Chemicals are widely used for controlling disease,
insects and weeds in the crops. They are able to save a crop
from pest attack only when applied in time. The chemicals
are costly. Therefore, equipment for uniform and effective
application is essential. Dusters and sprayers are generally
used for applying chemicals. Dusting, The simpler method of
applying chemicals, is best suited to portable machinery and
it usually requires simple equipment. But it less efficient than
spraying , because low retention of the dust. In this work we
have proposed equipment that is One wheeled and manually
operated, it is a portable device and no need of any fuel
to operate, which is easy to move and sprays the pesticides
and powdered fertilizers like Urea for farmers (cultivators).
In this one-wheeled and manually operated machine consists
of following components which required for working, hopper,
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orifice, 2 dynamo motors, 2 motors , one bike wheel (17-
inch diameter) , and PVC pipe frame. Here we go in this
equipment the PVC pipe frame which supports and carries
weight, handle to move, Hopper are used primarily in materials
handling as storage vessels, transporters, feeders. Hoppers are
of two types one is conical hopper and second one is wedge
hopper, the orifice blade which is connected to hopper of the
bottom. At this bottom of hopper battery is connected for
external use, and then battery to rotating motor. The rotating
motor which is connected to wheel for movement. Here we
use bike wheel about 17 inches for free moving in cultivate
lands. In both sides of wheel, dynamo motors are connected.
While moving the entire setup, wheel produces some energy
to dynamo motors. The dynamo motors is an electric generator
that produces direct current from rotary motion of wheel.
These dynamo motors send the current to electric hub motor
and also to battery. To these wheel and electric hub motor
shaft is connected, A driveshaft, propeller shaft or Cardan
shaft is a mechanical component for transmitting torque and
rotation, usually used to connect other components of a drive
train that cannot be connected directly because of distance
or the need to allow for relative movement between them
and We can control the speed. Fertilizers are a chemicals or
natural substance added to soil or land to increase its fertility.
Fertilizers like organic, chemical, bio-fertilizers and composed
manure. These fertilizers are taken into hopper, In one half of
hopper one motor is used to crush the materials and spreader in
the land, In second half of hopper is liquid pesticide spraying
on cultivate land , these process is going on while moving the
equipment. It can manually operated by cultivators.

VII. SPECIFICATION

The specifications are: Cost efficient device which can
spread fertilizers and pesticides simultaneously or one by one
Manually Operated without using any tractors or machinery

Fig. 11. Components are briefly shown in above diagram

devices The hopper capacity is designed to withstand 20kgs
of fertilizers The tank capacity is designed to the volume of
10 liters Self-generated power by the wheels, without using
any other energy sources

VIII. CONCLUSION

Thus the purpose of invention is to provide a simple and
inexpensive fertilizer spreader, in a form of a one wheeled
pushing device which may be easily and quickly pushed by the
farmers for spreading solid fertilizers like urea and pesticides.
Moreover, the conventional spreading of fertilizers by hand
in a farm is more time-consuming method and requires more
human effort. This is a type of spreader which can be operated
manually for spreading granular materials in farms especially
for solid fertilizers like urea. The spreader has hopper with at
least one orifice in it. At the bottom of hopper, a rotating disc
is provided for spreading granular materials. The spreading
device normally has a bladed centrifugal spreader comprising
disc which is rotated about vertical axes and onto which the
product to be spread on the ground is dropped in a suitable
manner.
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Abstract—The goal of dropping the emission of nitrogen
oxide (NOx), in CI engine with blended bio fuel is an effective
alternative fuel for fossil fuels in requisites of pollution reduction
in emission and efficiency increased in engine. The performance
and emission characteristics of a CI engine and the thermal
effectiveness augmented by persuade of hydrogen with bio fuel is
studied in this research. The steadiness of combustion by addition
of hydrogen and the efficiency of NOx reduction also retained
using hydrogen and bio diesel blends as a fuel.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internal combustion engines have become an requisite and
essential role of our daily life. However, diesel engines pro-
duce striking such as impetuous and intermittent noises, which
are unpleasant [1-3]. Combustion noise may be altered by
using another type of fuel. Hydrogen is the largest part of
potential fuels because it has dirt free burning characteristics
and healthier performance matched up to other fuels. Though,
hydrogen cannot be used as the solitary fuel in a CI engine,
because the compression temperature is not enough to kick
off combustion due to its elevated self-ignition temperature
[4]. The noticed advantages of this are generally lesser Car-
bon monoxide emissions, HC and PM, but with ultimately
augmented NOx emissions compared to fossil diesel fuels.
That’s why an ignition source is obligatory whilst using it
in a CI engine. The easiest method of utilizing hydrogen in a
CI engine is to run in the dual fuel mode in the company of
diesel fuel that be capable of perform as an ignition source for
hydrogen. Various investigations have been described on the
co-combustion of hydrogen-diesel combustible mixtures [5-7].
Miyamoto et al. [7] researched the performance characteristics
of the diesel-fuelled engine with hydrogen supplemented to the
ingestion air at delayed injection timings. They also examined
the response of diesel-fuel injection timing on the maximum
rate of in-cylinder pressure rise for a diesel engine with
addition of hydrogen to the ingestion air. The result demon-
strated in the case of a diesel-fuel injection afterward TDC
with addition of 10 vol% hydrogen to the ingestion air, the
maximum rate of in-cylinder pressure rise was comparatively

low than that without hydrogen addition at elevated loads for a
naturally pursued diesel engine. Hydrogen is actually the best
assuring alternative fuels. Hydrogen combustion actually not
generates CO2 and smoke, since that termed as a carbon-free
fuel. Ikegami et al. [5] exposed that hydrogen fueled CI engine
with fuel leakage from the injector could support ignition
of the hydrogen fuel. When burned in IC engines, hydrogen
have been professed as an on-site carbon free energy carrier
with excellent combustion characteristics [11,12]. Adorable
combustion properties such as a fast flame propagation speed
and wide lean operational range make H2 an distinguished fuel
for SI engines [13,14]. By mixing H2 into the intake mixture,
hydrogen can also be burned in CI engines. The compressed
H2-air mixture is ignited by a pilot diesel spray as the
compression stroke finished. An efficient and reliable approach
to burn various effervescent fuels such as H2 in CI engines,
dual fuel operation has been suggested [15-22]. Various re-
searches investigated the benefits and penalties associated with
the substitution of nature diesel by H2. These include the
enhancement to the BTE, NOx emissions enhance, retarding
the start of combustion, improving the heat release process,
and currently the on-site emissions reduction of carbon dioxide
(CO2). The previously done research work on H2-diesel
blended dual fuel engines was performed using modest single
cylinder diesel engines, such as the research indicated by Varde
and Frame [18]. A cram on the properties of hydrogen addition
to precise biodiesel was initiated by Bika et al. [19]. Recently,
various researchers observed the properties of H2 addition
on the performance as well as the combustion characteristics
of multi-cylinder, less function diesel engines [19-22]. The
addition of H2 to these less function diesel engines was found
to enhance substantially the emissions of NO2 accompanied
with a reduction in NO emissions. For example, Shirk et al.
[20] examined the properties of H2 addition on the fatigue
emissions of a 1.3-liter (L), turbocharged, light-duty diesel
engine. The addition of H2 slightly reduced the emissions
of NOx while its effect on the BTE was relatively small.
The dissever should create these components, reintegrating the
applicable criteria that follow. Hydrogen has been injected to
CI engine. Meanwhile, hydrogen have injected to dual-fuel
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type diesel engines in which diesel-fuel combustion is ignition
source for hydrogen [7-11,13-15]. These researches rendered
hydrogen to ingestion air while the diesel fuel was injected
directly into the cylinder.

II. NOX EMISSION MECHANISM

A. Impact of hydrogen addition on combustion

The NOx emissions of combustion devices burning fuels
that are Nitrogen (N)-free can be formed through the below
given mechanisms: a) NOx thermal mechanism dominated
by the local temperature of the combustion products; b) the
prompt NOx mechanism observed mainly at fuel-rich mixture
and unburned fuel-air mixture prior to the arrival of the fore-
flame; and c) the N2O intermediate mechanism occurring
mainly at small load operation of diesel engines, and gas
turbines [13]. When operated under medium to high load,
the local combustion temperature of a diesel engine is usually
higher than the threshold temperature for the formation of NOx
through NOx thermal mechanism. Comparatively, the N2O
intermediate mechanism induced to contribute significantly to
NOx formation in diesel engines and gas turbines at small
load operation where the engine-out NO2/NOx ratio is known
to exceed 10Among these, the contribution of the prompt
mechanism to the formation of NOx in diesel fuelled engines
is relatively small. The formation mechanism of NO2 has
been researched by various researchers [2, 5, 6, 23-26]. It was
noticed that the Nitrogen oxide formed in the flame region
could be converted to NO2 via reactions such as NO + HO2
¡=¿ NO2 + OH. Past research reported the salient role of HO2
in potentiating the conversion of NO to NO2. The HO2 part
of a molecule can be formed by another reaction H + O2 + M
¡=¿ HO2 + M. Processes having the potential to substantially
raise the concentration of HO2 were hoped to extend the
formation of NO2. For example, the HO2 part of a molecule
organized in the relatively low-temperature unburned mixture
region prior to the fore flame. The HO2-rich mixture reacts
with the NO molecules transported from high temperature
combustion regions and enhances the formation of NO2.When
present at a suitable temperature, the unburned fuels contusing
hydrogen could oxidize in the presence of O2 and formHO2,
which might enhance the formation of NO2. This might help
to describe the significant enhancing property on the formation
of NO2 when H2 was blended into the ingestion mixture
of diesel engines as reported in the literature [10,20-22].
Varde et al. [9] researched a happening of decreased diesel
matter in the exhaust by articulating less quantities of gaseous
hydrogen in the ingestion of a diesel engine. The result shows
that smoke decreased with the extended hydrogen addition.
However, NOx and combustion noise increased because sharp
combustion occurred as a result of very high combustion speed
of hydrogen. Geo et al. [9] expressed that dual-blend fuel
operation of rubber seed oil and its blend with hydrogen.
The results narrates that Nox emission increased with the
extended hydrogen energy fraction for RSO and RSOME.
Tomita et al. [14] suggested a double fuelled engine with
hydrogen and diesel-fuel under the PCCI (Premixed Charge

Compression Ignition) condition. Hydrogen was provided to
the ingestion port and diesel fuel was provided directly into the
combustion chamber. The diesel-fuel was mixed thoroughly
with hydrogen-air mixture and combustion became gentle as
best diesel fuel injection timing was maintained. EGR is
efficient in reducing NOx, and avoiding knocking, however
the smoke emission increases with EGR in conventional diesel
engines. Hence, EGR is restricted to a very small EGR rate.
Since then smokeless diesel combustion has been explained
with a enormous EGR. Smoke-less and NOx-less combustion
was made successful by this method and it is termed as Low
Temperature Combustion method [15-18]. Smoke formation
depends on combustion high temperature and correspondence
ratio.

B. Impact of hydrogen on biodiesel blends

The diminution of fossil diesel fuels, global warming dis-
tress and the harder limits on synchronized pollutant emissions
persuade the exploit of renewable fuels. Biodiesel is the
majority used renewable fuel in CI engines. The greater part
of the researches accepts that PM, THC and carbon monoxide
emissions from biodiesel are inferior to natural diesel fuel
[1-3]. The oxygen content of biodiesel [4,5] that stimulates
a added whole and cleaner combustion process is the main
factor. The biodiesel usage could lead to more effective
THC, CO and particulate matter oxidation [6] and increased
NOx emissions [7-9], depending on the engine technology
employed, combustion characteristics and other physical and
chemical properties of the biodiesel comparatively with nature
diesel. The additional feature which justifies the PM reduction
with revere to diesel is the nonexistence of pungent compounds
in biodiesel [3,10]. The present study attempted to resolve the
tradeoff between NOx and smoke under high load conditions
without scarifying indicated thermal efficiency by LTC with
hydrogen mixed to the ingestion mixture for the delayed
diesel-fuel injection timing in a high-pressure direct injection
diesel engine. This paper offers two approaches to LTC.
Initially, the injection timing of diesel-fuel was deferred drasti-
cally until 2 ATDC or high to reduce combustion temperature
for hydrogen concentration in ingestion mixture within the
flammability choice. Subsequently, amplified EGR rate is done
almost upto stoichiometric condition with little amount of
hydrogen to decrease combustion temperature considerably.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MATERIALS

The experimental apparatus was lay down as detailed in
Fig. 1. The engine was a single cylinder, naturally diligence
research engine and engaged a pump-line-nozzle direct in-
jection system as described in Table 1. To load the engine
an eddy current dynamometer has been utilized. The Kistler
pressure transducer was escalated at the cylinder head through
charge amplifier to a data acquisition board to the In-cylinder
pressure traces. The digital shaft encoder has been used to
measure crank shaft position. Alternate engine test assemble
instrumentation was used to observe ingestion air, exhaust
gas recirculation, temperatures (oil, air, inlet manifold and
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exhaust) and pressures. Data acquirement and combustion
investigation were conceded out using a personalized Lab
VIEW based code. A Horiba Mexa analyzer was engaged to
determine the concentrations of gaseous emissions. A non-
dispersive infrared, flame ionization detector and chemilumi-
nescence technique were utilized to measure CO, THC and
NOx respectively. To revise extent distribution of particulate
matter emitted from the engine, a SMPS, fitted with thermo
diluter was fitted. Experiments were carried out at a constant
engine speed of 1500 rpm and changeable engine loads of
7 and 9 bar indicated mean effective pressure, representing
40% low and 70% high of ultimate load respectively. The tests
were processed out initially using diesel and biodiesel fuels as
a instance. B8R and B16R blends were prepared and tested
under the same conditions for comparison. Hydrogen mixed
with the air before the ingestion manifold valve. The property
of hydrogen concentration (1, 1.5 and 2% of volumetric
air flow rate) was estimated with the aim of resolving the
optimal hydrogen concentration. Hence, the varied conditions
of reticent EGR rate (5%, 15% and 18%) were assessed to
overcome the NOx penalty. The basic properties of tested fuels
are given in Table 1.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To achieve improved efficiency and emissions using lean
burn combustion, it is essential to protected combustion sta-
bility in the lean operation condition such that the stable lean
burn range is extended. Wobbly slant operation will source
deterioration in competence and an augment of unburned

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental engine setup

Fig. 2. Specification of tested fuels

hydrocarbon emissions. The NOx reduction also is inadequate
through the slender flammability edge. As noticed in pre-
ceding research and in this revise, the reason of accretion
of hydrogen to a natural gas engine is to take benefit of
the wider lean burn uniqueness of hydrogen. In this explore,
the slant burn characteristics were processed according to the
hydrogen addition ratio as the hydrogen addition was assorted
from 10 vol% to 40 vol%. The covalence values in Fig. 2
explain changes in combustion constancy with the hydrogen
count proportion in the fuel at the MBT spark timing of each

Fig. 3. cylinder pressure and rate of heat release

Fig. 4. The effect of hydrogen on the combustion characteristics of RME
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operation condition. If the covalence value is set as 2% as the
typical for an operable stable combustion, it is pragmatic that
the flammability edge is absolute by the hydrogen addition.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the thermal effectiveness against excess
air ratio as hydrogen was supplemented. As the leanness
was augmented, the thermal effectiveness enlarged; however,
when the excess air ratio exceeded a certain level of leanness,
the degree ofefficiency decreased due to the degradation in
combustion stability. The additional air ratio of maximum
efficiency for each hydrogen addition proportion also denotes
a leaner condition with the increase of the hydrogen addition
proportion. It is prominent that the thermal effectiveness of 35
vol% hydrogen addition was immensebly less, by 1.5%, than
that of the natural gas. The justification behind hydrogen addi-
tion at specific excess air proportions was reliable in amending
thermal effectiveness is the efficient augmented work in order
to the increased laminar flame speed of the mixture, as
concluded in Fig. 4, which presents the MBT spark advance
timing at each operating condition. An expansion of thermal
effectiveness is presumed with an increase of the hydrogen
addition proportion due to the anti-knocking characteristics of
hydrogen are advantageous to form a increased compression
proportion possible as higher hydrogen is mixed [13-15]. Fig.
4 show the results of the dangerous emissions NOx, CO2 and
CO respectively, as a measure of changes in the excess air
proportion under the same operating condition as in Fig. 3.
As shown in Fig. 4 (augmented proportion for better explained
comparison), under assured excess air proportion conditions,
the level of NOx augmented as hydrogen was mixed. This
is due to promoted NOx generation as the high adiabatic
flame temperature of hydrogen extends the temperature of the
combustion gas. Also considering the best efficiency illustrated
in Fig. 4, NOx emissions are possibly to decrease because

Fig. 5. Engine performanceshowing equivalence ratio

of possible stable operation of hydrogen addition with higher
excess air proportion conditions. A comparison of NOx emis-
sions with standard gas with the conditions of finest efficiency
indicated as 64% reduction of the NOx with the addition of
35 vol% hydrogen and an 78% NOx reduction with 35 vol%
hydrogen. The characteristics of CO emissions are actually
slight different from that of NOx emissions, as shown in Fig.
4. CO emissions decreased with hydrogen addition at certain
excess air proportion conditions, CO emissions are matching
or higher at the operating condition of finest efficiency.

V. CONCLUSION

An analysis to attain NOx reduction was achieved in a
heavy duty natural gas engine with the addition of hydrogen
to biodiesel blend fuel. As such to endorse the suitability of
hydrogen-blended fuel, the thermal effectiveness and emission
characteristics were reviewed. Hence performance and com-
bustion attributes of a CI engine and the thermal efficiency
augmented by persuade of hydrogen with bio fuel is examined
in this research. The steadiness of combustion by addition of
hydrogen and the efficiency of NOx reduction also sustained
using hydrogen gas blended diesel as a fuel.
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Abstract—The performance of kirloskar, AV1model, Single
cylinder, Water cooled, Vertical, Direct injection diesel engine is
evaluated using modified jatropha oil as fuel. This performance is
compared for the same engine using mineral diesel as fuel. The
exhaust emission parameters are also compared for these two
fuels. The various fuel properties of jatropha oil and biodiesel
like calorific value, flash point, fire point, viscosity, cetane index,
ash residue, etc., were determined. Some of the properties were
found out in AdhiParaksakthi Engineering College thermal lab
and some of them were tested in Ita lab, Chennai. The engine
is loaded using alternator and rheostat. Biodiesel is tested in
engine with various combinations. It was found out that the brake
thermal efficiency for biodiesel was slightly higher than the brake
thermal efficiency diesel. Additional observation is less emission.

Keywords - Jatropha oil, Transesterification, I.C.engines,
Brake thermal efficiency, Specific fuel consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. General

Increasing industrialization and modernization of world lead
to steep rise in petroleum cost. Also with the present con-
sumption rate, deplete all petroleum resources within a decade
or two. In addition, combustion of fossil fuel accumulates
greenhouse gas emissions and leads to rapid rate of global
warming. By spending more amount of money we import
not only petroleum fuel but also much emission. Considering
these disaster effect many alternative fuels were identified and
tested successfully in IC engines. However, due to availability
and lack of compatibility with the existing engine of such
fuels they are not having ability to replace the existing fuel
completely. Bio fuels are one, which has an ability to reduce
the greenhouse gas emission as they were derived from bio-
resources. Considering this, the bio fuel, Modified Jatropha oil
is considered for this investigation. The detailed investigation
report is given in these following chapters.

B. Present work

The vegetable oils are found to be promising alternative
fuels because of their renewable, eco-friendly and can be
produced easily in rural areas. The cost of edible oil is some
what more. So that the use of non-edible oil is more significant.
The Jatropha curcas grows in all over India irrespective of any
climate conditions and areas. The neat vegetable oil (Jatropha)
is not suitable to use as the fuel directly in IC engines. So
due to esterification and / or transesterification process the

fuel is modified into more suitable one. Then it is mixed with
diesel and thereby bio-diesel is prepared. The bio-diesel can be
conveniently used in conventional diesel engine. The engine is
tested under various load conditions. At each and every load
the performance and emission parameters are measured and
compared with standard diesel operations.

II. OBJECTIVE

The objective of the investigation is to study the perfor-
mance and emission characteristics of a diesel engine run by
modified Jatropha oil based bio-diesel.

III. PREPARATION OF BIO-DIESEL

Biodiesel is prepared from any of the following methods.
i) Blending ii) Transesterification iii) Emulsification and iv)
Cracking. Among these, Transesterification is the popular
widely applied. In Transesterification process neat Jatropha oil
is converted into modified oil using methyl alcohol (carbonyl)
and small amount of sodium hydroxide which is used as a
catalyst. Catalyst NAOH Jatropha oil + Methanol Bio Diesel
+ Glycerol.

This process requires jatropha oil, methanol and NaOH
in the proportion of 1litre, 500ml 6gram respectively. The
process is carried out at a temperature of about 65O C. At the
end of reaction ester is obtained. Glycerol is also %obtained
as a bi-product. This ester is washed by removing catalyst,
alcohol other impurities. In our investigation we prepared a
bio-diesel by mixing 20% Jatropha oil and 80% diesel. This
is used in our test rig and the performance of the engine is
evaluated.

Fig. 1. FUEL PROPERTIES
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IV. PROPERTIES OF DIESEL AND NEAT JATROPHA
OIL

The various fuel properties of conventional diesel jatropha
oil is given in table 1.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
A single cylinder, 4- stroke, water-cooled, diesel engine

coupled with electrical dynamometer as shown in figure 1
was used as experimental set-up. The specifications of engine
dynamometer are given in table 2 3. The measuring instru-
ments used in this project are listed in table 4. The suction
side of the test engine is attached with anti-pulsating drum
to measure air inflow quantity. The inlet temperature of air is
measured with inlet air thermometer. The exhaust side of the
engine consisting of series of devices such as Exhaust Gas
Thermometer (EGT), gas analyzer probe and smoke meter
probe. A combustion analyzer is also attached with the test
rig to study the combustion behavior of engine. The set-up
also consists of fuel flow measuring device to measure the
fuel consumption of the engine. The output side of the engine
consisting of an electrical dynamometer and followed by a
loading rheostat. The output is measured in terms of watts
using digital wattmeter mounted in the panel. An 8 bit Data
Acquisition System (DAS) is also connected with the test rig
to acquire the combustion pressure and crank angle data for a
stipulated number of cycles.

Inlet temperature 8. Ammeter 2. Exhaust gas temperature 9.
Wattmeter 3. Anti pulsating airdrum 10.tachometer 4. Inclined

Fig. 2. FUEL PROPERTIES

manometer 11. Engine 5. fuel tank 12. Alternator 6. Burette
13.loading rheostat 7. Voltmeter

VI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Experimental investigations are carried out in the same
engine test rig using (i) Bio-diesel and (ii) Mineral diesel.
The various steps involved in carrying out this project work
is listed below. Preparation of bio-diesel Performance test
on engine using mineral diesel at constant speed of 1500 rpm
under natural aspirated condition. Performance test on the
same engine using Jatropha bio-diesel at the same specified
condition. Comparison of these two performances using
graphs.

VII. CONCLUSION

A kirloskar 5 hp engine was tested successfully using
mineral diesel and biodiesel (Jatropha based) separately. From
the results the following conclusions were arrived while using
biodiesel as fuel. Higher thermal efficiency Smooth running
of engine Lesser emission Low exhaust gas temperature.
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Abstract—Hybrid composite materials have found application
in many areas of daily life for quite some time. Materials like
aluminum with silicon carbide, boron carbide, fly ash, consisting
of carbides and metallic binders, also belong to this group of
composite materials. For many researchers the term hybrid
composites is often equated with the term light metal matrix
composites (mmcs). Substantial progress in the development of
hybrid composites has been achieved in recent decades, so that
they could be introduced into the most important applications.
These innovative materials open up unlimited possibilities for
modern material science and development; the characteristics of
mmcs can be designed into the material, custom-made, dependent
on the application. The advantages of the composite materials
are only realized when there is a reasonable cost performance
relationship in the component production. The reinforcement of
metals can have many different objectives. The reinforcement
of light metals opens up the possibility of application of these
materials in areas where weight reduction has first priority. The
development objectives for hybrid composite materials are: In-
crease in yield strength and tensile strength at room temperature
and maintaining the minimum ductility or rather toughness,
Increase in creep resistance at higher temperatures, Increase
in fatigue strength, especially at higher temperatures Increase
in youngs modulus. The objectives of this project are fabricate
hybrid composites with the base metal as LM 25 Aluminum
alloy reinforced with a different percentage of Volume of boron
carbide particulates and fly ash (5% to 15%) by stir casting
manufacturing method. The Specimen for prepared as per the
requirements of testing. The mechanical properties like tensile
strength, yield strength, material toughness and hardness will be
analysed and these results will compare with the conventional
materials and existing composite material. Suggest the suitable
volume proportioned in hybrid composite.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent advancement of engineering design and man-
ufacturing technology also requirement of our day today
applications, the composite materials are play a vital role.
The Fiber glass, developed in the late 1940s, was the first
modern composite and is still the most common. It makes up
about 65 per cent of all the composites produced today and
is used for boat hulls, surfboards, sporting goods, swimming
pool linings, building panels and car bodies. A piece of wood
is a composite, with long fibers of cellulose (a very complex
form of starch) held together by a much weaker substance

called lignin. Cellulose is also found in cotton and linen, but
it is the binding power of the lignin that makes a piece of
timber much stronger than a bundle of cotton fibers. In engi-
neering materials, composites are formed by coatings, internal
adhesives and laminating. An important metal composite is
clad metals. Thermostatic controls are made by roll-bonding
a high expansion alloy such as copper to a low expansion
alloy like steel. When the composite is heated it will deflect to
open electrical contacts. Plywood is also a common composite.
Since wood is weaker in its transverse direction than its
long direction, the alternating grain in plywood over comes
the transverse deficiency. Humans have been using composite
materials for thousands of years. The greatest advantage of
composite materials is strength and stiffness combined with
lightness. In Modern aviation, both military and civil would
be much less efficient without composites. In fact, the demands
made by that industry for materials that are both light weight
and strong has been the main force driving the development of
composites. The airframes of some smaller aircraft are made
entirely from composites, as are the wing, tail and body panels
of large commercial aircraft. Composites can be molded into
complex shapes. Another advantage of composite materials
is that they provide design flexibility. Over recent decades
many new composites have been developed, some with very
valuable properties. There are varieties of composites that
can be manufactured according to the requirements of desired
properties for a particular application.

The Composites also a one type of engineering materials
provides almost unlimited potential for higher strength, stiff-
ness and corrosion resistance over pure material systems of
metals, ceramics and polymers. This will probably be the
steels of the next century. The Composite materials are formed
by combining two or more materials that have quite different
properties. The different materials work together to give the
composite unique properties, but within the composite the
materials can be differentiated since they do not dissolve
or blend into each other. Composites are made up of two
materials namely matrix and reinforcement. The matrix or
binder surrounds and binds together a cluster of fibers or
fragments of the stronger material (reinforcement). In Metal
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Matrix Composites (MMCs), ceramics or metals in form of
fibers, whiskers or particles used to reinforce in a metal matrix.
The objectives of this project are: To fabricate Metal matrix
composites with the base metal as Aluminum reinforced with
a different percentage of Volume of boron carbide particulates
(5% to 15%) by a suitable manufacturing method. Spec-
imen to be prepared for mechanical testing. Determining
the mechanical properties like tensile strength, yield strength,
material toughness and hardness will be tested. Compare
the properties with the conventional material and existing
composite material. Suggest the suitable volume proportioned
metal matrix material and Develop the light weight metal
matrix composite.

II. FABICATION METHOD

A. STIR CASTING

The stir casting technique was used to fabricate the com-
posite specimen as it ensures a more uniform distribution of
the reinforcing particles. This method is most economical to
fabricate composites with discontinuous fibers or particulates.
In this process, matrix alloy (LM25) was first superheated
above its melting temperature and then temperature is lowered
gradually below the liquids temperature to keep the matrix
alloy in the semisolid state. At this temperature, the preheated
B4C particles and fly ash of 5-15% (by weight) and graphite
particle of average size of 10 m and 200 m respectively
were introduced into the slurry and mixed using a graphite
stirrer. The composite slurry temperature was increased to fully
liquid state and automatic stirring was continued to about five
minutes at an average stirring speed of 300-350 rpm under
protected organ gas. The B4C particles help in distributing
the graphite particles uniformly throughout the matrix alloy.

III. HYBRID COMPOSITES

Reference to hybrid composites most frequently relates to
the kinds of fibre-reinforced materials, usually resin-based,
in which two types of fibres and ceramics are incorporated
into a single matrix. The concept is a simple extension of
the composites principle of combining two or more materials
so as to optimize their value to the engineer, permitting the
exploitation of their better qualities while lessening the effects
of their less desirable properties. As such, the definition is
much more restrictive than the reality. Any combination of
dissimilar materials could in fact be thought of as a hybrid. A
classic example is the type of structural material in which a
metal or paper honeycomb or a rigid plastic foam is bonded to
thin skins of some high-performance FRPs, the skins carrying
the high surface tensile and compressive loads and the core
providing lightweight (and cheap) structural stability. The
combination of sheets of aluminium alloy with laminates of
fibre-reinforced resin, as in the commercial product ARALL
(aramid-reinforced aluminum, Davis, 1985) is a related variety
of layered hybrid and the mixing of fibrous and particulate
fillers in a single resin or metal matrix produces another
species of hybrid composite.In this research, overview is given
on the current state of art on aluminium matrix composites

with regard to processing, microstructure, properties and ap-
plications of AMCs. This research is predominantly concerned
with discontinuous fibre reinforcement metal matrix compos-
ites, in which Aluminium alloy used as a matrix material
and silicon carbide, titanium oxide used as reinforcement
materials. Properties of AMCs can be tailored by varying the
nature of constituents and their volume fraction. The major
advantages of AMCs are as follows:

IV. CONCLUSION

Greater strength and Hardness Improved stiffness Re-
duced density(weight) Creep resistance Controlled thermal
expansion coefficient Improved abrasion and wear resistance
Improved damping capabilities.
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Abstract—Imagine the chips embedded in the human body
reporting every body movement and just waiting to strike at those
nasty bacterial invaders, clothing smart enough to monitor out
health and save us from environmental hazards, huge buildings
and machines having the capability to repair and adjust them-
selves to the vagaries of the environment, or a regular wristwatch
doubling up as a supercomputer. Thanks to nanotechnology, all of
these wonders, and many more, are possible. Scientific discoveries
and inventions have in fact propelled man to challenge new fron-
tiers. And with his superior brain, man has been able to deliver
most of these goodies. Nanotechnology is one such technological
wonders that we are experiencing now. Scientists and engineers
are working round the clock to achieve breakthroughs that could
possible be the answer to human misery. This paper mainly
contains about Nanotechnology and its various applications. And
this tells about the history of Nanotechnology and its necessity.
This also discusses how it will improve our lives and about the
applications in wide range.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientists have been trying to understand the nature and
through research in various disciplines such as physics, chem-
istry, Botany, Zoology etc. deciphering the secrets to evolve
appropriate technologies to improve the quality of life. For
most the 20th century, scientists have practised what can
be called top-down science. The goal has been to simplify
our understanding of matter by breaking it in to its basic
building blocks ranging from atom, nuclei, nucleons, quarks
and beyond. Starting from the understanding of the basic
interactions in elementary particles, attempt is made to explain
the structure and properties of materials and all possible
phenomena. Scientists will now like to understand how simple
atoms and molecules come together and arrange themselves
to form complex systems, such as living cells that make
life possible on earth. This bottom-up approach deals with
how complex systems are built from simple atomic-level
constituents which has opened up new horizons of research
in the area of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology. It is the
study of properties of a few tens of atoms in a space of
less than say 50 nm. It is amazing what one can do by just
putting atoms where you want them says Richard Smalley,
co-discoverer of Buck ball in 1985 winner of a Nobel Prize.
It has revolutionized the basic sciences and has given rise
to a new discipline, called Nanoscience, which is gradually
proving to be the nucleus around which all existing sciences
will prosper. Nanotechnology is the study and use of materials,
devices and systems on the scale of a nanometer. If we can
learn to manipulate the characteristics of individual atoms we
can revolutionize the fields of utter importance.

II. NANOSCIENCE AND NANOTECHNOLOGY

Nanoscience is concerned with nanomaterials, i.e. materials
that are at least one of the dimensions of about 1 to 10
nanometers. The word nano comes from the Greek word
nanos meaning dwarf. The term nano is the factor 10-9 or
one billionth. Just to get a feeling of the size, we note that
the diameter of one hydrogen atom is 0.1 nm. Five atoms
of carbon would occupy a space about 1 nanometer wide. It
would take 5 million carbon atoms to make a dot as big as
the period at the end of this sentence. The width of a DNA
molecule is 2.5 nm. These reduced dimensional systems have
novel electronic, chemical, mechanical and optical properties.

Why would we develop it? According to Moores law, the
number of transistors on a chip doubles every 18 months, and
new micro transistors are crammed onto the tiny chipset for
more sophisticated performance. Going by this law, experts
are of the opinion that sooner than later the current standards
would no longer be feasible for further deployment and the
hardware needed to be needed considerably. This is where
nanotechnology comes into picture. Scientists are of the opin-
ion that precision has been mentioned as a benefit of molecular
machines and are one of the keys to understanding why we
would want to develop this technology. Additional benefits
arise when we consider the size of devices that we will be
able to create. Once we are working on the atomic scale, we
can create machines that will go places about which we could
once only dream. With this technology, more information will
be packed into smaller and smaller spaces, and we will be able
to do much more with much less. We continue to explore the
costs and the benefits of developing nanotechnology.

How the idea took shape: An idea is nothing but a spark
of intelligence, call it a brainstorm or power infinite. Nan-
otechnology was conceived in Southern California in 1969,
when Nobel Laureate physicist Richard P.Feynman gave a
new-famous lecture at the California Institute of Technology
in Pasadena. The talk was titled Theres Plenty of Room at the
Bottom and it outlined the theoretical concept of manipulating
atoms to build the molecules. At that time, people were quite
apprehensive about such a phenomenon, and termed it as neat
impossible. To substantiate his claims, Dr.Feynman explained
that the principles of physics dont deny the possibility of
manipulating things atom by atomthe idea of using small
machines to make even tinier machines, and so on down to
the atomic level itself. Dr.Feynman is therefore credited with
being the first person to advance the possibility of molecular
assembly, several decades before the invention of atomic
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force microscopes that would prove his concept possible.
Another technologist named Mr.Drexler envisioned a future in
which machines far smaller than dust motes would construct
everything from chairs to rocket engines, atom by atom, hence
the idea of nanorobots to treat human ills, cell by cell. In 1986,
Mr Drexier published Engines of Creation, which proposed the
building of molecular machines, atom by atom through the use
of assemblers. He also noted the virtually unlimited potential
of nanotechnology to construct almost anything establishing
himself as a leading proponent of nanotechnology.

How will nanotechnology improve our lives? One of the
first obvious benefits is the improvement in manufacturing
techniques. We are taking familiar manufacturing systems and
expanding them to develop precision on the atomic scale. This
will give us greater understanding of the building of things,
and greater flexibility in the types and quantity of things we
may build. We will be able to expand our control of systems
from the macro to the micro and beyond, while simultaneously
reducing the cost associated with manufacturing products.
Some of the most dramatic changes are expected in the field of
medicine. Nanotechnology is expected to touch almost every
aspect of our lives, right down to the water we drink and the
air we breathe. Once we have the ability to capture, position,
and change the configuration of a molecule, we should be able
to create filtration systems that will scrub the toxin from the
air or remove hazardous organisms from the water we drink.
So we should be able to begin the long process of cleaning up
our environment with its applications. Nanotechnology will
help by allowing us to deliver more machines of smaller
size and greater functionality into space, paving the way for
solar system expansion. Technologists have suggested that
applications of medical nanotechnology might even go so far
as to allow us to adapt our bodies for survival in space or
on other extraterrestrial lands. While this is certainly a long
way off, it provides a glimpse of the thorough control that
nanotechnology may provide. Taking all of this into account,
it is clear that nanotechnology should improve our lives in any
area that would benefit from the development of better, faster,
stronger, smaller, and cheaper systems.

III. APPLICATIONS

A. Nanostorage

0s and 1s make up the digital information and research is
going on to cram as much information as possible. Experts
claim that, with technology not withstanding, computer storage
densities could reach terabits or even petabits. Matter could be
condensed to such a phenomenal level that we could store an
entire encyclopedia in our wristwatch. Though we are still a
long way from such a development, we are definitely moving
in that direction. The quest for more has led IBM gaining
an upper hand when it used nanotechnology. The company
has created a storage device that could store up to 25 million
textbook pages of information in a chip of the size of a postage
stamp. The chip, code-named Millipede, has more than a
thousand heated spikes, which can read tiny indentations onto
a polymer film. The indentations that are left on the polymer

film measure about 10 nanometers each and carry a digitized
version of the data. Data can be written and rewritten several
times with further improvements one would be able to store
more than 3 billion bits of data in the space occupied by just
one hole in a standard punch card.

Millipede chips are 20 times more densely packed than
current hard drives. Each miniscule arm (or leg to be more
precise) can write information by making tiny indentations on
a thin film of polymer, which constitutes the storage medium.
IBM claims that with such a technology, cell phones would
be able to carry around 10GB of data.

IV. SMART CLOTHING

Smart dressing for smart people seems to be the catch-
line for the textile industry. With nanotechnology, even the
finest textile fibers could have sensors, computers, and motors
embedded in the fabric. The micro granules that form the basic
molecular structure are smaller than a grain of sand, thereby
forming a barrier that causes heavy liquids and stains to gently
roll off. The fabric sensors ensure that garments resist fading
or crumpling, and also monitor the body odour. Likewise,
clothing would be smart enough to change according to the

Fig. 1. Millipede in action
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ambient temperature. It will keep you warm in winter or cool
and dry in summer. In the future, we could have garments
that clean and mend themselves, and grow or shrink to fit a
variety of shapes and sizes. The above smart shirt is developed
by Sensatex and monitors the vital signs of those involved in
high-stress occupations. The parameters monitored are heart
rate, respiration rate, body temperature, and calorie burn rate.

V. AIRBAGS IN AUTOMOBILES

Safety has now become a mandatory feature specially in
cars. There are devices intelligent enough to determine the
rate of impact of collision and the amount of pressure and
timing to be released for the air bag to be activated. They
are fitted mostly over crash zones such as fenders, bumpers,
and side impact beams on the car (vehicle). At any given
time, some goodwill cars have 60 to 70 microprocessors, each
assigned a specific task. The intelligent sensors built on the
car then take account of the speed, timing, and the other
vital factors that make car traveling a bit safer. These high-
profile cars also feature accelerometers that shift the balance
of the car when it takes corner, providing better stability while
driving on uncertain roads and its sure needs to do some
intelligent calculations. In order to increase the safety of two
wheeler occupants, professionals have come up with a unique
airbag, called the D-Air system, which inflates in about 30
milliseconds and maintains pressure for up to 20 seconds.
The accelerometers present on the computer system of the
airbag and on the bikes register the amount of impact and
then swing into action. Another system called STM (sensing,
triggering, and memory) contains an electronic control unit
that continuously monitors accelerations and decelerations of
the motorcycle. It sends this information to a microprocessor,
where an algorithm analyses the impact pulse. A further
analysis recognizes the pulse and sends

VI. SCREENING AT AIRPORTS

After the 9/11 disaster, airports all over the world have
gone for the highest security check-ins. The Regional Airport
Authority of Louisville is banking on nanotechnology to
counter any external terrorist strike. According to them new
devices for baggage screening will be tiny enough to be wells
between ticket counter positions to scan each bag as the
passenger checks it in.

VII. NANOROBOTS

The nanorobots have two spaces which should be considered
separately its interior and its exterior. The nanorobot exterior
will be exposed to the diverse chemical brew that makes up
our human biochemistry. But the interior of the nanorobot may
be a highly controlled environment, possibly a vacuum, into
which external liquids cannot normally intrude.

Each species of medical nanorobot will be designed to
accomplish a specific task. The machines, or nanorobots,
would have onboard sensors and computers. Before being sent
into the body, they would have to be programmed with a set
of characteristics that lets them clearly distinguish their targets
from everything else. Nanorobots will be designed with a high
level of redundancy to ensure fail-operational and fail-safe
performance, further reducing the medical risk. Some nano
robots will be able to effuse themselves from the body via the
usual human excretory channels.

VIII. CARBON NANOTUBE

Carbon nanotube transistor, an electronic device based on
a single rolled-up sheet of carbon atoms, has been built
by researchers in the Netherlands providing a demonstration
of room-temperature, carbon-based electronics at the single-
molecule scale.

In the device, a semiconducting carbon nanotube (only
about 1 nm in diameter) bridges two closely separated metal
electrodes (400 nm apart) atop a silicon surface coated with
silicon dioxide. Applying an electric field to the silicon (via
a gate electrode) turns on and off the flow of current across
the nanotube, by controlling the movement of charge carriers
onto it. Although carbon nanotubes are robust and durable
molecules, they can’t yet be made uniformly. While this can
provide disadvantages, it can also bring about advantages such
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as the possibility of a metal-semiconductor junction made
completely of carbon nanotubes.

IX. SMART MEDICINES

However science has progressed through course of time,
it has still not found a cure for common cold. With this
in mind, doctors, scientists, and researchers all over the
world are looking at nanotechnology for finding the necessary
breakthroughs.

Lets go back to the mid sixties when a popular movie named
Fantastic Voyage introduced to us the idea of miniaturizing
humans. This movie raised the aspirations of the medical and
research fraternity the world over to think and at to conquer
the medicine world. With nanotechnology, it is possible to
guard human body against harmful diseases. Consider tiny

nanomachines embedded in our body performing their duties
as disciplined soldiers with clock work precision. Their work
involves detecting intruders (virus or foreign cells), isolating
them at a particular junction, and finishing them off before they
can potentially cause any further harm. Thanks to advances
in nanotechnology, hopefully, a few decades from now your
doctor will simply hand you a simple pill packed with millions
of sensors, each programmed to seek out and kill the cancer
cells in your body. The nanorobots or the agents would go
about doing their work, cleansing the harmful calls from the
body without you knowing it.

X. THE INDIAN SCENARIO

The convergence of ICT, nanotechnology, and biological
sciences is in the horizon. India is even better placed to exploit
this revolution than any other nation, said President of India
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam while addressing the nation on the eve
of Republic Day of 2003. The scope of nanotechnology is
quite evident as our country has another incubator in the
form of IndiaNano (www.indiaco.com). The firm has tied up
with several US companies that are predominantly working
on nanotech products. IndiaNano is an initiative supported by
the US and Indian research organizations, investment firms,
and corporations, aimed at developing a platform for col-
laboration between academia, corporates, government, private
labs, entrepreneurs, investors, and service providers in order
to harness the benefits of advances in materials and manufac-
turing, electronics, medicine and healthcare, environment and
energy management, chemicals, biotechnology, agriculture,
information technology, and national security that have been
enabled by the breakthroughs in nanotechnology.

XI. A QUESTION OF ETHICS

Realising the importance of nanotechnology, Japan, Korea,
and China have adopted cording offices at the national level
similar to the United States National Sciences Technology
Council. Of course, nanotechnology is a wonderful tool, but
what would happen if this technology fell into the wrong
hands? One might ask about the legal implications of self-
replicating nanotechnology or even the harmful effects of
bioterrorism. Some people claim the nanotechnology has se-
vere implications: smart dust would invade our privacy and be
as lethal, disruptive, and dangerous as nuclear weapons! So
should the sciences stop researching nanotechnology simply
because of uncertainties as to where it might lead? The truth
is that we simply dont know where new technologies would
lead, and we can never be fully secure against scientific error
or scientific terror. Remember how a small and simple idea
has revolutionized our lives, be it the telephone or washing
machine. Initially people were skeptical about mans landing
on the moon, but today we see the usefulness of this wonderful
technology in the form of satellite communications.
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Abstract—Sustainability with regard to internal combustion
engines is strongly linked to the fuels burnt and the overall
efficiency. Laser ignition can enhance the combustion process
and minimize pollutant formation. This paper is on laser ignition
of sustainable fuels for future internal combustion engines.
Ignition is the process of starting radical reactions until a self-
sustaining flame has developed. In technical appliances such
as internal combustion engines, reliable ignition is necessary
for adequate system performance. Ignition strongly affects the
formation of pollutants and the extent of fuel conversion. This
paper presents experimental results on laser-induced ignition for
technical applications.Laser ignition tests were performed with
the fuels hydrogen and biogas in a static combustion cell and
with gasoline in a spray-guided internal combustion engine. A
Nd:YAG laser with 6ns pulse duration, 1064 nm wavelength and
1-50 mJ pulse energy was used to ignite the fuel/air mixtures
at initial pressures of 1-3 MPa. Schlieren photography was used
for optical diagnostics of flame kernel development and shock
wave propagation.Compared to a conventional spark plug, a laser
ignition system should be a favorable ignition source in terms
of lean burn characteristics and system flexibility. Yet several
problems remain unsolved, e.g. cost issues and the stability of the
optical window. The literature does not reveal much information
on this crucial system part. Different window configurations in
engine test runs are compared and discussed.

Keywords Laser ignition, spray-guided combustion, homo-
geneous combustion, high-pressure, hydrogen, biogas, gaso-
line.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internal combustion engines play a dominant role in trans-
portation and energy production. Even a slight improvement
will translate into considerable reductions in pollutant emis-
sions and impact on the environment.The two major types
of internal combustion engines are the Otto and the Diesel
engine. Theformer relies on an ignition source to start com-
bustion, the latter works in autoignition mode.Ignition [1] is a
complex phenomonon known to strongly affect the subsequent
combustion. It is especially the early stages that have strong
implications on pollutant formation, flame propagation and
quenching.The spark ignited Otto engine has a widespread
use and has been subject to continuous,sophisticated improve-
ments. The ignition source, however, changed little in the last
100 years. An electrical spark plug essentially consists of two
electrodes with a gap in between where, upon application of a
high voltage, an electrical breakthrough occurs. A laser based
ignition source, i.e. replacing the spark plug by the focused
beam of a pulsed laser, has been envisaged for some time
[2]. Also, it was tried to control autoignition by a laser light

source [3].The time scale of a laser-induced spark is by several
orders of magnitude smaller than the time scales of turbulence
and chemical kinetics. In [4], the importance of the spark
time scale on the flame kernel size and NOx production is
identified. As it will be outlined in this paper, a laser ignition
source has the potential of improving engine combustion with
respect to conventional spark plugs.

II. ALTERNATIVE IGNITION SYSTEMS

The protection of the resources and the reduction of the CO2
emissions with the aim to limit the greenhouse effect require
a lowering of the fuel consumption of motor vehicles. Great
importance for the reduction lies upon the driving source.
Equally important are the optimization of the vehicle by
the means of a reduction of the running resistance as well
as a low-consumption arrangement of the entire powertrain
system.The most important contribution for lower fuel con-
sumption lies in the spark ignition (SI)engine sector, due to
the outstanding thermodynamic potential which the direct fuel
injectionprovides.Wall- and air-guided combustion processes
already found their way into standard-production application
and serial development, whereas quite some fundamental
engineering work is stillneeded for combustion processes of
the second generation. Problems occur primarily due to the
fact that with conventional spark ignition the place of ignition
cannot be specifically chosen, due to several reasons. By
the means of laser induced ignition these difficulties can be
reduced significantly. The combination of technologies (spray-
guided combustion process and laser induced ignition) seems
to become of particular interest, since the ignition in the
fuel spray is direct and thus the combustion initiation is
secure and non-wearing. The engine tests in this paper are
on laser ignited, spray-guided combustion. Another approach
is laser ignition of a homogeneous mixture. Within the scope
of this paper,laser ignition in homogeneous fuel/air mixtures
was investigated in a combustion bomb without turbulence. In
[4], other alternative ignition systems than laser ignition are
reviewed. Laser ignition, microwave ignition, high frequency
ignition are among the concepts widely investigated. In this
article the basics of applied laser ignition, will be illustrated
and it potential compared to a conventional ignition system.

III. LASER IGNITION

Laser ignition, or laser-induced ignition, is the process of
starting combustion by the stimulus of a laser light source.
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Basically, energetic interactions of a laser with a gas may be
classified into one of the following four schemes as described
in [5]: thermal breakdown non-resonant breakdown resonant
breakdown photochemical mechanisms In the case of ther-
mal interaction, ignition occurs without the generation of an
electrical breakdown in the combustible medium. The ignition
energy is absorbed by the gas mixture through vibrational
or rotational modes of the molecules; therefore no well-
localized ignition source exists. Instead, energy deposition
occurs along the whole beam path in the gas. According to
the characteristic transport times therein, it is not necessary
to deposit the needed ignition energy in a very short time
(pulse). So, this ignition process can also be achieved using
quasi continuous wave (cw) lasers. Another type, resonant
breakdown, involves non-resonant multi-photon dissociation
of a molecule followed by resonant photo ionization of an
atom. As well as photochemical ignition, it requires highly
energetic photons (UV to deep UV region). Therefore, these
two types of interaction do not appear to be relevant for this
study and practical applications. In these experiments, the
laser spark was created by a non-resonant breakdown. By
focusing a pulsed laser to a sufficiently small spot size, the
laser beam creates a high intensity and high electric fields
in the focal region. This results in a well localised plasma
with temperatures in the order of 106 K and pressures in the
order of 102 MPa as mentioned in [6,7]. The most dominant
plasma producing process is the electron cascade process:
Initial electrons absorb photons out of the laser beam via the
inverse bremsstrahlung process. If the electrons gain sufficient
energy, they can ionise other gas molecules on impact, leading
to an electron cascade and breakdown of the gas in the focal
region. It is important to note that this process requires initial
seed electrons. These electrons are produced from impurities
in the gas mixture (dust, aerosols and soot particles) which
are always present. These impurities absorb the laser radiation
and lead to high local temperature and in consequence to
free electrons starting the avalanche process. In contrast to
multiphoton ionisation (MPI), no wavelength dependence is
expected for this initiation path. It is very unlikely that the first
free electrons are produced by multiphoton ionisation because
the intensities in the focus (1010 W/mm2) are too low to ionise
gas molecules via this process, which requires intensities of
more than 1012 W/mm2 [7,9]. An overview of the processes
involved in laser-induced ignition covering several orders of
magnitude in time is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig 1: Scope of timescales of various processes involved
in laser-induced ignition: The lengths of the double arrowed
lines indicate the duration ranges of the indicated processes.

Laser ignition encompasses the nanosecond domain of the
laser pulse itself to the duration of the entire combustion
lasting several hundreds of milliseconds. The laser energy is
deposited in a few nanoseconds which leads to a shock wave
generation. In the first milliseconds an ignition delay can be
observed which has a duration between 5 100 ms depending
on the mixture. Combustion can last between 100 ms up to
several seconds again depending on the gas mixture, initial

pressure, pulse energy, plasma size, position of the plasma in
the combustion bomb and initial temperature. Below the main
advantages of laser ignition are given: a choice of arbitrary
positioning of the ignition plasma in the combustion cylinder
absence of quenching effects by the spark plug electrodes
ignition of leaner mixtures than with the spark plug [10]
=¿ lower combustion temperatures =¿ less NOx emissions
[10,11] no erosion effects as in the case of the spark plugs =¿
lifetime of a laser ignition system expected to be significantly
longer than that of a spark plug high load/ignition pressures
possible =¿ increase in efficiency precise ignition timing
possible exact regulation of the ignition energy deposited in
the ignition plasma easier possibility of multipoint ignition
[12-14] shorter ignition delay time and shorter combustion
time [10, 15-17] fuel-lean ignition possible The disadvantages
of laser ignition are: high system costs concept proven, but
no commercial system available yet.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL

This section describes the experimental setup. Laser ignition
experiments were carried out in a constant volume vessel (0.9
l) and an internal combustion engine. The constant volume
vessel, also termed the combustion bomb, was used to conduct
basic studies of laser ignition in homogeneous fuel/air mix-
tures. The sustainable fuels hydrogen and biogas were used.
The biogas was obtained from a municipal water purification
plant. It was composed of 50.5Schlieren photography was
used for accompanying optical diagnostics. The engine, a one-
cylinder research engine, was deployed for the investigation of
sprayguided combustion initiated by a laser. Gasoline was used
as a fuel here. The focus of sustainability is on laser ignition
for enhanced combustion and efficiency.

A. Laser ignition and concurrent Schlieren photography in a
combustion bomb

The laser ignition experiments in the constant volume vessel
were carried out with hydrogen and biogas. The experimental
setup and tests with methane are outlined in [2]. A pulsed
Nd:YAG laser with pulse energies from 1 to 50 mJ was used
for the ignition tests. Table 1 lists the specifications of the

Fig. 1.
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laser. Schlieren photography was conducted in the plane of
the focal spot of the igniting laser. Perpendicularly to the
igniting laser beam, a collimated light beam from a flash
lamp (1 s pulse duration) was shone through the combustion
vessel. As the diffraction index of light depends on the type
and mass density of a gas, areas with different temperatures
or different pressures have different diffraction indices. So a
parallel beam of light is diffracted at differences of temperature
and pressure and the diffraction angle is proportional to the
first derivate of these parameters [18]. The experimental setup
for the Schlieren experiments is outlined in [19].

B. Laser ignition in an internal combustion engine

A one-cylinder research engine was used as a test engine.
The research engine was equipped with a four-valve DOHC
cylinder head with a spray-guided combustion system of AVL
List GmbH [20]. In a double-overhead-camshaft (DOHC)
layout, one camshaft actuates the intake valves, and one
camshaft operates the exhaust valves. Gasoline was used as
a fuel. The same laser as in the combustion bomb tests in 2.1
was used (see Table 1).

Table 2: Technical key data of the test engine. A spray-
guided research engine running on gasoline was used.

Engine test runs were carried out with two different ap-
proaches. First, a plane window was inserted into the cylinder
head of the engine. A focusing lens was placed in front of
that window in order to focus the laser beam down into
the combustion bomb (separated optics). Second, a more
sophisticated window was deployed. A lens-like curvature was
engraved directly into the window. By using such a special
window, no further lens was required (combined optics). This
is depicted schematically in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Table 1: Technical data of the laser. A solid-state laser was used here

Fig. 3. In Table 2 the key technical data of the test engine are listed

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Laser ignition of hydrogen/air mixtures

Fig. 3 depicts a pressure history of combustions for different
mixtures () at an initial chamber temperature of 473 K and
an initial pressure of 1 MPa. Comparable pressure histories
could be seen for higher initial pressures. is the so called
air/fuel equivalence ratio: ¡ 1 signifies a fuel-rich mixture,
whereas ¿ 1 describes a fuel-lean mixture. Between = 2.5
and 3.6 (14.4% and 10.4% H2) an oscillating pressure history
could be observed having a frequency in the lower kHz region
which is the resonant frequency of the combustion bomb [11].
The oscillating combustion process is called knocking, which
means that the combustion propagates not only by a spherical
flame front, starting from the plasma but also that the mixture
explodes at different locations in the end-gas (unburned gas) as
an effect of self ignition conditions [11]. With rich hydrogen-
air mixtures ( ¡ 3.6) the flame propagates at a specific instant
during the combustion time with sonic velocity through the
gas and produces high pressure and temperature values in
the end-gas region leading to auto ignition[11]. This auto
ignition process produces shock waves which are reflected
from the chamber walls and end in oscillations which can
be observed in Fig. 3 for a between 2 and 3.6. Knocking is
very disadvantageous for engine applications.

Fig. 3: Pressure history in the combustion bomb after igni-
tion applying minimum pulse energy for ignition (MPE); =
1.8 - 5; initial temperature = 473 K, initial pressure = 1 MPa; If
the air/fuel equivalence ratio () is increasing (leaner mixtures),

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
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the peak pressure is decreasing but the total combustion time
is increasing.

Pressure histories for a constant gas mixture ( = 3.5) and
constant initial temperature (T = 473 K) but different initial
filling pressures are plotted in Fig. 4. The main result of this
diagram is that with higher initial pressures the minimum
pulse energy for ignition (MPE) is decreasing like it was
observed for methane-air mixtures in [2,6,9,10]. Further on,
it can be seen that with higher initial pressures, which means
higher energy contents in the combustion bomb , the peak
pressures increases. Gas mixtures with = 3.5 represent the
leaner boundary where knocking starts, as depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Pressure history in the combustion bomb after
ignition applying minimum pulse energy for ignition (MPE);
= 3.5, initial temperature = 473 K, initial pressure = 1 4.2
MPa; For higher initial pressures the peak pressure, ignition
delay and total combustion time is increasing but the minimum
pulse energy for ignition (MPE) is decreasing.

Especially at this boundary knocking occurred only at
lower filling pressures. With higher initial filling pressures
no knocking could be observed. Richer gas mixtures only
have a knocking combustion with no dependency on the filling
pressure.

B. Laser ignition of biogas/air mixtures

Biogas is CO2-neutral and can act as a promising alternative
fuel having a high availability. The two most common sources
of biogas are digester gas and landfill gas. Bacteria form
biogas during anaerobic fermentation of organic matters. The
degradation is a very complex process and requires certain en-
vironmental conditions. Biogas is primarily composed of CH4
(50-70blocking the window of the laser (see later for issues
related to the window). With respect to laser ignition, biogas
was compared to methane. The investigated methane/air and
biogas/air mixtures contained similar methane concentrations
but in the case of biogas additionally CO2 was present. Fuel-
lean biogas/air mixtures exhibit a slower combustion process

Fig. 6.

resulting in lower peak pressure and flame emission compared
to methane-air mixtures of similar air to fuel equivalence ratio.
The reason for these results could be due to the presence
of CO2 in the biogas which reduces the burning velocity
due to obstructing the flame propagation during combustion.
SO2 may also be responsible for the decreased burning rate
of the biogas/air mixtures reducing mainly the O-radical
concentration to equilibrium state due to the recombination
of the O-radicals [21]. In Fig. 5, images of the developing
flame kernel in laser ignited biogas/air mixtures are depicted
(see below).

Fig. 5: Schlieren photographs of laser ignition, laser entering
from the left side. The images are 11.6 mm long and 9.15
mm high. Top row: Laser-induced spark and shock wave in
25 bar air; From left to right: 500 ns, 1000 ns, 2000 ns, 3000
ns. Middle row: Laser-ignition of H2/air mixtures at 25 bar,
lambda 6.0; From left to right: 100 s, 200 s, 300 s, 1000 s.
Bottom row: Laser-ignition of biogas/air mixtures at 25 bar,
lambda 1.8; From left to right: 100 s, 900 s, 1800 s, 15000 s.

More details on laser ignition of biogas/air mixtures can be
found in [21].

C. Shockwave and flame kernel development by Schlieren
photography

Schlieren photography was used to obtain visual informa-
tion on the shock wave formation and flame kernel devel-
opment. Schlieren photography is an experimentally uncom-
plicated technique that has been applied successfully to the
investigation of laser ignition, too. However, the literature
contains very scarce information on pressures higher than
ambient. In this study, high pressure tests were done. Fig.
5 shows Schlieren photographs of laser ignition test runs. In
all images, the laser enters from the left side. The images are
11.6 mm long and 9.15 mm high. In the top row, images of the
laser-induced spark and shock wave in pure air at 25 bar can be
seen. In the middle row, consecutives images of laser-ignition
of H2/air mixtures at 25 bar and lambda 6.0 are shown.
The bottom row shows Schlieren images of laser-ignition of
biogas/air mixtures at 25 bar and lambda 1.8. The shock
wave carries two major implications on laser ignition: First,
it transports energy away from the ignition spot. Second, it

Fig. 7.
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causes a significant temperature rise. When the shock wave has
detached from the hot core air, both phenomena can be studied
independently. The shock wave initially has an ellipsoidal
shape caused by the asymmetric energy deposition of the
laser. Results and trends from the literature, predominantly
existing in the ambient pressure regime, could be verified
using Schlieren photography. More information on Schlieren
photography of laser ignition can be found in [19].

VI. ENGINE TESTS

Engine tests were conducted to investigate the optical win-
dow with respect to Durability of the optics (vibrations)
Minimum ignition energy Wear and fouling properties of the
inner window surface The engine tests were conducted with
gasoline. Whereas the focus of the previous tests and ongoing
work in a static combustion bomb was on the understanding
of the ignition process, the aim of the engine tests was to
investigate the durability of the optical window.

A. Optics deposits and self-cleaning effect

As stated above, laser ignition is based on the principle
of optical breakdown and thus it is essential to provide the
necessary intensity which is approximately 1011 W/cm2 in
the focus. The energy emitted from the laser is attenuated by
reflections on the surface of the window and the lens and by
absorption in the lens, in the combustion-chamber window and
in the deposits on the windows. The transmission of typical
windows in the infrared is approximately 90when the laser
beam passes through a window or a lens, the losses amount
to approximately 15The laser self-cleaning effect was studied
with deposits from the true combustion process (3.2.2), and
also with artificially applied deposits (3.2.3).

B. Laser self-cleaning with deposits caused by the combustion
process

Fig. 6 shows the cold start performance of the engine with
a soiled window. Here, the deposits stemmed from a real
combustion process inside the engine (see [22] for details).

Fig. 6: Cold start performance with soiled combustion
bomb window deposits because of engine-related combustion
process

These deposits, which were caused by the combustion
process, were built up during the tests with a conventional
spark plug. Thereby the combustion-chamber window was
installed in different load points, the engine running mode
being homogeneous, for about 20 hours. As it can be seen in
Fig. 6, the window was soiled with a dark and opaque layer
of combustion deposits after these 20 hours. In the simulated
cold-start test with a stratified engine running mode with 1000
rpm (rotations per minute) and pMEP = 1 bar, the pMEP
course was recorded for each cycle, as shown in Fig. 6 (MEP
= mean effective pressure). The first ignition and injection
impulse occurred at cycle 10. The first laser impulse already
ignites the mixture. The following ignition impulses resulted
in a running without misfire. After the test (100 cycles) the
window was disassembled and, as visible in Fig. 6, all deposits
were removed in the beam passage area.

C. Laser self-cleaning with worst case deposits

In order to study the effect of the laser on a heavily
soiled window, it was chosen to artificially apply a layer of
dirt onto the window. This artificially applied soiling on the
combustion-chamber side of the window represents a kind of
worst case scenario. For doing so, a mixture of Diesel soot and
waste oil at a ratio of 1:5 was produced and, with a thickness
of 1 mm, applied to the combustion-chamber window and
afterwards dried. Fig. 7 shows the clear influence of the laser
energy on the self-cleaning effect of the optics.

Fig. 7: Misfire rate dependent on the relative laser energy
in a simulated cold start test, comparison of the optics, worst
case deposits

Up to a build-up energy of the threshold energy ES, an
engine operation without misfire is possible with a separated
optics configuration, presupposed that a corresponding pulse
number for the burning-off of the window is shot. This
build-up energy ES is significantly higher in combined optics
when aiming to reach a misfire rate of 0energy was replaced
by the actually occurring relative energy intensity I on the
combustionchamber side of the window in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8: Influence of the energy intensity I at the combustion
bomb window on the burn off performance and the misfire
rate, worst case deposits

An engine operation without misfire with both optics con-
figurations, i.e. separated and combined optics (see Fig. 2), is
possible as of a build-up intensity of IS. In separated optics this
build-up intensity IS corresponds to the build-up energy of ES.
However, the minimum intensity for keeping the combustions-
chamber window clean during the engine running is IS/2.
The minimum ignition energy when the engine running is
stationary is determined by the intensity level of self-cleaning
at the optics, and not by the engine-related working process.
In the whole engine operating map a secure ignition and self-
cleaning of the optics can be guaranteed with the laser energy
ES. For cold start applications, the laser energy should thus
be raised momentarily in order to burn off possible deposits
at the optics.

Fig. 9: Laser energy for ignition as a function of different
window configurations. The separated optics, i.e. a focusing
lens before a window, is less favorable than a combined optics,
i.e. a window with integrated lens curvature, with respect to
the minimum ignition energy.

Fig. 9 shows the laser energy for the different window
configurations (compare Fig. 2). Both the minimum ignition
energy (left bar) and the laser energy for a 20 hour test run
(right bar) are shown. As it can be clearly seen, the combined
optics are more favorable than the separated optics with respect
to required laser energy.The energy density at the window
is a major criterion for the ablation of combustion bomb
deposits. During cold start, heating up and in the case of
existing deposits only a high laser energy density can ensure
the ablation effect at the location of the laser. The energy
density is therefore an important determinant on the reliability
of a future laser ignition system.

Fig. 10: Energy density at the window. It is higher for the
separated optics. The higher the energy density, the better
ablation works. The separated optics scheme should therefore
be more reliable than the combined optics.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

As it can be seen from Fig. 10, the energy density is by an
order of magnitude higher for the separated optics than for the
combined optics for the chosen configuration. The separated
optics scheme leads to a higher energy density at the window.
Especially in the case of cold start or unexpected deposits, this
setup should be more reliable than the combined optics. As can
be seen from Fig.9 and Fig. 10, there is a trade-off between
low laser energy requirements (combined optics) and system
reliability (separated optics). From an engine manufacturers
point of view, system reliability comes first, which translates
into higher required laser energies and hence higher system
costs.

D. Properties of the optical window

Potential window materials evidently have to be transparent
for the laser radiation. The laser used in these tests was a
Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm. The near infrared spectral region
is a common wavelength region for laser suitable for laser
ignition test runs. So infrared transparent windows are good
candidates for a future laser ignition system. The second, no
less important prerequisite is that the window withstand the
high energy density of the laser. The shorter the focal length
of the lens, the higher generally the laser light intensity of
the passing laser beam becomes at the window surface. Third,
the window must show a weak inclination to deposits and aid
laser self-cleaning. Combustion bomb deposits can either be
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organic (up to 300C) or inorganic in nature. When they form
on the window, they increasingly block the incoming laser
light up to a point where no breakdown can be produced any
more. In [16], for instance, laser ignition tests of methane/air
mixtures in an engine had to be aborted after 1.25 hours
because of excessive combustion product build-up. ZnSe was
used in that study. The formation of deposits on the window
depends on the temperature, the fuel and the engine oil. The
laser light also interacts with deposits. By a process called
laser cleaning or ablation [23], deposits are removed by the
laser light. The contrary can also happen, i.e. that the laser
fosters the formation of deposits at the location where it enters
the combustion chamber. Generally, ablation overweighs so
that a kind of self-cleaning effect as shown above is achieved
by the laser. Sapphire, quartz and ZnSe are among potential
window materials in a future laser ignited engine. [24] reviews
the major infrared transparent substrates suitable for window
fabrication.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, laser-induced ignition of hydrogen/air and
biogas/air mixtures was investigated experimentally in a static
combustion bomb. An enhanced ignition source can make a
strong contribution to sustainability in internal combustion en-
gines. Schlieren photography was applied to gain information
on the shock wave propagation and early flame kernel devel-
opment. Results and trends from the literature, predominantly
existing in the ambient pressure regime, could be verified.
It was found for the laser ignition tests with hydrogen that
with higher initial pressures the minimum pulse energy for
ignition (MPE) decreases. That behaviour was also found
for methane. Fuel-lean biogas/air mixtures exhibit a slower
combustion process resulting in lower peak pressure and flame
emission compared to methane-air mixtures of similar air to
fuel equivalence ratio. The applicability of the laser induced
ignition as a future ignition system for combustion engines
with spray-guided combustion process could be proved with
the basic research. The lowest required ignition energy in a
stationary engine running mode is defined by the intensity
level of the self-cleaning effect at the optics and not by the
engine-related working cycle. In order to prevent deposits
on the optics by the combustion process, a certain build-
up intensity IS has to be available on the combustion bomb
side of the window in order to ensure an engine operation
without misfire. The energy intensity necessary to keep the
burnt off optics clean during the normal engine operation is,
however, lower. Half the build-up intensity IS has proven to be
sufficient in order to prevent deposits. From the point of view
of components development, the main goal is the creation of
a laser system which meets the engine-specific requirements.
Basically, it is possible to ignite mixtures with different laser
systems. The concept with the greatest development potential
regarding efficiency and miniaturization is the diode pumped
solid-state laser.
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Abstract—: In this project, the new design method called Direct
Strength Method for cold-formed steel structures was studied.
A software based on finite strip method (CUFSM) used for
calculating the elastic buckling strength of section geometries
was also included in the initial study. Various buckling modes
like, local buckling, distortional buckling and global buckling of
cold-formed steel sections were analysed. The signature curve of
buckling was studied and identification of local, distortional and
global buckling stress from the signature curve was also studied.
The basic operations in CUFSM software were learnt and the
process of analysing section geometries in it was assessed. A series
of dimensions for lipped channel section and Z-sections were
taken and analysed as compression members using the software.
The results were tabulated and plotted. The local buckling stress
and distortional buckling stress was plotted against the ratio of
width to lip sizes, and the results were analysed. A theoretical
relation between ratio of width to lip size and the buckling stress
was also arrived. An example using Direct Strength Method is
also solved out.

Keywords: Thin-wall structures; Columns; Buckling; Cold-
formed steel.

I. INTRODUCTION

In steel construction, there are primarily two types of
structural members: hot-rolled steel shapes and cold-formed
steel shapes. Hot-rolled steel shapes are formed at elevated
temperatures while cold-formed steel shapes are formed at
room temperature, thus the name cold-formed steel. Cold-
formed steel members are made from structural quality sheet
steel and formed into various shapes. Cold-formed steel (CFS)
is the common term for products made by rolling or pressing
steel into semi-finished or finished goods at relatively low
temperatures (cold working). Cold-formed steel goods are
created by the working of steel billet, bar, or sheet using
stamping, rolling (including roll forming), or presses to deform
it into a usable product. The idea behind cold-formed steel
members is to use shape rather than thickness to support
load. Due to the relatively easy method of manufacturing,
a large number of different configurations can be produced
to fit the demands of optimized design for both structural
and economical purposes. Besides the variety of shapes, cold-
formed steel members offer many other advantages including
lightness, high strength and stiffness, mass production, fast and
easy installation, and economy in transportation and handling.

A. Manufacturing Proces

Roll Forming: Roll forming consists of feeding a continuous
steel strip through a series of opposing rolls to progressively
deform the steel plastically to form the desired shape. Each
pair of rolls produces a fixed amount of deformation in
a sequence. Each pair of opposing rolls is called a stage.
The more complex the cross-sectional shape, the greater the
number of stages that are required.

B. Brake Forming

Brake forming involves producing one complete fold at a
time along the full length of the section, using a machine
called a press brake. For sections with several folds, it is
necessary to move the steel plate in the press and to repeat the
braking operation several times. The completed section is then
removed from the press and a new piece of plate is inserted
for manufacture of the next section.

II. EFFECTIVE WIDTH CONCEPT

Since the thickness of individual plate elements of cold-
formed steel (CFS) structural members are normally very
small compared to their width, buckling and post buckling
strength are two major concerns for strength prediction of
CFS structural members. Unlike hot-rolled structural mem-
bers, CFS members normally buckle prior to section yielding.

Fig. 1. GSM CUIRT

Fig. 2. Roll Forming
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Further, CFS compression elements do not collapse when the
buckling stress is reached. Additional load can be carried by
the element after buckling, by means of stress redistribution.
This phenomenon, termed post buckling strength is most
pronounced for elements with high slenderness.

For the stiffened compression element of Figure 3, Figure 4
shows an idealization of the longitudinal stress during consec-
utive stages of loading. The stress is uniformly distributed at
the beginning load stage. As the applied stress approaches the
buckling stress, the stress distribution is no longer uniform
and the maximum stress increases over the buckling stress
until it reaches the yield stress, then the element fails. This
idealization ignores longitudinal variations in the stress, but
captures the mean, membrane stress behaviour.

A. Buckling

In general, buckling is characterized by a sudden sideways
failure of a structural member subjected to high compressive
stress, where the compressive stress at the point of failure
is less than the ultimate compressive stress that the material
is capable of withstanding. Buckling in sections are mainly
classified into three types Local, Distortional and Global
(Euler) buckling. The graphical representation of buckling
stress to the half buckling wavelength is called the signature
curve. The various types of buckling is discussed below.

Local Buckling: The local mode consists mainly of defor-
mation of the web element without movement of the line junc-
tion between the flange and the web stiffener. The point A in-
dicates the local buckling of the section. Distortional Buckling:
Sections which are braced against lateral or torsional-flexural
buckling may undergo a mode of buckling commonly known
as distortional buckling. This mode can occur for members in
flexure and compression. This type consists of deformation in
both web and the channel portion of the section. The point
B represents distortional mode of buckling. Global Buckling:
This form of buckling consists of a translation and rotation in
the section. As seen in figure 5, point D represents this type
of buckling.

The direct strength method uses the following solutions. For
local buckling , the buckling stress Fcrl is the minimum point
for the local mode on a graph of stress versus half-wavelength
as shown in Figure 5. The buckling stress may be replaced by

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Stiffened Compression Element

Fig. 5. Stiffened Compression Element

Fig. 6. Signature curve of a lipped channel

a load for compression or by a moment for bending to simplify
the calculations.

For flange-distortional buckling, the buckling stress Fcrd
is the minimum point for the flange-distortional mode on
the graph. The buckling stress may be replaced by a load
for compression or a moment for bending to simplify the
calculations.

Signature curve of a lipped channel

III. DIRECT STRENGTH METHOD

The effective width method is an elemental method since
it looks at the elements forming across section in isolation.
It was initially intended to account for local buckling but has
been extended to distortional buckling of stiffened elements
with intermediate stiffeners. It accounts for post buckling by
using a reduced (effective) plate width at the design stress.
The Direct Strength Method does not use effective width, nor
require iteration for determining effective properties, instead
the method uses member elastic buckling solutions based on
gross properties to determine the member strength in three
key limit states: global buckling, local buckling(including
interaction with global buckling), and distortional buckling.
As sections become more complex with additional edge and
intermediate stiffeners, the computation of the effective widths
becomes more complex. Interaction between the elements also
occurs so that consideration of the elements in isolation is less
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Fig. 7. Signature curve of a lipped channel

accurate. To overcome these problems, a new method has been
developed by Schafer and Pekoz, called the direct strength
method. The direct strength method goes one step further and
assumes that local buckling behaviour can also be predicted
by using the elastic local buckling stress of the whole section
with an appropriate strength design curve for local instability.
The method has the advantage that calculations for complex
sections are very simple. We give elastic inputs into equations
to get the buckling stress of a given section according to local,
distortional or flexural-torsional mode.

A. Direct Strength Equations for columns

Flexural Torsional Stress:
The 0.4 exponent, rather than 0.5 as used in the Von Karman

nd Winter formulae, reflect a higher post-local-buckling re-
serve for a complete section when compared with an element.
The local buckling limiting stress (Fnl) can be multiplied
with the full unreduced section area (A) for a column or full
unreduced section modulus (Sf ) for a beam to get the local
buckling column strength (Pnl) or the local buckling beam
strength (Mnl), respectively.

Distortional Buckling Stress:
T (9.)
The 0.6 exponent, rather than 0.4 as used for local buckling

strength, reflects a lower post-buckling reserve for a complete
section in the distortional mode than the local mode. The
distortional buckling limiting stress (Fnd) can be multiplied
with the full unreduced section area (A) for a column or
full unreduced section modulus (Sf) for a beam to get the
distortional buckling column strength (Pnd) or the distortional
buckling beam strength(Mnd).

B. Direct Strength Equations for beams

DSM for beams Currently, the Direct Strength Method
provides no explicit provisions for members in tension, shear,

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

combined bending and shear, web crippling, combined bend-
ing and web crippling, or combined axial load and bending
(beam-columns). Further, no provisions are given for struc-
tural assemblies or connections and joints. Elastic buckling
moments including the local, distortional and overall buckling
moments: Mcrl, Mcrd, and Mcre, shall be determined using
finite element, finite strip or by using analytical expressions
available in literature. The nominal flexural strength, Mn, is
the minimum of Mne, Mnl and Mnd as given below. Lateral-
Torsional Buckling:

IV. ANALYSIS OF SECTIONS USING CUFSM

Step 1 Configuration: The first part is to outline the given
section into nodes and elements as shown in the picture. An
excel sheet can be made for this purpose. Also the material
properties have to be specified. After filling all the essential
details, the loading condition has to be specified. This is
explained below.

Step 2 Loading Condition:
Click on the Applied Load option in the first screen and

a pop-up will open. We will assume a maximum yield stress
of 1. Click Calculate. Uncheck the button for Mxx, and click
submit.

Step 3 Boundary Conditions:
Click on Boundary Conditions and check that Signature

Curve button is checked. In the box below, the range of half
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Fig. 10. GSM CUIRT

wavelengths to be displayed in the signature curve can be
given.

Step 4 CUFSM:
Click on CUFSM and click the On/Off button to activate

the base vectors.
Step 5 Analysis:
Click on Analyze and press OK in the pop up opened. The

following screen will open. This is the signature curve of the
given section. The local and distortional stress can be found
out by clicking the point on the graph and clicking Plot Shape
button. The first dip in the graph is local buckling stress and
the second dip in the curve will be the distortional buckling
stress.

V. ANALYSIS OF COMPRESSION MEMBERS USING CUFSM

Sections analysed: The following sections were analysed. 1.
Lipped Channel 2. Z Sections (450And 900.) Various section
geometries were analysed using a software called CUFSM, and
the local buckling stress and the distortional buckling stress
were gathered.

A. Lipped Channel

The local and distortional buckling stress was plotted against
b/c ratio for a given thickness. The results are as shown below

B. Depth of channel used: 400mm

Thickness of lip: 3mm

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14. GSM CUIRT

VI. INTERPRETATION

The sections are analysed for two depths 300mm and
400mm. For each, widths are taken which follow the guide-
lines given in Direct strength method and are analysed for
varying thickness. From all the above plots, we understand that
the Local Buckling Stress (LBS) remains constant throughout,
for a given dimension. The quantity plotted on the X axis is
ratio of width to lip (b/c). As the ratio increases, or, the lip
decreases there is no significant change in LBS. But as lip
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decreases, the Distortional Buckling Stress (DBS) decreases.
So lip plays a predominant part in distortional buckling of a
section. And also, the DBS is significantly higher than LBS.
So lipped channel buckling is mainly governed by LBS for
the dimensions chosen in the present study.

VII. CONCLUSION

A study on design of cold-formed steel members using
direct strength method has been made and an example problem
has been evaluated in Appendix 4. Elastic buckling analysis
using finite strip software CUFSM has been performed and a
range of sections under compression were evaluated for local
and distortional buckling stress. The following trends were
observed. As the ratio of width to lip size (b/c) increases, there
is not much of a significant difference in local buckling stress
of a given section. This held good for both lipped channels
and Z sections (45. and 90.). In case of distortional buckling,
a decreasing trend in stress has been observed, as the ratio
increases. But in Z sections, a slight increase in stress was
observed in the beginning from a certain value and then a
consistent drop below the initial value.
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Abstract—There is a need for analysis of torsional vibration in
crank shafts that are employed in automobiles like cars, trucks
and tractors for power transmission on account of our increasing
demand for power and high speed transmission, the rotors of
this machine are extremely flexible, which makes the study of
vibration an essential part of the design. Torsional vibration leads
to increased shear stresses at higher noise levels. This project
mainly deals with the analysis of a four cylinder crank shaft
which is used in Mahindra B-275 tractor. For this the component
is first modeled and imported to ANSYS for further analysis.
Vibration analysis is carried out to find the mode shapes and
corresponding natural frequency values.

I. INTRODUCTION

The crankshaft is the first part in power transmission on to
which reciprocating motion of the piston is converted into ro-
tary motion with help of connecting rod. A crankshaft consist
of crank pins, webs (crank arms or cheeks) balancing weight
of and main journal big end of connecting rod is connected
to the crankpin of the crank shaft. Centre to centre distance
is between the crankpin and crankshaft is half of piston
displacement, during stroke. Thus one complete revolution
of crankshaft makes two stroke of the piston. The parts of
crankshaft are supported by their main bearing on the main
journals balancing weights are provided on opposite site of
the cranks arms for balancing. The front end of the crankshaft
carries three devices, the gear are sprocket that drives the cam
shaft, the vibration damper to control torsional vibration, and
fan belt pulley. The pulley drives the engine fan water pump,
and generator with a V belt. The rear end of the crankshaft
carries flywheel. Inertia of the flywheel tends to keep the
crankshaft turning at constant speed. The number of the main
bearings varies with the design of the engine and the number of
cylinder. The more main bearings, less the possibility would be
sufficient to support the shaft and one between each crankpin
would give the greatest stiffness.

II. FOUR - CYLINDER ENGINES

With a four-cylinder engine, a180-degree crankshaft. The
crank arms for No.1and 4 pistons in same direction, and The
crank arms for No.2 and 3 pistons project from the opposite
side of the crankshaft. This arrangement tends to neutralize
the primary inertia forces as, if the pistons Are in equal
weight, they will balance each other and give good primary
mechanical balance. In the four cylinder engine, however, does
not inherently provide good balance of the secondary inertia
forces acting on the reciprocating parts, the un balanced inertia

forces bring about what is known as secondary vibration, and
their causes can be made clear with the aid of which shows the
relation of throw piston and connecting rods of four cylinder
engine viewed from front.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

Fredrik Ostamn and Hannu T.Toivonen are Faculty of
Technology; Finland has done reduction of torsional vibration
level of reciprocating engine by control of cylinder wise
torque contributions. In the proposed active cylinder balancing
scheme the torsional vibrations which are measured angular
speed are used to estimate the oscillating torque components
applied on the flywheel. A model which relates the consecutive
cylinder firings to the torque is used to adjust the cylinder
wise fuel injections in such a way that torsional vibration
level of crank shaft is reduced. X.Zhang and S.D.Yu from the
Journal of sound and vibration vol.319, Jan 2009, have done
the theoretical and experimental studies on torsional vibrations
of an aircraft engine. Torsional vibrations of the aircraft crank
shaft under different engine powers. The distributed torsional
flexibility and mass moment of inertia of the crank shaft
are considered using Finite Element Method (FEM) and also
studied the dynamical behavior of the crank shaft.

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION:

Crankshaft is the first part in the power transmission system
on which the reciprocating motion of the piston is converted in
to the rotary motion with the help of connecting rod. A crank
shaft consiasts of crank pins,crank webs ,balancing weights
and main journals. Big end of the connecting rod is connected
to the crank pin of the crankshaft. Centerto center distance
between the crankpin and crankshaft is Half of the piston
displacement,during a stroke. Thus,one complete revolution of
the crankshaft makes two strokes of the piston.the part of the
crankshaft are supportted by the main bearings on the main
journals. Balancing weights are provided on opposite side of
the crank arms for balancing.

To find out the mode shapes and corresponding natural
frequencies of that four-cylinder crankshaft which is used
inautombiles like tractors. In he four-cylinder engine, No.1 and
No.4 pistons are always moving in opposite direction from
pistons No.2 and No.3 this arrangement tends to neutralize
the primary inertia forces as, if the pistons are equal in
weight, they will balance each other and give good primary
mechanical balance. The four-cylinder engine, however, does
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not inherently provide good balance of secondary inertia forces
acting on the reciprocating parts, these unbalanced inertia
forces bring about what is known as secondary vibration,
and their causes can be made clear with the aid of which
shows the relation of threw pistons and connecting rods four-
cylinder engine as viewed from the front. Tor getting the
solution, modeled four-cylinder crankshaft using modelling
software package with the dimensions of component.Then
that modeled component was import into analysis software
package. The process of meshing that model by using hyper
mesh software. To find out on the vibrational behaviors of
four cylinder engine crankshaft for different loading conditions
in an each cylinder independently. The natural frequencies of
four-cylinder engine crankshaft are determined and find the
mode shapes by theoretical method and also compared the
results obtained from analytical and computational methods

V. DESCRIPTION ABOUT VIBRATION:

Every well-balanced engine must eliminate or minimise
several important types of vibration either through the original
design or subsequently added types of expedient. torsional
vibration of the crankshaft is caused by the winding and (or
twisting and un twisting of the crank shaft resulting from the
application and release the power impulse on the crank throw
of the crank shaft. if the crank shaft is relatively small in
diameter in proportion to is length. it is observe this effect
will be greater than for shorter, thicker crankshaft it can be
understood that crank throw are close to the fly fell transmit
their forces s t the flywheel (which resist this twisting tendency
with little twisting or crankshaft wind-up the crank throw at
the found d end of a six or eight through crankshaft between
them and the e flywheel to wind and unwired with each
power impulse . As a result there is proportionate increase
in twist resulting from the power impulse on these forward
crank throw. Every crankshaft has an inherent natural period
of frequency of vibration. If the frequency of the torsional
vibration caused by the winding and un winding of the crank
shaft shod correspond to is natural period of vibration (be in
resonance ) the vibration would become excessive with the
serious result such as crankshaft breakage speeds at which
resonance might occurs are called critical speeds.

A number of methods are used to minimize crankshaft
torsional vibrations. One is to design the crankshaft so that
its basic or highest critical speeds is above the maximum
speed of the engine, and damp out the torsional vibration that
occurs at lower speeds by special means or natural bearing
friction. Most inline six cylinder automobile engines, however,
because of their relatively long crankshafts and higher speeds,
depends on torsional vibration dampers to neutralise torsional
crank shaft vibration. One type called a harmonic balancer is
provided with an inertia weight, which is set in vibration by
torsional vibration, but because of its motion is out of phase
or opposite to that of crankshaft, it tends to neutralize the
crank shaft vibration or damp it out. Another way widely
used type is composed of small flywheel held between two
friction discs. When the crank shaft is subjected to torsional

vibration, this fly wheel is des not vibrate because of its mass
but continues uniform rotation, and slippage of flywheel on
the friction discs tends to damp out the torsional vibration.
One design of vibration damper when two rubber discs drive
the damper flywheel. The discs in run are linked to crankshaft
fan-drive pulley, which is keyed to the crankshaft.

Another type of vibration is cased by the torque reaction of
the connecting rods on the cylinder block as they push against
the crankpins to cause rotary motion of the crankshaft .If the
crankshaft is rotated in one direction the torque reaction of the
connecting-rod impulse are fluctuating in nature the torque
reaction on the cylinder block also fluctuate or vibrate this
type of vibration is minimised in modern passenger car engine
either by increasing the number of cylinder or by various of
mounding the engine on rubber .so that most of the vibration
is absorbed before its is transmitted to the body or frame.

Accurate analysis of torsional plays an increasingly impor-
tant role when troubleshooting or designing rotating machinery
.Yet torsional vibration remain without modem day laser
Dopple-based techniques notoriously difficult to measure .
It is impotent to be able to measure and analysis torsional
vibration accurately because the vibration in rotating shaft are
well-known sources of numerous vibration problem. Typical
problem within the automotive industry and the marine engine
industry include

VI. DESIGN PROCEDURE OF CRANKSHAFT:

Consider the design of a crank shaft by an engineering team
at an automotive company .The team is given requirement
such as horsepower number of cylinder torque and rpm and is
expected to design a new crankshaft that minimize cost and
maximize fuel economy .Assume that collectively the engi-
neer have a clear and well understand strategy for designing
crankshaft that is they have already design many crankshaft
.However , their collective experience is distributed among
a group of people with varying ability and covering several
engineering domain.

Using traditional design method in conjunction with cad
technology the team integrate the input specification with the
constrain an state goals .all the collective previous experience
of designing crankshaft it is manually incorporated into the
new design .While the CAD system can help design the
product geometry .It provide little help for calculating thee
engineering design attributes such as the required bearing load
based on the numbered of cylinder horsepower and torque
or for taking in to other factor such as material constrain
cost consideration and manufacturability. Once a preliminary
design is created it is frequency analyzed using one of the
many available FEA (Finite Element Analysis) programs and
modified

VII. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD:

Finite element analysis was first developed for use the in the
aero cope and nuclear industries where the safety of structural
is critical. Today the growth in usage of the method is directly
attributable to the rapid advance in computer technology in
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recent year As result commercial finite element package exist
that are cable of solving the most sopohiscated problem not
just in structure analysis ,but for a wide range of phenomena
such a study state and dynamic temperature distribution fluid
flow and manufacturing process such as injection molding and
metal forming.

FEA consist of computer model of a material or design
that I loaded and analysis for specific result .It is used in
new product design and existing and product refinement .A
company is able to verify that a proposed design will be able
to perform to the client specification prior to manufacturing
or construction .Modifying an existing product or structure is
utilized to quality the product of structure for a new service
condition .Incase of structural failure .FEA may be used
to help determine the design modification to meet the new
condition.

Mathematically the structure to be analyzed is subdivided
into a of finite sized element of simple shape .Within each
element , the variation of displacement is assumed to be
determined by simple polynomial shape faction and nodal
displacement .Equation for the stain and stresses are developed
in term of the unknown nodal displacement .Form this the
equilibrium are assembled in a matrix form which can be
easily can be programmed and solved on a computer .After
applying the appropriate boundary condition the nodal dis-
placement are found by solving the matrix stiffness equation
.Once the nodal displacement are known element stresses and
strain can be calculated

VIII. APPLICATION AREAS

In essence the finite element is a mathematical method for
solving ordinary partial differential equation .Because it is
a numerical method, it has the ability to solve the complex
problem that can be represented in different equation form .A
these type of equitation occur naturally in virtually all field
of the physical science the application of the finite element
method are limitless as regards the solution of practical design
problem.

The finite element method is very impotent tool for those
involve in engineering design .It is now used routine to solved
problem in the following areas:

Structural strength design Structural interaction with fluid
flow Analysis of shock (underwater in material ) Acous-
tics Thermal analysis Vibration Crash simulation Fluid
flow Electrical; analysis Mass diffusion Bucking analysis
Electromagnetic evaluation Metal forming Coupled analysis

IX. 3D MODEL OF CRANK SHAFT

The CAD model of crankshaft is designed for the Mahindra
B-275 tractor, four cylinder engine crank shaft modeled by the
Unigraphics software as shown in Figure 1.

X. 3D MESH MODEL

The basic idea of FEA is to consider a body as a compound
of several elements or subdivisions that are connected at
specified node points. The unknown solutions are the field

variables inside any FE is assumed to be given by simple
function in terms of nodal values of that element. So 3D mesh
model by using hyper mesh software as shown in Figure 2

XI. BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR VIBRATION
ANALYSIS OF CRANK SHAFT

Element Type Used = Solid 45 Total Number of Elements
= 76069 Total Number of Nodes = 22399

XII. FEA MODEL ANALYSIS DETAILS

Youngs Modulus = 2.1 X 105 N/mm2 Poisson’s Ratio =
0.28 Density = 7.8 X 106 kg/mm3 Total Weight = 6.3 kg

Above mentioned material condition of FEA by using
ANSYS software for free rotation of crank shaft obtained the
following results as shown in Figure 4 and 5.

XIII. CONCLUSION

Thus, the aim of this paper tells about the vibration analysis
for the crank shaft with different nodal frequency using the

Fig. 1. cad model- crank shaft

Fig. 2.
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software. And can be computed the natural frequency values
in analytical method, then compared and verified. This analysis
shows about its different mode shapes and frequencies at
varying loading conditions

Fig. 3. boundary condition-crank shaft

Fig. 4. first mode-free rotation

Fig. 5. first mode-free rotation
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Abstract—The oblique finned microchannel heatsink with
curved path is designed and fabricated in this project. The
oblique fin creates secondary flow whereas the curved path helps
to increase the Turbulence. The oblique finned microchannel
with curved path is designed from correlations. The area of the
microchannel is 80 53 mm. The modelling is done with the help
of Solid works. This microchannel heatsink is fabricated by CNC
machining process and fitted with a fiber glass cover plate. Water
is flowing to the oblique finned microchannel heatsink and the
performance are studied. From the theoretical calculation, the
heat transfer co-efficient of curved path increases by 45

Keywords:Oblique finned Micro-channel, Secondary flow,
Curved path.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, electronic components have expe-

rienced significant improvements. This leads to greater heat
produced by those components. At the same time, the size of
such electronic devices has been dramatically reduced, making
the cooling process even more challenging. Heat sinks have
been employed to almost all modern electronic components to
transfer heat to the surrounding environment. Microchannels
are of current interest where very high heat transfer perfor-
mance is desired. Microchannels can be fabricated in many
materials like glass, polymers, silicon, metals using various
processes including surface micromachining, bulk microma-
chining, molding, embossing and conventional machining with
microcutters. These methods and the characteristics of the
resulting flow channels are discussed elsewhere in this hand-
book. In this test section, the breakage of continuous fin into
oblique sections leads to the initialization of pressure drop and
thermal boundary layers at the leading edge of each oblique
fin. This regeneration of entrance effect causes the flow to
be always in a developing state, thus resulting in better heat
transfer and causes to increase pressure drop. In addition, the
presence of smaller oblique channels diverts a small fraction
of flow into the adjacent main channels.

Gongnan Xie et al.:designed a Double layer micro channels
with liquid cooling. The simulation shows that a double layer
micro channel cannot only reduce the pressure drop effectively
but also better thermal characteristics. Within the Reynolds
no 116 -1160, the thermal performance of the single layer
micro channel and parallel flow layout. Fabrication techniques
are same for single and double layer micro channels. The
dimension of bottom surface is 35mm X 35mm. Silicon is

chosen as material for heat sink to minimize the thermal
stress. Double layer MC reduce the pressure drop effectively
and exhibit better thermal performance compared with single
layer. Parallel flow rate is found the better for dissipation when
the flow rate is limited to low value, which the counter flow
layout is better when high flow rate is provided. The lower
channel is 0.7mm height for high thermal characteristics for
parallel flow. For double layer micro channel, the lower branch
micro channel remove more heat than the upper branch micro
channel if the flow distribution is uniform

Jingru Zhang et al.,:designed two different configuration
of multiple micro channel heat sink. They are Straight and
U shaped. The micro channel were 12.7cm silicon wafer
thickness of wafer 550 micrometer and total length of micro
channel is 1cm. The width of micro channels 100 micrometer,
height of micro channel of 175 micrometer. Polydimethylsilox-
ane cover were bonded on top of Microchannel.

Farsad.E. et al.,:this result shows that micro channels heat
sink partially filled with foam is capable removing heat
generation 100 watt over an area of with temperature of heat
flux surface up to 59C. Copper foam have density in the range
of 60-90

Haleh Shafeie et al.: considered water cooled heat sink on
1cm X 1cm. For same pumping power, the heat removal for
heat sink is lower than of optimum simple micro channel
heat sink at medium and high pumping process. However,
the heat sink perform better for small pumping power. The
CFD simulation is used. It helps in Microprocessor cooling,
super components. Heat sink length and width of 1 cm and
total height of 100xm are studied in these simulation. The
micro channels with inclined angle of 45C was remained. Pin
fin heat sink with height 500 micrometer has highest heat
removal for specific pumping power. The important finding
is high pumping power, removal is lower than micro channel
heat sink for pumping power of 0.5 to 2w.

Alice Vittoriosi et al.,:studied the integration of silicon
based miniaturized sensors in micro channel system. With
development of IC fabrication and silicon planner technologies
and Core component like MEMS the Slip effects may also
appear for gas flows in micro channels. Components gas
inlet and outlet fittings, stainless steel and three separate
heating/cooling unit in copper sensor layer. The thermopile
signals have been recorded at rest. A gas flow is established
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without heating the micro channel. The sensor chips comprises
8 membranes 160 micrometer.

Dr. Gawali.B.S. et al.,:This investigation of heat transfer
characteristics has been carried out in a straight microchan-
nel heat sink of rectangular cross section with water as a
circulating fluid. Reynolds number ranges from 200 to 700.
Obtained theoretical results are having good agreement with
experimental results. It is found that the temperature of water
in the microchannel increases with channel length.

II. METHODOLOGY

Fig.1 shows the Photograph of the experimental set up and
schematic diagram of experimental flow loop is shown in the
fig. 3.16. The test section (8) consists of oblique finned micro-
channel made up of copper. The channel section is covered
by fibreglass. The test section consists of 7 temperature ports,
each one at inlet and outlet and remaining 5 are utilized to
determine the intermediate temperatures. The fluid is stored
in the reservoir (2) made up of stainless steel which can
hold a capacity of 5-6 litres. Filter (3) make by Swagelok of
15microns cross-section is mounted in mid-way between the
reservoir and the pump. Gear pump (4) make by pedro Roquest
capable up to 15 lpm is used with the flow rate of 0.1 lpm.
The gate valve (5) is located after the pump to regulate the
flow. The flow meter (6) with the measurement range from 0.1
to 2 lpm make by sunshine model S-FM was utilized as the
flow measuring device. K-Type temperature sensor make by
AMBETRONIC k-type of range -20 to 200 is used to measure
the temperature. The end point of the probe is placed in the
channel and fluid to measure the temperature. It gives reading
in a digital manner to the temperature data logger make by
AMBETRONICS model TC1600F of range -50 to 500 . The
AMBETRONICS TC-1600F Data logger (7) consists of eight
channels with six probes are used. There is also a pressure
transducer make by SETRA model3100 ranges from 0 to 2
bar that can sense the pressure of the fluid at both entry and
exit of the micro-channel, which is kept at the test section.
The pressure transducer is linked with a pressure data logger
(9) make by AMBETRONICS model TC-800 ranging 0 to 5
bars which is used to visualise and record the pressure values.
The hot fluid from the channel is passed on to the condenser
(1) which cools the fluid for circulation.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The straight channel and curved channel are compared with
the help of different Reynolds number to find the Heat transfer
co-efficient. The variation of heat transfer co-efficient with
Reynolds number is plotted in the graph below. Thus straight
channel and curved channel are compared with its heat transfer
coefficient. According to that curved channel has higher heat
transfer when compared to the straight channel. Since the
efficiency is increased by 45

IV. CONCLUSION

In this project, oblique finned microchannel heatsink with
curved path is designed and fabricated. The oblique fin creates

secondary flow whereas the curved path helps to increase the
Turbulence. The theoretical calculation shows that the oblique
finned microchannel heatsink with curved path gives better
heat transfer performance compared with straight channel by
45

Fig. 1. Photograph of typical experimental setup

Fig. 2. Schematic flow loop for experimental setup.

Fig. 3. Comparison of MCHS with straight path and curved path
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Abstract—Seawater desalination is an important process to
meet the increasing demand for fresh water demand, however it
is highly energy intensive due to the high salinity of the source.
Desalination technology is potentially well suited for supplying
water and small scale irrigation in remote and rural areas and
also for avoiding over-exploitation of available water resources.
In order to maximize the energy regeneration we propose an
ejector based system that lowers the process by reducing the
pressure. The study focuses in particular on the ability of the new
design of the ejector desalination system to reduce the pressure
and thereby reduce the boiling point of water and hence energy
intensity of the process.

Keywords: Seawater,Desalination,Ejector.

I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, seawater desalination has been the most ex-
pensive way to produce drinking water at the commercial
scale because of the high capital and energy cost. However,
desalination is increasingly recognized as a needed and viable
option due to the rapid increases of the world population. It
is projected that close to 70By 2050, global water demand is
expected to rise by 55Desalination is a process that removes
minerals from saline water. More generally, desalination refers
to the removal of salts and minerals from a target substance,
as in soil desalination, which is an issue for agriculture
Saltwater is desalinated to produce water suitable for human
consumption or irrigation. One by-product of desalination
is salt. Desalination is used on many seagoing ships and
submarines. Most of the modern interest in desalination is
focused on cost-effective provision of fresh water for hu-
man use. Along with recycled wastewater, it is one of the
few rainfall-independent water sources. Due to its energy
consumption, desalinating sea water is generally more costly
than fresh water from rivers or groundwater, water recycling
and water conservation. However, these alternatives are not
always available and depletion of reserves is a critical problem
worldwide. Currently, approximately 1

The typical concentration of dissolved salts in seawater and
brackish water are 35,000 and 1,000 mg/L, respectively.

The two most widely used process for water desalination
are, Membrane separation processes o Reverse osmosis o
Electro dialysis Thermal separation process o Multistage flash
distillation process o Multi effect distillation o Mechanical
vapor compression

Fig. 1. Flow Diagram of Desalination plant

Fig. 2. Desalination Technologies and processes

II. DESALINATION TECHNOLOGIES

A desalination process essentially separates saline water into
two parts - one that has a low concentration of salt (treated
water or product water), and the other with a much higher
concentration than the original feed water, usually referred
to as brine concentrate or simply as concentrate. The two
major types of technologies that are used around the world
for desalination can be broadly classified as either thermal
or membrane. Both technologies need energy to operate and
produce fresh water. Within those two broad types, there
are sub-categories (processes) using different techniques. The
major desalination processes are identified in Table.

Thermal and membrane capacity on a worldwide basis was
about 7 billion gallons per day (bgd) in early 2000, with about
50% in thermal processes and 50% in membrane technologies.
This is total installed capacity since the early 1950s, and
not all of that capacity may be in operation. On a global
basis, desalination capacity increased at almost 12 percent per
year, from 1972 through 1999. There have been over 8,600
desalination plants installed worldwide, with approximately
20 percent of them in the U.S., the largest number of any
country in the world. In terms of capacity however, the U.S.
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Fig. 3. 2D-Representation

ranks second globally (U.S. Department of the Interior, 2003).

III. DESIGN OF NOZZLE

A. Calculation from the High Pressure Washer

Volumetric flow rate from the discharge
= 350/3600
= 0.097 l/sec
Q =0.097* 10ˆ(-3) mˆ3/sec
Pipe Diameters
Inner diameter = 0.6 cm = 0.6*10ˆ(-4) m
Outer diameter = 0.75cm =0.75*10ˆ(-4) m
Area of the pipe
From the diameter of the
Area = ( Dˆ2)/4

= ( )/4 * 0.610ˆ(-4)
Area of the pipe = 2.827*10ˆ(-5) mˆ2
Velocity of the water
Volumetric flow rate = Area of the pipe

* Velocity
Velocity = (volumetric flow rate)/
(area of the pipe)

= (0.097*10ˆ(-3))/(2.82710ˆ(-5) )
velocity = 3.43 m/sec
Co-efficient of discharge = 0.95
{from the efficiency of the water nozzle}
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Abstract—A robot may be considered as a machine with built-
in intelligence, called artificial intelligence. A robot replaces the
role of a human being to perform a particular task. Several
disciplines of Science, Technology and Engineering are involved
in building a suitable robot for a specific application ;thus making
the field of robotics a highly interdisciplinary area of special-
ization .Robotics encompasses mechanical engineering, electrical
electronics engineering, (combination being Mechatronics) , com-
puters, manufacture engineering, material technology and several
other fields of specialization. To build intelligence into the robot,
powerful computers with artificial intelligence, artificial neural
networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms etc., are involved. The
paper presents a short introduction to the basics of robotics in the
context of artificial intelligence. It gives an over view on robotic
history, including the movie associated with the field robotics. The
laws governing the making of robots are mentioned in this paper.
Hardware and software requirements and working of robots
are explained in the paper. An overview of modern robots like
mobile robots, industrial robots, service robots, military robots,
tell robot, BEAM robots, humanoid robots, micro robot is given
in the paper .The paper concludes with the state-of-the-art and
the near future research areas in the field of robotics. A collection
of many different kinds of robots that are under use till date are
shown in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION
A robot is a machine that contains sensors ,control sys-

tems, manipulators, power supplies and software all working
together to perform a task. Designing, building, programming
and testing a robot is accombination of physics, mechani-
cal engineering, electrical engineering ,structural engineering,
mathematics and computing. In some cases biology, medicine,

Fig. 1.

chemistry might also beinvolved. Robots can also be defined
as the physical agents that perform tasks by manipulating
the physical world. They are equipped with sensors to per-
ceive their environment and effectors to assert physical forces
on it .Robots exhibit three key elements: Programmability,
implying computational or symbol- manipulative capabilities
that a designer can combine as desired (a robot is a com-
puter);Mechanical capability, enabling it to act units envi-
ronment rather than merely function as a data processing or
computational device (a robot is a machine); and Flexibility in
that it can operate using arrange of programs and manipulates
and transport materials in a variety of ways.

II. HISTORY

The term robot derives from the Czech word robot a,
meaning forced work or compulsory service, or robotnik,
meaning serf. It was first used by the Czech playwright Karel
Capek in 1918 in a short story and again in his 1921 play R.
U. R. ,which stood for Rossum’s Universal Robots. Rossum,
a fictional Englishman ,used biological methods to invent
and mass- produce ”men” to serve humans. Eventually they
rebelled, became the dominant race, and wiped out humanity
.The play was soon well known in English-speaking countries
.The first known functioning robot was created in the 1738
by, Jacques devaucanson who made an android that played
the flute.

Once technology advanced to the point where people fore-
saw mechanical creatures as more than toys, literary responses
to the concept of robots reflected fears that humans would be
replaced by their own creations. Frankenstein (1818),some-
times called the first Science fiction novel has become syn-
onymous with this theme .The term Robotics was coined
by Russian born American scientist and writer Isaac Asimov
.With robots a reality and intelligent robots a likely prospect, a
better understanding of interactions between robots and human
are embodied in such modern films as Spielbergs A.I. (movie)
(2001), Proyas I,Robot (2004) and Shankers Robo (2010).

III. ROBOTICS AND A.I

The flow of a cyclone separator is mainly swirling flow
which is obtained due to the geometry of the equipment. There
are two types of vortex occurring in a cyclone an outer vortex
which is created during the flow from inlet to collector in the
downward direction whereas the inner vortex is created during
the flow from collector to the vortex finder in the upward
direction. Swirling Flow Real Vortex flow This types of flow
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takes place in different types of equipment such as cyclones,
hydro cyclones, etc. The major classifications of swirling flow
are Forced Vortex Flow: A swirling flow which has same
tangential velocity distribution of a rotating solid body

IV. THE LAWS OF ROBOTICS

Given by science fiction author Isaac AsimovThe 1940
Laws of Robotics First Law :A robot may not injure a human
being, or ,through inaction, allow a human being tocome
to harm. Second Law: A robot must obey orders given it
by human beings, except where such orders would conflict
with the First Law .Third Law :A robot must protect its
own existence as long as such protection does not conflict
with the First or Second Law .Asimov’s Revised Laws of
Robotics (1985)Zeroth Law:A robot may not injure humanity,
or, through inaction, allow humanity to come to harm. First
Law :A robot may not injure a human being, or ,through
inaction, allow a human being to come to harm, unless this
would violate the Zeroth Law of Robotics .Second Law:A
robot must obey orders given it by human beings, except where
such orders would conflict with the Zeroth or FirstLaw. Third
Law :A robot must protect its own existence as long as such
protection does not conflictwith the Zeroth, First, or Second
Law .An Extended Set of the Laws of Robotics The Meta-Law
A robot may not act unless its actions are subject to the Laws
of Robotics Law Zero A robot may not injure humanity, or,
through inaction, allow humanity to come to harm Law One
A robot may not injure a human being, or, through inaction,
allow a human being to come to harm, unless this would
violate a higher-order Law Law Two A robot must obey orders
given it by human beings, except where such orders would
conflict with a higher-order Law A robot must obey orders
given it by super ordinate robots, except where such orders
would conflict with a higher-order Law Laws Three A robot
must protect the existence of a super ordinate robot as long as
such protection does not conflict with a higher-order Law A
robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection
does not conflict with a higher-order Law Law Four A robot
must perform the duties for which it has been programmed,
except where that would conflict with a higher-order law The
Procreation Law

A robot may not take any part in the design or manufacture
of a robot unless the new robot’s actions are subject to the
Laws of Robotics.

Hardware and software equirements

Fig. 2.

V. ROBOT HARDWARE SENSORS

Sensors are the perceptual interface between robots and
their environment. They are two types of sensors-passive
sensor sand active sensors. Passive sensors like cameras,
which capture signals that are generated by other sources in
the environment. Active sensors like sonar, radar, and laser
emit energy into the environment. This energy is re acted
by objects in then environment. These reactions can then
be used to gather the information needed .Generally active
sensors provide more information than passive sensors. But
they also consume more power. This can lead to a problem
on mobile robots which need to take their energy with them
in batteries .These are sensors that either record distances to
objects or generate an entire image of the environment or
measure a property of the robot itself .Many mobile robots
make use of ran genders, which measure distance to nearby
objects. The other extreme are long-range sensors like the
Global Positioning System (GPS).The second important class
of sensors is imaging sensors. These are cameras that provide
images of the environment that can then be analyzed using
computer vision and image recognition techniques .The third
important class is proprioceptive

VI. SENSORS

These inform the robot of its own state. To measure the
exact configuration of a robotic joint motors are often equipped
with shaft decoders that count the revolution of motors in small
increments. Another way of measuring the state of the robot is
to use force and torque sensors. These are especially needed
when the robot handles fragile objects or objects whose exact
shape and location is unknown.

VII. EFFECTORS

Effectors are the means by which robots manipulate the
environment, move and change the shape of their bodies .To
understand the ability of a robot to interact with the physical
world we will use the abstract concept of a degree of freedom
(DOF). We count one degree of freedom for each independent

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. GSM CUIRT

direction in which a robot, or one of its effectors can move. As
an example lets contemplate arigid robot like an autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV). It has six degrees of freedom,
three for its(x, y, z) location inspace and three for its angular
orientation(also known as yaw, roll and pitch). These DOFs
define the kinematic state of the robot. This can be extended
with another dimension that gives the rate of change of each
kinematic dimension. This is called dynamic state. Robots with
non rigid bodies may have additional DOFs. For example a
human wrist has three degrees of freedom it can move up
and down, side to side and can also rotate. Robot joints have
1, 2, or 3degrees of freedom each. Six degrees of freedom
are required to place an object ,such as a hand, at a particular
point in a particular orientation .The manipulator shown in
Figure 1 has exactly six degrees of freedom, created revolute
joints (R) and one prismatic joint (P). Revolute joints generate
rotational motion while the prismatic joints generate sliding
motion. If you take your arm as an example you will notice,
that it has more than six degrees of freedom. If you put your
hand on the table you still have the freedom to rotate your
elbow. Manipulators which have more degrees of freedom than

required to place to end effectors to a target location are easier
to control than robots having only the minimum number of
dofs.

VIII. MODERN ROBOTS

Mobile robot: Mobile robots have the capability to move
around in their environment and are not fixed to one physical
location. Mobile robots are the focus of a great deal of current
research hand almost every major university has one or more
labs that focus on mobile robot research. Mobile robots are
also found in industry, military and security environments.
They also appear as consumer products, for entertainment or
to perform certain tasks like vacuum cleaning. Classification
:Mobile robots may be classified by The environment in
which they travel:Land home robots. They are most commonly
wheeled, but also include legged robots with two or more legs
(humanoid, or resembling animals or insects). Aerial robots
are usually referred to as unmanned aerial vehicles(UAVs)
Underwater robots are usually called autonomous underwa-
ter vehicles (AUVs) Polar robots, designed to navigate icy,
crevasse filled environments The device they use to move,
mainly: Tracks, Wheeled robot. Legged robot: human-like
legs (i.e.an android) or animal-like legs.

IX. INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS

The field of robotics may be more practically defined as
the study ,design and use of robot systems for manufactur-
ing (a top-level definition relying on the prior definition of
robot).Typical applications of robots include welding, paint-
ing, assembly, pick and place, packaging and palletizing,
production section, and testing, all accomplished with high

Fig. 5.
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endurance, speed, and precision.8.3. Service robots Service
robots assist human beings ,typically by performing a job that
is dirty, dull, distant, dangerous or repetitive ,including house-
hold chores. They typicall yare autonomous and/or operated
by a buildin control system, with manual over ride options.

X. TYPES

Industrial: Industrial service robot carry out simple tasks,
such as examining welding, and more complex harsh environ-
ment task such as aiding in the dismantling of nuclear powers
stations.

Domestic: Domestic performs task that humans regularly
perform around their homes such as cleaning floors, mowing
the laws and pool maintenance. They can also provide assis-
tance to the disabled and infirm as well as becoming robot
butlers .Vacuum cleaner

Scientific: Robotic systems perform many functions such
as repetitive tasks performed in research. These range from
the multiple repetitive tasks made by gene samplers and
sequencers, to systems which can almost replace the scientist
in designing and running experiments, analyzing data and even
forming hypotheses .Autonomous scientific robots perform
tasks which humans would find difficult or impossible, from
the deep sea to outer space.8.4. Military robot: Military robots
are autonomous robots or remote-controlled devices designed
for military applications. On the ground, robots have been
deployed as mine sweepers and for bomb disposal. The robot
would also regularly scan barcodes of stored inventory as it
passed and report.
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Abstract—Particulate pollution has been increasing over the
past few years. Industries have been trying to develop new
methods and devices to remove particles from exhaust gas.
Cyclone separator is a device with no moving parts is used
to separate dust particles from exhaust gas. But, the main
drawback is the increasing pressure drop. From the literature
review, it is found that pressure drop is caused due to geometrical
parameters, surface texture and nature of the particle flow. In
order to reduce the pressure drop the above parameters needs to
be modified. The modified design is modeled and analyzed with
the help of CFD and the difference is noted.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays in industries one of the main environmental
problem is particulate pollution. The dust particles coming
from the industries are prone to several health hazards. The
industries are trying to develop new methods to remove the
particles from the exhaust gases. So that it can become the
safest limit, and it may give less harm to living beings.
The government is also taking stringent action to minimize
particle pollution. Particulate pollution has been increased and
it has been a concern for a few years in order to minimize
particulate pollution, several dust collector has come into the
market. Most dust collectors has their own specify. There
are different types of dust collectors available in the market.
The parameters that dust collectors should fulfill are Less
maintenance Temperature resistance Pressure resistance

A. Cyclone separator

Cyclone separator is a device which satisfy many of the
condition, it is a stationary device and has moving parts. It
is used to separate particle in the range 10 - 100.There are
different types of cyclone. But the cyclone with tangential
inlet is quite popular (Irfan Karagoz Atakan Avci, 2007).
It is suited for high temperature and pressure .The different
parts of a cyclone separator are tangential inlet, vortex finder,
cylinder, cone receiver. Cyclone separator is dust collection
which is used for separating particles from exhaust gases in
industries. It has its own place in the industry become of
some of its simple but efficient advantages such as lack
of moving parts and least maintenance when compared to
other similar dust collectors in the industry it is generally
referred as the masterpiece of an engineer. Its operation is
relatively simple yet efficient. It belongs to the group of
centrifugal separators and it operates with centrifugal force.

It has no other equipments such as filters, etc. Its working
depends mainly on the shape of the equipment which enables
rotational effects and creates vortex to separate particle from
gaseous mixtures (Bharath Raj Reddy, 2014). It can also
separate liquids from gaseous mixtures. It is used not only for
separating the particles but also for classifying the particles
based on its size, nature of the particles. It separate the
particles within the range of 10 - 100.It is commonly used
in power plants, extraction plants, cement industry, etc. It is
also used in chemical industry, food industry. Nowadays it is
used as vacuum cleaners in as domestic applications.

The performance of a cyclone separator depends on two fac-
tors namely- particle collection efficiency and pressure drop.
The collection efficiency of a cyclone separator is defined as
the ability of ability to retain the particles within in the cyclone
separator (Chen Jianyi , 2006). It is based on the particle
size, inlet velocity and geometrical parameters. The pressure
drop is another important factor which represents the pressure
losses in the cyclone i.e. drop in the total pressure. It occurs
mainly due to main frictional losses. For example in the case
of incompressible fluid flow in a cylindrical the outlet velocity
will be lesser than its inlet velocity, which is due to frictional
losses in the pipe. It can be modified by modifying the surface
conditions.

II. OPERATION

Cyclone seperator works on the principle of centrifugal
separation. The exhaust gas coming from the factories has
be treated since it contains dust particles. This dust laden gas
is made to pass through the tangential inlet. Then it reaches
the cylinder portion. Now the linear flow is transformed into
swirling motion, i.e. a swirl (outer vortex) is created. Due to
the surface roughness of cylinder and cone portion particles
come into contact with the wall and they fall into the collector
(Alex C. Hoffmann, 2005). The gas due to the centrifugal
force moves towards the outer boundary and the outer vortex
is maintained. Simultaneously the swirl continues towards the
end and it reverses its direction and inner vortex is created (T.
G. Chuah 2003). The upward movement is mainly due to the
low density of the gas and we know that gas always travels
from low pressure to high pressure. The cleaner gas comes
out of the vortex finder.
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The parts of the cyclone separator are 1. The body diameter
(barrel diameter) D 2. The total height of the cyclone (from
roof to dust exit) Ht 3. The vortex finder diameter Dx 4. The
vortex finder length (from the roof of the separation space) S
5. The inlet height a 6. The inlet width b 7. The height of the
conical section hc or the height of the cylindrical section h 8.
The cone-tip diameter (dust exit diameter) BC

III. FLOW IN CYCLONE SEPARATOR

The flow of a cyclone separator is mainly swirling flow
which is obtained due to the geometry of the equipment. There
are two types of vortex occurring in a cyclone an outer vortex
which is created during the flow from inlet to collector in the
downward direction whereas the inner vortex is created during
the flow from collector to the vortex finder in the upward
direction. Swirling Flow Real Vortex flow This types of flow
takes place in different types of equipment such as cyclones,
hydro cyclones, etc. The major classifications of swirling flow
are Forced Vortex Flow: A swirling flow which has same
tangential velocity distribution of a rotating solid body

A. Free Vortex Flow

Behaves how a fluid with no negligible friction would swirl.
In a real swirling flow the tangential velocity distribution is
in-between these two ends. Now imagine first that the swirling
fluid behaves like a solid body has an infinite viscosity. Then,
there will be no shearing motion between the fluid layers at
different radii. Here, the fluid elements are forced at all radial
positions having the same angular velocity which is equal to
v where v is the tangential velocity. This gives the equation
of a forced vortex flow. V = r—————————————
——1

Fig. 1. Cyclone Separator

B. Performance of Cyclone Separators

There are two performance indicators for the functioning
of cyclone separators. They are: Pressure Drop Separation
Efficiency

C. Pressure Drop

In general, the term pressure drop means drop in total
pressure i.e. Static pressure and Dynamic pressure. In other
words the pressure lost during the flow between inlet and
outlet. It occurs mainly due to the frictional losses in the body
of the cyclone. It is very difficult to measure pressure drop due
to the presence of swirl in the exiting gas (Khairy Elsayed
2011). Moreover the static pressure can be measured easily
whereas the dynamic pressure at the exit is difficult to measure
experimentally. The pressure drop over a cyclone is normally
divided in three sections: 1. Losses in the entry, 2. Losses in
the separation space (the main cyclone body), and 3. Losses in
the vortex finder. The entry losses in cyclones with tangential
inlets are negligible since the flow is linear and it moves to the
main cyclone body without much obstructions. Once the flow
enters the cyclone body the linear flow transforms into a swirl
flow due to the shape of the body. So the dynamic pressure
increases accordingly. But this increase in dynamic pressure
is lost due to the friction in the walls. Therefore the losses
in the cyclone body is much higher to the other section. In
the vortex finder the clean gas comes out through it but due
to the swirl present in the flow some pressure is lost. Thus
these are the main sections of pressure drop. The pressure
drop over a cyclone, p, is proportional toor very close to being
proportional tothe square of the volumetric flow rate, as it is
in all processing equipment with turbulent flow (Sujeet Kumar
Shukla , 2013). To obtain a characteristic measure for pressure
drop in a given cyclone, pressure drop is often reported in a
dimensionless form known as the Euler number

Where vZ is the mean axial velocity in the cyclone body,
i.e. the volumetric flow rate divided by the cross-sectional area
of the cylindrical part of the body.

IV. FACTORS AFFECTING THE CYCLONE PERFORMANCE

A. The pressure drop at the inlet section

The inlet sections of the cyclone separators are one of the
primary areas of concern after the study of vortex length by
many experts. The cyclone has two spiral motions it forms
two vortexes, outer vortex and inner vortex. In the tangential
reverse flow cyclone, the outer vortex weakens when it reaches
the dust collector and changes its direction at a certain axial
distance Ln from the vortex finder (Chris Lacor, 2011). The
inlet area is appropriate parameters influencing the natural
length. The vortex length decreased proportionally to the inlet
area (AR = a b) but the reverse trend has been also stated.
. The inlet dimensions have given a direct effect on pressure
drop. As the inlet area increases the pressure drop decreases.
The effect of inlet dimensions has been investigated by several
researchers. The effect of inlet section angle also has been
tested by many investigators. Qian and Zhang computationally
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inspected the effect of the inlet section angle. The pressure
drop of the cyclone decreases to a 30

B. The effect of the inlet height

A swift decrease in the pressure drop when increasing the
inlet height for 0.25 a/D 0.4 and a smaller decrease for a/D
0.4.This behavior can be explained as follows. The pressure
drop in the cyclone is poised of three main contributions
(1) The pressure drop at the inlet section will be decreased
by increasing the inlet dimensions. (2) The pressure drop
in the cyclone body due to swirling motion and due to
wall friction, this influence decreases with increasing the
cyclone inlet height (as the vortex strength will decrease).
(3) The main contribution to the cyclone pressure drop is the
energy loss in the vortex finder, which primarily effects the
maximum tangential velocity in the cyclone. As is clear from
literature that the maximum tangential velocity decreases with
increasing cyclone inlet height. Therefore, in general the total
pressure drop of the cyclone will decrease with increasing the
cyclone inlet height. It also depicts that the pressure drop for
the three cyclones using four different mathematical models;
Muschelknautz method of modeling, Casal and Martinez-
Benet, Shepherd and Lapple, Stairmands indicating the same
overall trend obtained using RSM simulations for the pressure
drop with better matching between the MM model and the
current RSM simulation.

V. THE EFFECT OF THE INLET WIDTH

A rapid reduction in the pressure drop when increasing
the inlet width for b/D 0.15 and a smaller reduction for b/D
0.27.Usually, both the cyclone pressure drop and the cut-off
diameter decrease with increasing the cyclone inlet width.
The used mathematical models again indicate the same whole
trend obtained using RSM simulations for cut-off diameter and
pressure drop.

VI. CYCLONE HEIGHT

As is clear from the maximum tangential velocity falls with
increasing cyclone barrel height. As the inlet section is similar
in all cyclones, the pressure drop in the inlet section does not
diverge with increasing barrel height. The sharp decrease of
the Euler number between cyclones B1 and B2 is due to the
decrease in the maximum tangential velocity. There are two
competing contributions increase of the pressure drop due to
friction and decrease of the pressure drop due to the decrease
in the vortex strength (K. Pant, 2002). At the beginning, the
wall friction effect is small in comparison with the influence
of vortex strength. For longer cyclones, this effect becomes
larger (but still less than that of vortex strength decay. This
explains the small variation of the Euler number with the barrel
height for h/D ¿ 1.8, which is clear from where the maximum
tangential velocity of cyclones B3 and B4 are very close.

A. The cone tip diameter

Very less information is accessible on the effects of chang-
ing the cone bottom(tip) diameter, in order to determine

the the cone shape if other cyclone dimensions are fixed.
Considering this fact, divergences and complexities exist in the
literature (A.J. Hoekstra, 199). It was also observed that if the
vortex affected the cone wall, particle re-entrainment will take
place and efficiency will be decreased, so collection efficiency
will be inferior for cyclones with a small cone opening (M.
Somerfield, 1999).Though a cone is not a vital part for cyclone
operation, though it serves the practical purpose of delivering
collected particles to the central discharge point. However, the
cone be responsible for greater tangential velocities occurring
near the bottom for removing smaller particles.

VII. THE VORTEX FINDER DIMENSIONS

The vortex finder length directly effects the cyclone perfor-
mance and the pressure drop. The ratio of the diameters of
cyclone body, and the vortex finder diameter Dx/D affected
the collection efficiency and pressure drop of cyclones, and
suggested an energy effective cyclone design If the length
of the vortex finder increases then it minimizes the short
circuiting of incoming gases, preventing the dusty gas from
flowing straight from the inlet to the outlet (Ying-xiang,
2010).When the diameter of the vortex finder decreases, the
downward flow also reduces and the tangential velocities
increases, but the pressure drop increases.

VIII. MODELING OF CYCLONE SEPARATOR

The modeling of cyclone separator can be done using
any CAD modeling software, etc. For example Solid works,
CATIA, ProE, etc. Here it is done using Solid works

Stairmands conducted so many experiments on the cyclone
separator and finally developed the optimized geometrical
ratios. By considering this geometric ratios the modeling of
the cyclone done in solid works.

Fig. 2.
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IX. CFD ANALYSIS

Computational Fluid Dynamics is an easy way of calculat-
ing the flow pattern, separation efficiency and the pressure
drop in cyclones and swirl tubes. In CFD, the equations
governing the flow of the gas: the Navier-Stokes equations,
are written in a finite difference form, and calculated with the
help of computer on a grid of points. The flow of gas in the
separator is turbulent but this creates a problem when using
CFD. In general, if the computational grid could be made
fine enough, CFD could be used to solve the Navier-Stokes
equations directly, and the turbulence would spontaneously
rise in the simulation (F. Boysan, 1982). In direct turbulence
modeling such CFD simulations are already being carried out
in small, modest geometries and this field is developing fast
as the computing power of the computer increases. However,
in real processing equipments, this is not possible yet because
the number of grid points and time steps required is too high.

X. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results are concluded that the cone height has significant
effect on the performance of the cyclone. The pressure in the
cyclone varies along the X-axis as shown in the contours. The
pressure first decreases and then increases. From Fig 10, the
minimum pressure occurs at the mid-section (x=0). The graph
shows the variation in the pressure along the radial direction.
The curve is in U shape explains the decrease and increase of

Fig. 3. CAD MODEL OF CYCLONE SEPARATOR

pressure. The velocity in the cyclone first increase from the
center and then decreases at the wall. The curve will be in M
shape or reversed W shape. The velocity is high at the middle
portion of the center and the wall.

From the fig.3, the pressure in the cyclone separator in-
creases from the center to wall. The maximum and minimum
static pressures are -12 (pa) and 682 (pa) respectively. The
velocity first increases then decreases from center to towards
wall. The maximum and minimum velocity magnitudes are
23.62 m/s and 0 m/s respectively.

XI. CONCLUSION

Thus we have concluded that cyclone separator is one of the
most significant emission control devices. The fact preventing

Fig. 4. PRESSURE- VELOCITY CONTOURS I

Fig. 5. PRESSURE- VELOCITY CONTOURS II

Fig. 6. DENSITY CONTOUR
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Fig. 7. VELOCITY CONTOUR

Fig. 8.

its use is the increasing pressure drop. From the literature
survey, we find that pressure drop can be decreased by chang-
ing the geometrical dimensions. Both the existing design and
new designed, modeled and analyzed with ANSYS FLUENT
software. From the contours, we found that total pressure
decreases i.e. pressure drop also decreases for changes in
design.
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Abstract—The vehicle plays an important role in the day to day
life. As the usage of vehicle increases the need of fuel increases
and also the pollution gets increased due to the emission of
exhaust gases from the vehicle. Our project deals with both
of these problems, it decreases the fuel consumption (i.e.) the
mileage of the vehicle increases and also decreases the harmful
emissions of the vehicle. We made our project even more eco-
friendly by adding solar energy to power the battery and also
in electrolysis process to produce hydrogen which is used in the
engine along with the fuel to power it up.

I. INTRODUCTION

A trending global concern, toward lowering fuel consump-
tion and emissions of internal combustion engines, is mo-
tivating researchers to seek alternative solutions that would
not require a dramatic modification in engines design. Among
such solutions is using H2 as an alternative fuel to enhance
engine efficiency and produce less pollution . This is not
feasible from a commercial point view; building a system
that generates H2 and integrating it with the engine system
yield an expensive manufacturing cost and impact the vehicle
market price. Another option is blending H2 with gasoline.
Less amount of H2 is enough to meet the need ,when it is
blended with the gasoline.

II. COMPONENTS REQUIRED

Solar panel Solar charge controller Lead acid battery Diode
Fuse Pulse width modulator Electrolysis kit Internal combus-
tion engine

III. POLYCRYSTALLINE SOLAR CELL

A solar cell, or photovoltaic cell, is an electrical device that
converts the energy of light directly into electricity by the
photovoltaic effect. The operation of a photovoltaic (PV) cell
requires three basic attributes: The absorption of light, gen-
erating either electron-hole pairs or excitons. The separation
of charge carriers of opposite types. The separate extraction
of those carriers to an external circuit. We use solar panel
to charge both the primary battery and the secondary battery.
The image shows the visual difference between monocrys-
talline(right) and polycrystalline(left). We have selected poly-

crystalline solar cell instead of monocrystalline solar cell for
the following advantages.

Fig. 1. PROPERTIES OF COMPONENTS

Fig. 2. solar cell
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IV. ADVANTAGES OF POLYCRYSTALLINE SOLAR
CELL OVER MONOCRYSTALLINE

People can afford it as the Cost of solar panel is less. The
process used to make polycrystalline silicon is simpler The
amount of waste silicon is less compared to monocrystalline.

V. SOLAR CHARGE CONTROLLER

A charge controller may be used to power DC equipment
with solar panels. The charge controller provides a regulated
DC output and stores excess energy in a battery as well as
monitoring the battery voltage to prevent under/over charging.

VI. BATTERY

A battery is an electrochemical cell (or enclosed and pro-
tected material) that can be charged electrically to provide a
static potential for power or released electrical charge when
needed. A battery generally consists of an anode, a cathode,
and an electrolyte. Here we used lead acid battery for both
primary and secondary battery, which is commonly used for
bikes.

Fig. 3. solar charge controller

Fig. 4. battery

VII. DIODE

A device that blocks current in one direction while letting
current flow in another direction is called a diode. Diodes can
be used in a number of ways. For example, a device that uses
batteries often contains a diode that protects the device if you
insert the batteries backward.

VIII. ELECTROLYSIS

Electrolysis, as shown in Figure, may be defined as the pro-
cess involving the decomposition of an electrolytic solution,
in this instance water(H2O), by means of an electric current
to produce hydrogen(H2) and oxygen(O2) gas. This chemical
reaction may be described as follows

IX. CONNECTION TYPE OF SOLAR PANEL

When the solar panel connected in series the voltage gets
added and the current remains same, but we used parallel
connection so that the voltage remains same (i.e. 12v as we
are using 12v battery and the charge controller is limited to
20v) and the voltage gets added.

Fig. 5. diode

Fig. 6. electrolysis process
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X. CONNECTION TYPE OF BATTERY

Here we used parallel connection as we use reverse pro-
tection from the primary battery. The types of connection of
batteries are as illustrated in the figure.

Fig. 7. reaction of h2o in electrolysis process

Fig. 8. Parallel connection

Fig. 9. Series connection

XI. OVERALL CONNECTION DIAGRAM

XII. ADVANTAGES

1. Increases mileage of the vehicle 2. Decrease pollution
3. Does not drain the primary battery which is used for bike
accessories 4. Maintenance is easy 5. Low cost.

XIII. RESULT

At the end of our project we have achieved the increase
mileage for about 20% on mileage testing machine and about
30 to 35% on road. The emission from the exhaust gasses
from the vehicle are also decreased by 50%.
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Abstract—The Wear rate of Al6061/TiC composite in Friction
stir welding weld region was investigated in the present study.
This paper contain the features of the development of the
mathematical models for correlating the interactive and higher
order influences of various process parameters on the sliding
wear behavior of friction stir welding, i.e. the wear rate through
response surface methodology. Experimental plan is implemented
by a standard response surface methodology design called a
central composite design (CCD). The results of analysis of
variance (ANOVA) indicate that the developed mathematical
models obtained can adequately describe the performance within
the limits of the factors being studied. The optimal combination of
these parameters can be used in order to achieve minimum wear
rate. Keywords: Friction stir welding, Central composite design,
Metal Matrix Composite (MMC), Response surface methodology,
ANOVA

I. INTRODUCTION

Aluminum based metal matrix composites are considered as
one of the most promising structural materials for advanced
engineering applications in field of aerospace, military, and
automotive industries. [1]. But welding of these metal matrix
composites is still a concern. When subjected to fusion weld-
ing techniques, difficulties like high thermal expansion and
conductance, high solubility of the gases in the molten state,
solidification shrinkages and oxide exclusions are encountered
[2]. In FSW, a non consumable rotating tool having a pin and
a large diameter shoulder is plunged in the abutting surfaces
of the plates to be joined and is transverse along the weld line.
The frictional heating produced by the tool softens the material
in the weld zone and the subsequent stirring of material by
the rotating pin produces weld [2] .The material moves from
the front of the tool pin to the back of the tool pin during
the welding operation. The side of the joint where the tool
rotation is same as the transversing direction is the advancing
side of the joint and the side where the motion due to rotation
opposes the translational movement is called the retreating side
of the joint [3]. Several studies have been done in order to
investigate the effect of FSW process parameter Aluminium
based MMC on wear rate and wear resistance. Prado et al.
[4] examined the effect of rotational speed on tool wear of
friction stir welded AA6061/20 vol % Al2O3 and observed
that the tool wear was non linear. Shindo et al. [5] estimated
the effect of welding speed on tool wear of friction stir welded

A359/20 vol % SiC and noticed different degree of weld
zone hardening. Gopalakrishnan and Murugan [6] developed
an empirical relationship to predict the strength of friction
stir welded AA6061/ 3-7 wt % TiC and described the effect
of welding speed, axial force, tool pin profile and weight
percentage of TiC particles. Lee et al. [7] compared the wear
rate of friction stir welded AZ91/10 vol % SiC with parent
composite and observed decrease in wear rate subsequent to
FSW. However, he did not attempt to correlate the effect of
FSW parameters on wear rate. The purpose of the present
work, therefore, was to: (a) investigate the wear rate of FSW
of the various %wt. of TiC reinforced Al6061 aluminum alloy
composites which were produced by a stir casting method;
(b) develop a mathematical model for wear rate using the like
tool rotation speed (N), welding speed (S), axial force (F) and
different % wt of TiC (P) by multiple linear regression for
analyzing the process parameters. Furthermore, ANOVA was
employed to carry out the effects of various factors and their
interactions on the wear rate.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PLANNING

In the present experimental study, the material to be welded
was Al6061 alloy reinforced with TiC particles, at a compo-
sition of 0%wt., 5%wt., 10%wt., 15%wt. and 20%wt. and of
2 to 3 microns particle size. The experiments were performed
on FSW machine. The dimensions of the specimens were of
100mm x 50mm x 6mm. The composition of the Al6061
alloy specimen is presented in Table 1. The important factors
influencing the responses and their levels are presented in
Table 2.

The experimental design matrix(Table 3), consisting of 31
sets of coded conditions and comprising a full replication four-
factor factorial design of 16 points, 8 star points, and 7 center
points, was used. The upper and lower limits of the parameters

Fig. 1. Chemical composition of Al6061 alloy
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were coded as +2 and 2, respectively. The coded values for
intermediate levels can be calculated by
Xi = 2[2X(Xmax +Xmin]/(XmaxXmin) (1)
where Xi is the required coded value of a variable X and

X is any value of the variable from Xmin to Xmax. As
prescribed by the design matrix, welding has been carried
out. From the each welded plate specimens were extracted
having dimensions 6 mm x 6 mm x 50 mm. The wear rate
(W) was measured using DUCOM TR20-LE pin-on-disc wear
apparatus. A computer aided data acquisition system was used
to monitor the loss of height. The wear rate (W) was calculated
as follows. W (mm3/m) = Volumetric loss / Sliding distance
(2)

III. DEVELOPING EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIP

wear rate (W) on FSW of Al6061 alloy reinforced with
TiC particles is a function of the process parameters such as
a tool rotation speed (N), welding speed (S), axial force (F)
and different % wt. of SiC (P) which it can be expressed

Fig. 2. Friction stir welding parameters and their levels

Fig. 3. Design matrix

as: VBmax =f N, S, F, P (4) The second-order polynomial
(regression) equation used to represent the response wear rate
(W) was given by: Y = b0+biXi+biiXi2+bijXiXj (5) The
final empirical relationship was constructed using only these
coefficients, and the developed final empirical relationship is
given below:

W = 3551.64(4.45X1)(7.03X2)(127.47X3)(15.33X4) +
(0.06X22) + (7.00X32)(0.37X42) + (0.06X1X3) +
(0.01X1X4)(0.39X2X3)(0.56X3X4) (6)

where W was the response of wear rate and X1, X2, X3,
and X4 represent the decoded values of tool rotation speed
(N), welding speed (S), axial force (F) and different % wt. of
TiC (P) respectively. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) technique
was used to check the adequacy of the developed empirical
relationship in Table 5.

In this investigation, the desired level of confidence was
considered to be 95%. The relationship may be considered to
be adequate, which provides that the calculated F value of the
model developed should not exceed the standard tabulated F
value. The standard tabulated F value for 95% confidence limit
is 4.06. Seeing that shown in Table 5, the calculated F value
of the models are 0.37 and 1.24 for lack-of-fit is smaller than
the standard value of 95% confidence limit. Thus, it is found
that the above model is adequate. The normal probability plot
of residuals for wear rate was presented in Fig.2

It can be noticed that the residuals fall on a straight line,
which means that the errors are distributed normally [8] and
the regression model is well fitted with the observed values.

Fig. 4. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)

Fig. 5. Normal probability plot of residuals for Wear rate (w)
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

To analyze the effect of the various process parameters on
the wear rate and wear resistance. The contour plots were
drawn for various combinations. The number represent in the
plot was wear rate. Fig. 4 shows the effect of tool rota-
tional speed on wear rate of friction stir welded Al6061/TiC
composites. The wear rate decreases as tool rotational speed
increases. Further increase in tool rotational speed leads to
increased wear rate. In the same way, the wear rate decreases
as welding speed increases further increase in welding speed,
the wear rate increases. At higher tool rotational speeds the
heat generation is more but release excessive stirred materials.
Excessive stirring causes irregular flow of plasticized material.
Micro level voids appear at higher tool rotational speeds. The
frictional heat generated during welding affects the grain size
[9] The wear rate decreases as axial force increases. Further
increase in axial force, the wear rate increases. Whereas,
the wear rate decreases as content of TiC increases. Further
increase in content of TiC, the wear rate further decreases.

V. OPTIMIZING FSW PROCESS PARAMETERS

Based on the developed second-order response surface equa-
tions, i.e., Eqs. 3 for correlating the various process variable
effects with the wear rate optimality searches can be obtained.
This is carried out to determine the optimal combination of
the FSW parameters and their combine effects on the desired
response criteria. The optimality search model for the various
process variable conditions for minimizing the Wear rate value
of various welded work pieces was formulated based on the
methodology as described.

Figure 5 exhibits a parametric combination, i.e., tool ro-
tation speed1115.5600, welding speed 46.2657, axial force
6.0796 and different % wt. of TiC 20%. Optimums parametric
combination of wear rate was presented in Table 5.

Welding with optimum parametric combination, wear rate
can be achieved as low as 159.614 mm3/m.

Fig. 6. contour plots for Wear rate and wear resistance

Fig. 7. Optimization Plot

Fig. 8. Validation Test Result

VI. CONCLUSIONS

From the investigation, the following conclusions can be
drawn: 1. Based on RSM approach mathematical models have
been developed for correlating the wear rate with predominant
process parameters. The adequacy of the developed mathemat-
ical model has also been tested through the analysis of variance
(ANOVA).The results of the analysis justifying the closeness
of fit of the mathematical model at 95% confidence level.
2. The result from the developed mathematical model, the
optimal machining parametric combination, i.e., tool rotation
speed 1115.565, welding speed 46.2657, axial force 6.0796
and different % wt. of TiC 20 was found out to achieve the
minimum wear rate as 159.614 mm3/m.
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Abstract—Withstanding of air turbine rotor blades for the
elongations is a major consideration in their design because they
are subjected to high tangential, axial, centrifugal forces during
their working conditions. Several methods have been suggested
for the better enhancement of the mechanical properties of blades
to withstand these extreme conditions. This project summarizes
the design and analysis of Air turbine rotor blade, on which
CATIA V5 is used for deign of solid model of the turbine blade
with the help of the spline and extrude options ANSYS 14.0
software is used analysis of F.E. model generated by meshing of
the blade using the solid brick element present in the ANSYS
software itself and thereby applying the boundary condition.
This project specifies how the program makes effective use of
the ANSYS pre-processor to analyse the complex turbine blade
geometries and apply boundary conditions to examine structural
performance of the blade for N 155, Inconel 625 and Titanium
Alloy Ti-4Al-4V materials. Finally stating the best suited material
among the four from the report generated after analysis. From
this the results are stated and reported.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Air turbine obtains its power by utilizing the energy of
the compressed air which is at high pressure by expanding
through the several rings of moving blades, to get a high
pressure of order of 10 bar of working air medium which is
essential for expansion a compressor is required. At the same
time blade can rotate 50000 rpm. The quantity of Compressed
air and speed required are more, so generally a centrifugal or
axial compressor is required. The turbine drive the compressor
so it is coupled to the turbine shaft, If after compression the
working air medium were to be expanded in a turbine, then
assuming that there were no losses in either component, the
power developed by the turbine can be increased by increasing
the volume of working air medium at constant pressure or
alternatively increasing the pressure, the speed of the rotor will
be under control. The present paper deals with the stresses that
act on the blade due to high angular speeds of 50000 rpm. The
analysis of turbine blade mainly consists of Structural analysis.
The analysis is carried out under steady state conditions using
Ansys software. The study has been conducted with four
different materials N155, Inconel 625 Titanium 6242 (Ti-4Al-
4V) materials.

Fig. 1. The total vector sum of Displacement of the sector model (mm)

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In the choices, air turbine ranks top for high speed light load
application, particularly for prototype testing where simple and
cheap cost overtake efficiency. Prototype development of air
foil bearing [1, 2], high speed light weight alternator [2], spin
test rigs for rotor [3] all make uses air turbine drives. Further,
the exhaust of the air turbine enable simply let into ambient
room environments without any concern. All major industries
and R D institutes and firms invariably have a network of
compressed air lines in parallel to the electric power and
water line in entire layout. Therefore, the readily available
compressed air enables air drive as cheap sources of drive
system. (4) studied on The first stage rotor blade of a two
stage gas turbine has been analysed for structural, modal anal-
ysis using ANSYS 11.0.which is a powerful Finite Element
Method software. The Stress distribution in the rotor blade
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has been evaluated using this software. The design features of
the turbine segment of the turbine have been taken from the
preliminary design of a power turbine for maximization of an
existing turbo jet engine. it has been felt that a detail study
can be carried out on the clear understanding of the stresses.
(5) the purpose of turbine technology is to extract, maximum
quantity of energy from the working medium to convert it
into useful work with maximum efficiency. That means, the
turbine having maximum reliability, minimum cost, minimum
supervision and minimum starting time. (6) studied on the
design and analysis of turbine blade, CATIA is used for design
of solid model and ANSYS software for analysis for F.E.model
generated, by applying boundary condition, this paper also
includes specific post-processing and life assessment of blade.
How the program makes effective use of the ANSYS pre-
processor to mesh complex turbine blade geometries and apply
boundary conditions. And to demonstrate the pre-processing
capabilities, static and dynamic stress analysis results.

III. COMPUTER AIDED ANALYSIS OF AIR
TURBINE ROTOR BLADE

The model is created and analyzed using CATIA and
ANSYS. For Low, Medium and High mesh generation and
node selection is used. The structural modal modules of
ANSYS 14.0 are used for the analysis of the rotor blade. The
rotor blade was analyzed for mechanical stress distribution of
Radial, axial, Hoop Von misses.

The blade is then analyzed sequentially with structural
analysis. The model is discretised using

Element Type: Solid187
Mesh Type: Solid Mesh
Mesh Density: High
Total no: of elements: 189714

IV. NOMENCLATURE
E-Youngs Modulus, -Angular velocity,
m-Blade mass,
d-Bore diameter,
D-Disc Diameter,
N-Speed of Turbine in RPM,
T -Disc thickness,
R -Mean radius of blade
\subsection{Details of Turbine blade}
D=70 mm, N=50000 Rpm, T=18mm, d=15mm
Tip to Tip Diameter: 100mm,
No. of Blade: 27,
Disc Diameter: 70 mm,
Bore Diameter: 15 mm,
Disc Thickness: 18mm
The blade loads applied on the rim of
the disc are calculated below:
27 Blade mass = 0.117 kg
Speed, N = 50 000 RPM
Angular Velocity,
=5236 rad/s
Total number of blades, n = 27

Fig. 2. Von-Mises Stress distribution of the sector model (Pa)

Fig. 3. The total vector sum of Displacement of the sector model (mm)

Mean radius of blade, r = 42.5 mm
Centrifugal load of blades = mr2
= 0.117 x 0.0425 x (5236.0)2
= 130.0kN

V. RESULTS DISCUSSIONS

A. For INCONEL 625 ALLOY

From the post processing, the Stress variation obtained as
shown above in fig. From figure, it is observed throughout
the blade and the variation is linear along the path from both
inside and outside of the blade.

VI. CONCLUSION

The finite element analysis for structural anaysis of air
turbine rotor blade is carried out using solid 187 element.
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Fig. 4. Convergence of Solution (Stress) with Materials

Maximum stresses and strains are observed at the turbine
blade and upper surface along the blade roots three different
materials of construction i.e., N-155,Inconel 625 Titanium
materials. It is found that the overall stresses induced in
the turbine blades. The blade stresses induced are lesser for
Titanium (Ti-4Al-4V) as it has better properties.
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Abstract—Functionally graded materials (FGM) are
anisotropic materials whose physical properties vary throughout
the volume, either randomly or strategically, to achieve desired
characteristics or functionality. FGMs differ from traditional
composites. In that the material properties vary continuously
where the composite changes at each laminate interface. FGMs
accomplish this by gradually changing the volume fraction
of the materials which make up the FGM. Since functionally
graded materials are still a very recent area of research and
thus very active, this survey attempts to travel the trajectory of
FGM research from 2012 to current work in 2016.In this work
of review study the general FGM material properties, different
fabrication techniques, areas of applications, numerical approach
for analysis, recent research efforts and future research direction
are presented. Keywords FGM, anisotropic materials, volume
fraction, material property, composites, laminate interface.

I. INTRODUCTION
A functionally graded material (FGM) is a two-component

composite characterized by a compositional gradient from one
component to the other. In contrast, traditional composites are
homogeneous mixtures, and they therefore involve a com-
promise between the desirable properties of the component
materials. In other term, Functionally Graded Material (FGM)
may be characterized by the variation in composition and
structure gradually over volume, resulting in corresponding
changes in the properties of the material. The materials can
be designed for specific function and applications. Various
approaches based on the bulk (particulate processing), perform
processing, layer processing and melt processing are used to
fabricate the functionally graded materials.

A. History of FGMS

Functionally graded material commonly occurs in nature.
The human body contains many examples of complex FGMs
parts such as bones or teeth, another example of naturally
occurring FGMs can be found in nature such as plants and
in animal-tissues. For example a tooth and more specific
dental crowns are an excellent example of the application
of FGMs. It requires a high wear resistance outside and a
ductile inner structure for reasons of fatigue and brittleness
further, it requires a translucent outer area and a specific set
of color nuances for reasons of aesthetics. In technical world
functionally graded materials were first proposed around 1984
by Sendai group of Japan. In 1987 they launched a national
project called FGM Part I with special coordination funds for
promoting science and technology. Title of the Research was
Research on Generic Technology of FGM Development for
Thermal Stress Relaxation The first international symposium

on functionally graded materials was held in Sendai Japan
in 1990.In recent years this concept has become more pop-
ular in Europe, particularly in Germany. A Trans-regional
collaborative research center (SFB TRANSREGIO) is funded
since 2006 in order to exploit the potential of grading mono-
materials, such as steel, aluminum and polypropylene, by using
thermo mechanically coupled manufacturing processes [7].

B. Hierarchy of FGMS

Fig. 1. Hierarchy of FGMS

C. Types of FGMS

Depending upon the nature of gradient, the functionally
graded materials (composite) may be grouped into following
types [7]. A typical graphical representation is shown in Figure
2 (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively.

Fig. 2. 2Types of functionally graded materials
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II. MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The accurate information of the shape and distribution of
particles of FGM may not be available. Thus the effective ma-
terial properties such as elastic modulii, shear modulii, density
etc of the graded composites are being evaluated based only
on the volume fraction distribution and the approximate shape
of the dispersed phase. Several micro-mechanics models have
been developed over the years to infer the effective properties
of macroscopically homogeneous composite materials. The
analytical approaches, both finite element methods and micro-
mechanical models are frequently used for FGM modeling.
The various analytical approaches available for FGM modeling
are mentioned below [4]:

A. Self-consistent estimates

This method assumes that each reinforcement inclusion is
embedded in a continuum material whose effective properties
are those of the composite. It does not distinguish between
matrix and reinforcement phases and the same overall modulii
are predicted in another composite in which the roles of the
phases are interchanged. This makes it particularly suitable for
determining the effective modulii in those regions which have
an interconnected skeletal microstructure as shown in fig 4.1.

B. Mori-tanaka scheme

This method works well for composites with regions of the
microstructure having a clearly defined continuous matrix and
a discontinuous particulate phase (Fig 4.2). The matrix phase is
assumed to be reinforced by spherical particles of a particulate
phase. Here K1, G1 and V1 represent the bulk modulus, the
shear modulus and the volume fraction of the matrix phase
whereas K2, G2 and V2 represent the bulk modulus, the shear
modulus and the volume fraction of the particulate phase. It
is noticed that V1 + V2 = 1.

Fig. 3. Two-phase material with skeletal microstructure

C. Composite sphere assemblage model

In this model the effective properties of isotropic composite
materials have been determined analytically, which is based on
the simplifying assumption that the composite material is filled
with a fractal assemblage of spheres embedded in a concentric
spherical matrix of different diameters such that the spheres
completely fill the volume of the composite [4].

D. Simplified strength of materials method

This method assumes that the matrix phase is reinforced
with and ideally bonded to a periodic array of square fibres.
It is a popular modeling method due to its ease of implemen-
tation and computational efficiency [4].

E. Micromechanical models

This method attempts to accurately simulate the realistic mi-
crostructure of the RVE and determine the thermo-mechanical
response due to applied loads such that the effective material
properties may be calculated for various volume fractions of
constituent reinforcement. In this manner various sets of data
are collected for different material combinations. It is the most
accurate method since the microstructure under consideration
is directly modeled through 3-D finite elements [4].

III. FABRICATION TECHNIQUES OF FGM

There are different kinds of fabrication processes for pro-
ducing functionally graded materials. Functionally graded ma-
terials can be divided into two broad groups namely: thin
and bulk FGM. Thin FGM are relatively thin sections or thin
surface coating, while the bulk FGM are volume of materials
which require more labour intensive processes. Thin section
or surface coatings FGM are produced by Physical or Chem-
ical Vapors Deposition (PVD/CVD), Plasma Spraying, Self-
propagating High temperature Synthesis (SHS) etc. Bulk FGM
is produced using powder metallurgy technique, centrifugal
casting method, solid freeform technology etc [4].

Fig. 4. Two-phase material with particulate microstructure
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A. Vapour Deposition Technique

There are different types of vapour deposition techniques,
they include: sputter deposition, Chemical Vapour Deposition
(CVD) and Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD). These vapour
deposition methods are used to deposit functionally graded
surface coatings and they give excellent microstructure, but
they can only be used for depositing thin surface coating.
They are energy intensive and produce poisonous gases as
their byproducts [1,2,3]. Other methods used in producing
functionally graded coating include: plasma spraying, elec-
trodeposition, electrophoretic, Ion Beam Assisted Deposition
(IBAD), Self-Propagating High-temperature Synthesis (SHS),
etc. All the above mentioned processes cannot be used to
produce bulk FGM because they are generally slow and energy
intensive, therefore they are uneconomical to be used in
producing bulk FGM. Some of the fabrication methods for
producing bulk functionally graded materials are as follows
[1,2,3].:

B. PowderMetallurgy(PM)

Powder metallurgy (PM) technique is used to produce
functionally graded material through three basic steps namely:
weighing and mixing of powder according to the pre-designed
spatial distribution as dictated by the functional requirement,
stacking and ramming of the premixed-powders, and finally
sintering. PM technique gives rise to a stepwise structure. If
continuous structure is desired, then centrifugal method is used
[1,2,3].

C. CentrifugalMethod

Centrifugal method is similar to centrifugal casting where
the force of gravity is used through spinning of the mould to
form bulk functionally graded material. The graded material
is produced in this way because of the difference in material
densities and the spinning of the mould. There are other similar
processes like centrifugal method in the literature (e.g. Gravity
method, etc.). Although continuous grading can be achieved
using centrifugal method but only cylindrical shapes can be
formed. Another problem of centrifugal method is that there
is limit to which type of gradient can be produced because the
gradient is formed through natural process (centrifugal force
and density difference).To solve these problems, researchers
are using alternative manufacturing method known as solid
freeform [1,2,3].

D. 4Solid Freeform (SFF) Fabrication Method

Solid free form is an additive manufacturing process that
offers lots of advantages that include: higher speed of pro-
duction, less energy intensive, maximum material utilization,
ability to produce complex shapes and design freedom as parts
are produced directly from CAD (e.g. AutoCAD)data.SFF
involves five basic steps: generation of CAD data from the
software like AutoCAD, Solid edge etc, conversion of the
CAD data to Standard Triangulation Language(STL)file, slic-
ing of the STL into two dimensional cross-section profiles
,building of the component layer by layer, and lastly removal

and finishing. There are various types of SFF technologies,
laser based processes are mostly employed in fabrication of
functionally graded materials. Laser based SFF process for
FGM include: laser cladding based method, Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS), 3-D Printing (3-DP), and Selective Laser
Melting (SLM). Laser cladding based system and selective
laser melting are capable of producing fully dense components.
Solid free form provides manufacturing flexibility amongst
other advantages but the technology is characterized by poor
surface finish making it necessary to carry out a secondary
finishing operation. There are lots of research efforts in this
direction to improve surface finish, dimensional accuracy etc
[1, 2, 3]. Based on the criteria, the study concluded that
the powder metallurgy as the most suitable method for the
manufacturing of FGMs in the future works. It is believed
that the main issue in implementing the PM method which
is the sintering process should be further explored in order
to achieve improvement in the microstructure and mechanical
properties of the resulting FGMs [6].

IV. AREAS AND APPLICATIONS OF FGM

FGMs have great potential in applications where the oper-
ating conditions are severe, including spacecraft heat shields,
heat exchanger tubes, biomedical implants, flywheels, and
plasma facings for fusion reactors, etc. Various combinations
of the ordinarily incompatible functions can be implemented
to create new materials for aerospace, chemical plants, nuclear
energy reactors, etc. For example, a discrete layer of ceramic
material is bonded to a metallic structure in a conventional
thermal barrier coating for high temperature applications.
However, the abrupt transition in material properties across
the interface between distinct materials can cause large inter-
laminar stresses and lead to plastic deformation or cracking.
These harmful effects can be eased by smooth spatial grading
of the material constituents. In such cases, large concentrations
of ceramic material are placed at corrosive, high temperature
locations, while large concentrations of metal are placed at
regions where mechanical properties need to be high. The
application of these advanced materials was first visualized
during a space plane project in 1984 in National Aerospace
Laboratory of Japan to avoid the stress peaks at interfaces in
coated panels for the space shuttle. Combination of materials
used here served the purpose of a thermal barrier system
capable of withstanding a surface temperature of 2000 K with
a temperature gradient of1000 K across a 10 mm thick section.
Later on, its applications have been expanded to also the
components of chemical plants, solar energy generators, heat
exchangers, nuclear reactors and high efficiency combustion
systems. The concept of FGMs has been successfully applied
in thermal barrier coatings where requirements are aimed to
improve thermal, oxidation and corrosion resistance. FGMs
can also find application in the communication and informa-
tion techniques. Abrasive tools for metal and stone cutting
are other important examples where gradation of surface layer
has improved performance. Various major fields of application
of FGM are as follows [4]. Some of the applications of
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functionally graded materials are highlighted below:

A. Aerospace

Functionally graded materials can withstand very high ther-
mal gradient, this makes it suitable for use in structures and
space plane body, rocket engine component etc.If processing
technique is improved FGM are promising and can be used in
wider areas of aerospace [1,2,4].

B. Medicine

Living tissues like bones and teeth are characterized as
functionally graded material from nature, to replace these
tissues, a compatible material is needed that will serve the
purpose of the original bio-tissue. The ideal candidate for
this application is functionally graded material.FGM find wide
range of application in dental and orthopedic applications for
teeth and bone replacement [1, 2,4].

C. Nuclear Projects

In nuclear projects, a good thermal resisting material re-
quired, also a leak proof structure to avoid industrial accidents
which occurs due to fusion reaction process and hence FGM
is used. More use of FGM in fuel pallets and plasma wall of
fusion reactor [2].

D. Energy sector

FGM are used in energy conversion devices. They also
provide thermal barrier and are used as protective coating
on turbine blades in gas turbine engine. They are used in
thermoelectric generators, sensors and solar cells [1, 2, 4].

Fig. 5. Areas and applications Of FGM

E. Communication field

Optical fiber wires, which require a good electrical resistor
at outer cover and a good electric transistor material property
on inner side and hence FGM is used. Even in lenses and
semiconductors, FGM become very useful [2].

F. Defense

One of the most important characteristics of functionally
graded material is the ability to inhibit crack propagation. This
property makes it useful in defense application as a penetration
resistant material used for armour plates and bullet-proof vests
[1, 2, 4].

G. Optoelectronics

FGM also finds its application in optoelectronics as graded
refractive index material and in audio-videodiscs magnetic
storage media. Other areas of application: Cutting tool insert
coating, Automobile engine components, Nuclear reactor com-
ponents, Turbine blade, Heat exchanger, Tribology, Sensors,
Fire retardant doors, etc. The list is endless and more appli-
cation is springing up as the processing technology, cost of
production and properties of FMG improve [1, 2, 4].

H. Biomaterials

Biomaterials can be designed to have variable pore sizes
and porosity distribution and thus porous biomaterials can take
the graded/ gradient porous form. Such Porous bio materials
Scaffold are used in bone or ligament replacement [7].

I. Sensors

A large variety of functional effects draw advantage from
the FGM principle, such as graded thermoelectric and di-
electrics (thin films prepared by chemical solution deposition),
piezoelectric graded materials applied for broad band ultra-
sonic transducer and graded composite electrodes for solid
oxide fuels [7].

J. Advantages of FGM

Some of the advantages of functionally graded materials are
highlighted below:

FGM as an interface layer to connect two incompatible
materials can greatly enhance the bond strength [2]. FGM
coating and interface can be used to reduce the residual
stress and thermal stress. FGM coating can be used to
connect the materials to eliminate the stress at the interface
and end point stress singularity [2]. FGM coating not only
enhances the strength of the connections but can also reduce
the crack driving force [2]. FGM has the ability to control
deformation, dynamic response, wear, corrosion etc. FGM
also provides the opportunities to take the benefits of different
material systems e.g., ceramics and metals. Ceramic part has
good thermal resistance, wear and oxidation (rust) resistance
whereas metallic part has superior fracture toughness, high
strength and bonding capability [2]. FGM has wide range of
applications in dental and orthopedic applications for teeth and
bone replacement [2].
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K. Difficulties of FGM

There are some issues that need further study and to be
resolved, mainly in the following aspects : A proper database
of gradient material (including material system, parameters,
material preparation and performance evaluation) is to be
developed [5]. Still need further research and examination
on the physical properties of the material model. Microscopic
structure and the quantitative relationship between preparation
conditions to be established in order to accurately and reli-
ably predict the physical properties of graded materials [5].
Research should focus on variation of gradient material with
respect to thermal stress relaxation of the material as well as
keep the road open to variety of engineering applications [5].
Still need to improve the continuum theory, quantum (discrete)
theory, percolation theory and micro-structure model, and
rely on computer simulation of the material properties for
theoretical prediction particular [5]. Functionally gradient
materials prepared are samples of small size, simple structure.
More practical valued materials still need to be developed [5].
The total preparation costs are high.

L. Challenges of FGMs

Mass production Quality control Cost

V. NUMERICAL APPROACH FOR ANALYSIS OF
FGMS

In engineering applications, there are many types of nu-
merical method available such as finite difference method
(FDM), finite volume method (FVM), finite element method
(FEM), boundary element method (BEM) and mesh free
methods. However as per literature available maximum work
is carried out by FEM. FEM is widely used in diverse fields
to solve static, dynamic, linear and nonlinear problems. The
main challenge to implement FEM in FGMs is to analyze
the material property variation and to describe this within
the structure. Theoretical approach is tedious to describe the
material properties of FGMs. Reserve engineering processes
may also be used to the find the spatial material properties of
the FGMs. By dividing the FGMs structure into significantly
small size of mesh and the material properties considered
at every integration points is gives reasonable results when
analyzing the FGMs structure by FEM. Finite element analysis
requires reasonable results (good convergence results) in less
simulation time, both obtained by adjusting the shape, size and
optimized number of elements. The computational simulations
are important tools for development because of their potential
to reduce expensive experimentation, finite element simulation
is a vital tool for analysis, and Mesh generation is an essential
part of FEM. Extensive work is available in the area of mesh
generation algorithms and handling complex geometric objects
[7].

VI. RECENT RESEARCH EFFORTS IN FGM

Lots of studies have been conducted on behavior of func-
tionally graded materials and the literature is very rich on
this because of the wide areas of application of this novel

material. Performance of FGM under localized transverse
loading was investigated by Woodward and Kashtalyan and
property estimation study was conducted by Luet..A com-
prehensive review on performance of FGM was published in
2007 by Birman and Byrd. An overview on fracture behav-
ior of FGM was conducted by Shanmugavel. Other reviews
on functionally graded materials available in the literature
are: review study on research and development by Cherradi,
Tilbrook also conducted review study on crack propagation in
functionally graded materials. A number of researches have
also been conducted in the areas of analysis and modeling
work on functionally graded material. There are still more to
be done in terms of research to improve the performance of
manufacturing processes of FGM [1].

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

Functionally graded material is an excellent advanced ma-
terial that will revolutionize the manufacturing world in the
21stcentury. There are a number of roadblocks for realizing
this objective. Costisa major problem, with substantial part
of the cost expended on powder processing and fabrication
method. Solid freeform fabrication technique offers a greater
advantage for producing FGM, but there are still lots of issues
that need to be resolved with this promising technology. More
research needs to be conducted on improving the performance
of SFF processes through extensive characterization of func-
tionally graded material in other to generate a comprehensive
database and to develop a predictive model for proper process
control. Further work should also be done to improve the pro-
cess control through development of more powerful feedback
control for overall FMG fabrication process improvement (i.e.
full automation).This will improve the overall performance
of the process, bring down the cost of FGM and improve
reliability of the fabrication process [1].

A. CONCLUSION

In this study we journeyed through overview of very recent
research in FGM from 2012 to2016.We looked at FGM
material properties, different fabrication techniques, areas of
applications, numerical approach for analysis, recent research
efforts and future research direction. Functionally graded ma-
terial is an excellent advanced material that will revolutionize
the manufacturing world in the 21 st century. Current research
is mostly focused on uncovering the complex nature of fracture
mechanics due to material no homogeneity as well as in
developing/improving forming processes so that the target
gradient is achieved with precision.
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Abstract—Withstanding of air turbine rotor blades for the
elongations is a major consideration in their design because they
are subjected to high tangential, axial, centrifugal forces during
their working conditions. Several methods have been suggested
for the better enhancement of the mechanical properties of blades
to withstand these extreme conditions. on which CATIA V5 is
used for deign of solid model. ANSYS 14.0 software is used
analysis the finite element model of the blade by solid brick
element and thereby applying the boundary condition.

Keywords: Air turbine, Blade, Hub, Deflection, ANSYS,
CATIA, N155, Inconel 625, Titanium Alloy Ti-4Al-4V.

I. INTRODUCTION

The finite element method is a numerical analysis technique
for obtaining approximate solutions to a wide variety of
engineering problems. Although originally developed to study
stresses in complex structures, it has since been extended and
applied to the broad field of continuum mechanics. that occurs
in less stress and low strain in the titanium alloy gives better
results when compared to N155 and Inconel 625.

Fig. 1. Mechanical properties of N155, Inconel 625 Titanium Alloy

A. Finite Element Method

The finite element method is a numerical method that can be
used for the accurate solution of complex engineering problem.
It is considered to be one of the best methods for solving
a wide variety of practical problems efficiently. It is method
(FEM) has now become a very important tool of engineering
analysis. Its versatility is reflected in its popularity among
engineers and designers belonging to nearly all the engineering
disciplines.

B. Engineering Applications of the FEM

Although the method has been extensively used in the field
of structural mechanics, it has been successfully applied to
solve several other types of engineering problem, such as heat
conduction, fluid dynamics, seepage flow, and electric and
magnetic fields. These applications prompted mathematicians
to use this technique for the solution of complicated boundary

Fig. 2. CAD Model of Air Turbine Rotor

Fig. 3. Model of 27 Cyclic Sectors of the Air Turbine Rotor
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Fig. 4. Sector of the Air Turbine Rotor

value and other problems. In fact, it has been established that
the method can be used for the numerical solution of ordinary
and partial differential equations the general applicability of
the finite element method can be observing.

II. CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF AIR
TURBINE ROTOR BLADE

The Air turbine obtains its power by utilizing the energy of
the compressed air which is at high pressure by expanding
through the several rings of moving blades, to get a high
pressure in the order of 10 bar. Working air medium which is
essential for expansion a compressor is required. At the same
time blade can rotate 50000 rpm. The quantity of Compressed
air and speed required are more, so generally a centrifugal or
axial compressor is required. The turbine drive the compressor
so it is coupled to the turbine shaft, there were no losses in
either component, the power developed by the turbine can be
increasing the volume of working air medium at constant or
increasing the pressure adjusted by the air turbine valve will
be under control.

A. Rotor Blade Design

E-Youngs Modulus, Deflection, -Angular velocity, m-Blade
mass, d-Bore diameter, D-Disc diameter, N-Speed of Turbine
in rpm, T- Disc thickness.

B. Air turbine blade details

D=70 mm, N=50000 Rpm, T=18mm, d=15mm: No of
blade: 27, Tip to Tip Diameter = 100 mm.

C. Calculations Loads on Blade

The blade loads applied on the rim
of the disc are calculated below:

27 Blade mass = 0.117 kg
Speed, N = 50 000 RPM
Angular Velocity,
= 5236 rad/s

Total number of blades,
n = 27

Mean radius of blade,
r = 42.5 mm
Centrifugal load of blades = mr$ˆ2$
= 0.117 x 0.0425 x $(5236.0)ˆ2$
= 130.0kN

III. ANALYSIS USING ANSYS

Fig. 5. Displacement of the sector model (mm)

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The stresses and deflections obtained by modeling in blade

are shown in Figure 1 and 9. Maximum stresses and strains
are observed at the turbine blade and upper surface along the
blade roots in three different materials of construction i.e.,
N-155,Inconel 625 Titanium materials. It is found that the
overall stresses induced in the turbine blades. Titanium (Ti-
4Al-4V) has lesser stresses and deformation. The maximum
stress in the model is less than maximum allowable stress.

V. CONCLUSION
The finite element analysis for structural anaysis of air

turbine rotor blade is carried out using solid 187 element.
Maximum stresses and strains are observed at the turbine
blade and upper surface along the blade roots three different
materials of construction i.e., N-155,Inconel 625 Titanium
materials. It is found that the overall stresses induced in
the turbine blades. The blade stresses induced are lesser for
Titanium (Ti-4Al-4V) as it has better properties.
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Fig. 6. Von-Mises Stress distribution of the sector model (Pa)

Fig. 7. Displacement of the sector model (mm)
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Abstract—This fast moving world railway department place
one of the topmost Position in the means of transportation. Even
though it places an important Role, lack of concentration in
the safety measures lead to the death of many Lives.Most of the
accidents occur due to the derailment. In order to Overcome this,
we have come up with an idea to fully automate the process of
Railway track checking. Our idea is to build a fully autonomous
robot capable of following two parallel white tracks against a
black background and report the errors (if any) in the laying
down of the tracks.

I. INTRODUCTION:
Communication is the process of meaningful interaction

among human beings. The basic steps of communication are:
the forming of communicative intent, message composition,
message encoding, and transmission of signal, reception of
signal, message decoding and finally interpretation of the
message by the recipient. Communication is simply the act
of transferring information from one place to another. When
you call or talk verbally to your friend, then you are said to be
communicating with your friend. A first step in unraveling the
complexity of interpersonal communication is to understand
the basic process by which communication occurs. Only
then can we identify where possible problems can arise and
explore skills for enhancing communication and managing
such breakdowns

II. ENGLISH GLOBALIZATION AND ENGINEERING

Engineering graduates require an ever-increasing range of
skills to maintain relevance with the global environment of the
new millennium. Communication skills are a vital component
of this, recognized by academia and industry alike. Such
skills are essential for an engineer who aspires to carry out
his/her professional practice in the global arena. Multilingual
skills are considered a salient element in the make-up of the
new global engineer. Yet there is ample evidence that grad-
uate engineers lack the required standard of communication
skills, particularly when compared to the needs of industry
internationally. Communication skills are a regular feature
of an engineers job in industry; some graduates employed
in industry have identified that education in communication
skills needs to be improved given the demands encountered in
industry. Indeed, communication skills are considered to be a
valuable career enhancer. Inadequate and ineffective communi-
cation skills reflect badly on the individual and the profession.
An insufficient level of communication skills instruction in
engineering education generally only serves to undermine the

whole profile of the professional engineer. This in turn affects
recruitment and retention in engineering studies

III. COMMUNICATION ISSUES

Four sources of weakness that can significantly impact on
an engineers communication skills education were identified
as: Students attitudes to communication; Insufficient course
content; Deficient or inappropriate teaching methods; Lack
of opportunity for engineering students to practice communi-
cation skills

The student has not been trained from the lower level about
its importance. It is not possible to master this in fortnight
or a month. Learning a language needs lot of practice ,
interest and self confidence. Practice makes a man perfect.
So communicating and learning spoken English courses and
books will not help a person to improve his communication
skills.

IV. IALTERNATIVE TEXTS IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION :

Alternative texts can help in foster communication skills
in engineering, as well as broaden students imagination and
understanding of concepts and disciplines beyond the current
engineering domain. Such alternative texts include science
fiction and so-called techno thrillers, which can present topics
and ideas outside the current scope of science and engineering.
Such texts do not undermine the core knowledge required
of practicing engineers, as students can question the viability
of technological aspects within the recognized framework of
fiction . Ward has utilised various non-traditional texts to
impart to students knowledge of engineering management and
safety, among other subjects . Indeed, literature can help in
the formation of language literacy, whether it be EFL or ESL.
Spanos has stated that literary texts are at the heart of language
. Educators need to keep up-to-date with such current and past
popular texts, and treat them as credible opportunities for the
further exploration of engineering and science topics.

V. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

New communication technologies (such as the Internet,
e-mail, cable TV, satellites, etc), the increasing speed and
reduced costs of international transport, migration flows and
the internationalization of business have resulted in an ever-
increasing number of people including engineers engaged in
intercultural communication. Representatives of politics, uni-
versities and private industry emphasize that internationalizing
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curricula is not only important to remain competitive in a
global world economy, but even indispensable in a world that
can only survive through global cooperation.

VI. EVALUATION:

Have a positive attitude about communication. Defensive-
ness interferes with communication. Work at improving com-
munication skills. It takes knowledge and work. The commu-
nication model and discussion of barriers to communication
provide the necessary knowledge. This increased awareness
of the potential for improving communication is the first step
to better communication. Include communication as a skill to
be evaluated along with all the other skills in each person’s job
description. Help other people improve their communication
skills by helping them understand their communication prob-
lems. Make communication goal oriented. Relational goals
come first and pave the way for other goals. When the sender
and receiver have a good relationship, they are much more
likely to accomplish their communication goals. Approach
communication, as a creative process rather than simply as a
part of working with people. Experiment with communication
alternatives. What works with one person may not work well
with another person. Vary channels, listening techniques, and
feedback techniques. Accept the reality of miscommunication.
The best communicators fail to have perfect communication.
They accept miscommunication and work to minimize its
negative impacts. This is a good method where you can divide
the classroom into small teams and ask them to solve different
problems or complete assignments. This practice will increase
not only the interaction among the students but also among the
teacher and students. It is also important that teachers should
be up to date with all the latest teaching aids like computers,
video conferencing and especially the use of internet. This will
also help the students to keep up their interest in the learning
process. Lastly, we knew that Communication is a skill and
it can be acquired through proper training. It also required
conscious knowledge and strategic judgment. Every teacher
should know different communication skills for classrooms
viz, Using goal setting as a teaching tool. Developing interest
in the subject . Developing problem solving skill . Encouraging
cooperative learning. Encouraging creativity . Encouraging
students to experiment and explore.

VII. CONCLUSION:

Language and communication skills are recognised as im-
portant elements in the education of the modern engineer.
Those institutions that have already implemented multilingual
and communication elements will be at the forefront of provid-
ing the demands of industry and society. The already crowded
engineering curriculum still needs to incorporate additional
competences, notably workplace and international/intercultural
skills, especially communication. Fitting in a new subject will,
in most cases, be difficult, but also less enduring with regard
to the competence being taught. The integration of commu-
nication skills, as can be found in various business curricula,
will serve to reinforce such skills like communication across

different contexts, particularly if students recognise this as an
important component if part of the overall grade is attributed
to it. The incorporation of language and communication
improvement courses is an important element of continuous
learning, and will ultimately contribute to the process of life-
long learning. This should facilitate advancements in engineer-
ing and, indeed, engineering education through streamlining
fundamental communication skills. Ideally, students skills in
communication reinforces these competences, should be ini-
tiated and inculcated at least at the secondary school level.
However, if this is lacking in the national school curriculum,
then it needs to be fostered at the tertiary level, particularly as
such skills can still be acquired as adults and will contribute
to the life-long learning process.
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Abstract—Communication skills are an essential component
in the education of engineering students to facilitate not just
students education but also to prepare them for their future
careers. In this article, the author discusses various important
communication skills required of modern engineers. Also dis-
cussed are various elements of communication skills education,
such as oral, listening, written, and visual. Suggestions for
communication skills development are made, including the posit
that communication skills be integrated across the curriculum,
rather than include it as a stand-alone subject in already packed
engineering curricula, so as to reinforce student learning. Various
potential areas for further research are also made.

I. INTRODUCTION

Engineering graduates require an ever-increasing range of
skills to maintain relevance with the global environment of the
new millennium. Communication skills are a vital component
of this, recognized by academia and industry alike. Such skills
are essential for an engineer who aspires to carry out his/her
professional practice in the global arena. Multi-lingual skills
are considered a salient element in the make-up of the new
global engineer.

Yet there is ample evidence that graduate engineers lack
the required standard of communication skills, particularly
when compared to the needs of industry internationally [2][3].
Communication skills are a regular feature of an engineers
job in industry; some graduates employed in industry have
identified that education in communication skills needs to
be improved given the demands encountered in industry [4].
Indeed, communication skills are considered to be a valuable
career enhancer [5].

Inadequate and ineffective communication skills reflect
badly on the individual and the profession. An insufficient
level of communication skills instruction in engineering edu-
cation generally only serves to undermine the whole profile of
the professional engineer. This in turn affects recruitment and
retention in engineering studies [6].

It has been stated that communication skills should be
fostered in engineering education ... because they are qualities
that employers look for ... [and] should be part of any tertiary
education [7].

Communication is multifaceted and incorporates various
elements, such as oral, written, listening, visual, intercultural,
interdisciplinary, etc. These need to be considered when ex-
amining communication engineer-ing education.

II. ENGLISH GLOBALISATION AND ENGINEERING

Engineering graduates require an ever-increasing range of
skills to maintain relevance with the global environment of the
new millennium. Communication skills are a vital component
of this, recognized by academia and industry alike. Such skills
are essential for an engineer who aspires to carry out his/her
professional practice in the global arena. Multi-lingual skills
are considered a salient element in the make-up of the new
global engineer.

Yet there is ample evidence that graduate engineers lack
the required standard of communication skills, particularly
when compared to the needs of industry internationally [2][3].
Communication skills are a regular feature of an engineers
job in industry; some graduates employed in industry have
identified that education in communication skills needs to
be improved given the demands encountered in industry [4].
Indeed, communication skills are considered to be a valuable
career enhancer [5].

Inadequate and ineffective communication skills reflect
badly on the individual and the profession. An insufficient
level of communication skills instruction in engineering edu-
cation generally only serves to undermine the whole profile of
the professional engineer. This in turn affects recruitment and
retention in engineering studies [6].

It has been stated that communication skills should be
fostered in engineering education ... because they are qualities
that employers look for ... [and] should be part of any tertiary
education [7].

Communication is multifaceted and incorporates various
elements, such as oral, written, listening, visual, intercultural,
interdisciplinary, etc. These need to be considered when ex-
amining communication engineer-ing education.

III. ENGLISH FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES

There is a clear necessity for effective English communi-
cation skills for engineers in the current globalised environ-
ment. A course in English for Specific Purposes (ESP) will
enhance English language training and an engineering students
communication skills. It will also aid in the globalization of
education and the internationalization of practicing engineers.
The concept of ESP achieves more in the education of en-
gineering students by focusing the learners attention on the
particular terminology and communication skills required in
the professional field.

While English is currently a prime language in facilitating
communication between international cultures, particularly
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intercontinental, the increasing growth of regional languages
indicates that native English speakers need to learn additional
and commu-nication skills, preferably in at least one of the
regional tongues. In this case, monolingualism is likely to
be an impediment for future graduate engineers in a world
where intraregional connections provide stepping stones to
facilitating globalisation.

IV. COMMUNICATION ISSUES

Four sources of weakness that can significantly impact on
an engineers communication skills education were identified
as: Students attitudes to communication; Insufficient course
content; Deficient or inappropriate teaching methods; Lack
of opportunity for engineering students to practise communi-
cation skills [14].

V. ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

The burgeoning importance placed on oral communication
skills by employers has been echoed inter-nationally for a
decade or more and across disciplines. Knowledge and tech-
nical know-how are clearly important, but these must be
presented with an excel-lent standard of communication skills,
particularly oral. Indeed, oral communication and presentation
skills are considered one of the best career enhancers and to
be the single biggest factor in determining a students career
success or failure [5]. Communication skills development has
been demonstrated through the use of various methods, such
as class discussions and others.

Experiential methods have generally yielded better results
than purely didactic means. Examples include presentations,
peer review, role-play, video of student presentations with
individual feedback and up-to-date training in key software
used in presentations by graduates in industry (eg PowerPoint,
Word, Excel, etc) [4].

Engaging learners will help facilitate and stimulate effective
and purposeful learning by students. In particular, involving
learners directly will engender a stronger sense of responsibil-
ity in future graduates that they can take beyond the university
and into the work arena. This is especially important when
engaging learners of English as a Second Language (ESL)
and English for Specific Purposes (ESP) as it involves new
vocabulary.

VI. LISTENING SKILLS

Communication involves receiving as well as sending sig-
nals. As such, listening skills are just as important and verbal
and written communication skills competences. It has been
asserted that we spend 70

10% writing; 15% reading; 30% talking; 45% listening
[17].

Kline further affirmed that listening is crucial in the work-
place [17]. As such, it is vital across the professions, includ-
ing engineering. Listening entails the reception and correct
understanding of verbal communication and without effective
listening skills, the verbal message can be distorted or ignored,

thereby causing the communication process to fail. Work-
based activities provide a direct context to an engineers
training. Such listening skills exercises can be integrated
into the study environment and aid students in team-based
assignments, an increasingly staple task in engineering.

VII. WRITTEN COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Written communication skills involve a more active, rather
than passive, learning method. Writing can enhance critical
thinking and problem-solving skills, as well as serve to
identify and confront personal misconceptions [18]. Graduate
engineers have reported an increasing written communication
workload over time [4]. Writing in this instance refers to
composing material that is to be read and includes typing.

Written communication needs to be relevant, properly im-
plemented and of a quality standard that can be benchmarked;
it should also generate feed-back and provide accurate assess-
ment, as well as make a positive and permanent impact on
student learning. Examples of written communication include:
engineering reports, technical writing, essays, reflective jour-
nals, peer review, and mock and student conference papers.

VIII. VISUAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Visual forms, such as drawings, diagrams, real and symbolic
pictures, etc, are of tremendous importance in the process of
knowledge acquisition in general, especially information pro-
cessing, storage and retrieval. They may also have important
implications for the quality of visual communication within a
specific profession. It is clear that every engineering profession
relies heavily on the use of visual forms as a means of non-
verbal communication [21].

]COMMUNICATION SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
A review of literature indicates that oral communication has

been identified as a learnable skill and that experiential meth-
ods have generally yielded better results than purely didactic
means [5]. Presentations Students will not place any great
emphasis on presentation, and with it oral communication
skills, if presentation and communication is not allocated a sig-
nificant share for the exercises marks. Furthermore, as much as
many students dislike giving presentations, it is better that they
experience a dry run in their education than to be suddenly
confronted in the workplace. An Irish study found that 78%
of sampled practicing engineering graduates were required
to give oral presentations as part of their work, often on a
regular basis [4]. Group projects and presentations encourage
and enhance the interpersonal skills of the student members
and should be emphasized early in the education curricula.
This should be considered as teamwork is recognized as a
core skill in industry, and communication with team members
needs to be effective.

A. Peer Review

Advantages of peer assessment include getting students
to think about the exercise more deeply, recognize others
viewpoints and how to give constructive criticism to peers.
Disadvantages include potential bias, reluctance to give low
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marks for poor work from their peers and the need for clearer
guidelines, although these can be countered by utilising group-
based marking, rather than individual, increasing marking
guideline specificity, and limiting the impact of the peer review
exercise on the overall unit grade.

B. Role-Play

As knowledge of communication theory does not neces-
sarily parallel skills in practice, it is important to immerse
students in similar work environments. Context-specific en-
actments, or role-play, can focus the students attention on
the differing types of communication required with various
groups in potential future work situations. Video Video/audio
grading has been shown to dramatically improve presentation
skills in students, with one prime example given where student
presentations were filmed and then graded with dubbing
from the teacher and a feedback sheet [5]. Importantly, this
provides relevant educational feedback to the student that is
not transitory as the students performance can be revisited.
Technology

The students knowledge base is augmented by allocating
class projects for presentations. However, Current technology
should be utilized, or at least demonstrated to the students,
so that they are aware of what is in use beyond the univer-
sity walls. The Irish study found that practicing engineering
graduates suggested that greater content for communication
courses in undergraduate engineering cover basic MS Office
applications (number 3 on the list, directly after oral presenta-
tions and keyboard skills), as well as other technical elements
including Web page design, e-mail and graphic design [4].
This gives a clear indication of technological elements that
need to be incorporated into fundamental communication
training for engineering students in preparation for industry.
Active Involvement of the Learner Littlewood suggested sev-
eral elements that involve the learner to reinforce learning:

The classroom must be conducive to communication and
learning;

Learning has to be relevant to learners interests and needs;
Processes and products are important in the classroom;
Learners must engage in active roles in the classroom

[47]. Engaging learners facilitates and stimulates effective and
purposeful learning by students. Involving learners directly
engenders a stronger sense of responsibility in the future
graduates that they can take beyond the university and into
the work arena. It is especially important to engage learners of
English as a Second Language (ESL) and English for Specific
Purposes (ESP) as it involves new vocabulary.

IX. COMMUNICATION SKILLS ASSESSMENT

Communication skills have been identified as multidimen-
sional and so it becomes crucial to classify how they will
be assessed in the students work. Furthermore, the particular
communication skills required in a profession are usually
poorly defined. One study identified that communication skills
assess-ment must: Be formal so that it occurs at specific times
and contributes to a students marks; Provide feedback to be

educational; Involve active participation by students in actual
communication situations; Tackle student insights so that
skills are identified and developed [48]. Individual feedback
is important but there needs to be prudent identification and
clear operational definitions of the rating dimensions so that
the same standards are applied to all students: consistency and
accuracy [48].

X. CONCLUSION
Language and communication skills are recognized as im-

portant elements in the education of the modern engineer.
Those institutions that have already implemented multilingual
and communication elements will be at the forefront of provid-
ing the demands of industry and society. The already crowded
engineering curriculum still needs to incorporate additional
competences, notably workplace and international/intercultural
skills, especially communication. Fitting in a new subject will,
in most cases, be difficult, but also less enduring with regard
to the competence being taught.

The incorporation of language and communication improve-
ment courses is an important element of continuous learning,
and will ultimately contribute to the process of life-long
learning. This should facilitate advancements in engineering
and, indeed, engineering education through streamlining fun-
damental communication skills.

Ideally, students skills in communication and EQ, which
reinforces these competences, should be initiated and incul-
cated at least at the secondary school level. However, if this
is lacking in the national school curriculum, then it needs to
be fostered at the tertiary level, particularly as such skills can
still be acquired as adults and will contribute to the life-long
learning process.
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Abstract—Motivated by the need for new red phosphors for
solid-state lighting applications Eu3+-activated SrMoO4 phos-
phor has been prepared by mechanochemically assisted solid state
meta thesis reaction route at room temperature and an ef�cient
red emission under near-ultraviolet excitation is observed. The
emission spectrum shows a dominant peak at 614nm due to the
5D0 7F2 transition of Eu3+. The excitation spectrum is coupled
well with the emission of near UV LED (350-410 nm) and blue
LED (450-470 nm). The results show that SrMoO4:Eu3+ is a
very appropriate red-emitting phosphor for white LEDs. Key
Words: ball mill, luminescent materials, phosphor, molybdates,
re�ectance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, SrMoO4 doped with rare earth are still scarce
nowadays and have attracted great attention due to their
applications as scintillating materials in electro-optical like
solid-state lasers and optical fibers, for instance and it also had
become an important luminescent material being used for pc-
LED because of their excellent thermal stability and chemical
stability [1]. Based on these considerations, in this paper, we
report the preparation of SrMoO4 phosphors by SSM process
and report their photoluminescence (PL) properties.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Preparation of SrMoO4:Eu3+ phosphors

SrCl2.6H2O, Na2MoO4.2H2O and EuCl3 (99.99%) were
used as the starting materials, and all of them were of
analytical grade without any further purification. Firstly, the
mixtures were milled for a period of one hour in a planetary
ball mill Pulverisette 7 (FRITSCH). Milling was carried out
in two grinding vials of 15 ccm volume containing balls with
diameter of 12 mm. Both the container and balls were made
of tungsten carbide material. The number of milling balls and
of the rotation speed of the planetary system of milling device
was kept constant. The solids were washed with water to
remove sodium chloride that is the by-product of the reaction
and after being dried in air at 80 oC for 2h, the white powder
product was obtained.

B. Measurement procedure

The phase of as-prepared sample was characterized by
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). Fourier Transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements in the 4004000 cm-1 range
were carried out with a Nicolet 6700 FTIR. Photo luminescent
excitation and emission spectra were measured on a Jobin
Yuvon Flurolog -3-11 Spectroflurometer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. XRD analysis of SrMoO4:Eu3+ phosphor

Fig.1 shows the XRD pattern of Sr1- xMoO4:xEu3+ pre-
pared by SSM route. The position and the intensity of diffrac-
tion peaks of the sample is consistent with Joint Committee
on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDSNo.85-0586), which
indicates that the sample is pure phase. The doped Eu3+ ions
have not caused any significant change in the host structure.
So the prepared sample was single-phase SrMoO4 in scheel-
ite structure. The average crystallite size was approximately
estimated by the Scherrers equation using the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the most intense peak (112). As
reported in the literature [2], the Scherrers equation (Eq. (1)) is
described as follows: D = 0.9/B cos ............ (1) Where is the
wavelength of Cu-K alpha (1.54059A), is the angle of Bragg
diffraction and B is the FWHM. Based on this equation, the
average crystallite size of SrMoO4: Eu3+ powder was obtained
as 48 nm.

Fig 1. XRD pattern of SrMoO4:0.03Eu3+ Phosphor.

IV. 3.2 FTIR ANALYSIS OF SRMOO4:EU3+ PHOSPHOR:

Fig. 2. FT-IR spectra of the as-synthesized samples Sr-
MoO4:Eu3+ phosphor.

The bands at 3454 cm-1 and 1630.7 cm1 are assigned
to OH stretching vibration and HOH bending vibration [3],
respectively. The two bands are the characteristic vibrations
of water from air, physically absorbed on the sample surface.
For SrMoO4: Eu3+ powders the Mo-O bond (818 cm-1) is
observed .This suggests that the crystalline phase of SrMoO4
has formed, agreeing well with the results of XRD.3.3 Photo
luminescent properties of SrMoO4:Eu3+ phosphor.
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